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Abstract
The present study representsan in-depth empirical investigation into the service

elimination process in the British financial services sector. It aims to make a
contribution towards the concisedevelopmentof the literature on serviceelimination
and to provide empirically based recommendations,which can improve the way
financial serviceelimination is practised.
The theoretical part of the study focused first on a review of the characteristics
of services in general and of financial services in particular and of the service range
management activities of financial institutions. Second, the literature on product and
service elimination was reviewed. The bulk of this material refers to conceptual

propositionsand empirical evidenceon elimination from manufacturingsettings,while
conceptual and empirical material from service and financial service settings is
alarmingly sparse.The presentstudy conceptualisedthe serviceelimination processas
consisting of three broad stages,a) the pre-elimination stage, b) the actual service
elimination decision-making process and c) the post-elimination stage. The study

adopted a researchapproachbasedon the broad hypothesis that service elimination
decisionsare not made in a vacuum (as the limited literature on service and financial
service elimination assumesexplicitly or implicitly) but that they are influenced by
contextualorganisationalandenvironmentalcharacteristicsof companies.
Based on the above conceptualisations,the research objectives were to a)
identify the content of the service elimination process (i.e., the decision variables
involved in

the various steps of

the process) b) measure the relative

importance/frequencyof use of the abovecontent and c) measurethe influenceof a set
of contextualindependentvariableson the relative importance/frequencyof use of the
content of the service elimination process.To meet the above researchobjectives, a
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pluralistic research method was adopted. For the identification component of the
research objectives qualitative research (in-depth interviews) was conducted, while for

the measurement
componentquantitativeresearchwasconducted(mail survey).
The findings indicatedthat serviceelimination decisionswere the outcomeof a
multi-step process, which with very few exceptions (i. e., the way in which British
financial institutions identified financial services as candidates for elimination) was
found to be largely informal and unsophisticated. Moreover service elimination was
rated as the least important service range management activity and was allocated the
least amount of resources (temporal, monetary and human).

The findings also suggestedthat the content of the serviceelimination process
was both similar anddifferent to elimination practicein manufacturingsettings.Among
the most obvious similarities was the paramountimportance of salesand profitability
considerationsin making products and financial services candidatesfor elimination.
Among the most striking differenceswas that while a productis fully eliminated,partial
elimination was the predominant outcome of the service elimination process in the

studiedsetting.
With regards to the contextual influence, it was found that the relative
importance/frequencyof the decision variables involved in the service elimination
processvariedin relation to the type and the size of individual financial institutions,the
pursued overall business strategy, and degree of market orientation, the degree of
formalisation of the service elimination process,the number of servicesin the range
(servicediversity), the type of financial servicewhich is consideredfor elimination,the
method of its delivery process,the intensity of competition and of the legislative
environmentand the volatility of the technologicalenvironment.As such,the findings
confirmed the hypothesised dynamism of the service elimination decisions and
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suggestedthat any attempt to describe the service elimination process in a golden rule
way that fits all companies, all financial services and all environmental circumstances

would be misleading.
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Introduction

1.Motivation for the Study
The presentstudy representsan in-depth empirical investigationinto the service
elimination processin theBritish financial servicessector.The motivationfor the study
has beenprovided by the lacuna of non-empirically and empirically basedknowledge
on serviceelimination in generalandon financial serviceelimination in particular.
Of course this motivation seems trivial because it is the kind of motivation of
many (if not of all) ambitious researchersin their attempt to convince the audience that
their study is original and that it is making a small contribution to the body of

knowledgeof the researchedtopic area.Objectively speakingit can be said that not all
studies are characterisedby the same degree of originality. The latter dependson,
among other factors, the perspective that researchersadopt and the amount of
empirically and non-empirically-basedknowledge that already exists on a research
topic. Subjectivelyspeaking,the long-lastingattachmentof researcherswith their study
and sometimestheir obsessionor familiarisation with the researchtopic are likely to
make them overrate or underratethe degree of originality and contribution of their
study.
However, by leafing through the pages of most marketing journals and
textbooks on servicesmarketingone can easily understandthat the knowledge gap on
serviceelimination is palpable.The typical textbook on servicesmarketingeither makes
no referencewhatsoeverto serviceelimination (and this unfortunately is the norm) or it
makeslimited reference(and this is only the exception) that is howevermyopic, oversimplistic and generalisedfrom manufacturing settings into service settings without
prior empirical validation. As far as the empirical material is concerned,only a handful
of papers on service elimination have been published in journals and conference
proceedings.While this very limited empirical evidence provides some interesting
2
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insightson a few aspectsof serviceelimination in the British financial servicessector,it
is also characterisedby a non-systematic,repetitiveand staticresearchapproach,which
makes little contribution towards concise developmentof the literature on service
elimination. The inadequacy of the existing body of knowledge on service and financial
service elimination will become obvious as the study unfolds. However, for the purpose
of this introductory part it must be mentioned that considering the present status of the

literature on services marketing, service elimination is not only out of the overresearched topic areas (e.g., service quality, service encounters, new service
development).By contrastit is onethat hasbeenleft in the fringes of topic areasto-beresearched.
Going back to the motivationfor the presentstudy, despiteits trivial nature,it is
strongly believedthat it has a rationale.The lacunaof knowledgeon serviceelimination
is blatant.One doesnot haveto be obsessedwith serviceelimination in orderto identify
a small knowledge gap in the literature and fill it with empirical evidence.The gap is
there and it is self-evident,wide and alarming. It will be shown later in the study that
the absenceof conciseempirical evidenceon serviceelimination createsan imbalance
in the knowledge of academicsand practitioners on service range management.It is
thus believedthat the empirical investigationof the serviceelimination processthat this
studywill attemptwill make an important contribution to the literatureareason service
marketingin generaland of financial servicesmarketingin particular.
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2.The Significance of the Product/Service Component of the Marketing
Mix and the Importance of ServiceElimination
Every componentof the marketing mix (i. e., product, price, promotion, and
place)makesits individual contribution towardsthe achievementof the objectivesthat
companiesset. Undoubtedly though the product is the central elementof companies'
marketingmix (Wind 1982; Ennew 1995b).In servicecompaniesthe centrality of the
product component (or the service component') is clearly stressed:
...

however competitively priced, imaginatively promoted and effectively

distributed that product may be, if it does not offer the key features that
consumersexpect,if it doesnot satisfy the needsof the target market then the
organisation lacks an effective basis for long-term successin a competitive
market (Ennew 1995b, p. 96)

The appropriate composition of the service range is of vital importance if service
companies are to achieve a sustainable competitive advantage and to be successful in

the long-term. Such a compositionis the outcomeof servicecompaniesbeing in touch
with the marketin order to identify the requirementsof customersand to understandthe
contextual environment.However, even the most optimum composition of a service
rangeunder today's circumstancesis not a guaranteethat it will remain as optimum
under the different circumstancesof tomorrow. If it is important to develop an
appropriateservicerangeit is equally asimportant to audit it systematicallyand modify
its contentwhen necessary.In other words there is a needto managethe servicerange.
The managementof the content of the servicerangeinvolves the developmentof new
1 The term 'product' is a genericterm that included goods,servicesand ideas. In the literature the term
`product' is often used to refer to servicesas well (e.g., the term 'service product'). Moreover products
are often referred to as `tangibleproducts, `tangiblegoods' or 'physical goods'. To avoid confusingthe
audience,in the presentstudythe terms `product' and `service' will not be used interchangeably.Instead
the term `product' will incorporatetermssuch as tangibleor physical goods,while the term 'service' will
be used exclusively for services.However, when using quotationsthe terms will be used in the way the
original authorswished.
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services, the modification of existing services and the elimination of those services that
no longer contribute to the achievement of companies' objectives or that are
incompatible with new circumstances of the internal and external environment (a more
detailed discussion about service range management follows in Chapter 2).

Developing new servicesis undoubtedlyan activity of momentoussignificance
to service companies and it is not argued here that service elimination must be the topof-the-agenda priority of managers. Instead this study adopts the usefulness of the
concept of `interdependency' of the service range management activities (Ennew
1995b, p. 102), which stresses that the addition of new services in the range has
important implications for service elimination and vice versa. Ennew (1995b, p. 107)
comments that:
Excessiveproduct proliferation can then result in overly long service lines,
which can cause confusion amongst customers. Consequently, any line
stretchingexercisemust considernot only the potential to add new lines but
also the scopeof rationalisingexisting lines.

Likening the service rangeto a shelf with finite spacecapacity can provide a good
illustration of the conceptof interdependencyand can indicate the importance of the
process of eliminating services. For reasonsrelating to physical or technological
obsolescence,changes in the customers' requirementsor legislative changes,new
services have to be added onto the shelf in order for service companiesto remain
competitive. However, consideringthe finite capacity and the cost of replenishingthe
shelf, it is vital to reallocatethe spacein the most advantageousway for the company.
This can be achievedby eliminating existing services,which for the above physical,
technological, customer or legislation related reasonsmay no longer be necessary.
However, in practicethe situationdoesnot seemto be asideal. This is depictedin the
following wordsof oneservicepractitionerfrom the British financial servicessector:
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The removal of products from the range due to technical advance, changing
market needs or whatever reason is always a difficult area. For this reason it is
often neglected, but it can help considerably to streamline the organisation,
improve selling efficiency and reduce overhead cost, thereby improving the
profitability

of other products if tackled correctly (Stevenson

1989b,

p.

21).
It seems that service elimination may be a neglected service range management
responsibility by service practitioners. One reason for neglect could be the pre-

occupationof managerswith the glamorousprocessof developingand launchingnew
services,thus leaving existing onesthat might be worthy of elimination to fade away
and to consumeunnecessarilythe finite human, monetary and temporal resourcesof
companies(Palmer 1998).However,the reasonsfor neglectare difficult to speculateat
the present time, due to the absenceof empirical material explaining the actual practice

of serviceelimination.

3. ServiceElimination: A Largely Under-ResearchedTopic Area
With regardsto servicerangemanagement,the developmentof new serviceshas
been traditionally the activity receiving most of the researchattention of services
By contrastthe elimination of serviceshasbeentraditionally the
marketingacademics2.
most under-researched
servicerangemanagementactivity. It will be shownin detail in
Chapter3 that the empirically basedknowledge on serviceelimination is in an almost
2 The researchon new service developmentis vast and an exhaustiveclassification of all published
material is beyondthe scopeof this study. However an indication of the publishedwork on new services
developmentfollows: Langeardand Eiglier 1983;Shostack1984;Johneand Harborne 1985;Easingwood
1986; de Brentani 1989;Davison et al 1989;Scheuing and Johnson1989a; 1989b; 1989c;Easingwood
1990; Cooper and be Brentani 1991; de Brentani 1991;Cooperet al 1994;Edgett and Parkinson1994;
Atuahene-Gima 1995; 1996; Johne and Pavlidis 1996; Tax and Stuart 1997; Avlonitis and
Papastathopoulou2000.
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tabula rasa state. The very limited empirical researchthat has been conducted (Harness

and MacKay 1994;HarnessandMacKay 1997;Harnesset al 1998;Harnesset al 1999;
Harnessand Marr 2000) has provided some interestinginsights into a few aspectsof
service elimination in the British financial services sector and has highlighted both
similarities and differenceswith the elimination practice in manufacturingsettingsas
described by the empirical research on product elimination. However, the very limited
empirical evidence is also characterised by some important shortcomings3. First, it is
based on very small and non-representative samples. Second, by focusing only on a few
isolated aspectsof the service elimination process (i. e., the problem situations leading to

the considerationof elimination and the alternative strategiesin order to implement
financial serviceelimination decisions),it adoptsa rather spasmodicresearchapproach
thus overlooking the continuity of the serviceelimination processand the interrelation
between the various stagesof that process.Third, it approachesthe few researched
aspectsfrom a very static and descriptive-only angle, as if elimination decisionsare
made in a vacuum. Therefore it ignores the possibility that the content of the service

elimination process(i.e., the decision variablesthat companiesconsiderin making and
implementing service elimination decisions)may vary in relation to the idiosyncrasies
of individual companies (e.g., size, diversity of the service range, pursued overall
business strategy, degree of market orientation), to the type and nature of the
eliminated-to-beservicesand to the conditions of the external environment (e.g., the
intensity of competition, the impact of the legislative environment, the technological
turbulence). By addressingthe above inadequaciesof the very limited empirical
material, the present study intends to offer the first systematic in-depth empirical
investigationinto the serviceelimination processof the British financial servicessector.
3 These shortcomingsare discussedin detail in Chapter 3, which discussesand critically evaluatesthe
existing literatureon product elimination and the very limited material on service elimination.
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4. The Focus of the Study: The British Financial ServicesSector
The choice of the British financial services sector to be the focus of the present
study has been made for two reasons. First, it has characteristics that make it a
prominent sector for the investigation of service elimination. Second, since the sector
has been the focus of the limited empirical material on service elimination, it will

provide a direct basis for comparisonof the findings, with regards to the common
researchedaspects.The two reasonsare analysedbelow in more detail.

4.1 A Prominent Sector for the Investigation of Service Elimination
The recent history of the British financial servicessectormakesit a prominent
setting for the investigationof service elimination. The regulatory changesthat have
takenplaceduring the last30 yearshaveled British financial institutionsto put strategic
emphasis on the proliferation of their service ranges (through the development of new

financial services),while recently the focus has shifted to centralisation,consolidation
and rationalisation (e.g., The Sunday Times 1999; Financial Times 2000b; 2000d;
Montgomery and Kirwan 2000; The Banker 2000; The Sunday Times 2000c). Thus
under the current circumstancesin the British financial services sector, service
elimination is a strategy that seems more relevant than ever, not only for the
consolidationbut also for the futureexpansionplansof British financial institutions.
Until the early 1970's the British financial services sector has been highly
regulated.In the 1940's despitethe absenceof official norms and rules, the regulatory
authorities condoned restrictive practices and self-imposed constraints of financial
institutions concerning the range of business activities and the anti-competitive
mechanisms(Revell 1973).Thus the lines of demarcationbetweendifferent types of
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financial institutions were clearly defined and the competition between them was
minimal. The regulatory framework in the British financial servicessector startedto
become more strict after the Second World War. For example the institutionalisation of
the Companies Act 1948 and the Building Societies Act 1962 intended to protect the
banking cartel (Hall 1987), to limit the business activities of building societies and to
keep a low level of competition (if existing at all) by controlling prices (Gentle 1993).
The 1970's were characterised by mixed intentions with regards to the regulatory

framework. On the one hand it was the era of the first signs of deregulation,as the
institutionalisationof Competitionand Credit Control abolishedthe interestratecontrol
of clearing banks and changedthe British financial system from bank- to marketoriented(Bank of England 1971).On the other hand,however,the focus was still on the
regulation of the sector by the introduction of the Corset (the SupplementarySpecial
Deposits Scheme),a mechanismto restrain periods of volatile monetary expansion
without increasingthe interestrates(Grady andWeale 1986).From the 1980'sonwards
the British financial services sector experienced unprecedented deregulation. The

abolition of the Corsetand of the foreign exchangecontrols and the institutionalisation
of the Financial ServicesAct 1986,the Building SocietiesAct 1986,the Social Security
Act 1986 and the Banking Act 1987, were `a majorturningpoint in thehistoryof the financial

servicesin this country'(Nellis and Lockhart 1995, p.5) and brought changes to the
personalandthe corporatefinancial markets(Morris 1989).
The new environment in the British financial services sector after the
deregulation of the 1980's lowered the entry barriers for the sector's newcomers,
blurred the previously clearly cut business boundaries between different types of
financial institutions andcreatedunprecedented
competition betweenthem (e.g., Carter
et al 1989; Scarboroughand Lannon 1989;Ennew et al 1990; Shelton 1990;Ennewet
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al 1992; Devlin and Wright

1995). The new environment has had significant

implications for the service, the price, the distribution and the promotion strategies of
British financial institutions. With regards to the service range strategy, in their
endeavours to cope with the new competition, to retain existing customers and to attract
new ones, in the last twenty years financial institutions engaged in a prolific process of
developing new financial services, a process that resulted in overpopulated service
ranges (Dover 1987; Davison et al 1989; Easingwood and Storey 1991; Edgett 1993;
Edgett and Parkinson 1994; Johne and Pavlidis 1996). The proliferated and largely
supply-driven service ranges started to confuse customers, create difficulties for the
allocation of scarcecorporate resources and foster salescannibalisation between similar
financial services within the range (e.g., Dover 1987; Davison et al 1989; Ennew

1995b).Consideringthe vital role that a balancedservicerangeplays in the successof
companies, especially under very competitive market conditions (Ennew 1995b;
Stevenson 1989b), the above negative consequences of excessive service range
proliferation should have forced British financial institutions to re-consider their overly
new service development orientation and to put forward attempts to rationalise their
service ranges.The processof service elimination is a meansto that end.

4.2 A Basisfor Comparison
The secondreasonwhy this studyfocuseson the British financial servicessector
is the fact that the very few empirical attemptsto investigateserviceelimination have
also focused on the British financial services sector (Harness and MacKay 1994;
Harnessand MacKay 1997;Harnesset al 1998;Harnesset al 1999;Harnessand Marr
2000). It will be shown in Chapter 3 that the present study
adopts a much wider
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research viewpoint by investigating more aspects of service elimination than the
existing research did. However, focusing on the same sector as this existing research,

provides a premise for the developmentof the conceptual framework and for the
comparison of the findings, at least as far as the common researchedaspectsare
concerned.

5. The Unit of Analysis: The Individual British Financial Institution
Defining the unit of analysismeansdefining what will be the centreof the data
collection. This definition is important becauseit influences subsequentdecisions
relating to the sample size and sampling strategies(Patton 1990). This study will
attempt an in-depth empirical investigation into the service elimination processby
having asits unit of analysisthe individual British financial institution.

6. What doesthis Study Mean by ServiceElimination?
The special nature of services and in particular their intangibility and
inseparability4raisesdifficulties in defining what is a service.In the languageof service
rangemanagementfor example,it can often be ambiguouswithout prior clarification to
understandwhat is the entity of a new financial servicethat is developedandwhat is the
entity of an existing financial servicethat is eliminated.This ambiguity emanatesfrom
the fact that sometimesit may be difficult to distinguish a financial servicefrom its
price or its delivery process(Ennew 1995b).

4A detaileddiscussionon the specialnatureof servicesand financial servicesfollows in Chapter2.
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The interest of this study is in the elimination of individual financial services,
i. e., entities with individual stance in the service range of financial institutions. In other

words the studyis looking at the elimination of the individual businesscurrentaccount,
the individual retail savings account, the individual mortgage or the individual life

insurancepolicy, to namejust a few financial services.As such, the study will not
investigate the elimination of entire service lines (e.g., the elimination of all current
accounts in the range). Also, the study will not look at the elimination of a service
delivery method or process. As will be shown in later chapters, the latter can be part of

the elimination of individual financial services,but they are not the focus of this
research.

7. The Aim of the Study
The aim of the studyis twofold:
"

To give shape to the literature on financial service elimination by generating
empirically basedknowledge.

"

To provide empirically basedrecommendationsthat can improve the way financial
institutions practiceserviceelimination.

8. The Adopted ResearchViewpoint and the ResearchObjectives
The study adopts a holistic approachtowards the empirical investigation of
service elimination. Instead of focusing on isolated aspects,the study conceptualises
service elimination as a processconsisting of three broad stages:the pre-elimination
stage,the actual service elimination decision-makingprocessand the post-elimination
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stage.As it will be explained in Chapter 3, each one of the three broad stagesconsists of
a set of steps and each step contains a set of decision-variables, which form the content

of the serviceelimination process.
Moreover, the study adoptsthe contingencyapproach,which suggeststhat the
decisionsof companiesare influencedby organisationaland environmentalconditions
(Allison 1970;BeachandMitchell 1978;Grandori 1984).Thereforeinsteadof viewing
service elimination decisions as being made in isolation, the study hypothesises that
they are an integral part of the organisational and external environmental context of

financial institutions and are thus influenced by them. In other words, the service
elimination processis conceptualisedasa dynamicprocess.
Basedon the aboveresearchapproach,the researchobjectivesareasfollows:
"

To identify the contentof the serviceelimination process(i.e., the decisionvariables
involved in eachstepof eachstageof theprocess).

"

To measurethe relativeimportance/frequency
of the abovecontent.

"

To measurethe impact of the organisationaland externalenvironmentalcontext of
financial institutionson therelative importance/frequency
of the abovecontent.

9. The Adopted ResearchMethod
Basedon the aforementionedaims and researchobjectivesaswell ason the fact
that the empirically basedknowledge on service elimination is in its early infancy, it
was felt appropriateto adopt a pluralistic researchmethod.Thus, after having reviewed
the literature material which was felt most relevant for this study, the primary data
collection was basedon the following order: a) qualitative data collection and analysis
(in-depth interviews) and b) quantitative data collection and analysis (mail
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questionnaire). A detailed presentation of the research methodology is discussed in

Chapter4.

10. An Overview of the Structure of the Study
As Table 1.1 depicts,the material of this study has been organisedundereight
chapters.

Table 1.1: The Structure of the Study
Chapter 1: Introduction
Chapter 2: The Special nature of services and the service range
managementin financial institutions
Chapter 3: Productand serviceelimination
Chapter 4: Methodology
Chapter 5: Qualitative findings
Chapter 6: Quantitativefindings
Chapter 7: Discussion
Chapter 8: Conclusions

The presentChapter 1 aims to setthe scenesof the study. Chapter2 is the first part of
the literaturereview. After making a brief referenceto the evolution of the literatureon
servicesmarketing in general,the chapterdiscussesthe characteristicsof servicesand
financial servicesand concludesby outlining the servicerangemanagementactivities in
financial institutions, of which serviceelimination is (or should ideally be) an integral
part. Chapter3 is the secondand main part of the literature review. First, the chapter
discussesand critically evaluatesthe conceptual and empirical literature on product
elimination. Second, it presents the limited empirical work on financial service
elimination. Third, by building on the existing literature on product and service
elimination literaturebut alsoby highlighting its problemsandinadequacies,the chapter
presentsthe conceptualframeworkof the study.Finally, the discussionconcludeswith a
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summary of the research questions. Chapter 4 presents a detailed explanation of the
researchmethodology. First, it discussessome theoretical and philosophical foundations
of research methods and then it presents the actual procedures followed for the design
and implementation of the qualitative and the quantitative phases of the data collection.
Third, it discussesissues relating to validity, reliability and data analysis and concludes
with a presentation of the methodological limitations. Chapter 5 presentsthe qualitative
findings and Chapter 6 presents the analysis and findings of the quantitative phase of
the data collection. Chapter 7 discusses both the qualitative and quantitative findings
and compares and contrasts them with the existing literature. Chapter 8 aims to present
the implications of the findings for the literature on product and service elimination as

well as for practitionersin the British financial servicessector.This last chapteralso
informs the audienceaboutthe limitations of the findings and suggestsa set of future
research directions. Finally,

the chapter concludes by underlining the study's

contribution to knowledge.
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Financial Institutions

The Special Nature of Services

Chapter 2

1.Introduction
As discussedin the previous chapter,the presentstudy attemptsan empirical
investigation of the elimination process in financial service settings. This is one of the
study's major contributions to knowledge advancement, because the existing
elimination literature refers almost exclusively to manufacturing settings (these issues
are tackled in detail in the next chapter). Therefore, within the present study's
conceptualisation, the focus of the elimination process is not a product, but a financial
service. Before proceeding to the analysis and critical evaluation of the limited
elimination literature, it was deemed appropriate to provide the reader with a brief
overview of some central aspects of the literature on services and financial services
marketing.
The aim of this chapter is threefold. First it discussesbriefly the evolution of the
literature on services marketing and then presents the characteristics that make some
aspectsof the marketing of services and financial services different from the marketing
of products. Finally the chapter concludes by conceptualising what are the activities of
service range managementwithin financial institutions and by identifying the factors by
which they are influenced.

2. The Evolution of the Literature on ServicesMarketing
The needto addressthe different aspectsof the marketingof serviceswas, to a
great extent, generatedby service practitioners, who realised that they would be
unsuccessfulin marketing,say,a financial serviceby just applyingthe rulesusedfor the
marketingof a canof soup(Shostack1977).From the 1950'suntil the early 1980'sthe
few services-oriented
marketingacademicsrespondedto the call of servicepractitioners
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and released conceptual propositions, which captured the need for a different approach
to the marketing of services (e.g., Regan 1963; Judd 1964; Rathmell 1966; George and
Barksdale

1974; Kotler

and Conner

1977; Thomas

1978). The

academic

conceptualisations of this era were the first step towards the development of a literature
on services marketing and have been called the crawling-out stage (Fisk et al 1993).
Fisk et al (1993) commented that:
Academia by its nature is conservative and hidebound. New ideas and
concepts gain acceptanceslowly (p. 62).

This contention is illustrative of the reservations of the marketing academia (some of

which persisteven today) to acceptthat, despitesimilarities, the marketingof services
has generic and contextualdifferencesto the marketingof products.The fear of the
manufacturing-orientedmarketing academiawas that the establishmentof services
marketing as a separate sub-discipline would challenge the universality of marketing
theory, which in turn would question the coherenceof marketing as a separatediscipline

(Lovelock 1981).However,that the marketingof servicesis completelydifferent from
the marketing of products was not what the early services-orientedacademicsand
practitionerswere trying to prove. By acknowledgingthe existenceof similarities, the
latter academicswere devotedto showing that the marketing of servicesneededa
different managementapproach(e.g., Regan1963;Judd 1964;Rathmell 1966;Branton
1969;Blois 1974;Shostack1977;Berry 1980).
The period between 1980 to 1985 was called the scurrying about stage of the

developmentof the literature on servicesmarketing(Fisk et al 1993). Following the
difficult crawling-out era, the scurrying about period was characterisedby a notable
increasein the interestof practitionersand academicsin the marketingof services.The
contributions continuedto focus on the reinforcementof the argumentthat, despite
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similarities, the marketingof servicesrequireda different approachthan the marketing
of products(e.g., Berry 1980; Beckwith and Fitzgerald 1981; Lovelock 1981),which
for the first time in 1985was verified empirically (Zeithaml et al 1985).Moreover,the
academia started to conceptualise new aspects of services marketing such as service
quality (e.g., Parasuramanet al 1985), service encounters (e.g., Solomon et al 1985) and
new service development (e.g., Langeard and Eiglier 1983). Some premier marketing
journals opened their doors to the early service oriented individuals, acknowledging

thus their risky efforts and devotion to the developmentof a sub-disciplinewithin the
discipline of marketing. Beyond their conceptualcontribution, the publications of the
scurrying about stagecontributedindirectly as well to the growing body of knowledge
on the marketingof services,by suggestingdirections for future researchin unexplored
aspectsof servicesmarketing.
From 1986to 1993the literatureon servicesmarketingmadea notableprogress
not only in terms of the growing number of publications in many journal outlets (some

of which were only service-orientedjournals) but also in terms of its increasing
empirical orientation.During this period there was very little discussionaboutwhether
services require a different marketing managementapproach from products. The
marketing of serviceshad its own respectedstancewithin the discipline of marketing.
For the abovereasons,this period has beenreferredto asthe walking erectstageof the
literature on servicesmarketing (Fisk et al 1993). As well as expandingon aspectsof
the scurrying about stage (e.g., service quality and serviceencounters),researchafter
1986 focused on new aspects of services marketing, such as service design (e.g,
Shostack1987;ScheuingandJohnson;1989a;1989b;1989c;Shostack1992),customer
retention (e.g., Crosby and Stephens1987; Crosby et al 1990), relationship marketing
(Tansuhajet al 1988;George1990)andinternal marketing(e.g., Rogerset al 1994;Bak
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et al 1994). The most important contribution of the walking erect stage was that there
was such a thing as a literature on services marketing. Moreover, the special nature of

serviceswas obvious even to the eyes of the most product-orientedacademicsand
practitioners.
By implication the era from 1994 until the present can be called the postwalking erect stage of the literature on services marketing. There are two characteristics
of this stage, as far as the conducted research is concerned. First, there has been a

massiveincreasein the number of conceptualand empirical contributions on aspects
that werefirst tackledin the scurryingaboutandthe walking erectstage,suchasservice
quality (e.g., Zeithaml et al 1993;Andaleeband Basu 1994; Zeithaml et al 1996;Berry
and Parasuraman1997; Hurley and Estelanii 1998;Hartline and McKee 2000), service
encounters(e.g., Abernathyand Butler 1993; Price et al 1995;Mittal and Lassar 1996;
Grove and Fisk 1997; Smith et al 1999; Meuter et al 2000) and new service
development(e.g., Edgett 1994;Cooper et al 1994; Atuahene-Gima1995;de Brentani
andRagot 1996;Tax and Stuart 1997; Johneand Storey 1998;Kelly and Storey2000).
Second,researchattention expandedin new aspectsof services marketing such as
branding (e.g., Morgan and Dev 1994; Andreassenand Lanseng 1997; Mittal and
Lassar 1997), internationalisation of services (e.g., Scott and van der Walt 1995;
Winsted and Patterson 1998), green issuesin services marketing (e.g., Grove et al
1996),direct servicesmarketing(e.g, Thwaites and Lee 1994); sponsorshipin services
marketing (Thwaites 1994) and franchising in services marketing (e.g., Rao and
Singhapakdi1997).Although the aforementionednew topics arejust someof thosethat
have been researchedin the post-walking erect stage,they are an indication of the
diversity that characterisestoday the literatureon servicesmarketing. A literature area,
which not too long ago was strugglingfor academicattention.
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3. Definition of Servicesand Financial Services

3.1 Services
Despitethe rapid growth of the literatureon servicesmarketingand the fact that
today the service sub-discipline has its individual stance within the discipline of
marketing, the academia has not agreed upon a single definition of services. Indeed

from a historical point of view any attemptto reach agreementon one single definition
was surroundedby considerabledifficulties and confusion. The American Marketing
Associationdefinedservicesas:
Activities, benefitsand satisfactions,which are offered for sale or are provided
in connectionwith the saleof goods(Committee of Definitions

1960, p.

21).
The early attempts of individuals in the 1960's and 1970's to define servicesfaced
difficulties mainly becauseof the belief of this crawling-out era that the individual
stance of services was meaninglessbecausemost material products had a built-in
service component. Stated from the economist's perspective,the central issues of
consumptionare satisfactionand welfare and there is no basic difference if the latter
derive from productsor from services(Gomberg1961;Branton 1969). As a result,the
early attemptsof individuals to find a definition did not focuson what serviceswerebut
rather on what productswere not. For exampleRathmell (1966) notedthat productsare
tangible economic entities, which can be seen,touched,tasted,heardor smelled,while
servicesare `everythingelse' (p. 32). Rathmell addedthat while productstakethe form
of objects, articles or devices,servicesare deeds,performancesand efforts. Similarly,
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Blois (1974) mentioned that services are activities offered for sale, which yield benefits
and satisfaction but which do not lead to a physical change in the form that products do.
Peripheral to the aforementioned as well as to other early attempts to define
services (e.g., Regan 1963; Judd 1964), were the characteristics of intangibility,

inseparability (simultaneous production and consumption), heterogeneity and
perishability. Despite the fact that the abovecharacteristicscould have made a clear
distinction betweenproducts and servicesfrom a marketing perspectiveeven in the
1960's, it was probablytoo early to include them in a definition. However,theseterms
provided the premise for more contemporary definitions of services. Although there is
no agreement upon a single definition, it can be said that
Servicesinclude all economicactivities whoseoutput is not a physical product
or construction,is generallyconsumedat the time it is produced,and provides
addedvaluein forms (such asconvenience,amusement,timeliness,comfort or
health) that are essentially intangible concerns of its first purchaser
(Zeithaml and Bitner 1996, p. 5).

The growth of the service sectorsof national economiesaroundthe world has
resultedin the provision of numerousdifferent services,an exhaustiveidentification of
which would be a difficult task. However, a typical service sector of a developed
economyprovideshealth services,information services,leisure andhospitality services,
security services, travel services, transportation services, educational services, legal
services,repair services,postal services,facilities managementservices,consultancy
servicesand financial services(e.g., Gronroos1979;Lovelock 1983;Easingwood1986;
Lovelock 1996,Zeithaml andBitner 1996;Batesonand Hoffman 1999).

3.2 Financial Services
According to Meidan (1996,pp. 84-85) a financial serviceis:
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A service or package of services that (1) is typically provided for any one
customer by one financial organisation (that is, the customer does not normally
purchase different parts of a package from different financial firms), and (2) is
aimed at a particular market.

It is worth mentioning that any attempt to define financial servicesexhaustively is
surroundedby difficulties due to the complexity and diversity of the financial services
sector (Gentle 1993). The Financial Services Act 1986 (the first among a set of Acts
which changed radically the structure of the British Financial Services Sector) defined

financial servicesin a rathernarrowsense,sinceit was concernedonly with investments
(Cartwright 1999).The presentstudy adoptsa broaderconceptualisationof the term, by
acceptingthat financial servicessatisfy the following six generic needsof individual
andorganisationalcustomers:a) the needof money (loans),b) the needto earna return
on money (savingsand investment),c) the need to secureand move money (security
andmoney transmission),d) the needto managerisk (insurance),e) the needfor advice
and expertise,f) and the needfor housing (mortgages)(e.g., Price Waterhouse1988;
Stevenson1989a,Ennew 1995b; Meidan 1996). In order to provide solutions to the
financial needsof customersthe different types of financial institutions (e.g., banks,
building societies, insurancecompanies)offer a wide range of financial services to
retail customersand to corporatecustomers,which is illustratedin Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Financial Services
Money
Transmission
Standardcurrent
account
Interestbearing
account
Worldwide currency
transfers

Mortgages
Fixed rate

Personal
Lending
Overdrafts

Flexible

Car loans

Low start

Home
improvement
loans

Savings

Investment

Insurance

Basicdeposit
account
High interest
accounts
Tax-exempt
specialsavings
accounts
TESSAs
Money market
deposit
accounts
Foreign
currency
accounts
Safedeposit
boxes

Unit trusts

House
insurance
Life insurance

Personalequity
plans (PEPs)
Unit-linked life
policies

Car insurance

Sharedealing

Health
insurance

Spot andforward
foreign exchange
dealing
Equity portfolios

Accident,fire,
marine
insurance

Asset allocation
Unit trust
portfolios
Bond portfolios

Source: Ennew (1995b), with additions

4. The Characteristics of Servicesand of Financial Services
Despite dissenting voices (Wyckham et al 1975; Enis and Roering 1981;
Middleton 1983;Foxall 1984)the specialnatureof servicescan be encapsulatedby the
characteristicsof intangibility, inseparability, heterogeneityand perishability. As well
as sharing these generic characteristics,financial serviceshave two additional ones,
namelythe fiduciary responsibilityof financial institutionsfor the servicesthey provide
to the customersand the enduring two-way information flows between the financial
institutions and customers(e.g., Marsh 1988;Devlin and Wright 1995; McKechnie and
Harrison 1995).Each one the characteristicsare discussedbriefly in the following subsections.
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4.1 Intangibility
Despite that fact that indirect reference to the intangibility of services can be
traced to the mid-thirties, when services were viewed as lacking physical attributes

(Fisher 1935; Clarke 1940), the term was first used in the 1960's (Regan 1963;
Rathmell 1966).Intangibility is referredto as the total lack of perceptionof a service's
characteristicsbefore and(often) after it is performed(Flipo 1988).As Flipo mentions,
intangibility is the most readily availableconceptthat researchersand practitionersuse
in attempting to show how services differentiate from products (e.g., Thomas 1978;
Berry 1980; Zeithaml et al 1985). It can also be argued that it is the characteristic from

which the other threederive. Shostack(1977) conceptualisedit assomethingmore than
a mere modifier by statingthat:
It is wrong to imply that servicesare just like goodsexcept for intangibility.
..
By such logic apples are just like oranges, except for their 'appleness'.
Intangibility is not a modifier, it is a state.

The adequacyof intangibility to distinguishservicesfrom productshasbeenchallenged
on various rationales. First, it has been argued that the inability of customers to
physically evaluateservicesbefore delivery is alsopresentin someproducts(Wyckham
et al 1975;Brown andFern 1981).Second,the very lack of perceptionof servicesprior
to delivery hasbeenchallengedby Middleton (1983),on the basisthat repeateduseof a
service could nullify any notion of intangibility. Third, the most meaningful challenge
of the notion of intangibility was the molecular model of Shostack (1977), which
depicted that there are no such things as pure products and services,but what really
exists are tangibledominant and intangible dominantentities. However, despitethe fact
that products may contain a service element and the fact the services are often
accompaniedby tangible cuesin order to be made less abstractto customers,services
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remain inherently intangible since they contain `heavy' and `uncontrollable' intangible

factors(Flipo 1988,p. 293).
The characteristic of intangibility is inherent to almost all financial services

(e.g., Stevenson1989a;Ennew 1995b;Meidan 1996).To illustrate, the only perception
in the mind of a customerwho buys a pensionschemeis the intangible promiseby the
financial institution that after a numberof yearshe or she will be eligible to a pension.
Even if a financial service is accompanied by small but important peripheral tangibles

such as plastic cardsor information bulletins (McGoldrick and Greenland1992),little,
if any, meaningful help is offered to the total perception of customers of the financial

service.

4.2 Inseparability
Although productsare first produced,then purchasedand ultimately consumed,
servicesarefirst purchased,then producedandconsumedsimultaneously.Inseparability
refers to the simultaneousproductionand consumptionof services,which was bundled
by Eiglier and Langeard (1977) in the term servuction, i.e., the production and
consumption of services. The important aspect of inseparability of services is the
interaction of the front-line staff of service companieswith the customers,i.e., the
serviceencounter(e.g., Berry 1980; Lovelock 1983; Zeithaml et al 1985; Kelly et al
1990).
The presence of front-line staff and customers at the service encounter
representsa challengefor both parties.On the one hand,for the front-line staff it is not
enough to deliver a service in the right time and at the right place but it is equally
important to deliver it the right way. On the other hand, the satisfactionthat customers
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will get from the servuction process depends to a great extent on their ability to
facilitate the service encounter. Thus a failure of the front-line staff to be caring, polite,

responsiveand knowledgeablein the eyes of customersand a failure of customersto
perform their role in the right way can disturb the servuctionprocess(e.g., Shostack
1982; 1984;Kelly et al 1990;Schlesingerand Heskett 1991;Shostack1992;Keaveney
1995).
The simultaneity of production and consumption is applicable to many financial

services(e.g., McKechnie 1992;Ennew 1995b).A customerwho pays the commission
for a money transmission service, consumes the service at the point of purchase, be it a

branch, a telephone line or a computer. However, the principle of simultaneous
consumption is not applicable to some financial services. For example, a long-tail
insuranceservice is first bought, then producedbut it will be consumedonly after a
numberof years(McGoldrick and Greenland1992;Diacon andWatkins 1995).

4.3 Heterogeneity
The personalinteraction betweenserviceemployeesand customerscreatesthe
potential for high variability in the performance and ultimately in the quality of
services, which is referred to as heterogeneity(e.g., Regan 1963; Rathmell 1966;
Shostack1977; Lovelock 1980; Eiglier and Langeard1977;Thomas 1978;Zeithaml et
al 1985). The characteristic of heterogeneity is particularly applicable to labour
intensive services, which require the physical presenceof customers at the service
encounter.This is so becausethe quality of the sameservicecan vary from one service
firm to anotherand from customerto customer.Moreover, the behaviour of different
employeeswithin the sameservicefirm, or even the behaviourof the sameemployeeat
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different times during the day, can be sources of variability in the quality of services

(e.g., Langeardet al 1981; Lovelock 1983; Zeithaml et al 1985). The major problem
with heterogeneity is the difficulty in the standardisation and quality control of services,

which can be achieved easily for products (e.g. Knisely 1979; Lovelock 1981).
Remedialactionsthat havebeensuggestedinclude the industrialisation(Levitt 1976)or
blueprinting (Shostack1982; 1984) of service delivery processes,by training service
employees to follow a number of pre-determined and standardised steps.

The fact that different services are characterisedby different degrees of
heterogeneity, has been a premise for critique. For example, Wyckham et al (1975) and

Middleton (1983) arguedthat heterogeneitycannotdistinguish servicesfrom products
becausenot all servicesare heterogeneous
and not all goods are homogenous.Despite
the fact that the infusion of technologyin the production anddelivery of many financial
services(such asATMs, e-insuranceandtelephonebanking)hasdecreasedthepotential
for variability, the characteristic of heterogeneity remains central to their nature
(McKechnie 1992;Ennew 1995b;Ennew and Watkins 1995;McKechnie and Harrison
1995). The delivery of many financial servicesstill remains high-contact and labour
intensive.For examplethe level of satisfactionthat a customerreceiveswhen visiting a
bank to transfermoneyor to askfor a loan largely dependson his/herbehaviourand on
thebehaviourand performanceof the front-line employeesof financial institutions.

4.4 Perishability
The fact that services cannot be saved or stored has been referred to as
perishability (e.g., Bessomand Jackson1975;Bateson1979; Lovelock 1981; Zeithaml
et at 1985). This characteristiccausesdifficulty in the synchronisationof supply and
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demand for services (Sasser 1976; Thomas 1978). As Zeithaml et al (1985) illustrated,
the income that could have been generated from a hotel room that has not been booked

or from an airline seatthat hasnot beenpurchasedwithin a capacityperiod (e.g., a day
or a season)is lost becausethe excesscapacitycannotbe storedand sold subsequently,
as happensin the manufacturing sector. However, the adequacyof perishability to
distinguish servicesfrom productsis criticised on the basis that in the manufacturing
sector too the management of demand for some products is surrounded by difficulties.
Middleton (1983) noticed that under conditions of fierce competition and financial

stringency,the impact on profit of unsold stocksis as severefor manufacturersof fast
moving consumergoodsasit is for the serviceindustry.
The characteristic of perishability and the resulting difficulty in demand
managementare applicableto financial servicesas well (e.g., Lewis and Chiplin 1986;
McKechnie 1992; Ennew 1995b;Ennew and Watkins 1995; McKechnie and Harrison
1995).For example,the demandfor mortgagesdependsupon the level of interestrates,
while the demandfor life insuranceis influencedby the generaleconomicactivity, the
fluctuationsof which are often difficult to forecast,thus making any excesscapacity of
mortgagesand insuranceperish(Wilson 1983;Gentle 1993).

4.5 Fiduciary Responsibility
Financial institutions are responsibleto their customersfor the managementof
their funds as well as for the nature and quality of the information that they provide
them with. This is referred to as fiduciary responsibility (e.g., March 1988;Devlin and
Wright 1995; McKechnie 1992; McKechnie and Harrison 1995; Llewellyn 1995;
Hudsonet al 1996;Salt 1997;Cartwright 1999;Ryley and Virgo 1999).Although every
ethicalorganisationhasresponsibilityfor the quality of the productsor servicesthat it is
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selling to the market, fiduciary responsibility is particularly important in casesinvolving
financial services. First, the complex nature of many financial services makes it difficult

for the unfamiliar customersto comprehendevery detail of the way in which they are
operationalised(e.g., the way in which the annualchargefor a life insuranceschemeis
calculated) (Ennew and Watkins 1995). As a result, customershave to rely on the
explanations provided by the financial institutions. Second, even if customers are
knowledgeable about financial services, the only outcome from a transaction with
financial institutions is a promise, which is to be (dis)confirmed later in the future. As a
result, customers have to rely on the credibility of financial institutions (Lewis and
Chiplin 1986; Diacon and Ennew 1996; Cartwright 1999). Third, the `raw materials'

which financial institutions use to producemany financial services(e.g., loans)are the
depositsthat their customershaveentrustedthemwith (EnnewandWatkins 1995).
From the abovereasonsfiduciary responsibility is of paramountimportancein
the relationshipsof financial institutionswith their customers.A failure of the formerto
adhereto the principals of fiduciary responsibility (e.g., premium service quality, best
advice, commission disclosure) would have serious impact upon the welfare of
individual and organisationalcustomers(Cartwright 1999).A recent example was the
failure of Royal Scottish Assuranceto provide customers with correct pricing of
endowmentpolicies. The latter resultedin customerspaying less in premiumsthan they
should in order to be allowed to repay the mortgageat the maturity of the endowment
policy (Financial Times2000c).

4.6 Two-Way Information Flows
Rather than involving ad hoc transactions,many financial services involve a
sequenceof long-lastingtwo-way transactionsbetweenthe financial institutionsand the
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customer. These transactions involve an exchange of private and confidential customer
related information, which will be used as a gateway by financial institutions to further
develop their relationships with existing customers as well as to attract new ones

(McKechnie 1992;McKechnie andHarrison 1995).

5. Service RangeManagement in Financial Institutions
In businessorganisationsevery elementof the marketingmix has its important
role in creatingsuperior customersatisfaction.Undoubtedly,though,the product is the
central elementof the marketing mix, in terms that the remaining elementsof price,
promotion and placefocus on it. This remainsthe casefor financial services,despitethe
fact that their high intangibility often makesit difficult to distinguish,say,the price of a
financial servicefrom the financial serviceitself (Ennew 1995b).The needfor special
attentionto the managementof the productcomponentstartedto becomeevident in the
1920's when the diversity of manufacturing companies' product ranges started to
increase.It was the era whenthe conceptof product managementstartedto make sense
(Kotler 1997).

5.1 Definition of Product/Service Range Management
According to Wind (1982,p. 6) productmanagementis definedasthe processof
... generating,analysing,organising, planning,

implementing, and controlling

the organisation'sexisting and new product efforts so as to satisfy the needs
and wants of chosen customer segments,while satisfying organisational
objectives.
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Despite the fact that Wind's definition refers to manufacturing settings, there is no
reason to question the applicability and relevance of its principals in financial service
settings. Indeed, Ennew (1995b) mentions that due to the greater immutability of

financial services,the conceptof product rangemanagementis evenmore importantin
financial service settings. Accordingly, Stevenson (1989b) views service range
managementas an important ingredient of financial institutions marketing process,
adding that its main objectivesare to ensurethat all financial servicesin the rangeare
competitive and that they generate the target level of return for the organisation.
Similarly

Strieter et al (1999) summarise the benefits of financial service range

managementasa) the improvementof customerfocus andof productspecialisationand
b) theoptimisationof the use of thecorporateresources.

5.2 The Activities of Service Range Management and the Forcesof Influence
The activities of servicerangemanagerswithin financial institutions are diverse
(e.g., Stevenson1989a;Easingwood and Arnott 1991; Strieter et al 1999). From a
marketing-mix point of view, Stevenson(1989a) referred to over 30 service range
managementactivities and the empirical researchof Easingwood and Arnott (1991)
identified 26 very similar activities. In the sameline, the study of Strieter et al (1999)
identified 12 broad activities, which are shown in Table 2.2. Despitethe differencein
the number of tasks, which different commentators suggested and identified
empirically, any price, promotion and distribution strategyrevolves around the central
element of financial institutions' marketing mix, i. e., the financial service (Ennew
1995b). Ultimately all pricing, promotional and distribution decisions concern the
existing andnew financial services.Empirical evidencesuggeststhat 80% of thetime of
financial service rangemanagersis devoted to the managementof the content of the
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service range (Strieter et al 1999). So a simplistic but, at the same time, core,

conceptualisationof financial servicerangemanagementis that it is concernedwith the
development of new financial services, the modification/improvement' of existing
financial servicesand (ideally) with their elimination (Hise 1977;Cardozo 1979;Wind
1982;Hise and McDaniel 1984;Easingwoodand Arnott 1991;Ennew 1995b).

Table 2.2: Service Range Management Activities from a Marketing
View

Mix Point of

Pricing new and existing financial services
Developingprofitable muketing programs
Improving/enhancingexisting financial services
Developingnew financial services
Defining marketneeds
Defining advertisingobjectives
Developingannualmarketingplans
Forecastingsales
Repositioningfinancial services
Environmentalscanning
Strategicplanmng
Coordinationof the aboveactivities

Source: Strieter et al (1999)

As in every business organisation,service range managerswithin financial
institutions have to price, promote and distribute the existing financial servicesin the
range. Also, they often have to modify the abovepricing, promotion and distribution
policies when they develop and launch new financial servicesor when they modify
existing ones. Of course,before making decisionsabout the content of the marketingmix, managementhas to take into considerationthe market position of the company
(e.g., leader or follower), the available corporateresourcesand the pursuedcorporate
andmarketingobjectives.Finally, managementhasto monitor the needsof existingand
potential customers,the actionsand reactionsof competitors and the developmentsof
1 The activities of new service development
and of modification of existing servicescan also be used
interchangeably.This is becausenew servicesare often modifications of existing onesin the form of style
changesfor example(Lovelock 1984;Johneand Storey 1998).
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the PEST environment. As Figure 2.1 illustrates, the core activities of financial service
range management do not take place in a vacuum. They are rather influenced by the

customersand the competitorsof the firm, by the idiosyncrasiesof the firm as well as
by forcesof the externalenvironment(e.g. Wind 1982;Ennew 1995b).Moreover,there
is interdependencybetweenthe three servicerangemanagementactivities, in termsthat
a decision to develop new financial services should (ideally) be accompanied by a
pruning of the service range (Ennew 1995b).

Figure 2.1: Service Range Management and the Forcesof Influence

Customers

Competitors

SERVICE RANGE MANAGEMENT
ACTIVITIES
New service development
"
Service modificationdmprovement
"
Service
elimination
"

Firm's
characteristics,
objectivesand
resources

PEST

5.2.1 Customers
Customersare the lifeblood of businessorganisationsand this is why the latter
focus on how they can retain their existing customersand on how they can attract new
ones.During the last decadefinancial institutionshave had to deal with an increasingly
knowledgeable and demanding customer base (e.g., Easingwood 1986; Edgett and
Thwaites 1990). As a result, decisions to develop, improve or eliminate financial
services must be precipitated by an understanding of customers' needs, wants,
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expectations and reactions. Failure to understand customers results in supply-driven
financial service ranges.

5.2.2 Competitors
Wind (1982) mentions that monitoring competitors during service range
managementwould not be an important task in a monopolistic or oligopolistic market.
However, this is not the case in the highly competitive financial servicessectorsof
many countries, including the UK. Therefore, a regular monitoring of competitors

should be an integral antecedentof any new service development,modification and
elimination activity in financial institutions. From a development/improvement
angle,
and given the easein which financial servicescan be copied (de Brentani 1989),a close
monitoring of competitors could identify opportunitiesfor fast imitation for financial
institutions, which could help them to avoid the risk of being the first in the market.In
addition to imitation, a closemonitoring of competitorscould point at original nichesin
the needsof customers,thus resulting in unique and superior new financial services
(e.g., Cooper and de Brentani 1991; Edgett and Jones 1991). Ideally, from an
elimination angle a close monitoring of competitors seemsequally as important. To
illustrate, knowledge of the reasonswhy a competitor eliminated a financial service
may presenteither an indication that the rivals should do the sameor an opportunity for
the latter to retain the similar financial serviceandincreasetheir market share.

5.2.3Firm Characteristics,Objectivesand Resources
According to Wind (1982) it is difficult to describe the managementof the
product range in a golden rule way becausedifferent approachesand practices are
appropriatefor different companies.This seemsto be applicable in financial service
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settings too. Thus, any decision to develop, modify or eliminate financial services is
likely to be influenced by organisational characteristics, such as the size of the
company, the pursed objectives and the amount of the available human, financial and

physical resources(e.g., Edgett and Jones 1991; Edgett 1993; de Brentani 1995a;
1995b).

5.2.4PEST
The product/servicerange managementactivities of companiesare influenced
by the political, the economic and the socio-technological forces of their external
environment (e.g., Wind 1982; Thwaites 1989; Edgett and Thwaites 1990; Ennew et al

1992; Ennew 1995b;Nellis et al 2000). With regardsto the political environment,the
legislative power of governmentscould generateopportunitiesto financial institutions
for the developmentof new servicesbut could also presentthreatsfor existing financial
services (Edgett and Thwaites 1990; Ennew 1995b).The condition of the economic
environment could raise opportunities for new financial service development(e.g.,
during a period of generaleconomicgrowth) but could also point at a rationalisationof
financial serviceranges(e.g., in a period of consolidationandrecession)(e.g., Ennewet
al 1992). Similarly, technologicalchange offers opportunitiesfor the developmentof
new financial serviceson the one hand (e.g., Moutinho and Meidan 1989) but also
points at elimination by makingexisting financial servicestechnologicallyobsolete.

6. Summary
The discussion in this chapter started with a historical review of the
developmentof the literature on servicesmarketingand then shifted to a descriptionof
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the special nature of services and financial services. It was discussed that, in addition to
the four generic characteristics of services in general, financial services have an
additional two special properties, the fiduciary responsibility and the enduring two-way

information flows between customersand financial institutions. The discussionnext
shifted to the analysis of the core activities of financial service range management,
which are the developmentof new financial servicesthe modification/improvementof
existing ones as well as the elimination of existing ones.
From the three core activities of service range management within financial
institutions, the present study will focus on an in-depth empirical investigation of

service elimination. As it will becomeevident in the chapter that follows, service
elimination is a largely neglectedtopic area in the literature on servicesmarketingin
general and on financial services marketing in particular. This neglect creates an
obvious knowledgegapaboutwhat is the contentof the serviceelimination processand
about the contextualforcesthat influence it. Yet, in view of the shift of many financial
institutions from diversification to rationalisation(Harnessand Marr 2000; Nellis et al
2000), service elimination becomes(or should become)a tool of strategicimportance
for a competitiveand well-balancedrangeof financial services.
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1.Introduction
The aim of this chapteris twofold. First it reviewsthe main literatureareaof interest
to the presentstudy, i.e. the elimination literature. Second,by critically evaluatingthat
literature the chapter identifies the knowledge gaps and presents the conceptual
framework on which the primary research is based. The structure of the chapter is
discussed below.

First, the literatureon productelimination is reviewedfrom a historical perspective.
Although the published material in this area is not vast, it has been classified under
three periods namely the early theoretical contributions, the early empirical research
and the more in-depth empirical research and has been reviewed from a historical
perspective.
Second,the literature on serviceelimination is reviewed, where the conceptualand
empirical material is scarce.On the one hand most of the reviewed textbooks on
services marketing make no reference to service elimination (e.g., Lovelock 1996;
Zeithaml and Bitner 1996; Bateson and Hoffman 1999). The handful of textbooks that

make limited reference,they describeservice elimination by using the conclusionsof
the empirical researchon product elimination, thus overlooking the possibledifferences
that the specialnature of servicemay accountfor (e.g., Hise 1977; Palmer 1998).On
the other hand, the work on service elimination that appearsin journals is limited
(HarnessandMacKay 1993; 1997;Harnesset al 1998;Harnesset al 1999;Harnessand
Main 2000) and revolves around a few isolated aspects,thus not adopting a holistic
researchapproachto serviceelimination.
Finally, the chapterfocuseson the presentationof the conceptualframework of the
study andon a summaryof theresearchobjectivesandquestions.
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2. Product Elimination: Definition and Importance
The question of product elimination involves manufacturers making decisions
on whether or not it is in their best interests to discontinue the production and marketing

of products. Products can become candidatesfor elimination if they are no longer
contributing towards the corporateobjectives for salesand profitability, if they do no
longer satisfy the needs of customers, or if they do not comply with developments from

the external environmentof a company,such as regulation and technologicalchange
(Avlonitis 1986a;Avlonitis et al 2000).
The term elimination is defined as the `exclusion of an object from further
consideration' (The Concise Oxford Dictionary 1990). This intrinsic end-gamenature
of the term elimination could well be one of the reasonswhy many manufacturing
companies view product elimination as a dull process, as far less interesting,
challengingand importantthan the processof developingnew products(e.g., Avlonitis
1983/1984). However, from the earliest to the latest academic notes on product
elimination (e.g., from Alexander(1964) to Avlonitis et al (2000) and Tomkovick and
Miller (2000)) a centralargumentis that eliminating productsis asimportant a process
as developingnew ones. Sometimesit may be uninspiring and depressing,but first and
foremostit is a processas vital, challengingand complex asNPD. As Avlonitis (1986a,
pp.1-2) comments,
Productelimination is an integralpart of a company'sinnovation process,it is
indeed as important as new product development,since they both require
innovative thinking and play a significant role in determining the overall
growth and profitability of an individual company. Product additions may
contribute to an increasein sales volume and profits; product elimination,
likewise, may not only eliminate unnecessarycosts associatedwith "weak"
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products, but may also result in increased total sales revenue and profits

throughreallocationof resourcesto moreproductiveefforts.

Other authors agree and stress the importance of product elimination. Table 3.1
summarises the main reasons why product elimination is indeed a very important

product rangemanagementactivity.

Table 3.1: Reasonswhy Product Elimination is Important
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Executivetime can be freed up anddevotedto more promisingproductsin the rangeor to more critical activities
within the company.
Identification of products,which areresponsiblefor off-balancesheethidden costs.
Contribution to the creationof a more balancedproduct portfolio.
Contribution towardsa betterallocationof company'sscarceresources.
Better value can be delivered to the customer,since management'sattention focuseson products that satisfy
what the market really needs.
Salesforcecan concentratetheir attentionandefforts on fewer andmore profitableproducts.
Salesandprofitability can increase,enhancingthusthe company'schancesandpotential for future growth.
Fewerproductsin the rangemeanslessstockin the warehouseandthus improveddistribution andlessinventory
holdin costs.

Source: Smith 1962; Alexander 1964; Kotler 1965; Rothe 1970; Eckles 1971; Winkler
1972; McSurely and Wilemon 1973; Hise and McGinnis 1975; Johnson 1975; Avlonitis
and James 1982; Avlonitis 1983b; 1983-1984; 1984; Gupta 1986; Avlonitis 1990;
Avlonitis et al 2000, Tomkovick and Miller 2000.

3. The Stagesof the Literature on Product Elimination: A Historical
Review
Product elimination is one of the least researchedareasin the literatureof product
management.Adhering to the glamour of the NPD process,marketing academicians
have over-addressednew product development.Since the 1950's an immensenumber
of articles and books has been presenting empirical findings on the new product
developmentprocessand on the importanceof addingnew productsto the range,while
comparatively very little attention has been devoted to the `uninspiring' processof
product elimination. The first thorough empirical endeavour to explore product
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elimination decision-making was made by Avlonitis

in the 1980's. His landmark

findings from the British engineering industry challenged the way in which the few
theoretical and empirical contributions had been addressing product elimination, gave a
structure to the empirically basedknowledge in the field and offered directions for more
empirical research in other countries and industry settings. One of the wishes in the
1980's was to see the literature on product elimination `advance from infancy to
adolescence' (Avlonitis and James 1982, p.46). However, today the empirical research
on product elimination can still be characterised as `occasional' (Avlonitis et al., 2000)
rather than systematic.
From a historical perspective, the small literature on product elimination can be
classified under three main stagesas follows (see also Figure 3.1):
"

the stageof the first non-empirical contributions (1952-1978),

"

the stage of the early empirical research (1970-1979), which has an overlapping
period with the first stage and

"

the stageof the more in-depth empirical research (1980-2000).

Each one of the three stagesmade a contribution towards the developmentof the
literature on product elimination and is discussed separately in the sub-sections that
follow.

Figure 3.1: The Stages of the Literature on Product Elimination
The First NonEmpirical
Contributions
(1952-1978)

The Early Empirical
Research
(1970-1979)

F
ore In-Depth
cal Research
80-2000)
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3.1. The Staue of the First Non-Empirical Contributions

In the period from 1952 to 1978, the academic knowledge on product
elimination was very limited. The early writers were more focused on suggesting how
companies should manage product elimination, rather than on collecting primary
empirical data on how the latter was actually managed by business practitioners.

Despitethe absenceof empirical evidence,the early work on product elimination made
two contributionstowardstheorydevelopment.
First it was explicitly or implicitly assumedthat elimination was a strategyonly
for weak products,i.e. for the onesthat had reachedthe maturity and decline stagesof
their life cycle and were under-performingin termsof salesand profits. Moreover,the
theoretical authors were dwelling on the vital role of the task to identify under-

performing productsin terms of salesand profits and to eliminate them (e.g., Houfek
1952;Sonneckenand Hurst 1960;Kratchmanet al 1975;Wind andClaycamp1976).
The second contribution of the early theoretical papers has been the
conceptualisationof the product elimination decision-makingprocess.In detail, it was
arguedthat the elimination of a product was not a simple decisionthat could be made
overnight but that it was the outcomeof a structured4-step decision-makingprocess,
which is illustrated in Figure 3.2 (e.g. Hurst 1959; Alexander 1964; Kotler 1965;
Worthing 1971;HamelmanandMazze 1972;McSurely andWilemon 1973).
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Figure 3.2: The Product Elimination Decision-Making Process

Source: Hurst 1959; Alexander 1964; Kotler 1965; Worthing 1971; Hamelman and
Mazze 1972; McSurely and Wilemon 1973

The first step of the process involves a regular audit of the product range. The
performance of all the products is evaluated against quantitative audit criteria and the
weak products are identified (e.g., Clayton 1966; Hamelman and Mazze 1972). Once
the audit is complete, the identified weak products enter the stage of analysis and
revitalisation, where the aim is to find the reason behind their poor performance and to
consider a set of possible revitalisation alternatives (e.g., Alexander 1964; Browne and
Kemp 1976). By the time management concludes that nothing can be done to revitalise

the poor performance of weak products, the product elimination decision-making
processreachesthe stageof evaluationanddecision-making.The activities in this stage
are of a more macro than micro orientation, becausethe attention of managersmoves
from the individual product to the evaluation of the impact of its possible elimination

upon the companyas a whole (e.g., impact upon the salesand profits of other products
in the range, upon the capital structure or upon the employee relationships). Finally,
once management has made the elimination

decision, the next

step is its
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implementation. In this last stage of the elimination decision-making process the focus
of management is on the orchestration of the timing of the elimination in a way that will

causethe leastinconvenienceto customersandthe leastdisruption to the other activities
of the company(e.g., Alexander 1964;Kotler 1965).
To summarise,the contributions of the early theoretical literature on product
elimination were that a) only the weak products could become candidates for
elimination and b) the elimination/retentiondecision was the outcomeof a structured
multi-stage decision-making process. These two contributions were to form the core
conceptual framework for the empirical researchthat followed.

3.2. The Stage of the Early Empirical Research
The first piecesof empirical researchon product elimination appearedin the
early 1970sin the US. They employedboth qualitative and quantitative datacollection
methodsand sampledmainly manufacturersof consumerproducts(Table 3.2).

Table 3.2: The Early-Empirical Phase-ResearchMethodologies
Author

Year

Industry Sector

Country

Rothe

1970

US

Ecldes

1971

Banville &
Pletcher

1974

use &
McGinnis

1975

Manufacturersof
consumerproducts
Veterinarysector&
electrical
manufacturers
Electrical housewares& fans
industry
Fortune500

Data Collection
Method
Mail survey

Sample
Size
100 questionnaires

US

Qualitative research

10 in-depthinterviews

US

Qualitativeresearch&
mail survey

21 companies

US

Mail survey

96 questionnaires

The cornerstonefor the conceptualframeworksof the first empirical paperswas
the 4-step product elimination decision-makingprocess.The researchfocused on an
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investigation of its structure, of the decision variables that manufacturers considered in
each of the four steps and of the extent to which the process was formalised. Other
central research questions revolved around the perceived importance of product

elimination, the organisationalparticipants in the decision-makingprocess,the major
problems that the companieswere facing during the processand the ethical dimension
of elimination decisions(Table3.3).

Table 3.3: The Early Empirical Phase-ResearchQuestions
Author
Rothe 1970

Eckles 1971
Barwille &
Pletcher 1974
Rise & McGinnis 1975

ResearchQuestions
Importance
decisions
of
elimination
"
" Organisationandparticipationin eliminationdecisions
" Structureof elimination decisions
" Degreeof formality of eliminationdecisions
problemswith elimination programs
" Typical management
" Why productsshould be eliminated
" When roductsshould be eliminated
. Variablesinvolved in anelimination decision
" Relative importanceof thosevariables
. Interactionbetweenvariables
" Formality of elimination proceduresin terms of written policies
. Stepsof a formal elimination procedure
. Degreeof computerisationof the varioussteps
" Responsibilitiesassignedfor productelimination decisions
. How often productsareconsideredfor possibleelimination
. Percentageof productsactually eliminated
. Ethics of productelimination

The findings of the early empirical research,which both supportedand contradictedthe
non-empiricalcontributions,can be classifiedunderfour clusters.
First, it was found that the elimination of a product was not a one-off decision
but the outcomeof a multi-step decision-makingprocess,which was very similar to the
4-step product elimination decision-making process that the non-empirical
conceptualisationswere suggesting.
Second,it was found that the two late stagesof the PLC model were positively
and strongly relatedwith the possibility of a product being eliminated.The limited early
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empirical evidence found that the sales, profitability

and market share performance

were either the only (Rothe 1970; Eckles 1971) or the predominant audit criteria
(Banville and Pletcher 1974; Hise and McGinnis 1975) for the recognition of the weak
products, which automatically became candidates for elimination. This finding provided

support for the non-empirical assumptionthat elimination was a strategy only for
mature or declining products.

Third, it was found that product elimination was not as important a function as
the theoretical literature advocated. In particular, the companies studied by Rothe
(1970) rated product elimination activities to be one third as important as new product

developmentactivities.
Finally, product elimination decision-makingwas found to be largely informal
(Rothe 1970; use and McGinnis 1975), mainly in terms of lack of computerisation,
assignmentof responsibilitiesand written policies. This contradictedthe call of the
theoreticalliteraturefor a high degreeof formality during product elimination decisionmaking.

To

summarise, the early

empirical

evidence found that a)

the

elimination/retentiondecisionwas the outcomea multi-step decision-makingprocessb)
candidatesfor elimination were only the weak products of the range, i.e. those with
declining salesand profitability, c) product elimination was not as important as other
product range managementactivities and d) the product elimination decision-making
processwas largely informal.

3.3. The Staee of the More In-Depth Empirical Research
Despiteits contribution,the early empirical evidenceon productelimination had
shortcomings. First, it was very limited and replication was needed before any
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generalisations could be made. Second, it focused on manufacturers of consumer
products and its results were only from one country, the US. Third, it focused mainly on

a descriptionof the decisionvariablesthat manufacturingcompaniesconsideredin each
one of the stepsof the product elimination decision-makingprocess.In that way it
overlookedthe possibleimpact of the characteristicsof the individual companyand of
the forces of the external environment on the content of the product elimination
decision-makingprocess.
From the early 1980s the number of empirical publications on product
elimination increased significantly, compared to the very limited research activity

between1970 and 1979.As Table 3.4 illustrates,the new empirical researchusedboth
qualitative and quantitative data collection methods and investigated product
elimination decision-makingin the UK as well. It can be also seen that the work of
Avlonitis was the major contributingforce in this stage.
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Table 3.4: The More In-depth Empirical Phase-Research Methodologies

Author

Year

Industry Sector

Country

Data Coll.
Method

Avlonitis

1982

Manufacturersof
industrialproducts

UK

Qualitativeresearch&
Mail survey

20 in-depth interviews
94 questionnaires

Avlonitis &
James
Avlonitis
Avlonitis
Avlonitis

1982

UK

1983a
1983b
19831984
1984
1984

UK
UK
UK

Mail survey

299 questionnaires

Qualitative research&
Mail survey

20 in-depthinterviews
94 questionnaires

Avlonitis
Hise et al
Avlonitis
Avlonitis
Avlonitis
Avlonitis

Fortune 1000largest
industrial firms
1985a
Manufacturersof
industrial products
1985b
1985c
1985d

UK
US
UK

UK
UK

1986b
1986

Avlonitis

1987a

Avlonitis
Hart

1987b
1988

UK
UK

Hart
Hart

UK
UK

Avlonitis

1989
19901991
1990

Avlonitis

1993

UK
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Vyas

1993

US

Casestudy

Greenleyand
Bayus

1994

UK&US

Mail survey

Saunders&
Jobber
Avlonitis et al

1994

UK&US

Mail survey

UK

Mail survey

2000

FMCG & industrial
products

UK

UK

Onemanufacturerof
electrical appliances
for the consumerand
industrialmarket
FMCG and
manufacturersof
industrialproducts
Fortune500, Times
top 1000
FMSG andindustrial
products

Size

UK
UK
UK

Avlonitis
Saunders&
Khan

FMCG companies

Sample

Qualitative telephone
interviews & mail
survey

14 telephone
interviews&
23 questionnaires

Mail survey

33 in-depth interviews
166questionnaires

Qualitative research&
Mail survey
Qualitative research
Qualitative research&
Mail survey

33 in-depthinterviews
166questionnaires
33 in-depth interviews
166questionnaires
1 company

175 US &
106 UK
questionnaires
24 in-depthinterviews
129questionnaires
166questionnaires
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As in the early empirical research, the 4-step product elimination decisionmaking process was the skeleton for the conceptual framework of most of the research

from the 1980's until the year 2000. However,the 4-stepmodel was not only examined
in isolation but also in relation to somecharacteristicsof the individual company(such
as size,productdiversity and operationstechnology)and of someforcesof the external
environment

(such

as

competition

and

technological

change).

The

above

interrelationships were to prove that product elimination decision-making is indeed a

very complex anddynamicprocess.Table 3.5 summarisesthe researchquestionsof the
more in-depth empiricalresearch.

Table 3.5: The More In-depth Empirical Phase-ResearchQuestions
Author

ResearchQuestions

Avlonitis 1982

" Identification of the problemsituationsevoking product elimination decisions
" Relative importance of problem situations and the impact of the internal and the
externalenvironment
Avionitis & James
" Is productelimination a strategyonly for matureor declining products?
1982
" Are comprehensiveand systematicprocedurescentral to productelimination decisionmaking?
" What is the role of formality during productelimination-decisionmaking
Avionitis 1983a
The ethical implicationsof productelimination decisions
Avlonitis 1983b
" Alternative eliminationimplementationstrategies
" Factorsinfluencing the phase-outstrategyandthe timing of an elimination decision
" Actual implementationof anelimination decisionand factorsconsidered
Avlonitis 1983-1984 " Importanceof productelimination
" Management'sapproachesto elimination decisions
" Shortcomingsof approachesemployed
" Problemsencounteredin the productelimination decisions
Avlonitis 1984
. Examinationof the evaluationand decision-makingstage
" The evaluationfactorsandtheir relative importance
" Impactof the internal and the externalenvironment
Hise et al 1984
" Are productelimination programseffectively establishedand implemented?
" Factors distinguishing companies with product elimination programmesfrom those
without product eliminationprogrammes
AvIonitis 1985a
" Participantsin productelimination decisions
" Impact of the internal andthe externalenvironment
AvIonitis 1985b
" Examinationof the analysisand revitalisationstageof the product elimination decisionmaking process
" Diagnosisof what is wrong with a weakproduct
" Alternative correctiveactionsandtheir importance
" Impactof the internal andthe externalenvironment
Avlonitis 1985c
" The influence of the techno-economic environment on the content of product
eliminationdecisions
AvIonitis 1985d
" Formality and producteliminationprocess
" Relationshipsof formality with company'scontext, content of the elimination process,
andeffectivenessof the eliminationprocess
AvIonitis 1986b
" Description of management'sapproachesto the identification of weak industrial
products
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Hart 1988
Hart 1989
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Vyas 1993
Greenley & Bayus
1994
Saunders & Jobber
1994
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" Identification, importance and interrelationships of the audit criteria used by
for the identification of weak products
management
" Examination of the possible impact of variables of the internal and external
environment upon the weak product identification behaviour of manufacturersof
industrialproducts.
" Implementationof eliminationdecisions.The synchronousdeletion and replacementof
products
" Linkage betweena type of product elimination decisionand the achievedperformance
outcome
" Classification schematadescribing product elimination decisions in manufacturing
industries
" Scenarioscharacterisingproductelimination activities in manufacturingfirms
" Importanceof thosescenarios
" Circumstancestriggeringproduct eliminationdecisions
" Extent to which product elimination decisions are executed as part of the overall
product/marketstrategy
" Examinationof the associationbetweena productelimination decisionandthe different
stagesof the PLC model
" Evaluationfactorsconsideredin producteliminationdecision-making
" Influence of contextualconditions during weakproducts' evaluationprocess
" Examination of the whole product elimination decision-making process of a
manufacturerof electricalappliances(casestudy)
" Comparativeexaminationof the product elimination decision-making practicesin UK
and US manufacturersof consumerand industrialproducts
" Comparativeexaminationof the launchand elimination strategiesof UK andUS firms.
" Extent to which productelimination scenariaare related to specific environmentaland
organisationalconditions
" Extent to which the different elimination scenaria influence the number of stages
consideredin the productelimination process
" Interrelationshipsbetweenthe contentof stagesand elimination scenaria

The main findings of the more in-depth empirical researchcan be summarisedin five
areasas follows.
First, productelimination decision-makingdoesnot take placein a vacuum,but
is dynamic.As a result, it is influencedby the importanceof the individual product, the
idiosyncrasy of the individual company (e.g., size, product and market diversity,
operationstechnology)andthe characteristicsof the externalenvironment(competition,
technological change) (e.g., Avlonitis and James 1982; Avlonitis 1985c; 1987a;
Greenley and Bayus 1994). This dynamism highlighted the inadequacyof the early
empirical evidence.
Second,productscan becomecandidatesfor elimination not only after a regular
audit of the product range,but also dueto less expectedprecipitating circumstancesthat
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could force companies to consider elimination as an option (e.g., Avlonitis 1982, Hart
1988). Thus, the engagement of companies into the product elimination decision-

makingprocessis not only managedbut alsoforced.
Third, and relatedto the above,the late stagesof the PLC model proved to be
neither a necessarynor a sufficient condition for elimination. In other words, not all
weak productsare candidatesfor elimination, nor are elimination candidatesonly those
products that have reached the maturity and the decline stages of their life cycle
(Avlonitis and James 1982; Avlonitis 1987; 1990). Newly developed products with
satisfactory sales and profits can become candidates for elimination if, for example,
there is a coercion of forces, which are beyond the immediate control of management,

e.g. new government legislation or parent company decisions and policies. Also,
productswith declining salesandprofitability can be retainedin the rangeif companies
follow a full-line policy in order to enabletheir customersto make one stop shopping.
This finding challengedthe assumption(and finding of the early empirical evidence)
that elimination is a strategyonly for matureor declining products.
Fourth, supportwas provided to the conceptualisationof the productelimination
decision-making process as a 4-step model. However, the number of steps that
companieswere undergoing,aswell as the numberof variablesthat they consideredin
eachstep,provedto vary in relation to the importanceof the product to the companyor
to the urgency of the precipitating circumstancethat triggered engagementinto the
decision-makingprocess(Avlonitis and James 1982; Avlonitis 1987a;Avlonitis et al
2000).
Fifth, contrary to the non-empirical descriptions but in line with the early
empirical findings, product elimination decision-makingproved to be largely informal,
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even among the largest and most leading manufacturing companies of the studied
settings (Avlonitis and James 1982; Avlonitis 1983-1984; Avlonitis 1985d).

4. An Overview of the Literature on Product Elimination

4.1 Problem Situations Evoking the Product Elimination Decision
A classic assumptionof the early theoreticalapproachesto product elimination
was that a product becomescandidatefor elimination either if it fails to meet a set of
pre-definedfinancially-relatedcorporateobjectives,such as sales,profits, market-share
andcontribution to the coverageof overheadexpenses,or if it reachesthe declinestage
of its life cycle (Houfek 1952; Alexander 1964; Kotler 1965; Worthing 1971;
Kratchman et al 1975; Browne and Kemp 1976). This assumption remained
unchallengedby the early empirical research,which continuedto link elimination only
with unsatisfactorysalesand profit performance(Rothe 1970; Eckles 1971; Banville
and Pletcher 1974). However, the more in-depth empirical researchchallenged the
above assumptionby finding that a closer look at a product, with elimination as a
option, could be the outcomeof an array of different problem situations,most of which
were irrelevant to its sales and profit performance.Thus, a product could become a
candidate for elimination due to coercion of external forces (such as government
policies and regulationsor changesin the requirementsof third-parties concerningthe
specifications of a product), parent organisation decisions, adoption of a variety
reduction policy, mergersand acquisitions,developmentof a new product,poor product
performanceand a decline in market potential (Table 3.6) (Avlonitis 1982; Avlonitis
andJames1982;Avlonitis 1986a;Avionitis 1987a;1987b;Hart 1988).
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Table 3.6: Problem Situations Evoking the Elimination Decision
"

Government policies and regulations

"
"
"
"
"

Changesin the third-artspecifications
Decline in marketpotential
Parentorganisationdecisions-policies
Poor productperformance
Developmentof a new product

"
"

Development of a variety reduction policy
Rationalisation due to mergers and acquisitions

Source: Avlonitis 1982; Avlonitis and James 1982; Avlonitis 1986a; Avlonitis 1987a;
1987b; Hart 1988.

The identification of different problem situationsin the phaseof the more indepthempirical researchhad importantimplicationsfor theory andpractice.First, it was
highlighted that the elimination of a productis not only an internal matterto companies
but that it can also be triggeredby circumstanceswithin the externalenvironment,over
which managementhas little or no control. Second, due to the fact that different
problem situationsare characterisedby varying degreesof importanceand urgencyfor
action, there is a need for a contingencyapproachto product elimination decisionmaking. In other words, the problem situation that triggers possibleelimination in the
first place largely determinesthe duration of the product elimination decision-making
process,as well as the decision variablesthat managementconsidersin each stageof
the process(Avlonitis 1982;Avlonitis andJames1982;Avlonitis et al 2000).

4.2 The Product Elimination Decision-Making Process

4.2.1 Identification-Recognition of WeakProducts
The first theoretical approachestowardsthe identification of weak productscan
be categorisedunder three groups. First, there is the approachsuggestingthat every
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product in a manufacturer's range is subject to a systematic periodical review on a pre-

defined set of performancecriteria, such as profits, sales, market share and market
growth potential (e.g., Houfek 1952; Alexander 1964; Kotler 1965; Worthing 1971;
Kratchmanet al 1975;Browneand Kemp 1976).Second,are the approachessuggesting
that products are regularly reviewed by sophisticatedperformanceindices, which are
operationalisedby accountants(Clayton 1966;Wind and Claycamp1976)or which are
computer aided (Hamelman and Mazze 1972). Central to these sophisticated indices is
the combined consideration of quantitative audit criteria (e.g., sales, profitability, cost,

market share and market growth rate), which leads to a single performance
indicator/threshold. Products, whose performance falls short of this threshold, are
identified as candidatesfor elimination. Third, there is a product portfolio approach,
suggestingthe combineduseof profitability, sales,marketgrowth rateand marketshare
relatedperformancecriteria, which lead to the classificationof productsunderdifferent
performancequadrants in a matrix (e.g., Boston Consulting Group 1972; Fluitman
1973;Kotler 1974).Productsfalling under different performancequadrantsare subject
to different marketing strategies and the weak ones become candidates for elimination.

The early empirical researchon the identification of candidatesfor elimination
usedthe non-empirical approachesas a guide and focused on the measurementof the
relative importance of the various suggestedaudit criteria. The non-empirical theory
was partly confirmed, in terms that the studied manufacturersusedaudit criteria, such
as sales volume, profitability, production cost, market share, market growth rate,
operational problems,competitive activities and executive time required, in order to
audit their product range and identify candidatesfor elimination (e.g., Rothe 1970;
Eckles 1971;Banville andPletcher1974;Hise andMcGinnis 1975).However,the early
empirical researchfailed to either confirm or disconfirm the theoretical assumptionthat
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manufacturers were using highly sophisticated weak product recognition indices and
methods. Moreover, it failed to address the impact of the idiosyncrasies of individual

companiesand of their external environment on their weak product identification
behaviour.

The more in-depth empirical researchprovided a more integrated approach
towards the methodsused to identify weak products. One the one hand support was
provided to the early theoreticaland empirical literature, in terms of the nature of the
used audit criteria (Table 3.7). In particular, profitability and salesvolume were the
most important ones, followed by competitive activities and operational problems

(Avlonitis 1986a;1986b).

Table 3.7: Audit Criteria for the Identification/Recognition of Weak Products
"
"
"
"
"

Pastsalesvolume
Future salesvolume
Market share
Profitability
Shareof company's sales

"

Market growth rate

"
"
"
"

Competitiveactivities
Operationalproblems(e.g. production,marketing)
Products'position on thePLC
Total genericdemandtrend

Source:Rothe 1970; Eckles1971;Avlonitis 1986a; 1986b
However, the early theoretical literature was challenged in terms that the
procedures that the majority of the studied manufacturers followed to identify
elimination candidateswere very informal and unsophisticated.Only a small minority
of companieshad a regular product review system,but even in these casesthe high
degree of formality and documentation(assumedby the non-empirical descriptions)
was not present(Avlonitis 1986b).Moreover, it was shown that the importance that
managementplaced on various audit criteria, varied in relation to organisationaland
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environmentalcharacteristicsof theindividual company,suchassize,productdiversity,
operationstechnology,technologicalchangeand marketcompetition.For example,the
importanceof the audit criteria relating to the market performanceof products(e.g.,
market share and market growth rate) was higher for large companies and for

companieswith more diverseproduct rangesthan for small-sizedcompanieswith fewer
products to offer. Also, the audit criteria relating to the financial performanceof a
product (e.g., sales volume and profitability)

were assigned higher importance by

companies facing intense competition than by companies which operated in
oligopolistic and monopolisticmarkets(Avlonitis 1985c;Avlonitis 1986b).

4.2.2Analysis of WeakProductsand Revitalisation
The unsatisfactoryperformanceof productsagainsta set of audit criteria is not
always a reasonfor elimination by itself, but can be the symptom of an underlying
problem.The identified candidatesfor elimination can be subjectedto further scrutinyif
managementneedsto find out the reasonbehind their deviant performanceand to try
andrevitalise them.
From the early stagesof the literature on product elimination emphasiswas
placed upon the existenceof a diagnostic procedure aiming to identify the cause(s)
behind a product's deviation from pre-definedminimum performancestandards(e.g.,
Alexander 1964; Weller 1969; Browne and Kemp 1976; Evans 1977). As discussed
previously, pertinent to the early theoretical approaches was that a product's
candidature for elimination was associated with its poor market and financial
performance.This very myopic conceptualisationof what could trigger elimination
made analysis/revitalisation a necessarystep of the product elimination decision-
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making process, because rarely are poor profitability or sales volume the real problems
with a product. As Alexander (1964, p. 5) comments:
the fact that a product's market is declining or that its profit performanceis
substandard does not mean that deletion is the only remedy.

There are things other than elimination that can be put forward to restorea product's
poor performance,including cost reductions,changesin the marketing strategy,price
changesand cross-production(e.g., combined production of two products,in order to
spreadthe standardoverheadto more output units (Paggios 1990)). In the sameline
McSurely andWilemon (1973) suggestedthat thoseproductsthat have beenidentified
as weak, must be given the opportunity to improve their performance prior to
considering their elimination as a major alternative.The analysis and revitalisation
efforts aretracedin the secondstageof McSurely and Wilemon's four-stepPEIR model
(ProductEvaluation,ImprovementandRemoval model),namely the `up-program'.The
objective of this stage is to improve the performance of weak products. Several
revitalisation strategiesare put forward, including improvementof salesand profits by
offering private branding, quality improvements, new image through advertising,
styling changes,packaging improvementsand price reduction. The selection of the
appropriaterevitalisation strategyshould be madeon the basis of how compatibleit is
with the corporate marketing programs. Browne and Kemp (1974) highlighted the
importanceof management'sability to answerthe question `why is a product weak?',
becausedifferent causesof product deviationor poor performancemay require different
courses of alternative action, with elimination not being the only solution. An
interesting point of Browne and Kemp's work is that a product's poor performance
againstone of the indicatorsusedin the recognitionstage,could be just a symptomof a
problem which lies in the company'sexternalenvironment.Thus, a product's declining
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sales may be the outcome of changedcircumstancesin the marketplace,such as
competition policies, economic trends or introduction of new technologies.
The results of the early empirical research verified the existence of an analysis
and revitalisation stage in the product elimination decision-making process of the
studied manufacturers. Eckles (1971) and Hise and McGinnis (1975) reported a set of

corrective actions that companies used to restore the performance of previously
identified weak products(Table 8). The single most important revitalisationalternative
involved changesin the attributesof a product, while other important correctiveactions
were changesin the price, increasein salesefforts and changesin the communications
strategy.
A more detailedempirical investigationof the analysis and revitalisation stage
was conducted by Avlonitis (1985b; 1986). In line with the early non-empirical
assumptions,Avlonitis's work indicated that prior to considering any revitalisation
action, many of the studied manufacturerswere undergoing a three-stepdiagnostic
procedure. As illustrated in Figure 3.3, the diagnostic procedure starts with the
experienceandjudgementof managementaboutall possiblesourcesthat could causea
product's poor performanceand continueswith attemptsto isolatethe specific source(s)
that cause(s)the problem.The diagnosticprocedureconcludeswith the compilation of
memosand reportsstatingthe causesof a product's poor performance.

Figure 3.3: The Diagnostic Procedure of the Analysis and Revitalisation Stage
Considerationof
all possible
sourcesof
deviation

Isolation of the
source(s)that cause
a product'sdeviant
performance

Documentationof
the causesof poor
performance

Source:Avlonitis 1985b
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Having establishedthe causesof a product's deviantperformance,Avlonitis's findings
confirmed that most of the studied manufacturers proceeded to the consideration of a set
of alternative revitalisation actions (Table 3.8), the most important of which was

product modification and improvements,followed by price changesand developmentof
new markets.However,the relativeimportanceof the alternativecorrective actionswas
not the samefor all companiesand environmentalconditions, but varied in relation to
companysize, to the volatility of the technologicalenvironmentand to the intensity of
market competition (Avlonitis 1985b; 1986). For example, price reductions as a
correctiveaction weremore important to companiesoperatingin more competitiveand
therefore more price-sensitive markets than to companies facing oligopolistic or
monopolisticmarketconditions.

Table 3.8: Alternative Corrective Actions
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Productmodifications
Increasein product's price
Productimprovement
Decreasein product's price
Developmentof new markets
Increasedpromotionalexpenditure
Increasedeffort by salesforce
Changedchannelsof distribution
Additional market research
Decreasedeffort by salesforce

Source:Eckles 1971;Hise and McGinnis 1975; Avlonitis 1985b

Finally, contrary to the non-empirical literature, the conduct of analysis and
revitalisation did not alwaysprove necessary,but very much dependedon the problem
situationthat triggered engagementinto the elimination decision-makingprocessin the
first place. For example, no revitalisation action was worth undertaking if the
elimination of a product was dictatedby a governmentregulation(Avlonitis et al 2000).
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4.2.3 Evaluation and Decision-Making
Once management has identified the candidates for elimination and once it has
concluded that no corrective action is feasible and possible, the product elimination
decision-making process enters the step of evaluation and decision-making. Here the

attention of managementshifts from the individual candidatefor elimination to an
assessmentof the impact on the entire companyif finally an elimination decision is
made.
The theoretical literature describedtwo approachesto the stage of evaluation
and decision-making. The first approach involved the assessmentof the impact of a

product's possible elimination against isolated evaluation factors/criteria.The latter
focused on the measurementof the impact on the other products in the line (e.g.,
potential loss of salesof other products, loss of economiesof scalein production), on
the ability of the company to securecompetitive raw material prices with smaller
orders,on the imageof the companyand on its relationship with employees(e.g., how
), unions (e.g., what would be the cost of
many people would be made redundant?
litigation caused by unionised intervention), suppliers, distributors and customers
(HamelmanandMaze 1972;McSurely andWilemon 1973;Browne andKemp 1976).
The secondtheoretical approachwent one step further, by assumingthat the
evaluation criteria that companiesuse are first weighed and then incorporatedinto
indices. Through a scoring the latter would indicate to managementif elimination or
retention was needed(Berenson 1963; Alexander 1964; Kotler 1965; Clayton 1966;
Hutchinson 1971; Worthing 1971).For example,Berenson (1963) proposeda set of
dimensions, namely financial security (a company's basic profit needs),financial
opportunity (opportunities for

superior returns), marketing strategy, social

responsibility and organisedinterventionon which the impact of a possibleelimination
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decisionshouldbe calculated.This was an index approach(Figure 3.4), becauseeachof
the dimensions was assigned a weight. All weights were subsequently added up to
create a single summated factor score, which suggestedelimination or retention. Kotler
(1965) proposed a computer-aided evaluation process based on seven evaluation criteria
very similar to the ones of Berenson's model. Each dubious product previously

identified underwentscreening.Each of the sevendimensionsis assigneda weight and
the computer-aidedoutcomeis an index that helpsmanagementto decideon whetheror
not to eliminate a product.
No matterwhich one of the two approachescompaniesadopt,the non-empirical
contributions described a very formalised and structured evaluation and decisionmaking stage, which assumed that management had the necessary resources and

willingness to make an elimination/retention decision based on a combined and
projectedinterpretationof quantitativeandqualitative information.

Figure 3.4: Model for the Assessmentof the Impact of Elimination Decisions
Weight
of Factors
Factorsaffecting financial security

Vt
Factorsaffecting financial opportunity

E2
Actions
Factorsaffecting Marketing Strategy

V3

IV

Factorsaffecting social responsibility

Va

"

If EV is xt, action A,

"

If EV is x2, action A2

"
"

If EV is x3,action A3
If EV is x4,action A4

Factorsaffecting organisedintervention

"

VS

V= a measureof therelative importanceof the criteria
ZV= the sumof the measures
A= the action suggestedby the IV
x= the specific action to which the level of EV is correlated

Source:Berenson1963
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As in the first two steps of the product elimination decision-making process, the
focus of the early empirical research with regards to this stage was on the identification

and the measurementof the relative importance of the evaluation factors that
manufacturersactually used.Banville and Pletcher(1974)reportedthat in their studied
manufacturingsettingcompanieswere usingan array of different evaluationfactors.Of
primary considerationwas the impact upon the salesand the profitability of the other
productsin the line, while channeland competitive reactions,availability of substitute
products and impact on the company image were evaluation factors of secondary
importance. Also, new product potential and the possibility of an organised intervention
were less important, though considered, evaluation factors. Unlike Banville and

Pletcher (1974), Hise and McGinnis (1975) found that the evaluation stage of the
companiesthey studiedwas dominatedby financial considerations,such as impact on
the salesandprofits of the other productsin the range.The authorscriticised this policy
and mentionedthat the non-considerationof the impact of elimination decisionsupon
the customer base of a company was likely to result in `ill-advised' elimination
decisions.
The evaluation and decision-makingstage of the product elimination process
was examinedmore closely in the stageof the more in-depth empirical research.Except
for the identification and measurementof the relative importance of the various
evaluation factors, the empirical work attempted to measurethe impact of a set of
variablesfrom the internal and the external environmentof companieson the relative
importanceof the evaluationfactors and on the thoroughnessof the entire evaluation
anddecision-makingstage.
Again the major contribution was madeby Avlonitis (e.g., 1984; 1986a;1993),
who identified 15 evaluationfactors, which are illustrated in Table 3.9. The results of
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were in line with the theoretical literature and with some of the early

empirical findings (Banville and Pletcher 1974), in terms that the evaluation of an

possibleelimination was not only basedon quantitativefinancial considerations(which
however proved to be the most important ones), but also on qualitative marketing,
managerialand external pressuresconsiderations.However, even in complex product
elimination cases,Avlonitis found that the evaluation was implementedin a very
informal (though information rich) way, which did not have any resemblanceto the
formalised elimination/retention indices described by the non-empirical literature.

Table 3.9: Evaluation Factors Used to Assessthe Impact of PossibleElimination
"
"
"
"
"

Impact on full-line policy
Impact on corporateimage
Impacton salesof otherproducts
Impacton customerrelationships

"

Impact on profitability of other products via distribution
overheadallocation
Impacton fixed and working capital
Impact on the profitability of other products via salesoverhead
allocation
New product potential
Reallocationof capitaland facilities to otheropportunities
Releaseof executivetime snt on the product
Impact on employeerelationships
Existenceof substituteto satisfy thecustomer
Competitivemovesin casethe productis eliminated
Organisedintervention

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Impact on profitability
overhead allocation

of

other products via production

Source: Avlonitis 1984; 1986a; 1993

It was also confirmed that the stageof evaluationand decision-makingwas not
static, but dynamic. First, the relative importance of the identified evaluationfactors
was not the samefor all internal and externalbusinesscontexts,but tendedto vary by
product type, productdiversity andthe intensity of marketcompetition (Avlonitis 1984;
1985c; 1986). Second,the intensity of the entire evaluation and decision-makingstage
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was very much a subject of the problem situation that triggered elimination
consideration in the first place. To illustrate, manufacturers engaged in an extensive
evaluation when the precipitating circumstances left the retention choice open. By
contrast, no evaluation was needed when the elimination process was triggered by

externalforces,such asregulationsor third party decisions.This was so becausein the
latter case the elimination was the only way forward and no retention was possible
(Avlonitis 1987b;Vyas 1993;Avlonitis et al 2000).

4.2.4 The Implementation of the Elimination Decision

Once managementhas decidedthat for whateverreason a product should be
withdrawn from the range,the elimination decision-makingprocessentersthe stageof
implementation,wherethe objective is to withdraw a product in the most efficient and
cost effective way. The smoothingrole of the implementationstagewas stressedfrom
the very early stagesof the literature on product elimination through to the early and
morerecentempirical contributions.
In the early theoretical contributions it was mentioned that a product's
withdrawal should be implementedin a way that would causethe leastdisruption to the
company'soperationsand the least possibleinconvenienceto the customerbase(e.g.,
Alexander 1964; Browne and Kemp 1976). Thus as part of a very formalised
implementationstage,manufacturingcompanieswere assumedto perform a wide array
of tasks,which are summarisedin Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Task Flow of the Implementation Stage (Non-Empirical
Consideration of factors
influencing the choke of
an implementation
sd'tm
Timing
"
Replacementparts
"
policy
Stocksin the
"
warehouse
Holdoverdemand
"
Impactupon
"
customers
Availability of a
"
replacement
ptoduct

Selectionof a spedüc
implementation strategy
Drop immediately
Phaseout slowly
"
Sellout
"
"
"

Run out
Harvest

Contributions)

Preparation of written
implementation plains
Who, whenandhow
to notify?
Whet to disclose?
"
When to stop
receivingorders?
When to removethe
"
productfrom the
cataloguesand
brochures?
"

"

Periodical review of
the implementation to
assure that it goes
according to plan
Replacement parts
policy

Source: Alexander 1964; Talley 1964; Kotler 1965; Weller 1969; Michael 1971;
McSurely and Wilemon 1973; Browne and Kemp 1976; Wind and Claycamp 1976.

Prior to choosing specific implementation strategies, it was assumed that manufacturers
would consider the following important factors:

" Timing: The elimination of a productmust be implementedin sucha timing, so asto
causethe leastdisturbanceto customers(Alexander1964).
" Provision for replacement parts: Managementmust provide for post-elimination
maintenance,as far as spare replacement parts of the eliminated product are
concerned. Replacementpartspolicy was assumedof greatestimportancewhen the
eliminatedproduct was a durableone (e.g. machinery,or componentsof machinery
equipment)(Alexander 1964;Kotler 1965).
" Level of stock in the warehouse:Managementshould try to use all stocksthat are
involved in the production of the product under elimination, such as raw materials,
packaging material etc. This will enable the company to recover the maximum
amount of capital that has beeninvestedin the eliminated product (Alexander 1964;
Kotler 1965;McSurely andWilemon 1973).
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" Holdover demand and impact upon customers: Sometimesmanagementmay find
it appropriatefor the good image of the companyto sell the eliminatedproduct to
another firm, in order for the customers to continue using it (Alexander 1964).
The consideration of the above factors would lead manufacturing companies to the
choice of an abrupt or a more gradual elimination implementation strategy (Alexander

1964; Kotler 1965; Weller 1969; McSurely and Wilemon 1973; Wind and Claycamp
1976). It is worth mentioning that since the non-empirical literature associated
elimination with the maturity and decline stage of products' life cycle, it tendedto
suggesta run out implementationstrategy,whereby the marketing costsof a product
were kept to a minimum while the companycould still enjoy the remainingcash flow
power of declining products (Talley

1964; Michael

1971). Finally,

once an

implementationstrategywas on its way, the literature assumedthat managementwould
assignto an individual or a groupof individuals the taskto preparea written elimination
implementation plan. The latter would specify, among other details, how and when
employees, customers and third parties should be informed of the impending
elimination decision(McSurelyandWilemon 1973).
In line with the theoreticalassumptions,the early empirical researchshowedthat
prior to putting forward a specific implementationcourse, companiesconsideredthe
factors mentioned above (e.g., timing, provision of replacementparts etc) (Eckles
1971). However, contrary to the theoretical suggestions,Rothe (1970) concludedthat
most of the manufacturersof consumergoods of his samplepreferred a quick drop
implementationstrategyto a run out strategy.
The more in-depth empirical investigationof the implementation stagelargely
confirmed the theoretical literature, as it found that the studied manufacturing
companiesfollowed in generalterms the three stepsillustrated in Figure 3.5 above.
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With regardsto the factors that influenced the choice of a specific implementation
strategy, it was found that stock at hand, the extent of readiness of a replacement
product and the market trends/holdover demand were the most important considerations
for the studied manufacturers, while the status of replacement parts and the effect on
customers were less important considerations (Avlonitis 1983b; Avlonitis 1986a).

As regardsthe specific implementationstrategies,as well asthe onessuggested
by the non-empirical contributions, Avlonitis' empirical evidence revealedtwo new
ones (Table 3.10). The first was a phase out immediately strategy, which was similar to

the drop immediately strategyin the sensethat companieswere committed to a quick
withdrawal, but differed in the sensethat companieswanted to satisfy the orders that
customersplaced until the day the elimination decision was made (Avlonitis 1983b).
The secondnew strategy was to drop a product from the standard range and reintroduce it as a special. Under this strategya product whose regular manufacturing
processhad beendiscontinuedcould be manufacturedas a specialorder when therewas
some sizeableresidual demand.Of course,since the product was no more a standard
product, customerswishing to placespecialorderswould be chargeda higher price than
the one before the elimination decision (ibid.). In terms of their relative importance,
unlike Rothe (1970), Avlonitis (1983b) found that manufacturersof industrial products
preferred a phase out slowly implementationstrategy.The strategyto drop a product
from the standard range and to reintroduce it as a special was the second most
important, followed by the phaseout slowly strategy,while the sell out implementation
strategywas by far the least importantamongthe studiedengineeringcompanies(ibid.).
The different preferencein the chosenimplementationstrategy,which was suggestedby
the studiesof Rothe and Avlonitis, was also identified in a cross-sectorstudy of Hart
(1991). The findings showed that a quick drop strategy was more common to
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manufacturersof consumerproducts, whereasmanufacturersof industrial products
adopted more gradual elimination implementation strategies.

Table 3.10: Elimination Implementation Strategies-Empirical Evidence
"
"
"

Drop immediately
Phaseout slowly
Sell out

"

Drop from the standard range and reintroduce the product
as as ecial
Phase out immediately

"

Source: Avlonitis 1983b.

The relative importanceof the influencing factors and of the implementation
strategiesdependedupon: a) the life cycle stage of the to-be- eliminated product
(Avlonitis 1990), b) a set of variables of manufacturers internal and external
environment(e.g., size,product diversity, operationstechnology,technologicalchange
and market competition) (Avlonitis 1985c; 1986a) and c) the precipitating circumstance
that triggered the elimination alternative in the first place (Avlonitis 1987b; Saunders

and Khan 1986; Vyas 1993; Saundersand Jobber 1994; Avlonitis et al 2000). With
regardto the latter, of particular interestis the work of Saundersand Khan (1986) and
Saundersand Jobber (1994), who stressedthe importance of a phasing out slowly
strategywhen the elimination of a product was triggered by the need to develop its
replacement.The above work focusedon the different ways in which manufacturers
could organiseand synchronisetheelimination of an existing productwith the launchof
its replacement(Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6: Implementation
of Elimination
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4.2.4. llmnlementation and Ethics
The implementation stage of the elimination decision-process will actually
discontinue the manufacturing process of a product. Depending on the importance of
the eliminated product, customers and consumers are likely to experience anything from
a minor inconvenience (e.g., if Cadbury's eliminated a particular type of chocolate) to a

major disruption in their lifestyle (e.g. the recent attempt to eliminate Subbuteo)and
businessoperations(mainly when manufacturerseliminate productswhich are used as
inputs to the productionprocessesof other manufacturers).Due to the aboveissuesthe
implementation stage entails an ethical dimension. As was discussed above (and

illustrated in Figure 3.5), the ethical implications of elimination decisionswere central
to the implementation plans described by the non-empirical contributions. Thus, the

choice of a particular elimination strategy would be influenced from, among other
factors, the impact on the customer base. To minimise the inconveniencecaused,
customerswould be given prior notice well before the elimination of a product and
replacementparts would continue to be producedin casesinvolving durable products
(e.g., Alexander 1964;Kotler 1965).
Contraryto the non-empiricaldescriptions,the first empirical evidenceby Hise
and McGinnis (1975) showed that the ethical aspectsof elimination decisionswere
largely overlooked. Specifically, most of the studied manufacturersof consumerand
industrial productsdid not havea replacementpartspolicy, did not notify customersand
consumersbefore the actual implementation of elimination decisions and did not
change or delay the implementation of their elimination decisions even if they
experienced a high level of customer complaints. In general Hise and McGinnis'
evidenceshowedthat the profit and salesaspectsof product elimination decisionswere
consideredto be more importantthan the ethicalaspectsof thosedecisions.
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The empirical evidence by Avlonitis (1983a) showed more consideration for the
ethical aspects of elimination decisions, although not at the level that the theoretical
literature assumed.A plausible explanation for the discrepancy between Avlonitis' and
Hise and McGinnis' studies is that the former focused exclusively on manufacturers of

industrial products. The relatively small number of industrial customers(comparedto
the mass consumermarket) and their importancefor the manufacturersof industrial
products, forces the latter not to overlook the views and requirementsof the former,
prior to making decisions (Haas 1989; Hutt and Speh1992).

4.3 Participation in Product Elimination Decision-Making
Despitethe myopic view that only weak products(i. e., those under-performing
in termsof salesvolume andprofits) could becomecandidatesfor elimination, the early
theoretical commentatorsrecognisedthat product elimination was indeedan important
and complex consideration.This raised the concern about who would be the most
appropriate organisational and non-organisational participants in the elimination
decision-makingprocess(e.g., Berenson 1963; Kotler 1965; McSurely and Wilemon
1973;Kratchmanet al 1975).
The central suggestion of the early theoretical contributions was that the
different nature of the information that was requiredin order to reachwell-thought-out
productelimination decisionsnecessitatedthe involvementof multiple functional areas.
Berenson (1963), whose views guided subsequent theoretical and empirical
contributions, outlined the profile of four traditional product elimination decisionmakers,namely the accountant,the economist,the salesmanager and the government
policy maker (Figure 3.7). To the accountantthe elimination/retentiondecisionis only a
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matter of profitability, depreciation, current expenditure and revenues, while the future
potential of a product and the marketing impact of its elimination are overlooked. To
the economist, the elimination/retention problem is largely a matter of marginal costs

and future potential. The strength of this approachis that it does not only take into
account the past performanceof products but also places attention to their future
potential. However, the preoccupationwith future potential makes the elimination
difficult, thusthe drawbackof this approachis its procrastinationand reluctance,which
could result in productproliferation. The salesmanagertakesa very intuitive approach
to product elimination/retention and emphasises volume at the expense of overall and
long-term profitability. The underlying philosophy here is that everything that produces

volume should be retained.Finally, to the public policy maker (applicablein regulated
industries)the elimination/retentionchoiceis a matter of complying with the overriding
objective of governmentsto keepthe customerssatisfied.Berensoncriticisedthe useof
any of the four approachesin isolation andsuggesteda combinedparticipationscheme.

Figure 3.7: Different Perspectivesand Need for Multiple Participants in Product
Elimination Decision-Making Process
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Adopting the views of Berenson,Kotler (1965) argued that the importanceof
product elimination decisions did not justify the personalisation of decision-making
authority because different individuals or functional areas are likely to support different
opinions, which must all be heard prior to making an elimination decision. Kotler
suggestedthe establishment of a representative corporate team of high-level executives
from marketing, manufacturing, purchasing, accounting, finance, personnel and R&D
departments of the company. Similarly Kratchman et al (1975) stressed the importance

of a co-operationbetweenthe areasof accounting,financeand marketing.They argued
that althoughthe marketingdepartmenthad thoroughknowledge of the performanceof
an elimination candidatein the market,accountingandfinancecould provide accurately
andtimely the quantitativedatanecessaryfor an in-depth elimination/retentionanalysis.
McSurely and Wilemon (1973) referredto the contractingout option and suggestedthe
establishmentof a decision-makingteam,consistingof high-level externaladvisorson
the one hand and working membersof the company from the appropriatefunctional
areason the other hand. Although no suggestionwas given with regardsto the most
appropriate composition of the team, McSurely and Wilemon argued that product
managersshouldbe left out becauseof their tendencyto advocateproductretention.
The early empirical findings gave a somewhatconflicting picture of who was
involved in product elimination decisions. Rothe (1970) found that marketing and
corporate managementexecutives were the two areas that dominated the decision
process,while functional areas like engineering,production, finance and accounting
were involved less frequently. Rothe named the lack of finance and accounting
executives `not expected'(p. 48) and commentedthat it created disequilibrium to the
amalgamof information neededto make an elimination decision. Unlike Rothe, Hise
and McGinnis (1973) found that marketing staff had very limited involvement in
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product elimination decision-making. Of the 96 firms that were studied, only 11
reported that the marketing department participated in elimination decisions. Unlike the

suggestionsof McSurely and Wilemon (1973), Hise and McGinnis found that the most
frequently cited participants were product managers, while other less frequent

participants were corporate planning executives, accounting/financestaff and nonmarketing line executives.

It is worth mentioningthat one problem of the theoreticalcontributions and of
the early empirical research as regards the issue of participation, was that they did not
provide any suggestions and empirical evidence about the degree of influence of

different participantsduring productelimination decision-making.Also, they referredto
the aspectof participationinto the elimination decision-makingprocessas a whole and
thus did not take into accountthe possibleneedfor different participantsand varying
degreesof influenceduring eachone of the stepsof the elimination process.Subsequent
empirical researchprovided some evidenceconcerningthe above problems.Avlonitis
(1985a)approachedparticipationby making a distinction betweenthe advisors and the
decision-makers. The advisory role was conceptualised as oneof detecting,analysing,
and
...
(p. 17),
evaluating weak products and advising the decision-maker in making the elimination decision

while the decision-making

role as ... one of making the elimination decision and with it goes the

authorityto makethe final decision(p. 17). Based on the two conceptualisations, Avlonitis

found five basic advising/decision-making
schemes,which are illustrated in Table 3.11.
The most popular schemeamongthe studiedengineeringcompanieswas one wherefull
elimination decision-making authority was being held

by

the Managing

Director/General Manager, who however were relying on a Management Group
(including top executivesfrom marketing,finance andproduction)for expert adviceand
information. Another relatively popular schemewas one where elimination decision-
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making authority was not lying with an individual executive, but with a plenary session
of the Board of Directors, who again were being advised by a Consensus Group, which
included the heads of various functional areas. Other less popular schemes were

`Managing Director/General Manager-Parent Group Board', `Ad Hoc Planning
Committees' and `Product Planning Committees'.

Table 3.11: Product Elimination Advisors and Decision-Makers
Advisor
1.

Management group

Decision-Maker
Managing director/General manager

Board of directors
2. Consensusgroup
3. Managingdirector/Generalmanager AND Parentizroupboard
4. Ad hoc elimination committee
5. Productplanningcommittees

Source: Adapted from Avlonitis 1985a

As far asthe relativeinfluenceof the advisoryrole in the five identified schemes
is concerned, Avlonitis found that the functional areas of marketing, finance,
engineering,production and purchasingassumedadvisory roles. However, unlike the
theoretical calls for a weighed blending of opinions, Avlonitis concludedthat that
marketing and financeexecutiveswere the most influential participants,while the rest
of the advisorsassumedonly minor roles. Vyas' (1993)casestudy findings run parallel
with Avlonitis, and showed high marketing involvement and influence in the
elimination decision-makingprocess.As far as the decision-makingrole is concerned,
the ManagingDirector/GeneralManagerhad elimination decision-makingauthority in
small companies, the Board of Directors assumed that role in medium-sized
manufacturers, while a formal Elimination Committee was making elimination
decisions in large firms (Avlonitis 1985a). Finally, unlike the contracting-out
suggestionsof McSurely and Wilemon (1973), Greenleyand Bayus (1994) found that
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externalconsultantswere not so much employedby the studiedUS and UK companies
during product elimination decisions.

4.4 Formality and Product Elimination Decision-Making
The appropriatedegreeof formality aswell asthe latter's impact on the content,
quality and managerial effectiveness of the product elimination decision-making
process,have beenamongthe most controversialquestionsin the literatureon product
elimination.

With referenceto the definition of product elimination formality, althoughnot
explicitly, the theoretical contributions conceptualisedit as structuring of activities,
assignmentof specific responsibilitiesto specific functional areasand blueprinting of
the proceduresfollowed in eachstepof the elimination decision-makingprocess.Thus,
asit was discussedin the precedingsections,manufacturerswere viewed asundertaking
systematicproduct line audits and weak product evaluations, based on blueprinted
procedures and methodologies, which sometimes were in the form of rigid
computerisedelimination/retentionindices (e.g., Berenson1963; Kotler 1965; Clayton
1966; Worthing 1971; 1975; Hamelman and Mazze 1972; Fluitman 1973; Wind and
Claycamp 1976; Gupta 1986). However, with regard to the role of formality, the
conceptualviews are split. On the one handmost of the authorsviewed formality as a
prerequisitefor better product elimination decisions(e.g., Berenson 1963; Alexander
1964; Kotler 1965; Clayton 1966). On the other hand, other authors warned that
formality was not a panaceaand pointed to the needfor different degreesof formality,
according to the characterof the individual company and to the characteristicsof the
externalenvironment(Burns and Stalker 1961; Browne and Kemp 1976).Even among
the proponents of varying degrees of formality, however, there was some dissent.
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Although Burns and Stalker (1961) argued that more formal

and mechanistic

procedures are appropriate for companies operating in stable environments, Browne and
Kemp (1976) suggested that greater formalisation of the product elimination decision-

makingprocessis more appropriatefor companiesfacing volatile marketconditions.
However inconclusive, the early non-empirical contributions provided
motivation for empirical research and the early findings indicated that product
elimination decision-makingin the studied US manufacturerswas largely informal
(Rothe 1970; Hise and McGinnis 1975). As regardsthe role of different degreesof
formality, Rothe's findings showedthat they did not influence the choice and relative
importance of the decision-variables that management considered in the various steps of

theproduct elimination decision-makingprocess.This madeRotheconcludethat formal
programsare not necessarilybetterprogramsand that formality shouldbe `temperedby
need' (p. 51). But Rothedid not specify which circumstancesappropriatedfor different
degreesof formality. It is alsoworth mentioningthat neitherRothe (1970)nor Hise and
McGinnis (1975)used any specific dimensionsto measurethe degreeof formality, but
relied on subjective measurementby asking respondentsto mention the perceived
degree of product elimination formality in their companies.The non-use of specific
dimensionsmight havecreatedidiosyncraticinterpretationsamongrespondentsof what
was meantby formality during productelimination decision-making.
Subsequent empirical research was more specific in the attempts to
conceptualiseand measureformality, but again the conceptualisationswere different
andcharacterisedby varying degreesof objectivity and metric qualities (Figure 3.8). On
the one hand, Avlonitis conceptualisedformality by combining dimensionsfrom the
early theoretical contributions of product elimination and from the dimension of
structuring of activities, which is suggestedin the organisationalliterature (Pugh et al
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1968; 1969). This dimension refers to the degree to which the behaviour of employees

during a decision-makingprocessis guidedby role specialisationin task allocation,by
standardisation of organisational routines and by written policies (ibid. ). Thus, formality

during product elimination decision-makingwas conceptualisedby three summated
dimensions namely assignment of responsibilities, systematic behaviour and existence
of documentation (Avlonitis and James 1982; Avlonitis

1985d). On the other hand

Greenleyand Bayus (1994) conceptualisedformality by five independentdimensions
namely, information inputs, useddecision-makingmethods,use of computersoftware,
senior management involvement and use of consultants. The approach of Greenley and

Bayus was a more subjectiveway to measureformality becauseit lacked the metric
qualities of Avlonitis' conceptualisation.

Figure 3.8: Empirical Conceptualisationsof Formality during Product Elimination
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Despite the aforementioned methodological differences, the new empirical

evidenceshoweda largely informal and unsophisticatedproduct elimination decisionmaking processwithin the studiedUK and US manufacturers.The attemptsto explain
the notable informality revolved around the inherent conservatism of management, the

lack of the appropriateinformation to be used as input into for the developmentof
formal elimination procedures and the belief that product elimination is not an
important part of a company's product planning and management process so as to
deserve formalised procedures (Avlonitis

and James 1982; Avlonitis

1983-1984;

GreenleyandBayus 1994).
Although the new empirical evidencecorroboratedthe early empirical findings
with regardsto the degreeof formality (i. e. Rothe 1970; Hise and McGinnis 1975),
more contradictionand corroborationwas generatedaround the role of formality to the
content,quality and managerialeffectivenessof product elimination decisions.First, on
the basis of the duration of the product elimination decision-making process (the shorter

the more effective) and on the number of eliminatedproducts in a certain period (the
more the better) Avlonitis (1985d) provided supportto the axiom that greaterformality
resultsin more effective elimination decisions(Alexander 1964; Kotler 1965).Second,
the conclusionof Rothe (1970) that the degreeof formality did not haveimpact on the
content of the elimination process was strongly contradicted. Avlonitis' (1985d)
findings showed that greater formality raised the importance of various elimination
decision-variables.Third, Avlonitis (1985) concludedthat it would be misleading to
view highly formalised elimination processesas a panacea and supported Rothe's
conclusion that the appropriatedegree of formality should be temperedby need. In
particular Avlonitis's evidenceshowed a positive correlation between the degree of
formality and the size, the product diversity and the volumelproduction capacity of
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individual manufacturing companies. Finally, the degree of formalisation of the
elimination decision-making process was not found to be influenced by the intensity of
market competition and by the degree of technological volatility (Avlonitis 1985d). This
contradicted Burns and Stalker (1961) and Browne and Kemp (1976) who talked about

the need for an adaptabledegree of formality depending on the conditions of the
externalenvironmentof manufacturers.

4.5 Conceptual Literature VS Empirical Evidence on Product Elimination: A
Summary
The preceding sections discussed and analysed the literature on product
elimination. At the beginning of this chapter it was noted that the existing material was

classified under three broad phases,which, in chronological order, were a) the first
theoretical (conceptual)contributions, b) the early empirical researchand c) the more
in-depth empirical research.The objective of this classification was to highlight the
evolution of the literature on product elimination and to comparethe most important
contributions and drawbacks of the three phases.The aim of this sub-sectionis to
summarisethe main points of this comparison.
The first theoreticalcontributionsconceptualisedproductelimination in an ideal
way. Even though its scope was myopically confined to products not meeting the
corporate objectives for sales volume and profitability, product elimination was
describedasa complexmulti-step decision-makingprocess.Centralto this processwere
the notions of

sophistication, system, structure, formality,

assignment of

responsibilities,and top managementsupport for product elimination-relatedthinking.
Manufacturers of consumer and industrial products were presented as making
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decisions only after having undergone an information-rich

decision-making process. In detail, in the early stages of the process they were viewed
as considering a set of quantitative audit criteria, indicators and indices. Even in the late
1960's, when the computerisation of companies' operations was not so widespread,
some theoretical papers were referring to computer-aided product elimination programs.

In the later stages,that had to do with the evaluationand implementationof elimination
decisions,manufacturerswere viewed as complementingthe quantitative information
with elaboratequalitativejudgement,which would enablethem to withdraw productsin
the most efficient, effective and ethical way.

In line with the conceptualcontributions,the first empirical evidenceshowed
that product elimination decisionswere indeed the outcome of a multi-step decisionmaking processand that they were mainly a strategyfor mature or declining products.
Another corroborative finding was that during the different steps of the process,
managementwas indeed considering a set of decision-variables,which had a strong
profitability and sales volume orientation. In contrast to the conceptual literature,
however, the early empirical evidence indicated that product elimination decisionmaking was neither as formal nor as important a process.Also, by concentratingupon
sales and profits considerations,manufacturerswere largely overlooking the ethical
aspectof elimination decisions,i.e., the impact uponthe customerbase.
In line with the conceptualcontributions and the early empirical evidence,the
later and more in-depth empirical researchshowed that product elimination decisionmaking was a multi-step processand that in eachstepmanagementconsidereda set of
decision-variablesthat led gradually to an elimination/retention decision and to its
implementation.Contradictingthe conceptualassumptionsbut corroboratingthe early
findings, the later empirical evidence indicated that product elimination decision-
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making was unimportant, unstructured, informal, unsophisticated and lacking top
management support. Moreover, within the studied manufacturing settings product
elimination decision-making was characterised by information problems, managerial

procrastination, emotional attachment of managementwith products and lack of
interdepartmentalco-operation.The systematicand computerisedproceduresthat were
describedby the conceptualliteraturewere found to be the exception and not the rule.
However, the major breakthrough of the later and more in-depth empirical evidence,

which contradictedboth the conceptualassumptionsand the early empirical findings,
was that product elimination decision-making was a dynamic rather than a static
process. As such, the content and the intensity of each stage of the product elimination

decision-makingprocesswere influencedby thefollowing five groupsof factors:
a) the importance and urgency of the problem situation that triggered companiesto
examineelimination as an option, b) the stageof a product's life cycle, c) the degreeof
formality that the company adopted, d) the internal characteristicsof individual
companies(i.e., size,productdiversity, operationstechnology)and e) the characteristics
of companies' external techno-economic environment (i.e., market competition,
technologicalchange).As such,product elimination could not be describedin a golden
rule way that would fit all companiesand marketconditions. Insteadit becameevident
that there was need for a micro rather than a macro approach to this important
managerialdecision.
The literature on product elimination provides a comprehensiveconceptual
framework and identifies many factors that influence product elimination decisions.
This notwithstanding,this literatureareahas omissions.
First, the conceptual contributions and the empirical researchfocus almost
exclusively on the steps of the product elimination decision-making process. One
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consequence of that is the large neglect of what precedes the engagement of companies
into the elimination decision-making process. What we only know about the pre-

elimination phaseis that there are problem situations that can force companiesto
engagementin the elimination decision-makingprocess.However, the literature does
not shedlight on what are the overriding productelimination objectivesthat companies
pursue.It might be that different serviceelimination objectives may causea different
reaction of companies to the same problem situation. Another consequence of the focus
of the literature on the steps of the decision-making process is that any discussion about

product elimination decisionsceasesonce their implementationhas beenput forward.
Thus, the post-elimination stagehas been almost completely neglected.For example,
there is very limited and (as will be explained later in this chapter) not very valid
information aboutthe dimensionsthat companiesuse in order to assessretrospectively
the appropriateness
of elimination decisions.Also, there is no evidenceon the extentto
which and the reasonswhy initially eliminatedproductsare re-marketed.It is believed
that the empirical investigation of the pre- and the post-elimination phaseswould
improve the conceptualisationof productelimination decisions.
Another omission of the literature is that product elimination has been
researchedonly from the perspectiveof manufacturersof consumer and industrial
goods, while customersand consumersthemselveshave been left out of the research
designs.Studyingthe perspectiveof companieshas beenof courseasessentialstepfor
the identification of the content of the elimination decision-makingprocess.But for
some aspectsof product elimination (e.g., customercare, ethics and post-elimination
era) it would be very useful (and more objective probably) to study customersas well.
However,it must be acknowledgedthat such a researchdesignmay require the consent
of companies to provide lists and names of their customers. This might raise
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confidentiality issues, which in turn could inhibit the implementation of the necessary
research methodologies.
Finally, despite the fact that the conceptualisation of the internal and the external
environment of companies explained an important part of the contextual influence on
product elimination decisions, the unaccounted variance in some of the quantitative

models(e.g., Avlonitis 1985d)calls for an identification and operationalisationof more
contextualvariables.

5. The Present Status of the Literature on Service Elimination
Serviceelimination is a topic areathat is tackled extremely inadequatelyby the
existing literature on servicesmarketingin generaland of financial servicesmarketing
in particular.The processof serviceelimination is (or should ideally be) a specific but
important part of servicerangemanagementwithin service firms. This specific nature
could well have been one of the reasonswhy service elimination was beyond the
research interests of services-orientedacademics during the early phases of the
developmentof the literature on servicesmarketing.As was discussedin the previous
chapter,most of the efforts during the `crawling out' and `scurrying about' era were
devotedto winning the debatethat, despitesimilarities, the marketing managementof
servicesshould be different from the marketing of products. Therefore one could not
expect the early theoreticaland empirical contributions to focus on specific aspectsof
servicesmarketing, when the discipline itself had not yet establishedits own stance.In
the `walking erect' phase, when the aforementioned debate was won, service
elimination remaineda neglectedresearcharea.Today, in the era that can be called the
post-walking erect stage, referenceto serviceelimination is scant, while at the same
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time substantial literature exists on how new services are developed (e.g., Edgett 1993;
Edgett and Parkinson 1994; Johne and Pavlidis 1996; Avlonitis and Papastathopoulou

2000).

5.1 The Theoretical Literature
From a non-empirical angle, the typical textbook approachto the processof
serviceelimination illustratesthe extentto which the latter has beenneglected.On the
one hand sometextbooksmake no referenceto service elimination, while they contain
separatechapterson NSD (e.g., Lovelock 1996; Lovelock et al 1996; Zeithaml and
Bitner 1996;Batesonand Hoffman 1999).On the other hand,whenreferenceis madeit
is very limited and can be traced in sub-sections,which discussthe conventionalPLC
model. In other words, serviceelimination is regardedjust as a mechanisticalternative
to servicefirms when their offerings reachthe maturity and decline stagesof their life
cycles (e.g., Marsh 1988; Stevenson1989a; Meidan 1996; Kurtz and Clow 1998;
Palmer 1998; Kasperet al 1999).This conceptualisationis myopic becauseelimination
is not only and not necessarilyrelatedto the late stagesof the conventionalPLC model.
Moreover, the services'textbook approachcan be misleadingbecauseit generalisesthe
manufacturingorientedelimination literatureto servicesettings,without prior empirical
testing.

5.2 The Existine Emairical Studies
During the searchof the literature,only a handful of empirical studieson service
elimination were identified (Harnessand MacKay 1994; 1997; Harnesset al 1998,
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Harness et al 1999; Harness and Marr 2000). As can be seen in Table 3.12, all the
empirical studies focused on the British financial services sector and used qualitative
data collection methods only (in-depth interviews with 23 British financial institutions).

Table 3.12: Empirical Researchon Service Elimination-Research Methodologies
Author

Year

ServiceSector

Country

Harnessand
Mackay
Harnessand
Mackay
Harness,Marr
and Goy
Harness,Marr
and Harness
Harnessand
Man

1994

Financial Services

UK

1997

Financial Services

UK

1998

Financial Services

UK

1999

Financial Services

UK

2000

FinancialServices

UK

Data Coll.
Method
Qualitative research(in
depth interviews)
Qualitative research(in
depth interviews)
Qualitative research(in
depth interviews)
Qualitative research(in
depth interviews)
Qualitativeresearch(in
depth interviews)

Sample
Size
23 financial
institutions
23 financial
institutions
23 financial
institutions
23 financial
institutions
23 financial
institutions

In termsof focus,the empiricalresearchon financial serviceelimination investigateda)
the reasonsthat can causethe elimination of financial services (Harnesset al 1998;
Harnessand Marr 2000) and b) the alternativestrategiesthat can be usedby financial
institutions to implement elimination decisions(Harnessand Mackay 1997; Harnesset
al 1999).The researchquestionsof the abovestudiesare summarisedin Table 3.13 and
the empirical findings are discussedin the sub-sectionsthat follow.

Table 3.13: Empirical Researchon ServiceElimination-Research Questions
Author
Harnessand Mackay 1994
Harnessand Mackay 1997
Harness,Marr andGoy 1998
Harness,Marr and Harness
1999
Harnessand Marr 2000

ResearchQuestions
" What are the implementationstrategiesthat financial institutions can use in
order to implementan elimination decision?
" What are the implementationstrategiesthat financial institutions can use in
orderto ilement an elimination decision?
" What arethe reasonsthat cancausethe elimination of financial services?
" What are the implementationstrategiesthat financial institutions can use in
order to implement anelimination decision?
" What are the reasonsthat can causethe elimination of financial services?
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5.2.1 The Causes of Financial Services Elimination
One of the weaknesses of the early theoretical contributions on product

elimination was that candidates for elimination were only the under-performing
products in terms of salesand profits, which were identified only after a regular and
systematicaudit of the product range. Subsequentempirical evidencechallengedthis
assumptionand showedthat elimination could also be triggered by factors, which were
beyondthe immediatecontrol of managementand which were not relatedto poor sales
and profit performance.In the same line the empirical evidenceon financial service
elimination identified a wide array of factors which createthe needfor elimination, of
which many arebeyond the control of financial institutions (Table 3.14). The identified
causeswere classified under five broad categories namely, externally led deletion,
strategically led deletion, operationally led deletion, salesforce led deletion and
customerled deletion(Harnesset al 1998;Harnessand Marr 2000).
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Table 3.14: The Causesof Financial ServicesElimination
Externally led
deletion
(triggers outside
the control of the
financial
institutions)

Strategically led
deletion
(triggers linked
with the long-term
survival of the
organisations)

Operationally led
Salesforceled
deletion
deletion
(triggers associated (triggers associated
with the day to day
with the
managementof
effectivenessof the
products)
salesfunction)

Changesin interest
rates

Customerretention

Compliancewith
legislation
Economic factors

Re-segmentation

Product
Too manyproducts
management-System
constraints
Cost reduction
Productcomplexity

Social changes

New business
activities
Distribution issues
Strategicobjectives

New product
development
Changesin risk
profiles
Quality of
management
information

Customer led
deletion
(triggers associated
with retaining and
building
relationships with
customers)
Responseto
demographic
changes
Retentionpolicies

Bestadvice
Salesforce
remuneration

Source: Harness et al 1998; Harness and Marr 2000

5.2.1.1ExternallyLed Trig
The most important externallyled trigger was a changein the interestrates.Due
to the fact that the level of interestratesis the key ingredientfor the pricing of financial
services(Llewellyn and Drake 1995),a changein the former could have an impact on
the profitability of financial services,thus makingthem candidatesfor elimination.
Another important trigger for elimination was the legislative environmentof financial
institutions. By dictating which financial services can be sold and which cannot, it
largely determinesthe contentof financial institutionsserviceranges.
Economic factors could trigger elimination by determining the degree of operational
stability in the British financial services sector, by controlling the intensity of
competition and by moderating the degree of attractivenessof different financial
services.Finally, elimination could be triggered by social changes,e.g., changesin the
characteristicsand the needsof the customers.
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5.2.1.2 Strate ically Led Triggers
The strategically led elimination triggers that were identified by the empirical
research (Harness et al 1998; Harness and Marr 2000) indicated a realisation from some
British financial institutions that there was a need to change the strategies that they

adoptedimmediately after deregulation,i. e., product proliferation, pursuit of market
share,market over-segmentationand use of multiple distribution channels.Thus, the
empirical evidencedetecteda shift of many financial institutions from the pursuit of
market shareto customerretention and from an over-segmentationof the marketto a
more rational segmentation and to a more controllable distribution network, which

essentially resulted in many niche financial services becoming candidates for
elimination.

5.2.1.3OperationallyLed Triggers
While strategically led elimination is characterisedby a more long-term
orientation, operationally led elimination containstriggers, which are associatedwith
the more day to day problemsof financial servicerangemanagement.As Harnessand
Marr (2000) noted,triggers underthis categoryrelatedto a) the ability of a companyto
managefinancial services,b) the cost of managingthem and c) the ability to provide
them to customers.As with the strategically led triggers, it seemsthat Harnesset al
(1998) and Harnessand Marr (2000) associatedthe operationaltriggers with a change
in the post-deregulationservice range managementbehaviour of British financial
institutions.This time the changeis describedasone of a more tactical nature,namely a
shift from financial serviceproliferation to financial servicerangepruning.
Thus, financial servicesbecomecandidatesfor elimination if companiesrealise
that their servicerangeis too large and over-complexto manageeffectively. Under this
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scenario the most likely candidates are the duplicate financial services and the ones that
create unnecessary burden to the finite capacity of the existing support systems.
Equally, since the unquestionable post-deregulation service proliferation has increased

the cost of managing the service range, managementis keen to have a less costgenerating service range. Essentially, this scenario will examine more closely the
financial serviceswith poor salesand profits performanceas well as those for which
management cannot make an accurate risk forecasting, due to lack of the necessary

managementinformation (especiallyinsuranceservices).Finally, the existing empirical
evidence detected cases where the elimination of financial services was a result of

companies' intention to launch new ones. Although this trigger has its rationale,it is
rather surprisingthat for the sakeof NSD financial institutions werewilling to sacrifice
existingfinancial services,which were more appealingto customers.

5.2.1.4 Sales Led Elimination Triggers

The fourth categoryof triggersis associatedwith the effectivenessand the ethics
of the selling function of financial institutions.As far as the effectivenessis concerned,
threetriggerswere identified.
First, the salesforcecould be confused when they are assignedlarge service
lines, which contain duplicate and poorly focused financial services. This kind of
servicediversity may trigger elimination.
The secondbarrier that may hinder selling effectivenessis the complexity of
individual financial services.This trigger refersto the inability of salespeople to fully
understandthe complexnatureof somefinancial servicesand to conveyit to customers.
Admittedly the addition of more featuresto many financial services,such asterms and
conditions in insuranceservicesand mortgages,can sometimesmake them difficult to
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understand even by the sales people, let alone by customers. However, it could be
argued that sometimes a remedy to this complexity is better salesforce training and not
elimination.

The third barrier to effective selling performance,according to Harnessand
Marr (2000), had to do with the remuneration of salesforce. The latter were sometimes

found less likely to sell financial services that were giving them poor commission
comparedto the time involved in selling them, in favour of other more commissiongenerating financial services. Harness and Marr identified this as a trigger to
elimination, because salesforce were likely to leave the company, taking their
relationshipswith them. However,Harnessand Mackay did not specify the conditions
underwhich this trigger could be appropriate.For example,if the financial servicewas
profitable, it would seemwiser for the managementof a financial institution to increase
the commissionrate of their salespeoplein order to keep them satisfied, thus avoiding
staff leaksor serviceelimination.
Finally, as far as the ethics of the selling function are concerned,Harnessand
Marr (2000) identified caseswhere otherwise profitable and commission generating
services were eliminated becausethey were incompatible with the `best advice'
principle. Obviously this trigger to elimination was a safety belt that protected
customersfrom financial institutions' engagementin mis-selling activities just for the
sakeof profitability.

5.2.1.5CustomerLed Triggers
Although someof the external,strategic,operationaland salestriggerscentreon
the needsand convenienceof customers,Harnesset al (1998) and Harnessand Marr
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(2000) identified two triggers that related exclusively to the customer base, namely a
responseto demographic changes and a customer retention policy.
As the above authors noted, due to the downfall in the birth rates, less and less

new customers enter the British financial services sector. As a result financial
institutions have to focus on fewer and older customers.Due to these demographic
changessome financial servicesmay no longer fulfil the needsof the ageingcustomer
base,thusbecomingcandidatesfor elimination.
Finally, asa result of the decreasingnumberof new customers,British financial
institutions realised the value of customer retention in a very competitive marketplace.
The shift from new customer acquisition to a customer retention policy drove financial

institutions to simplify their complex service rangesin order to make them easierto
understandby customers.This simplification processresulted in the identification of
many candidatesfor elimination.

5.2.2Strategiesfor the Implementation of Elimination Decisions
As discussedearlier in this chapter,through the use of an elimination strategy
the implementation stage of the product elimination decision-making process will
actually determinethe abruptnessof a product's withdrawal. Of coursethe choice of a
particular implementationstrategycan be also subjectto the importanceand urgencyof
the problem situationthat triggeredengagementinto the elimination process.But again
it is at the implementationstagethat the companyrealisesthe actual time-scaleof an
imminent withdrawal and that the customerslearn aboutit. The conspicuousrole of the
implementation stage may be one of the reasons why it is the only stage of the
elimination decision-makingprocessfor which there is empirical evidencefrom service
settings.
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Prior to the empiricalresearch,Harnessand Mackay (1993)definedthe research
agendafor the investigation of the implementation stage. Their basic argument was that
it would be over-simplistic to believe that the harvest-divest elimination strategies for
products were appropriate for financial services. Essentially, they argued, the aim of the
product elimination implementation strategies was to completely remove the product

from the marketplacesooneror later, i.e., a full elimination'. The latter, it was argued,
may not be desirable and possible for all financial services due to their special
characteristics(i.e., intangibility, inseparability) and due to the contractualand legal
obligations of financial institutions towardscustomers.On this argumentHarnessand
Mackay (1993) suggesteda `continuumof product existence' (p. 463) and introduced
the term `partial elimination', whereby a financial service could experience some form

of elimination but could still have its existence and entity in the service range of
financial institutions. The concerns raised in the research agenda were tested
empirically in the British financial services sector. The evidence identified six
elimination implementation strategiesfor financial services, which are illustrated in
Table 3.15 in order of frequencyof useby the studiedBritish financial institutions.Also
the evidenceindicatedthat partial elimination was more popular than full elimination
for a variety of reasons.First, sometimesit was cheaper to implement than a full
elimination. Second,since the systemssupport and a part of the customerswere still
existing after partial elimination, financial institutions had the choice to bring the
partially eliminatedserviceinto a fully operationalcondition in the future. Third, partial
elimination was viewed as a good way to reducethe problems that a full elimination
could cause,such ascustomeralienation andpoor publicity. Fourth, partial elimination
was often found to be the only option in view of the legal obligations of financial
' There is howeverone exceptionto the dichotomy of the product elimination implementationstrategies,
which is not mentioned by Harnessand Mackay (1993). This is the `drop a product from the standard
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institutions towards customers (Harness and Mackay 1997; Harness et al 1999). Each
one of the identified implementation strategies is discussed separately in the following

subsections.

Table 3.15: Elimination Implementation Strategiesfor Financial Services
1.

Make a service a closed issue

Serviceis withdrawn from new customers,existingcustomersare unaffected
Serviceis withdrawn from new customers,existing customerscannotadd further funds or purchase
additionalunits
" Keep the serviceopenfor sific
customersegments,but closedfor othercustomersegments
2. Withdraw features

"
"

3.
4.

Multi-service amalgamation
Drop a service, keeping its name, change the nature and function of the service

5. Elimination of customer
6. Core serviceelimination

Source:Harnessand Mackay 1994; 1997; Harnesset al 1999.

5.2.2.1Make a Servicea ClosedIssue
Making a financial servicea closedissue was the most widely usedelimination
implementation strategy that the research identified; 34% of the 23 studied financial

institutionsreportedusingthis strategy(Harnessand MacKay 1994; 1997;Harnesset al
1999). This partial elimination strategy (or, as it was called later, a suspended
elimination, Harnesset al (1999))involved transferringa financial servicefrom a state
of full operation to a situation where no new sales could be generated,while the
involved service remained available to some customers.Among the studied British
financial institutions this elimination strategywasoperationalisedin threeways.
The first way of operationalisationwasto eliminate afinancial servicefrom new
customers, leaving the existing ones unaffected. This operationalisation involved
stoppingall salesand marketingsupportand informing the salesforcethat no more sales
could be made to new customers.However, the service was still supportedby the
range and re-introduceit as a special',which doesnot imply a completelyfull elimination.
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systems of financial institutions, in order for the existing customers not to experience
any disruption. As regards the existing customers, two policies were identified. First,
when the cost to migrate them to another financial service was high, they were allowed

to use the eliminatedfinancial servicewith the sameterms and conditionsasbefore the
elimination.Second,whenthe cost of migration was not too high, they were allowedto
use the eliminated financial service but they were given the choice to migrate to other
serviceswith bettertermsand conditions(e.g., migration from an old savingsaccountto
a new one with a higher interest rate as an incentive).
The second way of operationalisation involved withdrawing a financial service
from new customers, while existing ones were not allowed to purchase any additional

units (e.g., existing holders of an insurancepolicy were not allowed to renew it after
termination). Again all marketing and sales support were stoppedand the salesforce
were not allowed to accept any new businessfrom both existing and new potential
customers. Of course some systems support continued to exist for the existing
customers.However, this operationalisationwas setting a date of expiry to the involved
financial service, becauseby the passageof time it would no more be availableto its
existing usersfor reasonsof mortality and naturalwastage(HarnessandMackay 1997).
It is worth observingat this point that althoughthis operationalisationstartsby a partial
elimination, it endsup by fully eliminating the involved financial service.
The third way of operationalisationwas to keep a service openfor specific
customer segments,but closedfor other customerssegments.This operationalisation
was used when financial institutions wanted to offer a financial service only to
upmarket and wealthy segmentsin the market, in order to maintain existing profit
generating customer relationships and to expand them, while eliminating low
profitability relationships.
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Although it was reportedthat making a service a closed issue was the most
widely used implementation strategy, Harness and Mackay (1997) and Harness et al
(1999) did not specify the frequency of use of each one of the three operationalisations.

Also, becauseit is believed that different operationalisationscould have different
implications for financial institutions, it would be better if the three operationalisations

were used as three separateelimination implementation strategies. For example,
althougha decision not to allow new customersto purchaseany additional units of an
eliminated service may be cheaperin terms of long-term administrative support and
managementtime, it may be more `expensive' in terms of customer alienation and
adverse publicity. Equally, although a decision to leave an eliminated service
unconditionally open to its existing users may be a preferablealternative in terms of
good relationship marketing, it could hinder the long-term efforts of financial
institutionsto havea low cost servicerange.

5.2.2.2 Withdraw Features

The secondmost importantelimination implementationstrategyof Harnessand
MacKay's (1994;1997)and Harness'et al (1999)study was the withdrawal of features
and optionsof a financial service(21% of the 23 sampledBritish financial institutions).
Financial institutions using this strategy were aiming at simplifying core service
offerings, at reducingrisks associatedwith some supplementaryfeaturesor at reducing
the maintenancecostof a financial service(e.g., literature,administrationcosts).
The first step of this strategy involved the identification of the core financial
service, which was to be left intact. The next step was the identification of all
supplementaryfeaturesand the third stepinvolved the elimination of the onesthat were
not essential considering the aforementionedaims of financial institutions. Although
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withdrawing features was an appropriate strategy for certain financial services (e.g.,
current accounts) it could not always be used for financial services governed by

contractualand legal obligations(e.g., pensions).
Harnessand Mackay (1994;1997) noted that the number of features to be
withdrawn from a core financial servicevaried.Financial institutions may decideeither
to withdraw very few supplementaryfeatures or to proceed to a more radical
simplification of the core service offering, which might be the first step towards its full
elimination.

5.2.2.3Multi-Product Amalgamation
The empirical evidenceindicatedthat multi-product amalgamationwas the third
most frequently used implementation strategy (19% of the sampled financial
institutions).Financial institutionsreportedthat they were usingthis strategyin order to
mergeindividual financial servicesinto one new financial service.The appropriateness
of this strategydependedon the extent to which a service range containedsimilar or
duplicate financial services, whose merging was not a breach of any contractual
obligations. There were two reasonsfor using this implementation strategy. First,
servicemerging could reducethe costof running the servicerangebecauseit meantless
literature andbrochure material,less administrativecosts and concentrationof the time
of the salesforce.Second,service merging could be chosen with a more customeroriented objective. Sometimesindividual financial serviceswere only partly satisfying
the needs of customers.Based on the notion that unity is strength, merging those
financial servicesinto one could ultimately increasecustomersatisfaction(Harnessand
Mackay 1997).
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From the above discussion it is evident that multi-product amalgamation results
only in partial elimination. Although some financial services will cease to exist as
individual offerings, some of their properties will still have an entity in the new

amalgamatedfinancial service. At this point it is interestingto note that, in principal,
multi-product amalgamationhas a resemblanceto the sharing phasing-outstrategyfor
manufacturingsettings(Saundersand Jobber1994),whereby the new product changes
radically but retainsmajor partsof the old product (seeFigure 3.6).

5.2.2.4 Drop Service. Keeping its Name but Changing its Nature and Function

This implementationstrategyinvolved the elimination of a financial serviceand
the launch of a new one, which althoughit was of a totally different function, kept using
the nameof its eliminatedpredecessor.This strategy,which was reportedby 11%of the
studiedfinancial institutions that Harnessand Mackay (1997) studied, was usedwhen
there was a need to protect strong brand manesof eliminated-to-befinancial services.
On the one hand this implementation strategyimplies a full elimination because,as
Harnessand Mackay (1997) noted, all the existing customerswere migratedto the new
financial service with no choice not to migrate and the salesforcewere instructed to
attractnew customersonly by selling the new financial service.On the other hand,since
an important intangiblefeature of the eliminatedservice,i.e., its name,was still present
in the new offering, this strategycan also be seenasleadingto a partial elimination.

5.2.2.5Elimination of Customer
Another implementationstrategyinvolved the elimination of customers(usedby
9% of the studiedfinancial institutions).The objective of financial institutions in using
this strategywas to stopa groupof customers(mainly the most unprofitableones)from
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using a financial service. This was done either by transferring them to other financial
institutions or by increasing the price of the financial service to an unappealing level,

which by itself would distancetheundesirablecustomers.
A closerlook at the natureof this implementationstrategyrevealsa resemblance
to the strategyof eliminating a financial servicefrom somecustomersegments(mainly
from the un-wealthy as Harnessand Mackay (1997) indicated), while keepingit open
for other customer segments.Moreover the elimination of customers is clearly a
different issuefrom the elimination of financial servicesand has different implications.
The elimination of financial services,be it full or partial, is an action that providesfor
customeraccommodation.This is doneeither by leavingcustomerstotally unaffectedor
by offering them migration alternatives.By contrast,customerelimination, especially
when no migration alternative is offered, implies discrimination, which is not in
compliancewith the overridingprinciplesof the British financial servicessectorfor best
advice and fiduciary responsibility (The SundayTimes 2001). For the above reasons
one can question that the elimination of customersis a strategyto implementdecisions
to eliminate financial services.

5.2.2.6Elimination of the Core Service
Core serviceelimination involved the full and total withdrawal of a financial
servicefrom the range. As Harnessand Mackay (1997) describedit, it is a processof
moving a financial servicefrom a stateof existenceto a statewhere it no longer hasany
form or entity in the service range.This implementation strategyresemblesthe drop
strategiesfor manufacturingsettings.However, although dropping productsproved to
be a common practice (Rothe 1970; Avlonitis 1983b),dropping financial serviceswas
the least usedimplementationstrategy(useby 6% of the studiedinstitutions).
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5.2.2.7 Customer Eliminates Service
At the conceptual stage of their study, Harness and Mackay (1993) suggested

that elimination of a financial service could occur when customers failed to use it
according to its terms and conditions. Subsequentempirical evidence (Harnessand
Mackay 1997) revealed that this implementation strategy was not applicable in the
studied setting. Once again one could question the legitimacy of this elimination
strategyfor two reasons.First, despitethe vital role of customersin the delivery process
of many services(inseparabilityof servuctionand consumption),it would be extremely
difficult for financial institutions to eliminate servicesjust becauseisolatedcustomers
failed to comply with the specifiedterms and conditions.This is more liable to happen
if thereis a widespreadfailure from the part of customersto use the financial servicein
the prescribedway, which would be more of an indication of a failure from the part of
financial institutions to designa customer-friendlyservicedelivery process,rather than
an indication of customers' inability to comply. Second, if the latter is the case,
`customereliminates services' seemsmore like an operationallyrelated audit criterion
rather than a strategyto implementelimination decisions.

6. The Need for More Empirical Researchon the Service Elimination
Process
The literature on product elimination, although not vast, provides for a
comprehensivedescription of the product elimination decision-making process.The
main strength of the literature, especially as it moves from a non-empirical to an
empirical stage,is that it capturesto a large extentthe dynamismof productelimination
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decision-making. Not only does it present the various decision variables that
manufacturing companies take into account in the four stagesof the product elimination

decision-makingprocess,it also measurestheir relative importanceand identifies how
the latter varies in relation to a set of organisationaland environmental contextual
variables. So if we wanted to extract the central conclusion from the literature on
product elimination, this would be that there is no golden rule that manufacturerscan
follow in order to make optimum product elimination decisions. The appropriate way to
follow depends on factors such as the importance and the urgency of the problem
situation that triggers elimination, on the size of a company, on product diversity, on the

usedoperationstechnology,on the degreeof technologicalchangeand on the intensity
of marketcompetition.
Despiteits clarity, the major problem with the literature on productelimination
is that it is obsolete. The various pieces of work of the 1980's provided a clear
conceptualframework that future researcherscould replicate and extend. Despite the
calls emphasisingthe importanceof replication to knowledge advancement(Hubbard
and Armstrong 1994; Easley et al 2000), this is not what has happenedfor product
elimination after the 1980's;let alone extension.The very limited empirical studiesthat
have been published since, either resemble the very descriptive style of the early
empirical researchon productelimination (e.g., Vyas 1993;Greenleyand Bayus 1994)
or rehashthe sameold data of the 1980's (e.g., Avlonitis et al 2000).However it would
be unsafeto say that the forcesthat influencedproduct elimination decision-makingin
the 1980's remainthe samealmost two decadeslater. For examplethis would take for
granted that there is no change to the intensity of competition or to the degreeof
technologicalvolatility of the externalenvironment.This assumptionwould ignore the
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central contribution of the empirical evidence itself, i. e., the dynamism of the product
elimination process.
Even at the over-simplistic level of accepting that a differentiation between

productsand servicesis unhelpful (Middleton 1983),the obsolescenceof the literature
on product elimination would make any attempt to generaliseit to service settings
is not the only reason.The very limited empirical
unwarranted.However obsolescence
evidence from financial service settings reveals some new practices followed by
financial institutions during the elimination of financial services, the most important

being the notion of partial elimination (HarnessandMackay 1997;Harnesset al 1999).
The identified new practicesshould not be interpretedas an early indication that the
elimination of financial servicesis uniquely different from that of products.If this was
the conclusion of every piece of researchin service settings there would be serious
doubtsaboutthe coherenceof marketingas a functional areaof management(Lovelock
1981).Ratherwhat theearly empiricalevidencefrom financial servicesettingsindicates
is that the arbitrary application of the product elimination rules and norms to service
settings,which is the typical textbook approach(e.g., Marsh 1988; Stevenson1989a;
Meidan 1996; Kurtz and Clow 1998; Palmer 1998; Kasper et al 1999), is not always
safewithout prior empirical investigation.
However the empirically basedknowledge on financial service elimination is
still in its early infancy and lacks structureand depth. First, the handful of empirical
studiesadoptsa fragmentedapproachtowardsthe elimination decision-makingprocess.
The review of the literatureindicatedthat the empirical studiesfocus persistentlyon the
circumstancesthat trigger engagementinto the elimination decision-makingprocess
(Harnesset al 1998; Harnessand Marr 2000), while from the four stagesof the latter
only the implementationstageis investigated(Harnessand Mackay 1993; 1994; 1997
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Harness et al 1999). Therefore, the knowledge gap about the content of the other stages
of the service elimination decision-making process is clear (Table 3.16). No empirical

evidenceexists on the audit criteria that financial institutions use during a regular audit
of their service range for a managed(not forced) identification of candidatesfor
elimination. Also, once thesecandidatesare identified, there is no empirical evidence
on the remedial actionsthat financial institutions may considerin an attemptto avoid
elimination and savea financial service.Finally, no empirical evidenceexistsasregards
the evaluation factors that are used in order to assessthe more macro impact of a
financial service's elimination, such asthe impact on other areasof the businessor the
impact upon the relationshipsof the companywith the customers.It is believedthat an
attemptto investigatethe technicalitiesof the elimination implementationstrategies(as
the limited empirical researchon serviceelimination does)without a prior knowledgeof
how financial institutions are led to the implementationstage,createsan inconsistency
in our knowledge about the content of the stepsof the service elimination decisionmaking process.

Table 3.16: Spread of the Empirical Studies Across the Stagesof the Elimination
Decision-Making Process
Identification of
Candidates for
Elimination

Analysis of
Elimination
Candidates and
Remedial Actions

Evaluation of the
Impact and DecisionMaking

Implementation of the
Elimination Decision

Harnessand
Mackay 1994
" Harnessand
Mackayl997;
Harness
"
et al 1999
"

The secondproblem of the empirical studieson financial serviceelimination is
that the evidence that they provide with regards to the relative importance of the
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precipitating circumstances and of the implementation strategies is limited, non-metric
and not generalisable. This is so because the studies are based on a small nonprobabilistic sample of 23 British financial institutions and on qualitative research

methodsonly.
A third and probably the most important inadequacyof the empirical work
publishedto date,is that it showssignsof investigatingserviceelimination asif it was a
static process. As such, it does not measure the extent to which the content of the
service elimination decision-making process (i. e., the relative importance of the

decision variables involved in the various stepsof the process)is influencedby the
characteristicsof the individual company,by the type of the involved financial service
and by the volatile and extremely competitive environment of the British financial
servicessector.
By building upon the conceptual framework of the literature on product
elimination and by incorporatingthe useful but limited empirical evidenceon financial
service elimination, the present study attempts the first systematic empirical
investigationof the serviceelimination processin the British financial servicessector.
As was mentioned earlier in this section, it is not the expectation of this study to
discovera new and completely different elimination processfor financial services.Like
other aspectsof the marketingof productsand services(e.g., NPD and NSD), product
and service elimination may have common things. However, the limited empirical
researchon financial serviceelimination revealedthe important difference,that, unlike
products,financial servicescannot always be eliminated in full. This is an indication
that there might be additional differences,which due to the absenceof a systematic
empirical investigationof service elimination, can still be hidden. By studying service
elimination the present study attempts, among other things, to comment on the
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similarities and to highlight possible differences, that the special nature of services and
financial services may account for. The following section presents the conceptual

frameworkof this study.

7. The Conceptual Framework
During the review of the literature on product elimination it was discussed that

the major finding of the empirical researchwas that the content of the elimination
decision-makingprocessvaried in relation to a set of organisationaland environmental
characteristicsof manufacturers.This essentially indicated that product elimination
decisionsdo not takeplacein a vacuum,asthe early theoreticalcontributionsand a part
of the early empirical research assumed.The dynamism of product elimination
decisions is an indication that any attempt to study the elimination processin other
manufacturing and service settings in a static way would be myopic and would not
really advanceour knowledge.
As far asthe presentstudyis concerned,it is believedthat any attemptto focus
only on the content of the service elimination process per se, would ignore the
dynamismof the individual financial institutions and of the environmentof the British
financial servicessectorin general.Indeedfrom own experiencesand from a review of
the literature on financial servicesmarketing, one can see that the British financial
services sector has been experiencingtremendouschangesin the last decade.Thus,
mergersand acquisitions,unprecedentedderegulationand disintermediation,legislative
changes,technologicalvolatility and harshcompetition have becomecentral to the day
to day operationsof British financial institutions. Central to the conclusionsof many
academiccontributions is that the aforementionedenvironmental circumstanceshave
blurred the traditional business boundaries between different types of financial
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institutions and have had significant implications for their product, pricing, distribution
and promotional strategies (e.g., Dover 1987; Scarbrough and Lannon 1989; Macey and

Wells 1987; Carter et al 1989; Ennew et al 1990; Shelton 1990; Austin 1991;
Easingwoodand Storey 1991; Man and Prendergast1993; Nellis and Lockhart 1995;
Meidan 1996; Trethowan and Scullion 1997; Mols 1999; Nelson 1999; Nellis et al
2000; The Sunday Times 2000c).
In such a turbulent organisational and environmental context it would be

difficult to accept,without prior empirical investigation,the existenceof universallaws
(if at all really applicable) concerning service elimination decisions. This is why the

presentstudyadoptsa contingencyapproachto the investigationof the financial service
elimination process. The difference between the universal law views and the
contingencyapproach is that the latter stressesthe notions of `what if and `it all
depends'(Hambrick and Lei 1985, p. 765). The contingencyapproach,which is very
dominantin researchon organisationaldecision-making,stressesthat different typesof
organisationalstructuresare effective underdifferent environmentalconditions(Allison
1970;Beach andMitchell 1978;Grandori 1985). A researchdesign,which is basedon
the contingencyapproachaims to identify the functional relationshipbetweenrelevant
organisationalandenvironmentalvariableson the one hand(independentvariables)and
managementconcepts and techniqueson the other (dependentvariables) (Luthans
1976).
Based on the contingencyapproach,the presentstudy attemptsto investigate
financial service elimination with three broad groups of variables. The first group
includes the main dependentvariable, which is the content of the service elimination
process.The presentstatusof the literature on serviceelimination provides only very
limited evidence with regards to the aforementionedcontent. Thus, an extensive
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qualitative inquiry is necessary in order to identify

the variables that financial

institutions consider in the various stepsof the process.The secondgroup includes
selectedindependentvariablesof the internal environmentof financial institutionsand
the third group includes selectedindependentvariablesof their externalenvironment.
After having identified the content of the service elimination process,it will be interrelated with the independent variables of the second and third group through a
quantitative research method. The variables of each one of the three groups are
discussed separately in the following sections.

7.1 The Content of the Service Elimination Process
As it will be discussedin more detail in the following chapterof methodology,
the contentof the serviceelimination process(i.e., the decision variablesconsideredin
each step and their relative importance)is the main dependentvariable of the present
investigation. The service elimination processhas been split into three broad phases,
namely the pre-elimination decision-making stage, the actual service elimination
decision-makingprocessand the post-eliminationstage.The variablesof the contentof
the service elimination processare illustrated in Table 3.17 and are discussedin the
following sub-sections.
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Table 3.17: The Content of the Service Elimination Process (Dependent Variable)
The Pre-Elimination Stage
"
Pursued service elimination objectives
Problem situations
The Actual Service Elimination Decision-Making
"
Content of the various steps
Organisational participants
Duration
Formality

Process

" The Post-Elimination Stage
Contentof postelimination reviews
Reasonsfor re-marketingpreviouslyeliminatedfinancial services

7.1.1The Pre-Elimination Stage
The pre-elimination stagerefers to the considerationsof financial institutions
prior to their engagementinto the actual serviceelimination decision-makingprocess.
One of these considerationsare the problem situations that make financial services
candidatesfor elimination. The empirical researchon product and service elimination
has shown that engagementinto the elimination decision-makingprocessis not only
managed(i.e., the outcome of a regular and systematicreview of the product/service
range)but also forced by various problem situations,which are beyond management's
control.
Another set of considerationsof the pre-eliminationstage,that the presentstudy
attempts to investigate, are the objectives that companies pursue by eliminating
financial services.The existing empirical literature on product and service elimination
makes no clear reference to this issue. Instead, it could be argued that problem
situations and objectives are used interchangeably.In the literature on managerial
decision-makingit is stressedthat every decision-makingprocessshould have clearly
defined objectivesthat will guide decision-makersin following the stepsof that process
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(Harrison 1975; Gore et al 1992). Therefore it is believed that the problem situation that
triggers engagement into the elimination decision-making process is not necessarily the

overriding objective that companiespursue by eliminating services.This study will
attempt to identify the objectives that financial institutions pursue by eliminating
servicesand to explore whetherthere are differencesbetweenthe serviceelimination
objectives that financial institutions pursue and the problem situations that trigger
elimination.

7.1.2TheActual ServiceElimination Decision-Making Process
The presentstudy will attempta detailedinvestigationof the contentof thefourstep elimination decision-makingprocess aiming at identifying and measuring the
relative importanceof the decision-variablesthat financial institutions considerin each
step.First, the study will attemptto identify the audit criteria that are used to monitor
the performanceof financial servicesin order to identify candidatesfor elimination. The
focus will then move onto the proceduresfollowed in order to analyse the deviant
performanceof the identified candidatesfor elimination and on the remedial actions
available to restore their performance.Third, an investigationinto the factors used to
assessthe macro impact of elimination decisions will take place, followed by an
investigationof the strategiesusedto implementthe elimination of financial services.
The study will also attempt to shed light on the issue of participation in the
service elimination decision-makingprocess.In detail, it will attempt to identify the
functional areasor the individuals who are involved in the decision-makingprocessand
it will try to measurethe extentof their influence.
Finally the study will investigateissuesrelating to the duration and the degree
of formality of the service elimination decision-making process. With regards to
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formality, at this stage it is operationalised as a dependent variable. This is so because
the aim is to find out the extent to which the elimination decision making process is

guided by assignmentof specific elimination responsibilities,by systematicbehaviour
and by documentation(Pugh et al 1968; 1969;Avlonitis 1985d).The dependentnature
of the variable of formality at this stage is also driven by the need to treat it as a
criterion variable in an attemptto find its contextualorganisationaland environmental
predictors. This outcome of this investigation will indicate whether or not there is a
need for a contingency approach to formality during service elimination decision-

making.

7.1.3The Post-Elimination Stage
In the literatureon decision-makingit is mentionedthat managementshouldnot
withdraw attention from a decisiononce it has beenimplemented,pointing thus to the
importanceof a follow up stage.Harrison (1975)commentsaccordingly:
Oncethe decision is implemented,the managercannot simply assumethat its
outcomewill supportthe original objective.A systemof follow up and control
is essentialto ensurethat the results agreewith thoseexpectedat the time the
decision wasmade(p. 39).

Yet, despitethe importanceof tracking the outcomeof managerialdecisions,the postelimination stage is almost completely neglected by the elimination literature. The
presentstudy attemptsto shedlight on two aspectsof the post-eliminationstage.
The first is the conduct of post-elimination reviews aiming at measuringthe
appropriatenessof service elimination decisions from a retrospective angle. The
literature on product elimination has largely neglectedthis aspect.The very limited
relevant empirical evidence identified ten dimensions measuring the outcome of
elimination decisions,which were then classified under four factors (Avlonitis 1987a).
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Thus, the performance of product elimination decisions was measured by the extent to
which companies a) maintained competitive position, b) retained customer goodwill, c)

improved profitability and d) improved financial structure. However, despite the
relatively satisfactoryvariance explained by the factor analytic solution of Avlonitis
(70%), this very limited empiricalevidencewas methodologicallyweak due to the very
low internal consistencybetweenthe 10 items of the original scale(Cronbacha= 22).
.
The limited literature on financial service elimination provides no empirical evidence
on the extent to which financial institutions conduct post-elimination reviews. Only
conceptual reference is made to the post-elimination era and even this adopts a rather

myopic perspective,as the post-eliminationstageis confusedwith the managementof
the sometimeslong lasting implementation step (Harnessand MacKay 1993). The
presentstudy attemptsto find out the extentto which the serviceelimination decisionmaking processis followed by a retrospectiveassessment
of the appropriatenessof a
decision to eliminate a financial service.If post-eliminationreviews are conducted,the
study will attempt to identify and measure the relative importance of the used
dimensions.If financial institutions do not conductpostretrospectiveappropriateness
elimination reviews,it is alsoin the interestsof the study to identify the reasonsfor not
conducting.
Re-marketingan initially eliminatedfinancial serviceis the secondaspectof the
post-elimination stage that the present study will investigate. This aspect has been
neglected by the empirical research on manufacturing settings, where eliminated
productsare consideredto be closedcases.The limited empirical evidenceon financial
service elimination does not investigate the possibility of a re-marketing decision.
However, although it may not be the only reasonfor re-marketing,the use of partial
elimination implementation strategiesby financial institutions (Harnessand Mackay
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1997; Harness et al 1999) implies that some eliminated financial services could not

always be considered closed cases. Due to the fact that a partial elimination
implementationstrategydoesnot affect the infrastructureof the servicedelivery process
(Harnesset al 1999), some eliminated servicescan just be dormant services.The
present study will attempt to identify and measurethe relative importance of the
circumstances that can trigger financial institutions to re-market previously eliminated

financial services.

7.2 The Internal Environment of Financial Institutions
The secondgroup of variablesof the conceptualframework of this studyrefers
to the internal environmentof financial institutions and can be split into two subgroups
of variables namely, company characteristics and service characteristics.All the
variablesof this secondgroup will be treatedas independentand the study will attempt
to measuretheir impact upon the dependentvariable i. e., upon the content of the preelimination stage, the actual elimination decision-making process and the postelimination stage.Due to the fact that the elimination related theoretical background
betweenthe internal independentvariablesof interest to this study and the dependent
variable is either very limited or not existing at all for somevariables,it was felt more
appropriatenot to make any speculationsabout directionality. Thus, no hypothesesor
null hypotheseswere generated.Table 3.18 summarisesthe variables of the internal
environment of financial institutions, which are discussed in the sub-sectionsthat
follow.
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Table 3.18: The Internal Environment (Independent Variables)
Company Characteristics
"
Company size
Company type
Service diversity

Overall businessstrategy
Formality
Market orientation
" Service Characteristics
Type of financial service
Method of delivery process

7.2.1Company Characteristics
This sub-groupis composedfrom six variables namely, company type, size,
servicediversity, overall businessstrategy,formality andmarketorientation.
Companysize is a widely used variablein managementresearch.Among other
areas,it is usedby researcherson organisationalbehaviourand structure(e.g., Pugh et
al 1968; 1969; Blau and Schoenherr1971; Haveman 1993; Dean et al 1998), on
organisationalperformance (e.g., Gooding and Wagner 1986; Papadakis1998), on
strategic decision-makingprocessesin general (e.g., Fredrickson and laquinto 1989;
Deanand Sharfman1993;Papadakiset al 1998)and on the processesof NSD/NPD and
product elimination in particular (e.g., Avlonitis 1985c;Ettlie and Rubenstein1987;de
Brentani 1995b; Sorensenand Stuart 2000). As de Brentani (1995b) mentions, the
variable of company size is used extensively due to conveniencereasons,as size
information is usually easyto find (this of coursedependson the usedsize indicators).
Moreover companysize can be useddue to a more theory-driven needto examinethe
relationship between company size and other organisational and environmental
variables.Researchon product elimination found that manufacturingfirms of different
sizes (usingthe numberof employeesas a size indicator) exhibited somedifferencesin
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the content of the product elimination decision-making process (e.g., Avlonitis 1985c).
The present study will attempt to investigate the impact of company size on the content

of the serviceelimination process.
The British financial institutions that will be studied will be classified by
companytype. However,this variable will not be usedonly for classificationpurposes
but it will also be an independent variable. Company type has been used as an
independent variable in research on product elimination (Rothe 1970) and it was shown
that it influenced the content of some steps of the product elimination decision-making
process. As is discussed in more detail in the chapter of methodology, the present study

will focus on banks, insurancecompaniesand building societies.Despitethe fact that
all thesethree typesof financial institutionsoperatein the samesector,they are likely to
follow different marketing approaches(Wilson 1983; Ennew et al 1993; Wright and
Howcroft 1995; Diacon and Watkins 1995; Cowell 1995). Thus, companytype might
havean impact on thecontentof the serviceelimination process.
Service diversity is anothervariable of interest to the present study and it is
defined by the number of financial services that a company offers to the market.
Traditionally, product diversity has been a representativeindicator of the extent of a
company'sdiversification. The organic meansto increasethe diversity of a company's
offering is the developmentof new products/services(Christensenand Montgomery
1981;Maister andLovelock 1982;Montgomery 1982;Palepu 1985;Varadarajan1986).
The importanceof a product/serviceelimination mechanismincreaseswith the diversity
of the product servicerange.Researchon product elimination indicated that companies
with greater product diversity emphasisedmore and different decision variables than
companieswith lower product diversity (e.g., Avlonitis 1986a). In financial service
settings the relationship betweenservice diversity and service elimination seemsvery
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relevant, if one considers the fact that the deregulated environment of the British
financial

services sector has resulted in

many

financial

institutions

having

overpopulated service portfolios, a consequenceof their unquestionable engagement in

NSD during the last two decades(Dover 1987; Easingwoodand Storey 1991; Edgett
1993;Davison et al 1989; Edgett and Parkinson 1994;Johneand Pavlidis 1996).It is
expectedthat different degreesof financial servicerangediversity might havean impact
of the content of the service elimination process.
The present study intends to classify financial institutions according to their
overall business strategy. The latter refers to the strategic orientation of companies,

which could be cost reduction, slow imitation, fast imitation and technological
leadership (Porter 1980; Walker and Ruekert 1987). Overall business strategy is a
variablethat hasnot beenusedin the researchon product elimination. The inclusion of
this variable into the conceptualframework of this study aims to find out whether
different strategicorientationsinfluencethe contentof the serviceelimination process.
It was mentionedabovethat as part of the variablesrelating to the contentof the
serviceelimination process,formality is usedas a dependentvariable.However, aspart
of the variablesrelating to the characteristicsof financial institutions, formality is used
as an independentvariable. By using the dimensionof structuringof activities (Pugh et
al 1968; 1969;Avlonitis 1985d)the aim of this independenceis to find out whetherthe
content of more formal service elimination decision-making processes differs
significantly from the content of less formal ones. Essentially this comparisonwill
indicate whether or not there are quality differences between more formal and less
formal elimination decision-makingprocessesinvolving financial services.
Finally, another company characteristic of interest to this study is market
orientation. This concept is defined as the organisationwide generationof market
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intelligence,the disseminationof this intelligenceacrossthe departmentsof a business
and the appropriate responsiveness to current and future customer needs and
preferences (Kohli and Jaworski 1990). Historically it has been axiomatic that if

businesses increased their market orientation they could improve their market
performance(e.g., Levitt 1960; Webster 1988;Kohli and Jaworski 1990).Subsequent
empirical evidencegreatly verified this relationship. For example Narver and Slater
(1990; 1991) found that more market-orientedbusinessesare likely to enjoy greater
profitability. Similarly, Jaworskiand Kohli (1993)found that greatermarketorientation
is a universallyimportant determinantof a business'overall performance,irrespective
of the competitiveandtechnologicalturbulenceof the environmentin which it operates.
As regards product range management, attention has focused on the investigation of the

relationship between market orientation and innovation. The empirical evidence
indicated that greatermarket orientation facilitates innovation and contributesto the
successof new productsand services(e.g., Atuahene-Gima1996;GatignonandXuereb
1997; Han et al 1998; Lukas and Ferrell 2000). From the abovefindings it is evident
that greatermarket orientation is consideredgood businesspractice. Despite that fact
that at a conceptuallevel effective product elimination is positively associatedwith
better profitability and innovation performance (e.g., Kotler 1965; Avlonitis 1986;
Tomkovick and Miller 2000),no empirical researchhasever investigatedthe impact of
marketorientation on the contentof the elimination process.The presentstudy attempts
this investigation by adopting Narver and Slater's (1990) three-dimensional
conceptualisationof marketorientation,wherebythe latter is the aggregationof the subdimensions of customer orientation, competitor orientation and interfunctional
coordination.Customerand competitororientationrefer to all businessactivities, which
aim at acquiring information about customersand competitorsand at disseminatingit
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throughout the organisation. Interfunctional coordination comprises the coordinated
efforts of an organisation to create superior value for the customers (ibid. ).

7.2.2Characteristicsof the Financial Service
The type of financial service,which is examinedfor possibleelimination, and
method of delivery process,are the two servicecharacteristicsthat the presentstudy
will use as independent variables.

The type of financial service refersto whetherit is retail or corporate.A retail
financial service is one that is sold to the mass market, i. e. to individuals or households,

while corporatefinancial servicesare sold to businessfirms or other organisations
(Meidan 1996). Retail and corporate customers have certain similarities in their
expectationsfrom financial institutions. For example, they both require quick and
efficient service and are both receptive to electronic means of delivery process
(Stevenson1989a).However, there are also differencesin the characteristicsbetween
corporateand retail customers.On the one hand individual customersand households
have broad and well-defined needs,which financial institutions can meet with largely
standardisedfinancial services,with some simple variations only. On the other hand,
corporate customershave much more complex and less standardisedneeds, which
require financial institutions to abandontheir mass-marketsatisfactionlogic and create
individual solutions for their corporatecustomers.Thus, the different characteristicsof
retail and corporate customersrequire financial institutions to tailor their marketing
tools accordingly.This tailoring encompasses
market segmentation,pricing, promotion
and distribution strategies (Stevenson1989a; McKechnie and Harrison 1995). The
empirical researchon product elimination has found that the type of product (i. e.,
consumeror industrial) had an impact upon the choice of a strategyto implement its
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elimination (Rothe 1970; Avlonitis 1984). It is in the interests of the present study to
investigate the impact of the type of financial service, which is a candidate for
elimination, on the content of the service elimination process as a whole.

The methodof delivery processconcernsthe nature of the interaction between
the customerand the service provider (Lovelock 1983). In many service sectorsthe
interaction between customersand serviceproviders has been traditionally close and
labour intensive, as it required their physical interaction. However, for reasons that had

to do with operationalefficiency and customerconvenience,servicesectorsstartedto
design service delivery methods, which did not require direct contact with customers

(Lovelock 1996). With the telephonebaseddelivery methods,the ATMs and recently
the Internet, the financial services sector has been one of the first to realise the
operational and convenience-relatedbenefits of low contact delivery processes(e.g.,
Dover 1987;Marr and Prendergast1993;Dannenbergand Kellner 1998;Nelson 1999).
This studyconceptualisesthemethodof delivery processby adoptingone of Lovelock's
(1983)classificationdimensions.Thus, the financial servicesthat will be studiedwill be
classified on whether the customer visits the financial institution and vice versa or
whethercustomer and financial institution transactat arm's length (e.g., via mail, via
telephone,or other electronic meansof financial service delivery). The intention from
including this variableinto the conceptualframework is to examinethe extentto which
the content of the service elimination processis influenced by different methodsof
servicedelivery.
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7.3 The External Environment of Financial Institutions
The third group of variables of the study's conceptual framework refers to the
external environment of financial institutions and includes the variables of legislation,

competitionand technologicalchange(Table 3.19). As with the variablesof the second
group, all the variables of the external environmentare treated as independent.The
study will attempta) to identify the directionality of their relationshipwith the content
of the service elimination process and b) to measure the extent to which they influence
that content.

Table 3.19: The External Environment (Independent Variables)
Competition
Legislation
Technologicalchange

The intensity of market competition,i. e. the extent to which companiesin a
specific industry competeagainstone anotherthrough actionsand reactions,influences
their performanceand the decisionsthat they make (Dickson 1992;Jayachandranet al
1999). Due to the fact that market competition represents uncertainty, risk and
turbulence,companiesshould considerinterfirm rivalry analysisas an integral part of
their marketing strategy and decision-makingprocesses(Porter 1980; Easton 1988;
Ennew 1995a). The intensification of the competition in many service industries
worldwide (e.g., airliners, telecommunications,public transport) was mainly the result
of deregulation, which changed their monopolistic or oligopolistic structure (e.g.,
Lovelock 1996; Zeithaml and Bitner 1996).The British financial servicesectorhas not
been an exception. Interfirm rivalry in the sectorhas increaseddramatically after the
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deregulation of the 1980's. Before that date the different types of British financial
institutions were facing little competition between them. As Ennew et al (1990)

mentioned,beforederegulationtherewere well-establishedboundariesbetweenareasof
operationsof different typesof financial institutions.However,after the deregulationof
the 1980's thoseboundariesstartedto blur. The pricing cartel of the building societies
was terminatedand as a result banks were able to enter the mortgagemarket, while
largebuilding societiesmoved into money transmissionservices.Moreover, insurance
companieswere no longer the only insuranceproviders,since both banks and building
societies started to offer retail insurance services (Howcroft and Lavis 1987; Ennew et

al 1990). After deregulation there was an increase in the competition across the
different typesof financial institutions on the following areas(ibid.):
a) mortgageprovision (banks, building societies,insurancecompaniesand specialist
suppliers)
b) attractionof young investors(banksandbuilding societies)
c) moneytransmissionservices(banksand building societies)
d) longer term investments(insurancecompanies,unit trusts,stockbrokers)
e) higher interestaccounts(banksandbuilding societies).
With regardto product elimination in manufacturingsettings,the intensity of market
competition (expressedas an aggregationof price, product and delivery competition)
was found to influence many aspectsof the content of the elimination decision-making
process(Avlonitis 1985c; 1986).The presentstudyintendsto measurethe impact of the
intensity of market competition upon the content of the service elimination process.
Overall market competition is conceptualisedas the aggregationof price competition,
serviceattributes competition(i. e., competitionby adding supplementaryserviceto the
core serviceoffering), promotional competitionandservicedelivery competition.
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Due to the fact that financial services are directly related to the security and the
welfare of individual

customers, households and businesses, their marketing is

surroundedby a strict legislativeframework that financial institutions have to comply
with (e.g., Macey andWells 1987;EdgettandThwaites 1990;Devlin and Wright 1995;
Llewellyn 1998). However, the content of the legislative environment is not static, but
evolves according to the will of governments and to the needs of customers. If one

considersthat the legislative environmentdefineswhat financial servicescan be sold,
any changesin its contentmay representimportant sourcesof ideasfor the development
of new financial services (Meidan 1996). The empirical research on product and service

elimination indicated that legislation and elimination are relatedin terms that a change
in the content of legislation can be a trigger for elimination (Avlonitis 1982;Harnesset
al 1998;Avlonitis et al 2000; HarnessandMarr 2000). However,the empirical research
on product and service elimination has not studied the possible influence of the
requirementsof the legislativeenvironmenton thecontent of the elimination processas
a whole. By adopting a multidimensional conceptualisation of the legislative
environment (price regulations, service design regulations, distribution channel
regulations, delivery process regulations, expansion regulations, promotional
regulations) (Carteret al 1989; Ennew et al 1990; Shelton 1990;Nellis and Lockhart
1995;Meidan 1996),thepresentstudywill attemptto investigatethe latter relationship.
The term technologyrefers to any systematicapplication of scientific or other
organised knowledge to practical skills (Galbraith 1967). The technological
environment and organisationaldecision-makingare closely related, since the stateof
the applied technology determinesthe human, capital and managerialinputs that are
necessaryfor the operationsof an economyasa whole or of a businessorganisation,in
particular (Harrison 1975). What makes the technological environment capable of
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influencing the operations of organisations is its underlying dimension of technological
change. The latter has been defined as a change in the methods or in the context of
work, which is associatedwith the use of some kind of new machinery (Khan and Zerby

1988). Technological change is a multi-step continuous process, which under the
appropriatesocio-economicconditionsresultsin improved efficiency andeffectiveness
of operationsand in increasedproductivity (Tisdell andMaitra 1988).The influenceof
technologicalchangeon the evolution of many servicesectorshas beenand continues
to be significant. The advent of new technologies, such as computerisation and

advancedtelecommunications,provided service companieswith new opportunitiesto
radically improve their way of doing business,thus improving their marketperformance
(Lovelock 1996).Specifically, technologicalchangehashelpedserviceorganisationsto
lower costs,to increaseproductivity, to improve the way servicesare delivered,to put
more information in the handsof servicerepresentatives,to personaliseservicesand to
build relationshipswith the customerbase(Zeithaml and Bitner 1996).In the financial
service industry in particular, technological changeplays a vital role. As Nellis and
Lockhart (1995)mentioned:
Technological developmentsare driving change in the financial services
industry in severalrespects,particularly with regardto the facilitation of and
support for cost-effective product processing, customer service and the
managementof information (p. 7).

Through technologicalchange,customersare enjoying the convenienceof electronic
service delivery processes,which enabled financial institutions to rationalise their
labour intensive service delivery processesand to reduce the need for an extensive
branch network (Howcroft and Lavis 1987; Lederman 1989; Marr and Prendergast
1990;Moutinho andCurry 1994;Devlin 1995;Meidan 1996).
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In the organisational literature technological change is viewed as one of the fast

changingforces of businesses'externalenvironment.Managersmust considervarious
inputsfrom their technologicalenvironmentprior to makinga managerialdecision.It is
also stressedthat the more complex and fast changingthe technologicalenvironment,
the more dynamic the environmental texture that surrounds firms and the greater the
risk of any managerial decision-making process (Bridges et al 1971; Harrison 1975;
Tushman and Anderson 1986; Burkhardt and Brass 1990). The empirical research on

product elimination has shownthat the degreeof innovativenessof the technological
environmentof manufacturershad an impact upon some aspectsof the content of the
product elimination process (e.g., Avlonitis 1985c). The present study attempts to
investigatethe impact of the rhythm of technologicalchange upon the content of the
service elimination process. Based on an extensive review of the literature on
organisationaldecision-making (e.g., Tushmanand Anderson 1986; Khan and Zerby
1988; Tushman and Rosenkopf 1992; Sorensenand Stuart 2000) and on financial
services marketing (e.g., Chiplin 1986; Dover 1987; Marr and Prendergast 1993;

Meidan 1996;Kasper et al 1999; Nelson 1999; Mols 1999), technologicalchangehas
beenconceptualisedwith thedimensionsof capital intensity, increasedproductivity and
engagementin R&D (a detailed discussionof the constructof technologicalchangeis
madein the following Chapter4).
Figure 3.9 presentsa graphical illustration of the variables of the conceptual
frameworkof this study, asthesehavebeendiscussedin the precedingsections.
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8. A Summary of the Research Objectives and Questions
Following the discussion in the preceding sections and the illustration of the
conceptual framework, this chapter concludes by summarising the research objectives

and the questionsby which this studyintendsto achievethem.

8.1 Summary of the ResearchObjectives
As was mentionedin the introductory chapter, the researchobjectives of this
studyare asfollows:
"

To identify the contentof the serviceelimination process(i.e., the decisionvariables
involved in eachstepof the process).

"

To measurethe relativeimportance/frequency
of the content.

"

To measure the impact of the organisational and environmental context of financial

institutionson therelative importance/frequency
of the aforementionedcontent.

8.2 Summary of the ResearchQuestions
The three above research objectives will be pursued by a set of research
questions,which aresummarisedbelow.

1.The Content of the ServiceElimination Process

a. The Pre-Elimination Stage
"

What are the serviceelimination objectivesthat financial institutions pursue?What
is the influencethat they exertupon serviceelimination decisions?
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What are the problem situations triggering financial institutions to examine a
financial service for possible elimination? What is their relative importance?

b. The ServiceElimination Decision-Making Process
"

What are the audit criteria that financial institutions usein order to audit the service
range and identify candidatesfor elimination? What is the relative importanceof
these audit criteria?

"

Does any diagnostic procedure,aiming to identify the true causesof a service's
deviant performance, take place? What are the revitalisation alternatives that
financial institutions use to revitalise the performance of financial services? What is

the relative importanceof the revitalisationalternatives?
"

What are the evaluationcriteria that financial institutions use in order to assessthe
`macro' impact of a financial service'spossibleelimination (i.e., its impact uponthe
businessasa whole)?What is the relativeimportanceof theseevaluationcriteria?

"

What are the strategiesthat financial institutions use in order to implement service
elimination decisions?What is the relative frequency in which each strategy is
used?

"

What is the duration of the serviceelimination decision-makingprocess?What are
the factors that determinethat duration? What is the relative importanceof these
factors?

"

What are the functional areasor who are the individuals who participate in the
various steps of the elimination decision-making process?What is the relative
influence of their say?

"

What is the degree of formality during service elimination decision-making
(formality as a dependentvariable)?
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c. The Post Elimination-Stage
9

After making and implementing elimination decisions, do financial institutions

conduct post-elimination reviews in order to assess retrospectively the
appropriatenessof those decisions?If no, why? If yes, what are the factors used
during the retrospectiveassessment
of elimination decisions?Moreover,what is the
relative importance of the retrospective evaluation factors?

"

Did financial institutions everface the needto re-marketfinancial servicesthat they
initially eliminated?If yes, what are the changedcircumstancesthat led financial
institutions to a re-marketing decision? How frequently do the identified
circumstancesleadto re-makingdecisions?

2. The Impact of the Internal Environment

a. Company Characteristics
"

What is the influencethat a set of companycharacteristics(including companytype,
size, servicediversity, overall businessstrategyand market orientation) exert upon
the relative importance/frequency
of the contentof the serviceelimination process?

"

Does the content of more formal service elimination decision-makingprocesses
differ significantly from the contentof lessformal ones(formality asan independent
variable)?

b. Characteristicsof the FinancialService
"

What is the influence of the type of the financial service (i.e., retail, corporate)that
is examined for possible elimination on the content of the service elimination
process?
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9 How is the content of the service elimination process influenced by the method in

which elimination candidatesare delivered?

3.The Impact of the External Environment
9 What is the impact of the intensity of market competition on the content of the
serviceelimination process?
"

What is the influence that the legislative environment of financial institutions exerts
upon the content of the service elimination process?

"

How does the rhythm of technological change affect the content of the service
elimination process?
From the researchquestionsdescribedaboveit can be seenthat the study attempts

three tasks regarding the content of the service elimination process: identification,
measurementof relative importance/frequency,examination of the interrelationships
with the contextual independentvariables. For the purpose of the identification, the
study will adopt a qualitative researchapproach.For the purposesof measurementof
the relative importance/frequencyand of its interrelationships with the contextual
variables, the study will adopt a quantitative research approach.The next chapter
discussesin detail issuesrelating to the researchmethodology.
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1.Introduction
The present chapter outlines the research methodology of this study. As was

mentionedin the previous chapter,the study attemptsthree main taskswith regardsto
the data collection process: the identification of the content of the service elimination
process, the measurement of the content's relative importance/frequency and the
interrelationships of the latter with a set of contextual independent variables. The data

collection strategyof this study was basedon a mixed method of qualitative in-depth
interviews and quantitativemail survey.The aim of this chapteris twofold. First it sets
the theoretical-philosophicalfoundationsbehind the two different approachesfollowed.
Second it discussesissues relating to the actual design of each one of the two
approaches.

2. Philosophical and Theoretical Foundations of ResearchMethods

2.1 Positivistic VS Humanistic Inquiry in Social Research
One primary subjectof controversyamongsocial scientistscentreson the value
of the two different anglesavailable to study social phenomena:the `positivistic' and
the `humanistic'. Indeed the latter are not two mere different methodological
technicalitiesconcernedwith the choiceof different data collection methodsat a tactical
level. Instead, their differences lie at a higher level and they representthe two
traditional schoolsof thought in social researchin generaland in marketingresearchin
particular.
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The `positivistic' school of thought holds that the methodologies of the natural
and physical sciences can also be followed by the social sciences. In that respect
positivism emphasisesthat human activity, which is attached to social phenomena,must

be researched externally and objectively, i. e., in its natural day-to-day setting
unobstructedfrom thejudgementand the subjectivityof the individual socialresearcher
(Gill and Johnson 1997).The adoptionof neutraland rigorous researchmethodsleads
to the fulfilment

of the two most distinguishing characteristics of positivistic

epistemology.The first characteristicis that attentionshouldbe focusedonly on directly
observable phenomena, with any reference to the indirectly

observable and the

intangiblebeing meaningless.The secondcharacteristicis that existing theoriesmust be
testedand verified or rejectedin a hypothetico-deductivefashion,i.e, by comparingand
contrastingthem with the facts of the readily observableexternalworld (Keat and Urry
1975; Giddens 1979). The way in which the positivistic school of thought
conceptualisesthings gives essentiallya very austeredefinition of truth, which is also
theory of truth' (Hindess 1977).This theory works only
referredto as `correspondence
when the facts of the external world can be observed with rigorous proceduresand
protocols (ibid.). Hindess suggestsillustratively that in the correspondencetheory of
truth the testing of existing theoriesagainstirrefutable observationsis equivalentto a
direct comparisonbetweentheory and real world. If existing theories agreewith the
observationsthey are verified and accepted.Otherwise, theories are consideredfalse
and may be rejected.The standpointof the positivistic school of thought has a natural
rationale becauseit supportsthat truth is not what one believes to be truth (i.e., the
Greek term Doxa) but what one found to be truth (i.e., the Greekterm Episteme)(Gill
and Johnson 1997).Despite its apparentobjectivity, the positivistic approachhas two
major problems.First, it is self-contradictory.In order to observeobjectively, positivists
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must assume that it is possible to separate the `subject' (the researcher) from the
`object' (the observed) by the application of scientific methodology. It is this dualism
between subject and object that makes the epistemology of positivism viable and that

producesknowledgeintact from the valuesandjudgementsof the individual researcher
(Gill and Johnson 1997). The self-contradiction lies in one of the foundations of
positivism that any intangible,abstractand metaphysicalis rejectedfrom observationas
meaningless.By rejecting the metaphysical,positivists reject the subject/objectdual
relationships, which is the premise of the epistemology itself (Gorman 1977; Giddens
1976). The second problem of positivism lies in the possibility of existence of a theory-

neutral observational language.Positivists assume that within the duality of the
relationship betweenthe observerand the observed,there is a neutral point where the
observercan stand and record facts (Mattick 1986).However, the existenceof such a
neutral point has beenchallengedon the groundsthat it is not possibleto expecteven
to be unaffectedby their valuejudgementsand
the most objective observers/researchers
creativity and by the stimuli of the `observed'(Habermas1974; Unwin 1986; Spinelli
1989)
The alternative school of thought is the `humanistic' school. Advocatesof the
humanistic approachconsider the application of methods from natural and physical
sciencesin the social sciencesunwarrantedand inappropriate. Laing (1967, p. 53)
commentsas follows:
The error fundamentally is the failure to realise that there is an ontological
discontinuity betweenhuman beings and it-beings...Personsare distinguished
from things in that personsexperiencethe world, whereasthings behavein the
world.

The humanisticparadigmis premisedupon a diametrically different philosophythan the
positivistic inquiry, in terms that it advocatesthe `in-dwelling' of the researcherwith
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the observed social phenomenon. Rather than standing at a neutral point outside the
studied system, the researcher becomes a part of the system itself. The understanding of

the researcheris enhancednot by the manipulation of dependentand independent
experimental variables but by his/her personal experience, sensitivity, emphatic
insightfulnessanddirect involvementin the studiedphenomenon;indeedthe humanistic
approach wants the researcher to serve as the measuring instrument (Hirschman 1986).
From the above it is understood that the humanistic approach neither relies on statistical
aggregation nor on the discovery of linear or curvilinear relationships between
experimental quantitative variables. By gaining a full grasp of the studied phenomenon,

it aims at identifying and interpreting meanings, hence it is also referred to as
`interpretivism', `phenomenology' and `hermeneutics' (from the Greek term
hermeneuien,to interpret) (McAuley 1985;Patton1990).Despiteits subjectivityfrom a
positivistic viewpoint, the humanisticinquiry has a respectedstancein social research
(e.g., Berkeley 1971; Diesing 1982). Indeed Gummesson(2000, p. 18) praisesthe
subjectivityof the humanisticapproachby commentingasfollows:
Mainstream scientists who just apply `approved' methods without being aware
of the subjective foundation of their activities are not scientists; they are
technicians. In my experience most workers' within the university world never
get beyond the stage of technician.

Table4.1 summarisesand contraststhe fundamentalsof the two schoolsof thought.
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Table 4.1: Positivistic VS Humanistic Inquiry-The Fundamental Differences
Positivism
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

There is a single reality composed of discrete
elements
The researcher and the phenomenon are
independent
The development of statementsof truth that are
generalisableacross time and context is possible
and desirable
Elements of reality can be segregatedinto causes
and effects
The discovery of value-freeobjective knowledgeis
possibleanddesirable

Humanism
I.

Humanbeings constructmultiple realities

2.

Researcher and phenomenon are mutually
interactive
Research inquiry is directed towards the
developmentof idiographic knowledge

3.

4.
5.

Phenomenal aspects cannot be segregated into
causesandeffects
Inquiry is inherentlyvalue-laden

Source: Hirschman 1986

2.2 Deduction versus Induction in Social Research
The two traditional schools of thought adhere to two different approaches with

regardsto the useof theory in socialresearch,which can be viewed asthe two opposites
of a continuum.Thus, accordingto the positivistic approachresearchshould follow the
methodof deduction,which necessitatesthe use of quantitative researchmethods.The
humanistic paradigm emphasizesthe method of induction, which will use qualitative
researchtechniques.Figure 4.1 illustratesthe shift from the higher level considerations
of positivism/humanismto the more tactical considerationsof quantitative/qualitative
research.However (as it is discussedlater in more detail) the continuum allows for the
thoughtsto slide along it, i. e., it allows researchersto adoptelementsfrom both schools
of thought.
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Figure 4.1: The Continuum of Schools of Thought and their Operationalisation

Positivism

l1

Deduction

Humanism

Induction

11
Quantitative
Research

Qualitative
Research

Deductive research uses existing theories, models and concepts as an input to

formulate and to test hypothesesas well as to find the directionality and strengthof
relationshipsbetween variables.As such, the vantagepoint of deductive researchis
receivedtheory andits aim is to test that theory (Gummesson2000). The explanationin
deductive researchrequires the researcherto invoke general laws, in the form of
empirical hypothesesabout the natural order, from which then it is possibleto deduce
of the studiedphenomenon(Ryan 1970).
statementsabout the empirical consequences
Basedon one of the fundamentalsof the positivistic approach(that the unobservableis
meaninglessand thus unanalysable),in deductiveresearchthe sourceof the theory is of
little importance.What mattersmost is rather the operationalisationprocessand the
confrontation of the theory with the real world (Popper 1967). Deductive research
involves the identification of the aspectsof theory that are consideredimportant to the
studied phenomenon. By setting specific rules for making observations and for
determiningwhen a conceptwill be consideredto be occurring empirically, the process
of deductionoperationalisesthe aboveaspectsof theory through the use of measures
andindicators.The latter will standardisethe record of observationsand will confirm in
a `reliable' way whetheror not a conceptoccursempirically. Finally, the outcomeof the
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deduction is to contrast the aspects of theory with the `facts' collected from the real
world. If the facts do not comply with the theory, the latter is falsified (Gill and Johnson

1997). However, if the facts comply with the theory, the latter is never proved or
justified but can only be labeled an as yet un-falsified theory (Popper 1972). The
structuredindicators and measuresusedin deductiveresearchenablethe replication of
an observation in order to re-test theory. However, except for theory re-testing,
replication results in an evaluation of previous deductive observations, through the
criteria of external and internal validity, objectivity and reliability (Calder et al 1983;

Hirschman 1986)
At the other end of the continuum lies the inductive research, which is
associatedwith the humanisticschoolof thought.The input to inductive researchis data
from the real world and the theory is its outcome (Gummesson2000). Stated
differently, while deductiveresearchtestsexisting theory, inductive researchgenerates
new theory.This emphasison the `new' indicatesthat the aim of inductive researchis to
discover innovative conceptsand theory rather than to test and re-test existing ones,
henceit is also called heuristic inquiry, from the Greekterm heuriskein,which means
`to discover' (Craig 1978). Inductive research neither uses the standardised
operationalisationprocess nor does it rely on the strictly statistical data analysis
techniquesof deductiveresearch.Insteadit follows a more flexible methodology,which
generatessoft qualitative data through the direct involvement of researchersin the
studied settings. As such, its quality is judged on the criteria of credibility,
transferability,dependabilityand confirmability (Hirschman1986).
Glaser (1992) points to the needfor inductive researchin social sciencesby making
referenceto the `emergencevs forcing' debate.Deductive researchforcespreconceived
categoriesof reality, evenif they are well establishedin the extant theory, while Glaser
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arguesthat inductive researchlets reality speakby itself. In the sameline Gummesson
(2000) criticisesdeductionasbeing myopic by likening it to the term preunderstanding
(first used by Odman (1979)), which representsthe tendency of individuals to
amalgamate everyday occurrences into stereotypical concepts, thus avoiding
engagementinto the demanding processesof interpreting and understandingthese
occurrences. Moreover Gummesson highlights the inadequacy of deductive researchby
using the illustrative example of Procrustes who, according to the Greek mythology,
was a robber situated in the outskirts of Ancient Korinthos. Procrustes had an iron bed,

which he usedto tyrannisehis victims. If the victims' legs were longer than the bed,
they were cut until they fitted perfectly. If they were shorter, they were stretched.
Gummessonparallels deduction in social sciences as a procrustean methodology
because(though not as murderouslyas Procrustes)it excludeswhat does not fit and it
stretcheswhat fits to a larger space, thus generalising it in an unwarrantedway.
However, the inductive approachis not without criticism. It is arguedthat the active
interference of the researcherwith the studied phenomenon as well as the nonstandardisedqualitative way of collecting data,make inductive methodologiesdifficult
to replicate,which in turn makesthemunreliable(Giddens1976).Table 4.2 summarises
andcontraststhe characteristicsof deductionandinduction.

Table 4.2: Deduction vs Induction
Deduction
Explanationvia analysisof causalrelationships
andexplanationby covering-laws
2. Generationand useof quantitativedata
3. Useof physical or statisticalcontrols to test
hypotheses

Vs

1.

4.

Highly structuredresearchmethodologyto
ensurerenlicability

Source:Adaptedfrom Gill and Johnson1997

Induction
Explanationof subjectivemeaningsystemsand
explanationby understanding
2. Generationanduse of qualitativedata
3. Commitmentto researchin everydaysettingsto
allow accessto andminimise reactivity among
the subjectsof the research
4. Highly unstructuredresearchmethodology
1.

__
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2.3 Data Triangulation: A Pluralistic Anoroach
From the discussion above it is evident that the deductive and inductive

approaches,which are associatedwith the positivistic and the humanistic paradigm
respectively,have a different underlying philosophy and have their advantagesand
disadvantages.Neither philosophy is `right' or `wrong', since different research
problemsrequire a different approach.Meanwhile the choiceof a single approachis not
an easy task. McGrath (1982) notes that researchersare in a dilemma when they have to
decide on a research method, adding that the choice of a single method is not an ideal
solution but a compromise. Accordingly other authors warn about the deficiencies of

monomethodsand commenton the importanceof constructingcontinuumsof research
methods, which combine different philosophies and which provide for cross-data
validity checks(e.g., Cook and Campbell1979;Brewer and Hunter 1989;Patton 1990;
Gill and Johnson1997;TashakkoriandTeddlie 1998).For exampleBrewer and Hunter
(1989,pp. 16-17)commentasfollows:
Social sciencemethodsshould not be treatedas mutually exclusive alternatives
among which we must choose...Our individual methods may be flawed, but
fortunately the flaws are not identical. A diversity of imperfection allows us to
combinemethods... to compensatefor their particular faults and imperfections.

Combinedmethodologies,or what has beenreferredto asconsciouspluralism (Morgan
1983),can strengthenthe design of a study through data triangulation (Patton 1990;
Tashakkori and Teddlie 1998; Gummesson2000). Originally triangulation is a term
usedin navigation,land surveying and civil engineeringand representsa techniquefor
the precisedeterminationof distancesand angleswhich help to locateplanes,ships and
to build roads and tunnels.In social sciencesthe term data triangulation was first used
by Denzin (1978) to describethe application of two or more researchmethodson the
sameresearchproblem,aiming at increasingthe reliability of the obtainedresults.
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In marketing research methodological pluralism and the resulting data
triangulation were, until recently, underused. This was due to the long-term
commitment of the discipline of marketing to the positivistic school of thought and
thereforeto hypothetico-deductiveresearchmethodologies,which stressedthe needfor
rationality, objectivity and measurement. However, the increasing recognition of the
contribution

of

the humanistic

paradigm to

theory

advancement has made

methodological pluralism in marketing research possible, if not necessary (Arndt 1985;

Hirschman1986;Hunt 1990; 1993).
As it was mentionedin the beginningof this chapter,the presentstudy attempts
to accomplishthreedatacollection tasks.The first is the identification of the contentof
the serviceelimination process(i.e., decision variablesof the pre-eliminationstage,of
the elimination decision-makingprocessand of the post-eliminationstage).The second
task is the measurementof the content's relative importance/frequencyand the third
task is the latter's interrelationship with independentcontextual variablesrelating to
characteristicsof financial institutions, to the characteristicsof the financial serviceand
to the external environment.Due to the different methodologicalrequirementsof the
three datacollection tasks,the monomethodalternativewas rejected.
On the one hand the almost tabula rasa state of the literature on service
elimination, necessitatedthe use of qualitative researchin order to accomplishthe task
of identification of the content of the service elimination process. Although the
manufacturingliterature providesevidenceon the content of some stepsof the product
elimination process(not all of them though),a deductiveapplication of that contentinto
financial service settingswould overlook possibledifferencesthat the specialnatureof
financial servicesmay accountfor. Thus qualitative researchwill allow for tailoring the
contentof the stepsof the elimination processto financial servicesettings.
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On the other hand, quantitative research was deemed necessary for the
accomplishment of the tasks of measurement and interrelation. After having discovered

the decision variables that financial institutions consider in the various stepsof the
serviceelimination process,quantitativeresearchwill producea picture of the relative
importanceof the contentand of the way in which the latter is influencedby company,
service and environmental characteristics.Moreover, the quantitative approach will
allow (where possible) for a comparison between elimination practices in
manufacturing and financial service settings. The quantitative properties make such a
comparison less tentative than it would have been, had the present study followed

qualitative researchonly.
To summarise,the adoptedmixed datacollection strategyallowed for a tailored
approachto the identification of the contentof the serviceelimination process,without
ignoring the opportunity of comparisonsthat is offered by the existing empirical
evidenceon product elimination.

3. Order of Data Collection Methods
The almost tabula rasa state of the empirically basedknowledge on service
elimination, gavethe presentstudyits exploratorycharacter.It was thus felt appropriate
to start the data collection processqualitatively and conclude it quantitatively. In the
marketing research literature the qualitative-quantitative data collection order is
suggestedin exploratoryinvestigations(e.g., Churchill 1979; Cooper 1989;Aaker et al
1995; Zeithaml and Bitner 1996; Chisnall 1997). By combining the flexibility of
qualitative designswith the rigour of quantitativeapproaches,the adoptedorder allows
for a highly open first approachto the studied topic, while it subsequentlysecures
of the obtainedinformation.
standardisationand measurement
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4. Country Selection
The presentstudy took placein the UK. The selectionof the country was made
for threereasons.First, the expansionof the financial servicessectorin the UK during
the last 20 yearswas of momentoussignificancefor the national economyin terms of
growth in employment and increase of accounted percentage of Gross Domestic
Product (Gentle 1993; Gatzoflias 1999). Second, the British financial services sector is
one of the most advanced worldwide (Gatzoflias 1999). Third, the UK was a

conveniencecountry for the researcher,especiallywith regardsto the conduct of the
personalin-depth interviews, which required visiting the location of the interviewees.
Consequently,given the limited budgetavailable,the conduct of the study in the UK
was one way in which travelling costs and the subsequentpostagecosts of the mail
surveycould be kept at an affordablelevel.

5. Definition of the Population
For researchpurposesthepopulationis defined as
the totality of cases that conform to some designated specifications

(Churchill 1999).
Defining the population of the British financial servicessectorin an accurateway is a
very difficult, if not impossible,task to accomplish.This is dueto the great diversity of
institutions that provide financial services.The following commentis illustrative of the
situation:
There is an enormousrange and variety of financial institutions. It is neither
possible nor desirable to try to account for them in their full complexity.
Somethingmust be discarded;institutions must be grouped together in some
manner(Peasnell and Ward 1985, p. 185).
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Taking into consideration the difficulties surrounding the accurate representation of the
British financial services sector, it has been suggestedthat in the context of researchany

attemptstowards a population definition must capture both the essenceof the British
financial services sector and its important role in the national economy and the
economicdevelopmentbut also they must be `functional and pragmatic' (Gentle 1993,
p. 40).
Based on the above considerations, the population for the present study was defined as

all UK-incorporated banks, building societies and insurance companies'. Finance
houses, unit trusts and institutions providing auxiliary activities to financial
intermediation2are part of the British financial service sector. However, this study
focusedonly on banks,building societiesand insurancecompaniessincethey represent
the most important types of British financial institutions in terms of branch network,
product range,total assets,annualturnover, profits, andblue-collar workforce (Watkins
1986;FT Discovery 1999;The SundayTimes 2000d).In particular thesethree typesof
financial institutions account for almost 90% of the contribution of the British financial
service sector to the Gross Domestic Product of the country and for almost 70% of the

peopleemployedin the British financial servicessector(Houseof Commons1999).
After the definition of the population,it was deemednecessaryto find official
lists of all UK-incorporatedbanks, building societiesand insurancecompaniesand use
them as sampling frames.Since, to our knowledge,there was no one single sampling
frame for all three types of financial institutions of the population, a range of

1Insurancecompanieswere conceptualisedto include life and non-life insurance.
2 The British financial servicessectorincludesinstitutions that provide activities auxiliary to the financial
intermediation, such as administrationof financial marketsand security broking and fund management.
These activities are classified under Division 67 of the section J of the 1992 Standard Industrial
Classification and include administration of financial markets, security broking and fund management
(Houseof Commons 1999)
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organisations were contacted (Table 4.3) and asked to provide the most updated lists of

their members.

Table 4.3: Contacted Organisations
Name of Organisation
Associationof British Insurers
AssociatedScottishLife Offices
Financial ServicesAuthority
InvestmentandLife AssuranceGroup
Insurance OmbudsmanBureau
InternationalUnderwritersAssociation
PersonalInvestmentAuthori
Motor InsuranceRepair ResearchCentre
Building SocietiesAssociation

Abbreviation
ABI
ASLO
FSA
ILAG
IOB
IUA
PIA
THATCHAM
BSA

British insurers have an array of affiliations and all of them were contacted.The
Financial ServicesAuthority provided a list with all UK-incorporated banks and the
Building Societies Association provided a list with all authorisedbuilding societies.
During the scrutiny of the various obtained lists, it was observedthat one company
(mostly insurancecompanies)could appearin the lists of more than one affiliation
body. To ensureexhaustivenessand eliminatedouble-registrationsthat could inflate the
population, it was decided to use control lists. For banks and building societiesthe
control list was the 1999 Bankers Almanac and for insurance companiesthe 1999
InsuranceDirectory. This procedureresultedin a total population (N) of 667 financial
institutions (elements),with 230 banks (n'), 367 insurance companies (n2) (Lloyds
syndicateswere excluded from the population) and 70 building societies(nj) (Table
4.4).

3At the time of the datacollection PIA wasan independentregulator.However, in 2001 it wasaboutto
becomea part of Financial ServicesAuthority (Financial Times 2000c).
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Table 4.4: The Population of the Study
Population Strata
UK-incorporatedbanksauthorisedunderthe Banking Act of 1987to
acceptdepositsin the UK
UK-incorporatedinsurancecompanies

Number
230 (n)
367 nZ

Building societies
TOTAL

70 n3
667

6. Qualitative ResearchDesign

6.1 Data Collection Method
Qualitative researchcan be operationalisedthrough different data collection
methods, as follows:

"

In-depthinterviews (personal)

" Focusgroups(or groupdiscussions)
" Casestudy (Gordon and Langmaid 1988; Boyd et al 1989;Minichiello et al 1990;
Baker 1991; Ackroyd and Hughes 1992; Aaker et al 1995; Maxwell 1996; Kent
1999)

6.1.1AdoptedMethod: Personal Semi-StructuredIn-Depth Interviews
An interview is defined as an encounterbetweena researcherand a respondent,
during which the latter is askedquestionsrelevantto the subjectof research(Ackroyd
and Hughes 1992). One particular type of interview is the in-depth interviews, which
are defined as repeatedface-to face encountersbetween researchersand interviewees
directed toward understandingthe latter's perspectiveson their lives, experiencesor
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situations as expressed in their own words (Taylor and Bogdan 1984). Similarly, other
authors conceptualise in-depth-interviews as an attempt by researchers to approach a

researchproblem by giving intervieweesthe opportunity to talk freely about their
knowledge on the researchproblem (Boyd et al 1989; Minichiello et al 1990; Baker
1991; Aaker et al 1995).

In this study in-depth interviews were chosen as the means of collecting
qualitative data because they enable the creation of an encounter between the

interviewer and the interviewee,which conveysconfidentiality and which values the
opinions of individuals, rather than the aggregate opinion of a group of informants

(Boyd et al 1989;Minichiello et al 1990).Serviceelimination is a sensitivetopic since
it raisesissuesrelating to the cost, pricing or competitors' policies of companies.Thus,
in-depth interviews could create an environment between the researcherand the
interviewee,which conveysconfidentiality, a so vital pre-requisitein the discussionof
sensitiveissuesrelating to any business'operations4.
Dependingon their degreeof structure,in-depth interviews are classifiedalong a
continuum, in one pole of which are the fully structured interviews and in the other the

unstructuredones (Figure 4.2). Structuredinterviews, as their name implies, are ones
where the researcherimplements a strict scheduleto ask questions.In unstructured
interviews researchersrely on a list of topics, which indicate very broadly the issues
that should be covered.The advantageof unstructuredinterviews is their flexibility,
which offers interviewees space to freely express their opinions, while their
disadvantageis the sacrificeof standardisationsinceno two unstructuredinterviews can

It must be mentioned that there are different views concerning the degree of opennessin which
interviewees are willing to engageduring in-depth interviews. In particular it is mentioned that when
peopletalk alone they tend to be moredefensivethan they would be in a group discussion.However,the
abovebehaviouroccursmost often in caseswhereintervieweesare consumersand not businessmanagers
(Gordon and Langmaid 1988).
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be conducted in the same way (Minichiello

et al 1990; Patton 1990; Ackroyd and

Hughes1992).

Figure 4.2: Degree of Structure of In-Depth Interviews
Informal
conversational
interviews

Low
Structure

Interviewguide
approach

Standardised
open-ended
interviews

Closed-fixed
response
interviews

Mid point

High
Structure

Source: Designed from Patton's (1990) categorisation of in-depth interviews

Consideringtheir simultaneousstructured and flexible nature, it was felt that
standardisedopen-endedin-depth interviews was the most appropriatetype to use in
this research.In standardisedopen-endedinterviews the exact wording and flow of
questionsare pre-determinedin advance,so intervieweesare askedthe samequestions
in the same order. However, all the questionsare askedin a completely open-ended
form. The major strengthis the increasedcomparability of the responsesobtainedfrom
different interviews, but the major weaknessis that the imposed structureis likely to
reducethe naturalnessand relevanceof the obtainedinformation. Also, the structured
naturehelpsthe researcherto control the duration of interviews, consideringthe limited
time that the managers-interviewees
are willing to devoteto the research(Patton 1990).
In this study the philosophy of standardisedopen-ended interviews was made
operational through the use of a semi-structureddiscussionguide (Appendix 1). By
capturing issuesfrom the literature on product elimination and from the very limited
empirical researchon service elimination, the qualitative data collection instrument
provided the basis for a semi-structureddiscussion which, at the same time, gave
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interviewees the freedom to deviate and raise additional issues that they considered

relevantto the serviceelimination processin their companies.

6.1.2RejectedMethods

6.1.2.1 Focus Groups
Focus groups philosophy is based on an interaction between individuals who
have agreed to participate in a discussion around a research topic (Baker 1991; Aaker et

al 1995). The size of focus groups can vary from 6 to 12 people (Kent 1993). A
considerationof the pros and cons of focus groups, resulted in the rejection of this
methodon confidentiality and timing orchestrationgrounds.As mentionedpreviously,
the topic of this study toucheson issueswhich respondentsmight considerto be of a
sensitivenature. It was thus felt that managersfrom different and possibly competing
companies would not feel confident to speak freely in front of their competitors in a
focus group setting. With regards to timing, if focus groups were chosen all participants

had to be present at the same time and at the same place. However, taking into
considerationthat participantswould be busy managersfrom all around the UK, such
timing orchestrationwould not be logistically feasible.

6.1.2.2CaseStudy
A casestudy in the researchcontext is defined as a comprehensivedescription
and analysis of a single situation or of very few situations. The necessarydata are
collected either through observationof behavioursor through a seriesof unstructured
interviews with a numberof peoplewho are involved in the studiedsituationand havea
good knowledgeof it (Aaker et al 1995).The fundamentaladvantageof the casestudy
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method is that it offers researchers the opportunity to study the one case (or the very
few cases) with meticulous attention to detail. This is why this method is particularly
popular in relatively untested fields (Zikmund 1999). However, despite the fact that the

(and thus suitablefor a case
topic of the presentstudy is indeedvery under-researched
study approach)it was decidednot to use the case study method. The decision was
made after considering the major drawback of case studies, that the one or the few
studied cases may be atypical of the studied phenomenon (ibid. ). This would have
raised concerns about the extent to which information about the content of the service

elimination process,which would essentiallybe drawn from a handful of cases,would
have been representativeof what was happeningin financial institutions of various
types and sizes.Moreover, since conductingcasestudieswould require the consentof
financial institutions for an extendedvisit of the researcherin their premises(which
could last for days or evenweeks),it is believedthat this would haveresultedin access
problemsdue to time andconfidentiality reasons.

6.2 Sampling: A Purposeful Stratified Strateav
In marketingresearchthe two broad types of samplesare probability and nonprobability samples.The latter are predominantlyused in qualitative researchand can
be convenience and purposeful samples (Patton 1990; Kinnear and Taylor 1996;
Churchill 1999; Zikmund 1999). Both convenienceand purposeful samplesare nonprobabilistic becausethey give the elementsof a population an unequalprobability of
being chosenfor inclusion in the sample.This absenceof a randomisedcaseselection
strategymakesconvenienceandpurposeful samplesnon-representativeof a population
from a statistical point of view (Stephanand McCarthy 1958; Sudman1976;Churchill
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1999). However, the statistical representation of a population is not the objective of

qualitative inquiry, which focuseson a relatively small number of cases,which are
selectedon a convenienceor purposefulbasis (Patton 1990).Quality differencesalso
exist betweenconvenienceand purposeful samples.The formers are consideredto be
more `accidental',becausethe selectionof casesis madepurely on a conveniencebasis.
By contrast,purposefulsamplesare less accidentalbecausethe casesare selectedon an
expectation that they will serve the research purpose (Churchill 1999, p. 502).
On the basis of its less accidental nature, a purposeful sampling strategy was

chosenfor the qualitativephaseof this study. A purposefulsampleis basedon the logic
of carefully selectinga group of people to study with the purposeof gaining a deeper
understandingof the phenomenonunder investigation (Patton 1990; Maykut and
Morehouse 1994). Patton (1990) outlines fifteen different purposeful sampling
strategies,suggestingthat the choice of any one of them, or of a combinationof them,
should be made after having consideredhow well eachstrategyfits the purposesof the
research and the resources available. An initial consideration of all the fifteen
purposefulsampling strategiesresultedin the identification of two strategiesthat could
be appliedin the qualitative leg of this study,namely purposefulrandomsamplingand
stratified purposefulsampling.
The purposeful random strategy was rejected because it would not add
meaningfully to the representativeness
of the qualitative sample,becauseessentiallythe
latter would still be very small to capitaliseon the advantageof a randomisedselection.
Therefore,it was decidedto use a stratified purposeful samplingstrategy,wherebythe
casesto be included in the sampleillustrate characteristicsof particular sub-groups
(strata) of the population (Patton 1990). This particular purposeful sampling strategy
of the
complied with the purposeof the researcherto maximise the representativeness
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qualitative sample (within the inherent limitations of its non-probabilistic nature) by
including in it financial institutions not only of different type but also of different size.

For the operationalisationof the chosenqualitative sampling strategythe population
was stratified by type of company(i.e., banks,insurancecompanies,building societies)
andsize (i.e., small, medium,large).As was discussedin the previouschapter,company
type and size are two important variables in organisationaland marketing research,
becausethey imply differences in organisational behaviour and decision-making.
There are different ways in which the size of an organisation can be measured.

A widely used size indicator is the number of employees,while other indicators are
salesvolume,assets,capacity,numberof operations'sites andnumberof clients served
(Kimberly 1976; Price 1997a).The numberof employeesand the numberof branches
wererejectedas size indicatorsfor British financial institutions on the basisthat neither
is an accurateindicator consideringthe developmentsin the British financial services
sector.In particular the deregulation-disintermediation
of the 1980's and the resulting
competition forced British financial institutions to reducetheir workforce in order to
drive their operating costs down. Moreover, the advantagesoffered by technological
developments(e.g. computers,ATMs, internet, e-commerce,telephonebanking and
insurance) challenged the traditional way of doing business and the traditional
distribution channels in the British financial services sector, offering financial
institutionsthe opportunityto reducethe numberof their brancheswithout shrinking the
volume of their business(Howcroft and Lavis 1987; Nellis and Lockhart 1995; Mols
1999; Financial Times, 2000a; 2000b; Nellis et al 2000). The outcome of the above
developmentswas that from 1979 to 1996 British financial institutions reducedtheir
employeesby 20% and their branch network by 8.5%, while the financial services
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offered by ATMs and other electronic means of financial service delivery increasedby

almost 550%(FT Discovery 1998,The SundayTimes2000c).
In this study the size of financial institutionswas measuredby their total assets,
which is considered an accurate size indicator by much published management
research5(Kennedy 1980; Edgett 1993; Meidan 1996; Wright and Howcroft 1995;
Papadakis1998, The Banker 1999).To our knowledge,in the literature there are not
any specific groupings or breakpoints based on total assetsthat could be used to classify
financial institutions as small, medium or large. As a result, the researcher consulted
pilot-study interviewees, academics, financial magazines and other organisations (e.g.,

Associationof British Insurers,Bank of England, British BankersAssociation,Building
Societies Association and Financial Services Authority). Based on insights and
unpublished documentationfrom the aforementionedsources, financial institutions
were classifiedby size accordingto the breakpointsshownin Table4.5. Information on
the total assetsof the study's population was obtained from Bankers Almanac 1999
Directory, the Building Societies Association and the Department of Trade and
Industry. The latestavailableassetinformation wasobtained.

Table 4.5: Size Breakpoints Based on Total Assets
Size

Total Assets(in £ billion

Small
Medium
Large

<£5 bin
£ 5.1 to £27 bin
> £27.1bin

5 Total assetsareused as a sizeindicatorfor the classificationof the Top 500 Banks worldwide as well as
by country (The Banker 1999).
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6.2.1SampleSize
In qualitative research there are not specific rules with regards to the size of the

sample.However, for practicalreasonsthat have to do with costs, qualitative samples
are usually sma116
and their exact size is largely determinedby the saturationpoint,
wherebythe qualitative data collection processendswhen no new information is being
obtained by additional participants (Glaser and Strauss 1967; Bertaux and Bertaux
1981; Lincoln and Guba 1985; Patton 1990; Maykut and Morehouse 1994; Mason
1996).
Based on the above considerations a target sample size of 20 financial

institutions was set, with the option to increaseit if the researcherfelt that there was no
saturation.The two-way stratification that was discussedabove(i. e., by companytype
and size) was operationalisedin order to selectthe financial institutions to interview.
First, basedon companytype, the aim was to have financial institutionsproportionately
representedin the qualitative sample.As a result the latter should include 7 banks, 10
insurancecompaniesand 3 building societies.Second,basedon the size stratum,the
aim was to include in the samplefinancial institutions of all three sizes.No specific size
proportions were imposed, due to the lack of systematically classified total assets
information. Moreover, without imposing a specific stratification, an attemptwas made
to include in the qualitative samplefinancial institutions locatedto an as wide British
territorial rangeaspossible,given the limited budgetavailablefor this study.

6 Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggestthat carefully designedqualitativeresearchcan have as few astwelve
participantsand probably no morethan twenty.
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6.2.2 SelectionProcess
The selectionprocessduring the initial approachwas judgmental, but basedon
companytype and size aswell as on geographicallocation considerations.Oncea firm
waschosenfrom the samplingframes,an initial telephonecontactwas made,in orderto
crosscheck its existence and its address as well as to identify an appropriate and
available person with involvement in service elimination decisions. An answer slip and
a formal letter (Appendix 2), explaining the research purpose and asking for
participation was then mailed to the pre-identified person. A stamped response envelope

was enclosed,to ensureconveniencefor the respondents.If the answerwas negative,
the declining financial institution was replacedby one of the samebusinesstype and
size. In total 82 financial institutions were approachedin order to achievethe desired
sample size of 20, which was a response rate of 24.4%. Table 4.6 shows the
stratificationof the populationandthe achievedsamplesize by companytype andTable
4.7 illustratesthe achievedsamplecompositionby companysize. The qualitative data
collection processstartedin June 1999 and was concludedin February 2000. Eleven
interviews were conducted in England, 6 in Scotland, 1 in Northern Ireland and 2 in
Wales. Each in-depth interview lasted between 1 1/2to 2 hours. Nineteen interviews

were tape-recorded,while extensivenotes were taken at one interview, the interviewee
not allowing the use of a tape recorder. Table 4.8 illustrates the position of the 20
interviewedmanagers.
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Table 4.6: Stratification and Achieved Qualitative Sample Sizeby Company Type
Company Type
(Strata)

1.

Stratum
Population

Stratum
Contribution
in the
Population M

Proportionate
Achieved
Sample Size

Number of
Companies
Contacted

Banks
230 (N')

34.5 %

7 (n')

31 (22.6%)*

367 (Ni)

55 %

10 (n)

40 (25%)*

70 (N')

10.5 %

3 (n')

11 (27.7%)*

Total
667
100%
(*: Responseratesper stratumandoverall responserate)

20 n

8224.4 %)IN

2.

3.

Insurance
Companies

Building Societies

Table 4.7: Achieved Qualitative Sample Composition by Company Size
Size

Banks

Insurance Companies

Building Societies

Small
Medium
Large

2
2
3

3
3
4

1
1
1

Total

7

10

3
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Table 4.8: Business Positions of Managers-Interviewees
Company Type
Banks

Size

BusinessPosition of Interviewees

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
Insurance Companies

Large
Small
Small
Medium
Large
Large
Medium

Headof BusinessMarketing
Company
Marketing Manager
Company
Marketing Manager
Market DevelopmentManager
Marketing Manager

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
Building Societies

Large
Small
Large
Medium
Medium
Large
Small
Large
Small
Medium

Marketing Director
Marketing Manager
Marketing Manager
Marketing Manager
Head of Marketing Actuarial
Headof Marketing Development
Marketing Director
Marketing Director
Marketing Director./Product Controller
Marketing Manager

A
B
C

Small
Medium
Large

Marketing Manager
Marketing Manager
Marketing Manager

6.2.3Representativeness
of the Qualitative Sample
By not usinga probability samplingstrategy,a sampleis not be representativeof
the studied population from a statistical point of view. This caveat however is
acceptablein qualitative research,where the primary objective of sampling is the
understandingof the studied phenomenonand not the statistical representationof a
population(Patton 1990;Mason 1996).Maykut andMorehouse(1994, p. 56) noted:
Unlike quantitative researchers,qualitative researchersare interested in
building a samplethat includes people (or settings)selectedwith a different
goal in mind: gaining understandingof some phenomenonby a carefully
selectedgroup of people.

The above considerations support the rationale for the selection of a stratified
purposefulsampling strategyfor the qualitative leg of the study. Moreover, within the
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limitations of non-probability samples,it is believed that the qualitative sampling
strategyof the presentstudy reflected the views of financial institutions of different
businesstypesand size,which weregeographicallyspreadaroundthe UK.

6.3 Analysis and Interpretation of Oualitative Data
The analysis and interpretation of qualitative data is a challenging process. Due
to its flexible open-endednature, qualitative inquiry generatesmassive amounts of data,
which have to be managed and grouped in order to be interpreted (Patton 1990). In the

presentstudythe processof analysisand interpretationof qualitative dataunderwentthe
three stagesof transcription,mechanicalanalysisand interpretation(e.g., Wolcott 1990;
Kent 1993).First, eachone of the 20 in-depth interviews was transcribedon a word-forword basis. Next, during the stage of mechanical analysis, a process of tagging
themes/codestook place.The basisfor the identification of themesand codeswere the
steps of the content of the service elimination process.The data were sorted and
classified on a theme/codebasis in order to bring together commentson the same
theme/code (Douglass and Moustakas 1984; Strauss 1987; Denzin 1978; 1989;

Minichiello et al 1990).Finally, in the interpretationstagethe aim was to go beyondthe
raw data andto identify trendsrelating to the serviceelimination processin the studied
companies.Without underestimatingits dynamism,interpretationwas madein the light
of the warning that attempts to quantify qualitative information are distorting than
illuminating (Lofland 1971; Patton 1990). Thus emphasiswas put on understanding,
illumination and discovery rather than on causal determination, prediction and
generalisation.The latter were tasksfor the quantitativeresearch,the designof which is
discussednext.
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7.Quantitative ResearchDesign
The analysis and interpretation of the qualitative data led to the identification of
a) the content of the service elimination process b) a set of illustrations, insights and
trends about the way service elimination was practised in the studied British financial

institutions.The quantitativeresearchthat followed aimedat quantifying the qualitative
findings and thus making the results of the study more reliable, generalisableand
replicable. Of the three types of surveys (i. e., face to face interviews, mail and
telephone)it was decidedthat for the purposesof this study mail survey was the most
appropriatetype. This decisionwas madeafter the considerationof a set of advantages
of mail surveys,such as cost effectiveness,elimination of interviewer bias, ability of
respondentsto provide a more thoughtful completion of the survey instrument and
guaranteedanonymityand confidentiality (Churchill 1999).
It is the aim of this sectionto discussissuesconcerningthe quantitativeresearch
design of this study. The issues tackled in the sub-sectionsthat follow deal with
questionnairedesign,the variablesand their operationalisation,sampling,data analysis
procedures,and validity andreliability.

7.1 Ouestionnaire Design
The data captureinstrumentthat was used in the survey phasewas a structured
questionnaire(Appendix 3). The predominantscaling format was a 7-point Likert type
summatedrating scale,measuringimportance,frequencyand agreement/disagreement.
Likert type scalesare originally no more than ordinal scales,thus not possessingmetric
measurementqualities. It is common practice, however, among social and marketing
researchersto upgradethem into interval scalesby assigningnumerical scoresto each
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scale category and assuming that the distance between the intervals is equal (Kerlinger
1986; Kent 1993; Churchill 1999). This technique was applied in this study, as it

improvesdataquality and allows for the use of more sophisticatedparametricstatistics
during data analysis.The 7-point format was preferredover a 5-point one, basedon the
empirical evidence that a positive relationship exists between the number of scale
categories and the size of the used reliability coefficient (Churchill and Peter 1984;

Peterson1994).The questionnairealso includedsingle and multi-choice nominal scales
as well as ordinal scales.

The overall structure of the questionnaire and the sequenceof individual
questionswere designedwith the objective to increasedata quality and facilitate their
subsequentanalysis.The questionnairewas split into three parts, since this technique
enablesrespondentsto fully concentrateon the questionsof distinct parts (Herzog and
Bachman1981;Peterson1988).Individual questionswere sequencedin a logical way.
The length of the introduction to each question was kept as short as possible,
considering however the vital importance of clear instructions in self-administered
questionnaires.In two occasionswhere it was necessaryto use branching questions,
very simple guidelineswere provided in order to minimise the possibility of confusion
andnonresponseerror (MessmerandSeymour1982).
Another important considerationin designingthe survey instrumentis its length.
Lengthy questionnairescan have a negative impact on the achievedresponserates in
mail surveys (Kent 1993). However, although the empirical evidenceon this issueis
ratherblurred, thereis a tentativeconclusionthat the length doesnot affect the response
rate (e.g., Kanuk and Berenson 1975; Herzog and Bachman 1981; Jobber 1989). In
decidingaboutthe lengthof thequestionnaireof this study, an attemptwas madeto find
equilibrium betweenthe numberof questionson the one handand information richness
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on the other. In other words an attempt was made to ensure that only the necessary

questionswith regardsto the researchobjectiveswereincludedin the questionnaire,but
an attempt was also made not to eliminate necessaryquestions due to length
considerations.Theseconsiderationsresultedin an 11-pagedata collection instrument,
with 10 pagesof questionsandone pageof generalfilling instructions.

7.2 Questionnaire Pre-Testin
The vital role of questionnaire pre-testing is clearly stressed in the marketing
research literature (e.g., Tull and Hawkins 1987; Reynolds et al 1993; Churchill 1999).

The data collection instrument of this study was extensively pre-testedprior to the
official initiation of the mail survey. The pilot study was based on a convenience
sampleof all 20 British financial institutionsthat hadparticipatedin the interview phase
of the study.During the in-depth interview phase,the intervieweeshad beeninformed
about a forthcoming pilot-study that was to take place a few months later. When the
first draft of the instrumentbecameavailable,all twenty intervieweeswere contactedby
telephoneand were remindedof the pilot study. All of them agreedto participate and
they were senta copy of the questionnairealong with a responseenvelopeand a letter
explaining the objectives of the pilot-study and the importance of making comments
and alterationsto the questionnaire.Seventeenresponseswere postedback within the
allowed period with constructive comments, regarding mainly the layout of the
questionnaireand the sequenceof questions.Becauseno significant changes were
reported,no further pilot testingwas deemednecessary.
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7.3 Ouestionnaire Layout and Mailing Process
After the completion of the pilot study, the questionnaire was double-side printed on

A3 quality colouredpaper, which was folded in A4 booklet format, as it is suggested
that the physical appearanceof self-administeredquestionnairesboostsrespondentscooperation (Churchill 1999). During the interview phase of the study it was made
obvious that the most appropriate person to complete the questionnaire was the
marketing managerof financial institutions. A one-pagepersonalisedcovering letter
was thus addressedfor his/her attention(Appendix 4). The letter explainedthe reasons
for the research and stressed the importance of participation. In order to give accurate

pre-advice to respondents,it was made clear that completing the questionnairewas
more than a matter of a few minutes, since the pilot study indicated that completion
could take up to 45 minutes. The letter also assured for full anonymity and
confidentiality and promised a summary of the survey results. Finally, a stamped
responseenvelopewas provided.First class stampswere preferredto businesspostagepaid envelopesdue to the positive effect that they may have on the responserate
(Kanuk and Berenson1975).As it is discussedin more detail in the subsequentsection
of sampling, 500 questionnaireswere mailed to financial institutions from May 18 to
May 29,2000. To increasethe responserate of the mail survey,a secondwave of 300
questionnaires was sent to non-respondents from June 26 to June 29,2000. Table 4.9

showsthe dateson which the questionnairesof the first and the secondmailings were
posted.
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Table 4.9: Mailing Processfor the First and SecondWave of Questionnaires
First Mail in Wave

Date
May 18,2000
May 19
May 22
May 23
May 24
May 25
May 26
May 29
TOTAL

Number of posted
questionnaires
16
62
52
80
79
64
80
67
500

Second Mailin

Date
June26,2000
June 27
June 28
June 29

Wave

Number of mailed
questionnaires
62
135
60
43

300

7.4 The Variables and their Oaerationalisation
The variables of the mail survey were classified under three broad categories
and they were grouped accordingly in the three parts of the questionnaire.Part one
includedclassificationvariables.Part two (the lengthiestpart) includedall the variables
relating to the serviceelimination process.Part three included variablesof the internal
and external environment of British financial institutions. Table 4.10 lists all the
variablesof the mail survey,their type, the way in which they were operationalisedand
their theoreticaljustification (whereavailable).The variablesof eachpart are discussed
in detail in the following sub-sections.
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Table 4.10: The Variables of the Mail Survey and their Operationalisation
Question
No
Part 1

Variable
Name

Variable
Type

Operationalisation

Scale Type

Sources

Classification Questions

I

Companytype

Independent

3-item scale

2

Size

Independent

1-item

Service

Independent

1-item

Independent

1-item

Nominal scale/
single answer

3

Continuous
metric
Continuous

diversity

4

Numberof
eliminated

Kennedy1980;Meidan
1996;The Banker 1999

metric

services in the
last 5-year

Continuous
metric

period

Part 2

Questions Relating to Service Elimination Decision-Making

5

Service
Elimination
Objectives

Dependent

5-itemscale

6

Problem
situations

Dependent

8-itemscale

7- point Likert
1:Not at all
7:To a great
extent
7-point Likert
I: Of no

In-depthinterviews;
Avlonitis andJames

importance

1982; Avlonitis 1987a;

7: Of extreme
importance

7

Audit criteria
for the
identification
of candidates
for elimination

Dependent

8-item scale

7-point Likert
I :Of no
importance
7: Of extreme
importance

In-depthinterviews

Avlonitis 1987b;Hart
1988;Hart 1989;
Avlonitis 1990; Avlonitis
et a12000
In-depthinterviews;
Alexander 1964;Kotler
1965;Rothe 1970;
Eckles 1971;Hise and
McGinnis 1975; Hiseet
a! 1984; Avlonitis
1986b; Avlonitis eta!

8

Alternative

Dependent

7-item scale

7-point Likert

2000
Eckles 1971;Hise and

remedial

l: Of no

McGinnis 1975;

actions

importance
7: Of extreme
importance

Avlonitis 1985b;
Avlonitis et al; 2000

7-point Likert
1:Of no
importance
7: Of extreme
importance
a) Nominal
scale/multianswer?
b) 7-point Likert
1:Very rarely
7: Very
frequently

In-depthinterviews;
Rothe 1970;Worthing
1971;Eckles 1971;
Avlonitis 1984;Avlonitis
1993
Rothe1970; Eckles
1971;Avlonitis 1983b;
SaundersandJobber
1994;Harnessand
Mackay 1997

9

Evaluation
factors

Dependent

9-item scale

10

Elimination
implem/tion
strategies

Dependent

10-itemscale

Cont...

With reference to the elimination implementation strategies, respondents were asked to indicate which
strategies they used to implement the specific elimination case that they were using as a benchmark to
answer the questionnaire. Since in the in-depth interviews it was found that financial institutions could
use more than one implementation strategy at a time, the scale was made multi-answer.
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Table 4.10 cont...
Question
Variable
Name
No
12

Post
elimination
stage:factors
for
retrospective
assessment
of
elimination

Variable
Type

Operationalisation

Scale Type

Sources

Dependent

9-item scale

7-point Likert
I :Of no
importance
7: Of extreme
importance

In-depthinterviews

Dependent

4-item scale

Nominal/ multi
answer

In-depthinterviews

Dependent

3-item scale

decisions

13

14

15

Post
elimination
stage:reasons
for not
conducting
Duration of
the service
elimination
decisionmakingprocess
Duration

Dependent

7-item scale

determinants

Continuous
metric

In-depthinterviews;
Avlonitis 1983-1984;
Avlonitis 1986a

7-point Likert

In-depthinterviews

I :Of no

importance
7: Of extreme
importance

16

17
18

Methodof
delivery
process
Type of
service
Participationin

Dependent

3-item scale

Nominal/
Singeanswer

Lovelock 1983

Dependent

2-item scale

In-depthinterviews

Dependent

12-itemscale

Nominal/
Singleanswer
Rankorder

In-depthinterviews;
Avlonitis

service

1985a

elimination
decisionmaking

19

Formality

Dependent
&
Independent

9-item scale

7-point Likert
1: Absolutely
false
7: Absolutely

21

Re-marketing
of eliminated

Dependent

4-item scale

7-point Likert
1: Very rarely

Pugh 1963; 1968; 1969;
Avlonitis 1985d

true

7: Very
fiequently

services

Part 3
22

Questions Relating to the Internal and External Environment of British Financial Institutions
Overall

Independent

4-item scale

business
strategy
23

24

In-depthinterviews

Nominal/

Singleanswer

Market
orientation

Independent

Market
competition

Independent

13-itemscale

7-point Likert

5-item scale

1: Not at all
7: To an
extremeextent
7-point Likert
1: Not intense
at all
7: Extremely
intense

1n-depth inten'ie ss;

Porter 1980;Walker and
Ruekert 1987;
Ar ouslidis 1997
Narver andSlater 1990

In-depthinterviews,
Ennewet al 1990
Cont...
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Question
No

Variable
Name

Variable
Type

Operationalisation

ScaleType

Sources

25

The legislative
environment

Independent

6-item scale

7-point Likert

10-itemscale

1: Not intenseat
all
7: Extremely
intense
7-point Likert

In-depthinterviews;
Carteret al 1989;
Shelton1990;Johnson
1991;Nellis and
Lockhart 1995

26

Technological
change

Independent

1: Strongly
disagree
7: Strongly
agree

27

Importanceof
servicerange
management
activities

Independent

4-item scale

Rankorder

Chiplin 1986;Tushman
and Anderson1986;
Dover 1987; Khanand
Zerby 1988; Suchard
1988;Westonand
Williams 1988;van Wyk
1988;Tushmanand
Rosenkopf1992; Man:
andPrendergast1993;
Lovelock 1995;Meidan
1996; Kasperet al 1999;
Nelson 1999;Mols 1999;
SorensenandStuart2000
In-depthinterviews;
Avlonitis 1983-1984

7.4.1Classification Variables
The first part of the questionnaireincluded the classification variables,namely
companytype (Q1), size (Q2), servicediversity (Q3) and numberof serviceseliminated
in the last 5-yearperiod (Q4). To avoid any idiosyncraticinterpretationsof the service
diversity variable,the following definition was provided:
A financial service is defined as an offering with individual stancewithin the
service range. For example if a company offers 5 different types of current
accounts,10 different pensionservicesand 5 different mortgageservices,the
total numberof financial servicesin the rangeis 20.

In order to assignmetric qualities to the variablesof size and product diversity, it was
decidednot to use pre-definedcategoriesin their operationalisation.If grouping was
neededfor analytical purposes(for example for one-way ANOVA) this was possible
throughdata re-grouping.
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7.4.2ServiceElimination RelatedVariables
The second part of the questionnaire was entirely devoted to variables relating to
the pre-elimination stage, the service elimination decision-making process and the post-

elimination stage.To minimise memory distortionproblems,respondentswereaskedto
recall a recent serviceelimination decisionand to use it as a benchmarkto answerthe
questionsin this part of the questionnaire.The variablesof this part wereasfollows.

7.4.2.1 Objectives of Service Elimination

The variable (Q5) contained five items, which were identified during the
interview phase.A 7-point Likert type scalewas used,measuringthe extent to which
eachof the listed objectivesguidedthe specific elimination decision.

7.4.2.2ProblemSituationsTriggering ServiceElimination
This variable (Q6) was operationalisedthrough an eight-item construct. A 7point Likert type scale was used, measuringthe importance of each of the listed
problem situations in triggering a company to examine a service more closely for
possibleelimination.

7.4.2.3TheStepsof the ServiceElimination Decision-MakingProcess
This variable aimed at measuring the relative importance/frequencyof the
decision variables involved in the four-step elimination decision-makingprocess,i. e.,
during identification of weak services(Q7), revitalisation(Q8), evaluationof the impact
(Q9) and implementationof the elimination decision (Q10). 7-point Likert type scales
of importance and frequency were used for the measurementof this variable. With
regardsto the different strategiesavailable for the implementation of the elimination
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decision, the interviews revealed that financial institutions could use more than one
elimination implementation strategyat a time. Therefore, except for how frequently
they were using eachone of the 10 elimination implementationstrategies,respondents
were askedto indicate the one(s)that they usedin the specific serviceelimination case
that the used as benchmark.

7.4.2.4 Duration Issues

Respondentswere asked to specify the duration (in months) of the following
activities:

a) the time that elapsedfrom initial identification of a problem with a financial service
until the confirmation of the elimination decision, i.e. the duration of the decisionreachingprocess(Q 14a),
b) once the elimination decision was made,the time that elapseduntil the eliminated
servicewas no longer availableto new potentialcustomers(Q14b) and
c) the time that elapsedfrom the confirmation of the elimination decision until the
servicewasno longer availableto existingcustomers-holders(Q14c)
Respondentswere also askedto indicate the importanceof sevenfactors, which could
determine the duration of the elimination decision-reaching process (i.e., from
identification to decision-making)on a 7-point Likert type scaleQ15).

7.4.2.5Method of ServiceDelivery
This variable was operationalisedwith one of the dimensionsof Lovelock (1983)
for the classification of services, namely the method of service delivery (Q16).
Respondentswere given a three-itemnominal scalewith the option to chooseonly one
of the following items:
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a) customers visit the company

b) the companyvisits thecustomers
c) the companyandcustomerstransactat arm's length

7.4.2.6 Type of Eliminated Service
Since the study focused on both retail and corporate financial services, respondents
were given a two-item scale and were asked to specify the type of the specific
eliminated service that they were using as a benchmark for their response (Q17). The

items were asfollows:
a) retail financial service(sold to the massmarket,i. e., individuals andhouseholds)
b) corporate financial service (sold to a few important customers,such as private
customersor businessorganisations)

7.4.2.7 Participation in the Service Elimination Decision-Making Process

The eleven functional areas that were identified during the interviews as

participants in the various steps of the service elimination process were tabulated,
according to Avlonitis' (1985a) scheme, against three phases, namely initiation,
collection and analysis of information and decision-makingQ18). Respondentswere
asked to rank the functional areasthat participated in each one of the three phases,
accordingto their influencein eachphase.

7.4.2.8 Post-Elimination Reviews

Respondentswere asked, through a branching question (Q11), to specify
whetheror not they conducteda post elimination review after the implementationof the
elimination decisionfor the specific servicethat they were using asbenchmarkfor their
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answers. In case a post-elimination review had been conducted, respondents were
diverted to a construct of nine retrospective assessmentcriteria (Q12), which were

identified during the interviews, and were asked to indicate their importance in
assessing the retrospective success/appropriateness
of their benchmark service
elimination decision. In case a post-elimination review had not been conducted,
respondentswereaskedto indicate thereason(s)for non-conducting(Q13).

7.4.2.9 Re-Marketing Initially Eliminated Services
Respondents were asked to specify through a branching question (Q20) whether

or not they had ever re-marketeda financial servicethat they had eliminatedinitially. In
caseof a positive answer,they respondentswere diverted to four re-marketingfactors
(identified during the interviews) and, on a 7-point very rarely/very frequently scale,
were askedto specify how frequently each factor had triggered a re-marketing action
(Q21).

7.4.2.10Formality
The variable of formality was operationalisedby the 9-item construct that
Avlonitis (1985d) used in his researchon product elimination (Q19). The construct
captured formality in three dimensions, namely assignment of responsibilities,
systematicbehaviourand documentation.These three dimensionshave their origin in
the literature of organisational behaviour (Pugh et al 1963; 1968; 1969). Some
modifications in the wording of the original construct were implemented,in order to
adaptit to the studiedservicesetting.Also in the presentstudy respondentswere asked
to rate the items on a 7-point absolutely true/absolutelyfalse scale and not on the 5point absolutelytrue/absolutelyfalse scaleof Avlonitis.
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7.4.3. Variablesof the Internal and External Environment
The third part of the questionnaire was devoted to variables of the internal and
external environment of British financial institutions. Each variable is discussedbelow.

7.4.3.1 Overall Business Strategy

Basedon Porter's (1980)and Walker and Ruekert's (1987)discussion,a 4-item
nominal scale was developedfor the measurementof overall businessstrategy(Q22).
The four items were cost reducer, fast imitator, slow imitator and technological
innovator. Respondentswere asked to choosethe alternative that best characterised
their companies. The same scale had been used in a previous piece of research
(Argouslidis 1997).

7.4.3.2 Market Orientation

Market orientation was operationalisedby the construct of Narver and Slater
(1990), which is also adopted in other product managementrelated studies (e.g.,
Gatignon and Xuereb 1997; Lucas and Ferrell 2000). The construct measuresmarket
orientationin three dimensionsnamelycustomerorientation,competitororientationand
interfunctional coordination. From the original 15-item construct, two items were
eliminatedbecauserespondentsreportedambiguity during the pilot study. Thoseitems
were `we give close attention to after-salesservice' (measuringcustomerorientation)
and `we share resources with other business units' (measuring interfunctional
coordination).The remaining13-itemswere scoredon a 7-point not at al/to an extreme
extentscale(Q23).
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7.4.3.3 Market Competition
The variable of market competition was operationalised by a 5-item construct

(Q24), listing five different types of competition, namely price competition, service
attributes competition,communicationscompetition,delivery processcompetition and
technologycompetition. Respondentswere askedto rate the intensity of each type of
competition on a 7-point not intenseat all/extremelyintensescale.

7.4.3.4 Legislation
Based on the literature on financial services marketing (e.g., Carter et al 1989;

Ennewet al 1990;Shelton1990;Nellis andLockhart 1995;Meidan 1996)aswell ason
insights from the interviews, a construct with six different areasof legislation was
developed(Q25). The items were as follows: price legislation (concerningmandatory
price levels), service design legislation (concerning the attributes/characteristicsof
financial services), distribution channel legislation, delivery process legislation,
expansion legislation (concerning domestic or international expansion) and
promotionalladvertising legislation. Respondents were asked to rate the intensity of

eachareaof legislation on a 7-point not intenseat all/extremely intensescale.

7.4.3.5TechnologicalChange
Based on the literature concerning the role of technological change in the
businessenvironment in general (Tushmanand Anderson 1986; Suchard1988; Khan
and Zerby 1988;Weston and Williams 1988; van Wyk 1988; Tushmanand Rosenkopf
1992; Sorensen and Stuart 2000) as well as on the literature on the effect of
technologicaldevelopmentson the British financial servicessector(Dover 1987;Marr
and Prendergast1993;Lovelock 1995; Meidan 1996;Kasper et al 1999; Nelson 1999;
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Mols 1999) a 10-item construct was developed for the measurement of technological
change (Q26). The construct measured dimensions such as rhythm of productivity,

speed of product obsolescenceand speed of shift towards more capital intensive
The 10 items were in the form of statements
operationsandservicedelivery processes.
and respondentswere askedto indicate their extent of agreement/disagreement
with
eachoneof them on a 7-point scale.Two items of the constructwerenegativelyworded
in order to secureand crosscheckrespondents'attention and to control for possible
response patterns, which could be caused by a continuous positive wording (Friedman

1988; Garg 1996; Papadakis et al 1998). In his research Avlonitis (1986a)
operationalisedthe variable of technologicalchangeby a single-item scale, by asking
respondentsto rate the rhythm in which new products were introduced in the British
engineeringindustry. In the presentstudy the decisionto measuretechnologicalchange
by a multi-item constructwas basedon the volatility of the British financial services
sector. In other words, despite the fact that the rhythm of new financial services'
introduction can be one dimension for the measurementof technological change,it
cannotbe the only one for the British financial servicessector.

7.4.3.6 Relative Importance of Service Range Management Activities

This variable was operationalisedthrough a rank order scale (Q27), which
includedthe following servicerangemanagementactivities: a) planning anddeveloping
new services,b) improving existing services,c) developing new marketsfor existing
servicesandd) eliminating existing services.The itemsof the scalewere basedon those
usedby Song and Parry (1993) with alterationsin the wording. Another modification
was that in the presentstudy a rank order scalewas used,insteadof the original 6-point
Likert type scaleof Songand Parry. Respondentswere askedto rank the four activities
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of service range management (i. e., 1S`,2nd, 3rd, 4th) according to a) their relative
importance in the achievement of the company's service range management objectives

and b) the resources(temporal,monetaryand human)that were allocatedto eachoneof
them.

7.5 Samaline: A Proportionate Stratified Random Strateey
From the sampling strategiesfor quantitativeresearch,which are suggestedin
the literature(e.g., Stephanand McCarthy 1958;Sudman1976;Churchill 1999),it was
decided to implement a proportionate stratified sampling strategy.
This is a probability sampling strategy that produces more precision than simple random

samples(Churchill 1999). To be operational,two conditions should be met: first the
population should be divided into exhaustiveand mutually exclusive categories(strata)
and seconda simplerandomsampleof elementsshouldbe chosenfrom eachstratum,in
direct proportion to the number of elementsof each stratum in the total population
(ibid.).

7.5.1SelectionProcess
In the sectiondiscussingthe definition of the presentstudy's population,it was
mentioned that the latter was grouped under three strata, according to the type of
company,which meetsthe first condition of proportionatestratified samples.A request
sample size of 500 was consideredadequateand a proportionaterequest samplesize
from eachstratumwas determined.Thus, the per-stratumrequestsamplewas 172banks
(n'), 275 insurancecompanies(n2) and 53 building societies(n3).Table 4.11 showsthe
procedureleadingto the requestsamplesize for eachstratum.
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Table 4.11: Population and Request Quantitative Sample Size per Stratum.
Population Strata
1.

2.

3.

Stratum
Population

Stratum % in the
Population

Request Sample
Size

230 (N')

34.50 %

172(n')

367 (N2)

55 %

275 (n2)

70 (N2)

10.50%

53 (n')

100%

500 n

Banks

InsuranceCompanies

Building Societies

Total

667

To operationalisea randomselectionof elements,the following suggestedsteps
wereimplemented(Sudman1976;Churchill 1999).The 667 elementsof the three strata
were enteredin a list in alphabeticalorder. Each one of the elementsof the banks' and
insurance companies' strata was assigned a three digit serial number (since the
population of both thesestratawas three-digit), while eachone of the elementsof the
building societies' stratum was assigneda two digit number (due to a two digit
population of this stratum).The randomselectionof elementswas basedon a table of
random digits (The Rand Corporation 1983). A random start was made, moving
downwardson the table. When there was a matchof an element'sserial numberand a
randomnumber,the elementwas selected.This processwas repeatedthree times, until
the request sample size for each stratum was reached. For each stratum, random
numbersthat were larger than the population as well as previously selectedrandom
numberswere skipped.

7.5.2AchievedSampleSizeand ResponseRate
The questionnairesfor the purposesof the mail survey were securedby two
mailing waves. In the first mailing 500 questionnaireswere posted. The total replies
from the first mailing were 97, but only 53 were usable. Five weeks after the first
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mailing, a secondwave of questionnaireswas sent to 300 non-respondentcompanies,
which again were selected on a random proportionate stratified strategy. 94 replies were
posted back, 59 of which were usable. Thus, after two mailing waves 191 replies were

obtained, which was a gross responserate of 38.2%. The usable replies were 112,
representinga net responserate of 22.4%(Table4.12).

Table 4.12: ResponseRates in the Mail Survey
Mailing
Wave

Number of
Posted
Questionnaires

First
Second
Overall

500
300
500

Gross Response
rate
n%
97
19.4
94
31.4
191 38.2

Non-Usable Replies

Net Response
Rate

n%
44
8.8
35 11.7
79 15.8

n%
53 10.6
59 19.7
112 22.4

Table 4.13 showsthe responserates per companytype during the two mailing
waves and lists the questionnairessent to each stratum, the number of the obtained
replies andthe correspondingpercentage.The non-responsebias was checkedusing the
extrapolationmethod, as Armstrong and Overton (1977) describeit. The extrapolation
method works on the assumptionthat the respondentswho replied `lessreadily' to a
survey are more likely to have the same characteristicsto non-respondents,than the
early respondentsare.In the presentstudy the successivewavesextrapolationtechnique
was usedin order to define the early and the late respondents(ibid.). In particular,the
112 questionnaires were split into two bunches, depending on whether each
questionnairewas obtainedas a result of the first mailing wave (early respondent)or the
secondwave (late respondent).The meanscoresof early andlate respondentsacrossthe
serviceelimination-relatedvariablesand the variablesof the externalenvironmentwere
comparedand no statistically significant differenceswere found.
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Table 4.13: Response Rates Per Company Type
Company Type

Banks
InsuranceCompanies
Building Societies
Overall

First Mailing
Sent
172
275
53
500

Replies
18
27
8
53

SecondMailing
%
10.46
9.81
15.09

Sent
104
165
31
300

Replies
21
31
7
59

%
20.20
18.78
22.58

As Table 4.14 shows, the achieved response rate was within the average of the

responseratesthat other mail surveyson productelimination in consumerandindustrial
manufacturingsettingshaveperiodically achieved.The highestresponserate of 32.25%
was achieved by Saundersand Jobber (1994), after 4 mailing waves. This is a
verification that follow-up techniquescan increasethe responseratesof mail surveys
(Kanuk and Berenson1975).Due to budgetconstraintsin the presentstudy it was not
possibleto senda third wave of questionnairesto further increasethe effective response
rate.

Table 4.14: ResponseRates of Quantitative Researchon Product Elimination
Authors
Rothe 1970
Hise and McGinnis 1975
Avlonitis 1986a
Avlonitis 1987a
Greenle and Bayus1994
Saundersand Jobber1994
Avlonitis et al 2000

Request
Sample
NA
500
300
900
1960
400
900

Number of Mailing
Waves
2
1
2
Not reported
1
4
Not reported

Usable
Responses
100
96
94
166
281
129
156

Response
Rates
Not reported
19.2 %
31%
18.4%
14.33%
32.25%
17.3%

The responserate of 22.4% is satisfactoryconsideringalso the sensitivenature
of the information that was required and the length of the questionnaire(more than 4045 minutes were needed for careful completion). As Table 4.15 confirms,
confidentiality issueswere the most frequently cited reasonfor non-participationin the
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study, followed by time constraints. The latter contradicts a part of the marketing

researchliterature, which tentatively concludesthat the length of mail questionnaires
doesnot affect responserates(Kanuk and Berenson1975; Herzogand Bachman1981;
Jobber1989).

Table 4.15: A Distribution of the Non-Usable Questionnaires
Industry
Sector

Company
closing
down

Conf
ident
lauty

Time
constr
amts

Reasonsfor Non-Usabilit
Part of a Policy of Incomplete
larger
nonquestionna
Tres
com/ny
particip.

TOTAL
Late
responses

No
reason
given

3

1
2
1
4

in acad.

surveys

Banks
Ins.Com
BS
TOTAL

9
9

8
14
4
26

6
12
2
20

3
2
5

3
1
1
5

1
2
2
5

2
5

25
42
12
79

7.5.3Sampling VS Census
is whetherto basea pieceof researchon a censusor
A concernof socialresearchers
on a sample.This concernbecomesevenmore relevantin caseswherethe populationof
a study is relatively small andthe cost of a censusis relatively low (Peterson1988).As
was shownin the precedingsections,the population for this study was not significantly
larger that the requestsamplesize.As a result,taking a censusinsteadof samplingwas
feasible in terms of costsand timing. However, the decisionto take a samplewas based
on two considerations.First, studies based on censuseshave the advantageof no
sampling error, thus producing more accurate data than studies based on samples.
However, this is the caseonly when all the elementsof a population participate in a
study, i.e., a caseof a completecensus,which is difficult to achievein mail surveys.
The effects of incompletenessof returns and of the sampling error are much more
serious and difficult to assessin an incompletecensusthan in a sample(Yates 1965;
Tull and Hawkins 1987).Second,a censusmakesthe use of many inferential bivariate
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and multivariate statistical tests meaningless, thus creating problems in the data analysis
stage (Kerlinger 1986).

7.6 Validity and Reliability
In any measurementprocessemphasisshould be placed on the developmentof
measureswhich are both valid andreliable (Churchill 1979).The following subsections
discuss issues relating to attempts to secure validity and reliability for the measures of
this study.

7.6.1 Validity

According to Kerlinger (1986) the notion of validity can be framed by the
question `are we measuringwhat we think we are measuring?' (p. 417). Assessingthe
validity of a measureis a very complex andcontroversialprocessand it involves a great
deal of judgement.As Nunnally (1978)comments,
There is no way to prove the validity of an instrument purely by appealto
authority, deductionfrom a psychologicaltheory, or any type of mathematical
proof. Validity usually is a matter of degree rather than an all-or-none
property, and validation is an unendingprocess(p. 87).

The complexity of validity is reflectedin the different ways in which it can be assessed.
There is predictive validity, concurrent validity, construct and content validity
(Nunnally 1978; Kerlinger 1986; Churchill 1999). In this study emphasiswas placed
upon content and construct validity, two of the most commonly used methods of
for marketingresearchconstructs(Churchill 1979;Peter1981).
validity assessment
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7.6.1.1ContentValidity
Kerlinger (1986) defines content validity as the representativenessor the sampling
adequacy of the content of a measure and suggests that its assessmentis basically

judgmental. The key to content validity lies in the proceduresfollowed to develop a
measure(Nunnally 1978).To securecontent validity for the various measuresof the
surveyquestionnaire,thefollowing actionswereundertaken:
a) A conceptual definition of the domain of the characteristics(variables) was
attempted by studying the relevant literature.
b)

A large collection of items was produced, so that each characteristic was adequately
represented in the measures.Attention was given to the inclusion of the items from

all relevantdimensionsof a characteristic,asthey weredefined in the literature.
c) As far as the content of the serviceelimination processis concerned,the in-depth
interviews as well asthe pilot studyprior to starting the mail survey,enhancedthe
attemptsto securecontent validity, by providing an indication of what items could
be includedin the variousmeasuresand by assuringthat the wording of the various
measureswas appropriate.

7.6.1.2Construct Validity
Construct validity is concernedwith the questionof what a measureis in fact
measuring (Churchill 1999). It is suggestedthat when a construct is designed to
measure a large and loosely defined domain of observable variables the most
appropriatemethod to assessits validity is factor analysis8(Nunnally 1978). Factor
analysis was used to assessthe validity of the newly developed 10-item constructof
technologicalchangeand to reassessthe validity of the 9-item constructof formality,
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which had not been used again in empirical research since its original development

(Avlonitis 1985d).
Principal components analysis with Varimax rotation indicated that the construct

of technologicalchangemeasuredindeedthreeunderlying sub-constructswhich were as
follows: a) rhythm of technological advancement,b) extent of capital intensity and
speedof productivity andc) needto engagein R&D. Table 4.16 showsthe meanscores,
the factor loadings and the extracted factors for the construct of technological change.

sFactor analysisis a data reductionmethodusedto reducea large numberof items to a smallerand more
manageablenumber of underlying constructscalled factors, by discovering which items correlate with
which factor (Stewart 1981;Kerlinger 1986).
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Table 4.16: Construct Validity-Principal
Components Analysis
Rotation for the Construct of Technological Change
Items

Mean*

The adventof new technologiesin our
industry is increasing
Technologicaladvancements
are a
driving force in our industry
A lot of the industry's new services
owe their existenceto technological
developments
In our industry technological
advancements
can makeexisting
financial servicesobsoletevery
quickly
The distribution channelsin our
industry are changingasa resultof
technologicaldevelopments
The productivity in our industryis
increasingas a result of technological
change
In our industry back-office and frontoffice operationsarebecoming
increasinglyautomated
In our industry the servicedelivery
processesfor many financial services
arebecomingmore capitalintensive
In our industry there is no needto
engagein R&D in orderto keepup
with technologicaladvancements
In our industry there is no needto
developnew servicesin orderto
replacetechnologicallyobsoleteones
Ei envalue

6.29

Factor 1:
Technological
advancement
.

Factor 2: Rapid
capital intensity
and increased
productivity

with Varimax

Factor 3: Need
for R&D

622

5.72

790
.

5.16

824
.

4.41

687
.

5.82

557
.

5.21

.583

5.78

.

4.95

672

665
.

2.11

811
.

2.22

.829
2.420

1.876

1.637

Cumulative Variance Explained
23.7 %
43.6 %
61.1 %
707
Baiser-Meyer-Olldn (KMO) Measure of
.
Sampling Adequacy'
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity'o
Chi-Square=256.950,df=45, Si =.000
6432
7592
5238
Cronbach a per Factor
.
.
.
7-point
Likert
*Mean valueson a
type scale:
1: Stronglydisagree
7: Strongly agree

Except for the newly developedconstructof technologicalchange,the construct
of formality was factor analysedin order to re-assessits validity. Table 4.17 showsthat
9The valueof the KMO must be greaterthan about 50 for a satisfactoryfactor analysis(Kinnearand
.
Gray 1999).
lo Bartlett's test of sphericity must be significant, i.e., lessthat p<.05. If it is not significant, the construct
is not suitablefor factor analysis.This is so becausethereis a dangerthat the correlationmatrix for the
itemsof the factor analysedconstructis an identity matrix, i.e., the diagonalelementsare 1 andthe offdiagonalelementsare 0 (Bartlett 1950).
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the construct captured three sub-constructs, namely systematic behaviour, assignment of

responsibilitiesand documentation.The abovefactor analytic solution was in line with
the factor solution of Avlonitis (1985d) and provided validation to the formality
construct.

Table 4.17: Construct Validity-Principal
Rotation for the Formality Construct
Items

Mean*

The performanceof all our servicesis
5.35
reviewedregularly and systematicallyin
order to identify ssible roblems
4.02
We haveexplicitly defined audit criteria
againstwhich we evaluatethe
performanceof our services
3.62
For eachaudit criterion we haveexplicit
minimum performancestandards.
Servicesnot meetingthem become
elimination candidates
4.22
We initiate elimination activities only
when problemsdevelop with particular
services
3.87
Responsibilityfor serviceelimination has
beenclearly assignedin our company
4.00
specific responsibilitieshave been
Elimination
decisions
aremade
assigned.
through informal conversationsand
activities
2.66
Serviceelimination decisionsareguided
by written procedures
2.19
A standardform (document)is usedto
reachelimination decisions
2.40
A standardform (document)is usedto
implementelimination decisions
Ei envalue
Cumulative Variance Explained
Kaiser-Meyer-Olldn (KMO) Measure of
Sampling Adequacy

Bartlett's Testof Sphericity

Components Analysis with Varimax

Factor 1:
Systematic
Behaviour
.668

Factor 2:
Assignment of
Responsibilities

Factor 3:
Documentation

785
.
868
.

-.700
767
.
-. 837

654
.
885
.
881
.
2.736
27.7 %

2.183
53 %
764
.

2.013
70%

Chi-Scare=450.759,dF36, Si =.000

8088
5823
Cronbach a per Factor
.
.
*Mean valueson a 7-point Likert type scale:

8042
.

1: Absolutelyfalse
7: Absolutely true
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7.6.2Reliability
According to Nunnally

(1978), reliability

concerns the extent to which

measurementsare repeatable.To evaluate the reliability of a construct, researchersmust

determine how much of the variation in the observed score is attributed to
inconsistenciesin measurement
(Peter1979).
Two of the most popularways to estimatethe reliability of a constructare stability and
equivalence(Churchill 1999). Stability involves administeringa constructto the same
objects at two different times and correlating the obtainedscores.However, sincethis
method involves re-testing it was not possible to use in this study. Equivalence as a

measureof reliability focuseson the internal consistency(or homogeneity)betweenthe
by two techniques:the split-half reliability and
items of a constructand can be assessed
Cronbach'scoefficient a. The split-half techniquewas rejecteddue to the criticism that
it has received" andthe adoptedmethodwas Cronbach'sCoefficient ail. Coefficient a
rangesfrom 0 to 1 and sets an upper limit to the reliability for measures,which have
beendevelopedin terms of thedomain samplingmodel(Nunnally 1978).
Table 4.18 shows the a coefficients for the constructsof technological change and
formality. Given the exploratory nature of the study, the construct of technological
changeexhibited the acceptablelevel of a of .6941, which was well aboveNunnally's
1967 initial

recommended level of .60 and marginally below his revised

11The split-half techniquefor the assessment
of reliability involves splitting a constructin two halvesand
The
higher
the correlation coefficient betweenthe two halves, the more reliable the
correlating them.
has
been
This
technique
construct.
criticised as a measureof reliability basically due to the arbitrary way
in which it producesthe two halvesof a construct.Different two-halvecombinationsare likely to produce
different reliability coefficients(Churchill 1999).
12 Cronbach's coefficient a is a commonly agreed measure of equivalence. It measures the
intercorrelationsamonga set of items and it hasbeen suggestedthat it should be routinely usedto assess
the quality of measures.Cronbach'sa is given by the following formula:
c (IM-1) [1- (E a, _ /Qt 2)] where:
k: numberof items in a scale
aj 2:varianceof scoreson item i acrosssubjects
a?: varianceof total scoresacrosssubjectswhere the total score for each respondentrepresentsthe sum
of the individual scores.
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recommendation for .70 (Peterson 1994). The construct of formality

exhibited a

coefficient a of .8277, which was very good and actually higher than the a achieved by
Avlonitis (1985d), when the formality construct was first developed.

Table 4.18: Reliability Analysis with Cronbach a
Construct

Number of Items

Coefficient a

TechnologicalChange
Formality

10
9

6941
.
8277
.

Previously Achieved
Coefficient a
NA (new construct
790 Avlonitis 1985d
.

7.7 Data Analysis
The quantitative data were coded and enteredinto the Statistical Packagefor
Social Sciences(SPSS),which was used for the statistical analysis.The choice of a
particular statistical procedurewas basedon two considerations:first, the number of
variablesthat were to be comparedat a time (i. e., univariate,bivariate and multivariate
analysis)and second,the level of measurementof the comparedvariables(i.e., metric
non-metric).Simple descriptivestatistics,t-tests,bi-variate andpartial correlations,oneway ANOVA, multiple regressionanalysisand factor analysiswere someof the used
statisticalprocedures.

8. Limitations of the ResearchDesign
Despite the attempts to control for as many potential problem sources as
possible,the employedresearchdesignmustbe viewed in the light of somelimitations.
"

During the contacts with potential interviewees, that precededthe phase of the
actual qualitative data collection, the researcherattempted to identify the most
appropriate and knowledgeable managers with regards to financial service
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elimination and to secure their co-operation during the in-depth interviews. Despite
the above attempts, the identification of the content of the service elimination

process,which was the objective of the qualitative phaseof data collection, might
have been influenced by the different degreesof willingness and recollection of
managersintervieweesto provide accurateinformation.
"

In the presentstudy companysize was measuredby total assets.In the qualitative
phaseof the study size was treatedas a categoricalvariable and, basedon cut-off
points, financial institutions wereconsideredto be small, medium and large. While
total assetsare consideredto be an accuratesize indicator for financial institutions,
there is not agreementon specific assetcut-offs that could categorisethe latter as
small medium and large.In an attemptto minimise judgementin settingthe cut-offs
the researcherconsideredleague tables from financial magazinesand consulted
multiple practitioners,academicsand researchsubjects.Despite the aboveefforts,
size classification in the qualitative phase should be viewed in the light of the
limitation causedby the non-existenceof agreedsize cut-offs. In the quantitative
phaseof the study size was treatedasa metric variable andthus there was no effect
from an inflation or deflation of thecut-offs.

"

Another limitation relatesto the self-administrationof the mail questionnaire,which
may have been a source of responseerror. The researchercould not physically
provide explanationsto respondentsin casethe latter experienceddifficulties with
some questions.Although the extensive pre-test of the questionnairewas a step
towards the minimisation of this type of non-samplingerror, its occurrencecannot
be excluded.
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In self-administered questionnaires the researcher does not have the opportunity to
motivate the undecided respondents to complete the questionnaire. In that sensethe

self-administrationprocesscould havebeena sourceof non-responseerror.
"

As mentionedpreviously, the main scalingformat usedin the mail survey was a 7point Likert-type summatedrating scale.The potential measurementerror generated
by the yet acceptedassumptionof equal distance between the scale categories
shouldnot be overlooked.This limitation could haveaffectedthe total scoresof the
summated scales,which were treated in absolute terms.
The present chapter aimed to discuss issues relating to the philosophical and

theoretical background of researchmethods and to the actual technicalities of the
researchdesignthat this studyadopted.The next chapterpresentsthe findings of the indepthinterview phaseof the datacollection process.
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1. Introduction
The present chapter presents the findings of the qualitative data collection phase of

the study, which was operationalisedby 20 in-depthface-to-faceinterviews with British
financial institutions of various types and sizes. As discussed in chapters 3 and 4, the

qualitative researchwas a tool to meetone of the researchobjectivesof the study,i. e.,
to identify the content of the service elimination processwithin financial institutions.
The sectionsthat follow presentthe in-depth interview findings with regardsto a) the
place of service elimination within the broader range of service range management
activities and b) the contentof the pre-eliminationstage,the actual serviceelimination
decision-makingprocessand the post-eliminationstage.Finally, the chapterconcludes
by summarisingsometentativetrendsthat wererevealedduring the interviews.

2. Service Elimination in the British Financial ServicesSector
The following sub-sectionspresent a first overall description of the service
elimination activities in the interviewedBritish financial institutions and shedlight on
the following researchquestions:
a) Where doesserviceelimination fit in the servicerangemanagementactivities?
b) What is the relativeimportanceof serviceelimination againstNSD?
c) Are adequatecorporateresources(e.g., human,temporaland monetary)allocatedto
serviceelimination?
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2.1 ServiceElimination within ServiceRange Management
The interviews did not reveal a clear trend with regard to the place of service
elimination activities within the broader array of service range management activities.
On the one hand, a small majority of 11 financial institutions (6 small, 3 medium, 2

large) statedthat serviceelimination activities werenot an integral part of servicerange
managementactivities, becausethe latter focusedon how to expandthe businessrather
than on how to rationalise it or shrink it. However, despite their negative attitude
towards serviceelimination, companiesin this group acknowledgedsomebenefits.The
following comments are representativeof the trend in this group:
Service elimination activities are not an integral part of our product' range
management.We would not go out in a meetingto say OK what are we going
to eliminate today. It is more important for us to discusswhat new we can do
today (the marketing manager of a small bank).

There is no needto have it [service elimination] integratedin our servicerange
management.The market will indicate what needsto be eliminated. If we see
that either customersdo not want some of our productsor that some of our
productsdo not makeus money we will then handlethis issuein isolation and
decide whether we want to continue will them (the director of a small

bank).
On the other hand, 7 financial institutions (2 medium and 5 large), consideredservice
elimination to be an integral part of their servicerangemanagement.Companiesin this
groupconsideredserviceelimination to be directly related to their strategicpursuit for
the provision of best servicesto customersand to be an important managerialtool for

1 As far as the verbatimquotationsare concerned,theterms `product' and 'service' are usedin the way
intervieweesexpressedtheir views.
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effective service range management in the harsh economic conditions of the financial
services sector. Two illustrative comments follow:
It is [service elimination] an integral part, yes. Becausepart of our product
management-related
strategicthinking is to make sure that we are offering
servicesthat meetcustomerneeds.If they don't then this kicks off the process
[of service elimination] (the marketing manager of a large insurance
company).

It is integral, becauseit helps us formulate a very clear idea of what sort of
areasin the market we want to be in and what skill and competencieswe want
to develop (the marketing

manager of a medium-sized

insurance

company).

Finally, 2 financial institutions (1 medium and 1 large) reported that although at the
present time service elimination activities were not central to service range
management,in the future this was likely to change.The marketing manager of a
mediumsizedinsurancecompanystatedthat,
serviceelimination is not only not included in servicerange managementbut it
is somethingwe have done vary rarely up to now. Having said that, it is now
being recognisedas somethingthat we have to do, partly becauseour sales
force repeatedlyreport to the managementthat they don't have a clear focus
due to our very wide portfolio and partly becausemarketing people have a
hugerangeof servicesto promotewith a finite budget.

2.2 ServiceElimination VS NewServiceDevelopment
The interviews suggestedthat 16 out of the 20 studied institutions (5 small, 5
medium and 6 large) consideredserviceelimination to be less important than NSD, for
a variety of reasons.
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First, it was believed that the process of developing new financial services was
inherently focused on expansion and growth, while service elimination projected
negative consequences,such as lost sales and shrinkage of profits:
Our broad objective for our servicesis to makeprofit and increasesales-and
I think that the prospectof introducinga new servicehasa greaterpossibility
to increasesalesand profits thanthe prospectof eliminatingan existing one
(the marketing manager of a small insurance company).

Second,NSD was perceivedas an activity that attractedmore attention from managers
of variousfunctional areaswithin the company.Third, andrelatedto the secondreason,
employeeswere likely to receive greater acclaim when they had an idea about the
developmentof a new financial service,rather than whenthey suggestedthe withdrawal
of an existing one. Fourth, it was reported that service elimination was inherently
negative,becauseit implied ineffective managementof financial services:
Entry in the market with a new productis a pleasantbusiness.But elimination
hasnot only a direct impact on the corporatesalesand profitability, it hasalso
a negativeimpact on the morale of the personnel.I say that becauseservice
elimination can be very often an acknowledgementof a particular failure from
our part to operatesuccessfullyin the market with a particular service (the

marketingdirectorof a small insurancecompany).
The remaining 4 studiedcompanies(1 small, 1 medium and 2 large) seemedto
have a more positive attitude towards service elimination and believed that it was of
equal importance to the process of NSD. The reason was that NSD and service
elimination were viewed asinterdependent,in the sensethat if NSD could contributeto
the generationof new business,service elimination could securethe resourcesfor a
betterNSD:
Successful NSD depends very much on the active rationalisation of the
product portfolio that we already have. It is one way to keep things moving
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and to make the existing products more profitable

(the

marketing

director/product controller of a small insurance company).

I think that they [NSD and service elimination] are of equal importance and
where the focus of the business should be it is the market climate that will

indicate it for us. If the generalfeeling in the market is that new productsare
neededthen we will placemore attentionto NSD. If there is a feeling that we
need to consolidate we will place more emphasis on service elimination (the

head of business marketing of a large bank).

2.3 Perceived Adeauacy of ResourcesAllocated to Service Elimination
Contrary to the dichotomised views concerning the position of service
elimination within the service range managementactivities, there was a clear trend
among the interviewed companies that the resources allocated to service elimination

were adequateenough to ensurethat the right decision was made. This clear trend
implies that evencompaniesthat did not considerservice elimination to be an integral
part of their servicerangemanagement,were allocating sufficient resources(according
to their perception)to tackle an elimination situation, when this arose.The marketing
managerof a large building societymadethe following comment:
Becausein our firm we have a certain direction in all our activities, whenever
we are discussinganything like eliminating a service we do ensure that we
allocatesufficient resourcesandfunding to make surethat we achievethe right
decision and to makesurethat the serviceswitchesoff properly.
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3.The Pre-Elimination Stage

3.1 Objectives of ServiceElimination
It was in the tasksof the qualitativedatacollection to identify the objectivesthat
financial institutions purse through service elimination. All the objectives that were
identified by the interviewees are listed in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Objectives Pursued by ServiceElimination
"
"
"
"
"

To improve financially-relatedindicators(e.g., profitability and ROI
To keepthe servicerangeto an up-to-datecondition
To concentratecorporateresourceson what canbe done best(corporateeffectiveness)
To rationalisethe servicerangein order to minimise customerconfusion
To rationalisethe servicerangein order to control cannibalisation

Seventeencompaniesreportedthat the improvementof financial indicators was
the overriding objective prior to examininga financial servicefor possibleelimination.
This trend was consistent across the three business type strata and the three size
categories of the qualitative sample. The terminology used, however, showed some

variations.Banks and building societiesreferred mostly to the improvementof profits
and of the dividend paid to shareholders,while insurancecompanies(the majority of
themproprietary)referredto the improvementof ROI andof under-writingprofit:
Within the organisationthe objective number one is to be able to pay a good
dividend to our shareholders.And to do this we should be able to make an
underwriting profit and make sure that all our products contribute to that,

otherwisetheeliminationis anoptionfor us (the marketing manager of a

medium-sizedinsurancefirm).
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Although it does not meanthat all unprofitableservicesare eliminated, in our
firm profit considerationsis the most important objective during service
elimination (the director of a small bank).

Seven companies reported that keeping the service range up-to-date was an
objective for examining the future of financial

services. This objective was

predominantly cited by the larger companies from the three business type strata. The
interviews suggested that the pursuit of this objective required a good market
intelligence system, so that companies would be able to monitor the changes and
foresee the trends in the marketplace. The marketing manager of a large bank offering
corporate services commented accordingly:
If we want to eliminate a servicebecauseit is not trendy any more, we must
have a clear ideaof what can replaceit. And this idea should be found in what
the market wants and not in what we think it wants. And to do that in a
successfulway we are in close contactwith our customersand we are ready to
incorporatetheir requestsin our offerings

Seven companies reported that the concentration of the finite corporate
resources (temporal, monetary, and human) on what could be done best was an
overriding objective pursued by the function of service elimination. This variety
reduction objective was cited mainly by small and medium-sizedcompaniesfrom all
companytype strata.The marketingmanagerof a small insurancefirm commented:
Our attemptsto competewith thebig playerscan be more effective if we drop
serviceswherewe are mediocreand focus our resourceson the ones where we
are very good or best. We cannot be jack of all tradesand master of none.It
doesn'thelp.

Four financial institutions mentionedthat by eliminating financial servicestheir
objective was to minimise,or at leastcontrol, the cannibalisationeffect betweentwo or
more similar financial servicesof their range.The interviews suggestedthat when one
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financial service was very similar to another, the control of possible cannibalisation was

not only an alternative,but also an actionthat was strategicallyandtactically necessary.
Finally, three financial institutions (2 large and 1 medium-sized)identified the
minimisation of customer confusion as a pursued service elimination objective. The
interviewedmanagersfrom the abovethree companiesmentionedthat by pruning their
service range, the likelihood of confusing their customers by the breadth of the offerings
was lower. The head of business marketing of a large bank commented:
The objective of serviceeliminationis to keepour service rangein a cleanand
rational condition. What is the point of having too many services?It just
causesconfusionto our customers.Our servicerange has to be clean so that
customersare able to comparethe availablefinancial servicesand identify the
most appropriateto them.

3.2. Problem Situations Triggering the Consideration of Elimination
The interviews revealeda set of problem situationsrelating to the internal and
the external environment of financial institutions, which could trigger the latter to
considera financial serviceto be a candidatefor elimination (Table5.2).

Table 5.2: Triggers for Service Elimination
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Declining profitability
Legislative changesand new regulations
Declining customerdemandand customerrejection
Serviceobsolescence
Incompatibility with the currentcorporatefocus
Changedbusinesspositioning
Technicalproblemswith the servicedelivery process
A personwith a vital role in the delivery processleavesthecompany
A major client ceasesto do businesswith the company
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The most frequently cited problem situation (eighteen cases) was the declining or
unsatisfactory profitability

of a financial service. Although nearly all of the studied

financial institutions stressed the importance of profit performance to the future of a
financial

service, smaller companies showed a tendency towards

short-term

profitability, while larger ones adopted a more long-term perspective. The marketing
manager of a small building society noted as follows:
If a product does not make us money we have to look at it more closely. In our
building society we do not really operate on a policy of launching a product
that does not make enough money just because it is fashionable. We are a
small firm and we cannot afford to have loss leaders.

Thirteencompaniesreportedthat if a financial servicewas not in compliancewith
the current requirementsof the legislativeenvironment,this could be a major reasonfor
it being examinedmore closely, with elimination asa choice.Despitethe importanceof
this problem situation, the interviews suggestedthat legislative changescould differ
accordingto the time they allowed to financial institutions to comply. The marketing
managerof a largebank commentedasfollows:
Of course new legislation is a very important reason that can make us think
that elimination may be neededsometimein the future. Very often we find
ourselvesin a situation wherelegislativechangesmake our productsillegal to
sell, so elimination is the only possible solution to us. But some new
legislation is lessstrict and gives us the option to think aboutthe future of our
product, so we can either comply by implementing some modifications or
eliminate it ultimately.

The declining customer demand for a financial service was found to be an
important problem situation (ten companiesidentified it). The intervieweesreferredto
customer demand either by the number of `requests for information' or by the
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`conversion rates', that is, the percentage of requests for price quotations which is
actually transformed into new business for a financial service.
Another trigger for elimination was service obsolescence (identified by seven

companies),mainly becausethe adventof a new form of technology madea financial
serviceexpensiveto deliver.
Four financial institutions reportedthat a change in the corporatefocus could
eventually make financial services candidates for elimination. To illustrate, a mediumsized insurance company reported that they had made a decision to eliminate all life
assurance services because their corporate focus changed from diversification to

consolidation.The trend developingamongthe sampledcompanies,was a move from
expansivemarketing strategies,such as new product development,to more defensive
strategies,such as rationalisation.In that way, financial institutions wantedto have a
more rational service range and be able to do fewer things more successfully.
Interestingly it was mentioned during the interviews that shifts in the marketing
strategies could also result in the re-launch of financial services that have been
eliminated due to a prior changein the marketing strategy.For example, a financial
service that was eliminated in a period of environmental turbulence as a result of a

rationalisation strategy could be re-marketedif future environmental circumstances
allowed it.
Two of the interviewedfirms reportedthat a technicalproblem with the delivery
processof a financial service was likely to lead to its elimination, if the problem was
either uneconomicalor difficult to fix. Both of the casesreferred to newly launched
financial services,facing start-updifficulties in their delivery processes.
The director of a medium-sizedbank specialisingin the provision of investment
banking servicesreportedthat they madethe decision to eliminate a financial service
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because an employee with a very vital role in its delivery process had left the company.

This was an isolatedexampleof triggers for elimination and could be attributedto the
specialnature and complexity of investmentbanking services.However,it could also
indicate the very important role that service personnelhave to play in the service
delivery process.

Finally, the director of a small-sizedbank reportedthat they would examinethe
future of a financial service if a major customer ceased to use it. In such casesthe bank
checked the business volumes generated by other less heavy customers and a retention

or elimination decision was made on the basis of whether or not the servuctionand
delivery of that servicewas still economical.

4. The Service Elimination Decision-Making Process

4.1 A Single or a Multi-Step Process?
The managersof the interviewed financial institutions were askedto provide
insights into the extent to which they underwentstandardand pre-definedstepswhen
making and implementingserviceelimination decisions.The trend was that only 4 large
companies followed a planned and comprehensive decision-making process. By
contrast, the other 16 institutions were following a multi-step service elimination
processthat although it resembledin principle the 4-step model of product elimination
decision-making,was not in the form of a standardisedblueprint. The 4 stepsof the
product elimination decision-makingmodel were identified by the interviewees,but (as
expected)were neither clearly delineated nor were they followed in every service
elimination case. Of the four stages,the review of the service range was the most
plannedand systematic,aiming at ensuringthat all financial servicesin the range met
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the corporate objectives for sales and profitability

and that they complied with the

requirements of customers and of the current legislative framework. If the auditing of
the service range indicated that some services were deviating from what the company
and the market was expecting, then management started to think about elimination as a
possible alternative. However, there was not a planned elimination process to follow.
Instead, this was largely ad hoc and dependedupon the importance of the service to the
company, the available time that management wanted to invest (essentially service
elimination had to compete with other activities of service range management for time
allocation) and the idiosyncrasies of the company (e.g., the breadth of the service
range). Some illustrative comments follow:
The service elimination processstartsby reviewing all our services.If one or
more are identified as not performing so well we actually try to turn them
around by increasingtheir rate in order to boost profitability and would also
try to increasesales.If then the correctiveactionsdo not work, we write to the
brokers and notify them that in x monthsthe serviceor someservicesare to be
withdrawn. We then set a date behind which we would not accept any new
business (the marketing

director/product

controller

of a small

insurancecompany).

We follow some or all of the stepsdependingon the casethat we have to deal
with. But I cannot say that we think of all stepsconsciously (the product
manager of a small bank).

Certainly there are caseswhere we can skip a step or integratetwo or more
steps.For exampleif a servicewas felt particularly weak and it was in an area
we were not so much interested in, then we would skip the analysis and
revitalisation and the evaluation stage. And sometimesof course there are
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loops in the process in terms that we go back to customers to see if the service

worksbetterafter a revitalisationaction (the marketing manager of a

largebank).

4.2 Identification

of Candidates for Elimination

The qualitative research revealed that the majority of the interviewed financial
institutions (14 cases:8 large, 4 medium and 2 small) had an auditing mechanism with
which they periodically screenedtheir range of financial services. The aims of this audit

were to a) make surethat every servicein the rangegeneratedsatisfactorysalesvolume
and profitability and b) that all financial serviceswere deliveredin a way that satisfied
the needsof customers.In 8 out of the 14 cases(7 large and 1 small) there was some
kind of documentation,ranging from standardisedcheck-lists with pre-definedaudit
criteria to sophisticatedcomputerisedauditingmechanisms.The remaining6 companies
that did not report the existenceof an auditing mechanismwere either medium- (2
cases)or small-sized(4 cases).Two of thesesmall companiesdid not havean auditing
mechanismin place, becausetheir service range was very narrow and any problems
were easy to detect. The remaining two medium-sized and two small companies
reportedthat the non-existenceof an auditing processwas a omission and that in the
near future they intended to introduce one. However, even in these six firms when
services were occasionally reviewed, profitability and sales were the most important
considerations.
The 14 companies,which reported the existenceof an auditing mechanism,
identified a set of audit criteria of both a financial and non-financial nature(Table 5.3).
Thesecriteria were operationalisedeither asminimum performancestandardsor as red
flags that gave warning signals about possible underlying problems. Thanks to the
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widespread computerisation of their day-to day operations, some financial institutions
reported that they could monitor the performance of many financial services on a daily
basis and often on a real time (on line) basis. However, a more planned audit of the

rangewas taking placeeitherquarterlyor annually.

Table 5.3: Audit Criteria for the Identification of Candidatesfor Elimination
Financial
Profitability
"

"

Sales

"

Market share

"
"

Market owth potential
Position in the life cycle curve

Non-financial
Activities of competitors
"
" Operationalproblems
" Customers'perceptions

With regardsto the audit criteria of a financial nature, not surprisingly, all 14
firms that reportedthe existenceof an auditing mechanismmentionedthat the first thing
they were looking at during the service range audit was the profitability of financial
services.Data on the profit performancewas collected by internal profitability surveys
(mainly conductedonce per year) or by some electronic database.The importance of
profitability notwithstanding,not all financial services with an unsatisfactoryprofit
performancewere alwaysred-flagged.Some large companiesreportedthat sometimes
they facedthe needto keepin therangeunprofitablefinancial services:
The profitability of individual banking productsis a very important indicator
and many times leads us to considerthe future presenceof products in our
range. Having said that, sometimes it is dangerousto focus on isolated
products. We also have to think in terms of product portfolio. For example
there are cases where I cannot say here is an unprofitable product, let's
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eliminate it. I mean that sometimes we have to see some bigger picture (the

headof businessmarketingof a largebank).
Sales performance was the second most frequently mentioned audit criterion
against which services were screened,identified by 13 out of the 14 firms that reported
the existence of an auditing mechanism. Once per year companies set target sales
volume for financial services. During the course of the year the target numbers were
compared to the actual sales volume and any deficits were brought to the attention of
management. As with profit-related information, the electronic databasesof financial
institutions made sales-related information readily available at any time, upon request.
However regular sales volume reviews were conducted either quarterly or annually.
Although some firms mentioned that poor profitability

was sometimes the problem

itself, poor sales performance was in all 13 casesthe symptom and not the problem at
this stageof the elimination decision-making process:
We always look at that [the salesperformance]but we also look at how is the
market doing. Becauseif the market has beenvery quiet we cannot expectour
salespeople to generateas much sales as if the market has been busy (the
director of a small-sized bank).

An interestingfinding was that in many casesonly retail financial serviceswere subject
to regular sales volume analysis,while the sales performance of corporatefinancial
serviceswas of little or of no importance:
If we don't sell many units of one of our current accounts,then yes this is a
warning signal and we have to look more closely at what could be wrong with
that current account.But salesis not going to be an important indicator for an
up-market banking product that we sell to corporate customers (the
marketing manager of a small bank).
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Market share was another popular audit criterion (identified by 11 out of the 14
companies). However, the respondents unanimously questioned the usefulness of

marketshareperformanceand rated it as the least important amongthe financial audit
criteria. Market shareinformation was collectedmore becauseit had to be there during
the audit of the service range, rather than becauseof its meaningfulnessas an audit
criterion. Most of the interviewed managers, who identified market share as an audit
criterion, reported that poor market share performance per se for a service was not even

a red flag, let alone a reasonfor any elimination concerns,as long as the service
remained profitable. Two illustrative comments follow:
Market shareinformation during servicerange auditing is like Man. United in
the Premier League.You just want them there no matter how well they play.
Likewise you want to seemarket shareinformation no matterif you won't use
it (the marketing manager of a medium-sized building society).

We have a product with the 10thhighest sharein the market but we are quite
happy with its salesand profitability and we don't considerit weak.But when
we review its performancewe want to see what is this percentage (the

marketingdirector of a largeinsurancecompany).
Finally, another two financial audit criteria that were identified by some
companiesof the 14 companiesweremarketgrowth potential andlife cycle analysis.
The interviews revealedthat during servicerange auditsfinancial serviceswere
also screened against audit criteria of non-financial nature. Information about the
activities of competitorswas collected by 11 out of the 14 financial institutions that had
an auditing mechanism.This type of information was useful becausecompaniescould
understandhow their competitorswere marketing similar financial servicesas well as
becauseit could be a basefor competitivebenchmarking.
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Another popular non-financial criterion (identified by 8 out of the 14 firms) was

an operational analysis of the processby which financial serviceswere delivered.The
aim was to identify problems,suchas designfaults, waiting times and other delays,that
were hindering efficient delivery process.When the delivery processfor a financial
servicewas labour intensive and high contact,the operationalanalysis was conducted
by the customer contact personnel because they were the ones who knew best what
were the problems with the delivery process. When the delivery process was capital
intensive and low contact (e.g., internet-based delivery process), the operational
analysis was assigned to re-engineering teams.

Finally, a monitoring of customers'perceptions about a financial servicewas
anothernon-financial audit criterion (identified by 8 companies).Larger firms with a
wider customer base applied sophisticatedtechniques,such as customer satisfaction
surveys, customer indices and mystery shopping. Smaller firms with a narrower
customerbasewere collecting information about their customers'perceptionsvia less
sophisticatedways,suchasface-to-faceinformal discussionanddeliberation.

4.3 Analysis of Candidates for Elimination and Alternative Remedial Actions
With regardsto this stageof the elimination decision-makingprocess,the tasks
of the qualitative researchwere to a) find out if there was some kind of diagnostic
procedurethat companiesfollowed in order to identify any problems underlying the
symptomsof the identification stageand b) identify the remedial actionsthat financial
institutions consideredin their attemptsto restorethe deviant performanceof financial
services.
The interviews revealedthat in 17 out of the 20 studied institutions there was
some kind of an analytical procedureaiming at identifying the causesof a financial
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service's deviant performance (8 large, 4 medium and 5 small-sized companies). Indeed
the above number is higher than the 14 firms that reported the existence of an auditing

procedurefor the identification of elimination candidates.This could be an indication
that the studiedcompaniesplaced significant importanceupon the distinction between
the symptomandtheproblem:
After the audit of our product range we conduct internal research because this

will enable us to answer questionslike why a product is under-performing.

And the realreasons
areoftennot so obvious(the marketing manager of

a large bank).

Last year when we eliminated an industrial insuranceproduct we were aware
from the first momentthat the salesof the product were disappointing.But we
didn't stay there, we spoketo a selectedgroup of salespeopleand askedthem
why saleswere going down. You know, staying with just the symptomsand
drawing conclusions can be dangerous sometimes (the

marketing

director/productcontroller of a small insurancecompany).
Most of the 17 financial institutions, which followed a diagnostic procedure,reported
that it was not activatedwhen the causeof the deviationof a financial servicewas very
obvious from a problem situation or from the regular review of the servicerange.For
example,when a financial service was made illegal by a new regulation there was no
needfor financial institutionsto engagein the diagnosticprocedure.
Although some companies(8 cases)reportedthat service range auditing was
guided by documentation (either manual or electronic), only one large insurance
company reported the existenceof documentationduring the stage of analysis and
revitalisation.In 16 out of the 17 financial institutions, which reportedthe existenceof a
diagnostic procedure, there was no blueprint to follow in order to find out why a
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financial servicehad a deviant performance.Instead,informal procedureswere taking
place betweenthe functional areasthat have red-flaggedthe service.The areaswhere
companieswere looking at in order to find the cause of deviation dependedon the
symptom.Thus if poor profitability was the symptom,firms checkedthe cost structure
of the financial service as well as the methods that they used to price it:
If a particular service is not making us money the first thing we do is to

examineits rating structurebecauseit might be incorrect (the marketing

directorof a small insurancecompany).
If poor saleswas the symptom,companiesusedto review their salesstrategies,talk to
the salespeople,re-think their promotional strategiesor check their servicerange for
the identification of serviceswhich were cannibalising the salesperformanceof the
weak one. In case an operational problem was the symptom, financial institutions
reviewed the service delivery process to identify what the problem was. Finally, if an

unfavourablecustomerreaction was detectedduring the auditing process,companies
were getting in contactwith customerseither through their customer-contactpersonnel
or thoughan ad hoc pieceof qualitative marketresearch(e.g., focus groups).
Oncethe problem was identified, 15 out of the 17 financial institutions, which
followed a diagnostic procedure, reported that they considered and implemented
remedial actions when this was possible and economical(8 large, 4 medium and 3
small). For these companiesan appropriateremedial action was necessarybecauseit
was offering to a deviantfinancial servicea secondchanceto either perform according
to somecorporatestandardsor to comply with the framework of a problem situation:
Revitalising financial servicesthat under-performis really very important to
us. When it is in our handsthe elimination of a financial service is considered
the last choice. Before we arrive there we try to make sure that we have tried
all the alternativecorrective actions. But also we try to be pragmaticand fast
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due to the finite resources. We don't have and we don't want to boil the ocean

(the marketing manager of a large bank).

Thereare occasionswherewe are too patientin the sensethat althoughwe can
eliminate a product directly, we want to give it a second chance by

implementingsomekind of remedialaction (the head of marketing
development of a large insurance firm).
The interviews revealed a set of alternative remedial actions, which are summarised in

Table 5.4 anddiscussedbelow.

Table 5.4: Alternative Remedial Actions
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Pricemodifications
Cost structuremodifications
Increasein the effort of salesforce/customercontactpersonnel
Modifications in the training of the sales force and customer contact
personnel
Modifications or re-designof the servicedelivery process
Modifications in the attributesof financial services
Modifications in the promotions/communications
strategy

First, a reported remedial action was price and cost modifications aiming at
boosting the profitability of a service (identified by 15 companies). Management
seemedto be very strict with the profitability of financial servicesand was expecting
immediate results from the implementationof the aboveremedial action, which aimed
to restore poor profitability. If profitability was not improving, the financial service
under scrutiny was much closer to elimination. In one case(a small insurancecompany)
it was reportedthat failure to restoreprofitability could not only lead to the elimination
of the financial service,but also to the elimination of the personwho was responsible
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for

its profitability.

The marketing director of this small insurance company

commented:
The underwriter who writes the business and commits our firm to accept the
risk is responsible for the profitability of that product. If he is unable to secure
profit and if the situation does not reverse with a remedial action we will either
eliminate the service or him.

Second, financial institutions would increase the effort and training of the sales
force and of customer contact personnel, as a remedial action aiming at restoring poor

salesperformance(identifiedby 12 companies).
Third, remedial actions like modifications or re-designof the service delivery
process were implementedin cases involving problems of an operational nature (8
companies). Interestingly, one medium-size bank mentioned that past cases of
operational problems were simulated and conveyed to new employees (mainly
customer-contactones)during their training, in order for them to be knowledgeableon
how to solvethem if they re-occurredin the future.
Finally, firms reportedmodificationsin the attributes of afinancial serviceitself
(7 cases) as well as changes or intensification of the promotions/communications

strategy (6 cases),aiming at restoring the image of a servicein the eyes of customers
and at complying with new legislativerequirements.
Despite the importanceof remedial actions, there were caseswhere it was not
possibleor feasibleto implement one. When the problem with a financial service was
too serious (e.g., huge losses,technological obsolescence)or when the problem was
beyond management'scontrol (e.g., a new regulation that made a financial service
illegal to sell), companies did not spend their resourcesin the consideration of
alternative revitalisation actions. Instead they either preferred to keep the financial
servicein the range,but stoppedpromoting it, or would proceedwith its elimination.
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The overall picture from the in-depth interviews was that the analysis and
revitalisation stage was painstaking and crucial, as it largely determined the future of

candidatesfor elimination. However, most companiesacknowledgedthat they were
very unstructured and haphazardin their diagnostic procedures. Two illustrative
commentsfollow:
The real difficulty with the analysisand revitalisation is that in our firm there
is not a formal procedureto follow and thereis not a formal timetable. There
are no deadlines and no deadlines mean no decisions (the head of

marketingactuarialof a medium-sizedinsurancecompany).

Sometime, you know, it is difficult to find out why a product is underperforming. And if we are not careful, which is what happensvery often, we
can identify the wrong reasonsof weak performanceand we will implement a
wrong corrective action and wait and wait, losing time and money (the

marketingmanagerof a small building society).

4.4 Evaluation and Decision-Making
The interviews revealed that the large majority of the studied financial
institutions (17 cases)conducted an evaluation in order to assessthe effect that an
elimination decisioncould have on variousareasof the business(8 large,4 medium and
5 small-sizedcompanies).This stage of the elimination decision-makingprocesswas
important becausein most casesthe elimination of financial serviceshad an impact on
aspectsof the internal and the externalenvironmentof financial institutions. The broad
objective of the evaluation stagewas to make sure that the overall cost (not only in
financial terms but also in terms of marketing and human resources)of withdrawing
financial serviceswas not greaterthan the cost of a retention decision.This importance
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notwithstanding, evaluation was not conducted unquestionably in all elimination cases.
For example, when a new regulation forced financial institutions to comply by

eliminating a financial service, there was no retention alternativeand as a result there
was no needfor an evaluationof the impact of the elimination decision.Moreover, the
interviews suggestedthat the assessment
of the impact of an elimination decisionwas
not necessarywhenthe elimination candidatewas an isolated service,with no knock-on
effect on other areas of the business. In the 3 companies that did not report the existence

of an evaluationstage,the reasonswere that they were either selling financial services
that had a silo structure within the range (i. e., not affecting other financial services or

other areasof the business)or that by this stage of the elimination decision-making
processmanagementwas very confidentthat it could make the right decisionwithout
further evaluation.
Unlike the stageof identification of elimination candidates,but as in the stageof
analysisand revitalisation,the interviews gaveno evidenceof a documentedevaluation
stage.In all the 17 companiesthat assessedthe macro impact of imminent elimination
decisions, there was not even a vague blueprint on which the evaluation was based.
Instead,companieswereengagingin informal discussionsduring which the participants
were using their experienceand intuition to assessthe effect of a possibleelimination
decision.The prevailing reasonexplaining the non-existenceof an evaluationblueprint
was that this would rathernarrow the sight of the evaluation:
If we want to do a good job assessingthe effect of an elimination decision we
have to be broadminded.We must have a great deal of imagination. So we
don't have any checklist becauseeach product is unique and you cannot
simply standardisean evaluation processthat fits all the idiosyncrasiesof
different bankingproducts(the marketing manager of a large bank).
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With regardsto the content of the evaluation stageof the service elimination
decision-making process, the interviews revealed 9 evaluation factors (Table 5.5).

Table 5.5: Evaluation Factors
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Impact on the salesof other financial servicesin the range
Impact on the profitability of otherfinancial servicesin the range
Impact on the relationshipswith customers
Impact on the corporateimage
Impact on full-line policy
Impact on humanresourcesand employeerelationships
Existenceof substitutefinancial servicesin the market,to satisfy
the needsof customers
Likelihood of organised interventions (e.g., negative press
releases,adversegovernmentreaction)
Benefits that competitors could earn as a result of an elimination
decision

Two frequently identified evaluationfactors were the impact uponthe salesand
the profitability of other financial servicesin the range (identified by 17 companies).
Although some financial servicesdid not have knock-on effect on the salesof other
services in the range, some did. Interestingly if a candidate for elimination was a
`gateway' financial service(i.e., a window to cross-sellother more profitable financial
services),financial institutions would seriously consider avoiding elimination, even if
the elimination candidateshowedpoor profitability. This is not to saythat at this stage
the studiedcompanieshad forgotten about their high preoccupationwith profitability.
By contrast, the interviews suggestedthat their motive behind this behaviour was a
further increasein the corporateprofitability:
We are selling foreign exchange,so customerscome to us before going abroad
to buy foreign currency.But this service doesn't make us any money because
today a large part of travellers use their credit cards abroad.But we haven't
eliminated and we do not intend to eliminate this service becauseit gives us
the opportunity to talk to travellers through our customer-contactpersonnel
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and sell them other more profitable services, such as travel insurance (the

marketingmanagerof a medium-sizedbuilding society).

There was a treasury product that we wanted to eliminate last summer. At that
time we didn't only look at the lost sales and profit. We also looked at the
incremental sales that this product could generate. And because we would lose
a lot in terms of cross-selling we decided to keep the product (the marketing
manager

of a large bank).

The impact of a financial service's elimination upon their relationships with
customers was another popular evaluation criterion (identified by 15 companies).
Although the interviews suggestedthat this consideration was more important in
elimination casesinvolving corporatefinancial services,it was also taken into account
in casesinvolving retail financial services:
We have our studentportfolio and every Septemberwe try to attractas many
studentsas possible and sell them current accountsand give them overdrafts,
which is a risky businessand we don't make any money.Every Septemberwe
know there will be a loss from the new businessthat we receive. But when
they graduateand get a job, at least some of thesestudentswill be willing to
have an account with us, becausewe have been their bank when they were
studying. You see, we are in a relationship businessthat we cannot disturb
(the marketing manager of a large bank).
without consequences

Two additional evaluation criteria were the assessmentof the impact of
elimination decisionson the corporate image(identified by 14 companies)and on fullline policies that existed within the company (identified by 13 companies).With
referenceto the latter evaluationfactor, many companies(mainly large) mentionedthat
they wantedto offer a full rangeof financial services,no matter if some of them were
under-performingin terms of salesandprofitability:
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In our generalpensionsportfolio we have some servicesthat we offer only
becausewe want to maintaina presencein the marketplace,as being known as
a major player in the pensionsmarket. If we pulled out, somebodymay say
you are not a major player any more (the marketing director of a large
insurance company).

We do not just look at the context of that particular product.We also examine
the broader impact that the elimination could have upon the brand of the

societyas a whole(the marketing director of a large building
society).

Another relatively popular considerationduring the evaluation stage was the
assessmentof the likelihood of organised intervention, as a result of the elimination of

financial services(identified by 10 companies).This concernof some of the studied
financial institutions can be understoodif one considersthe power of the press and its
influenceon customers'perceptionsof financial institutions2.The director of a mediumsizedbank madethe following comment:
When we were planningthe elimination of one of our exchangefloor products
the Daily Telegraphsomehowfound out aboutour intention and publishedan
article that causedso considerableadverseeffect on our image in the eyes of
the public that we did not eliminatethat product.

The impact of elimination decisions on the human resources and on the
relationships with the employees was an evaluation factor, identified by just 4
companies. However, the relatively low popularity of this evaluation factor is not
synonymouswith a detachmentof financial institutions from redundancyproblems.Of

2 The press in the UK and internationally has been very strict with sensitive decisions of financial
institutions. One of the most recent examplesis Cruickshank'sreport which criticised the intention of
banks to double-chargecustomersduring ATM transactions.This report generateda lot of pressreleases,
focusing on the mistrust towards financial institutions in the UK (e.g., The Economist 2000; Sunday
Times 2000a; 2000b).
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course if an important financial service (in terms of sales and profitability) was to be
eliminated then some employees could lose their jobs. But redundancies as a result of

the elimination of individual financial services(asopposedto the elimination of entire
servicelines) wasthe exceptionandnot the norm in the studiedsetting:
Most of the financial services industry is not structured in the way many
manufacturingfirms are.I meanthat usually thereare no individual employees
responsiblefor isolatedfinancial services.The structureis product groupings.
So we have a group of people who look after a group of products. So the
elimination of any individual product is unlikely to affect the jobs of
individual employees.So, in our firm and in our industry as far as I know, I
would seea redirection rather than a redundancyas the most possible impact
of pulling out decisions on our staff (the marketing

manager of a

medium-sizedinsurancecompany).
Finally, two additional evaluation criteria were the extent to which the market

had to offer a similar financial service to the one that was examinedfor elimination
(identified by 3 companies)and the benefitsthat competitorscould developas a result
of a company's decision to eliminate a financial service (identified by 3 companies).
Thus, a small part of the studiedfinancial institutions were concernedon the one hand
about the ability of customersto find a similar financial service in the market, thus
minimising their inconvenience.On the other hand,however,companieswere keeping
an eye on the benefitsthat competitorscould develop:
By and large if we want to eliminate a financial service we know that our major
competitors have already done so or will soon do. But sometimeswe are very
suspicious and careful. It is a shameto see that a competitor increasedhis
market share,salesand profits becausehe was the only one left in the market to
sell what we eliminated (the marketing

manager of a large building

society).
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4.5 Implementation of the Elimination Decision
Once management has decided that an elimination decision is in the best interests of
the company given the circumstances of the internal and the external environment, the
next step is the orchestration of the implementation of the decision.
Eleven out of the 20 interviewed companies reported that they assigned the

preparationof elimination implementationplanseither to an individual or a committee
(5 large, 2 medium and 4 small-sized).Among the larger of thesecompaniesthe plan
was guided by written proceduresand its compilation and implementationwas either
assignedto the committeeor to a full-time elimination project manager.Smallerfirms,
with less complicated managementhierarchies, were not following documented
implementationproceduresand tended to assignthe implementation plan to an area
responsible to secure a smooth implementation, without following any written
blueprints.
Of the remaining9 companies(3 large,4 mediumand2 small-sized),7 reportedthat
they did not have any implementation plans (3 large, 3 medium and 1 small) and 2
companiesreported that the existenceof a plan dependedon the importance of the
eliminated-to-befinancial service and on its impact on the businessas a whole (11arge
and 1 medium-sizedcompany):
If it is a major decision with a lot of implications for the company, the
employeesand the customerswe follow an implementationplan. If it is a

minordecisionthereis no needfor suchplan(the marketing manager of

a medium-sizedbuilding society).
With referenceto the issue of information diffusion, the interviews did not
reveal a clear direction. Half of the studiedcompaniesmentionedthat it was important
to inform all their employeesabout the implementationof the elimination decision (5
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large, 2 medium and 3 small-sized companies), while the other half reported that that
there was no need to do so (3 large, 4 medium and 3 small):
We try to make surethat every single individual knows that a financial service
is about to be eliminated and also that they know about the rationale behind

thisdecision(the marketing manager of a large bank).

No, I wouldn't say that we inform everyone at this stage. We do so
intentionally becauseit can be dangerous.Someemployeeswho are opposed
to this decision or who haven't understoodthe reason why we did so, can go
and talk to competitorsand the pressand we don't want them to do so at this
point. Later on we wouldn't care (the marketing

director of a small

insurancecompany).
Irrespectiveof the extentof information diffusion, the interviewedcompanieshad their
priorities with regards to which areas should be informed first. Customer contact
personnelwere usually the first to know about the imminent implementation of the
elimination decision,followed by the salesforce, the IT andtechnicalpeople:
Everyone who has responsibility for the operational side and the salesof a
product will be informed first. Peoplewho are just curious to know can wait

(the headof businessmarketingof a largebank).
As far as the means of information diffusion is concerned,larger firms were using
written memosand periodically publishedbulletins for internal circulation only, while
smallerfirms usedless formal ways of information diffusion.
Twelve out of the 20 interviewed companies were not keeping customers
informed at this stageof the process(1 large, 5 medium and 6 small-sizedcompanies).

Most of thesecompanieswereinsurersandbuildingsocietiesandthis behaviourwas
attributed to inertia, to the nature of the distribution channels, to the cost of the
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communication with the customers and to the fact that existing customers were usually

not affectedby most elimination decisions:
For us it is not useful to keep the final customer informed, becausethe
business that we write comes through brokers or independent financial
advisorsand we don't have any relationshipwith the consumerwho buys the
travel insurance,for example.It is the job of our intermediariesto let them
know (the

marketing

director

of

a

small-sized

insurance

company).
The remaining 8 companies (7 large and 1 medium-sized) kept their customers
informed aboutforthcoming elimination decisions.To those firms the issue of keeping
their customersinformed was very sensitive.The marketing managerof a large bank
mentioned:
Before we go on to implementan elimination decision we must communicate
the messageto our customersand make sure that they understandwhat is
happening.At the end of the day it is their money we are dealingwith.

In their attemptto keepcustomersinformed, 7 out of the 8 financial institutions would
segmenttheir customerbaseaccordingto the importanceof a customerand according
to how severely different groups of customerswould be affected by the elimination
decision. According to the results of this segmentation,firms were using different
means of communications.For example, for severely affected important customers
(such as corporatecustomers,big customersin private banking or big insurancepolicy
holders) a representativewould pay a personalvisit and seethe customersor the latter
might be invited to the financial institutions for a meeting. For less severelyaffected
and for less important customers (e.g., current account holders, motor insurance
holders) financial institutions would communicatethe elimination-relatedinformation
via letter, internet, telephoneor alongside the next regular communication with the
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customers (e.g., the next posted account statement). During the communication process
many companies experienced complaints because customers could be upset about the

fact that a service was no longer on regular offer or becausethey felt that there was
somecatchbehind the elimination decision.Financial institutions weretrying to pacify
the upset customersby offering them explanationsconcerningthe reasonsbehind the
elimination. Also, although no material compensationwas offered, customerswere
given the opportunity to migrateto other financial servicesin the range,whenof course
this was possible:
We are in a fortunate position to offering customers, almost always, a superior

product. We try not to leavethem high and dry (the marketing manager

of a largebuilding society).

In a lot of caseswe do try to migratecustomersonto somethingelse,which we
feel it is perhapsa better offering. And this is what happensin the majority of
cases.But we know that in every elimination decision there will be at least
someunsatisfiedcustomersthat will be lost (the marketing manager of a

small bank).
With referenceto the actual strategiesusedto implement elimination decisions,
the discussionin the interviewsfocusedon 10 strategies,which are shownin Table 5.6.

Table 5.6: DiscussedElimination Implementation Strategies
"

Drop

"
"
"
"

Eliminate the servicefrom new customersbut leavethe existing customersunaffected
Eliminate the service from new customersbut existing customerscannotpurchaseadditionalunits
Eliminate the service from somecustomerse mentsbut keep it open for othercustomersegments
Eliminate the service but keep its name and introduce a replacementwith the same name but of
different nature
Eliminate a few servicesas individual offerings and createa new amalgamatedservice
Phase-outslowly
Eliminate not the core servicebut somefeaturesof it (servicesimplification)
Sell-out
Drop from standardrangeand re-introduceas a special

"
"
"
"
"

immediately
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Fourteen out of the 20 companies reported that they used one or more strategy to ensure
that an elimination decision was properly implemented (6 large, 5 medium and 3 small-

sized companies).Of the 10 strategiesthat were discussed,7 seemedto prevail (Table
5.7).

Table 5.7: Prevailing Elimination Implementation strategies
"
"

Eliminate a financial servicefrom new customersbut leavethe existing customersunaffected

"
"
"

Eliminate not the core servicesbut somefeaturesof it (servicesimplification)
Eliminate a few servicesas individual offerings and createa new amalgamatedservice
Eliminate the service from some customer segmentsbut keep it open for other customer
segments
Drop immediately
Phase-outslowly

"
"

Eliminate a financial service from new customers; existing customers cannot purchase
additional units

To eliminate a financial service from new potential customers but either leave

the existingcustomerstotally unaffectedor unaffectedfor at least a certainperiod, after
which they were not allowed to purchaseadditional units, were unanimouslyrated (by
the 14 companies) as the most relevant and most frequently used implementation
strategies.When a betterfinancial servicewas available,existing customerswere given
the choiceto migrateto the new one,if the natureof the servicewould allow it:
When we discontinuea product we usuallyhave anotherone that is similar but
more advantageous.The existing customersare unaffectedand we can ensure
that, at least for a certain period. Also we give them the choice to move to
another product, whenever possible and legal. For example the existing
holders of a fixed-rate mortgagethat we don't sell any more cannotbe given
the choice to migrate to anothermortgage(the marketing

manager of a

largebuilding society).
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This prevalence of the above strategies, which highlight partial service elimination,
showed the importance that many of the interviewed financial institutions placed upon
the relationships with their existing customers. Another interesting implication behind
these partial implementation strategies is that there were different reasons why they
were very popular for some traditional banking services on the one hand and for other
banking services, mortgages and insurance services on the other hand. For some
traditional banking services, such as current accounts, savings accounts and credit cards,
these implementation strategies were widely used because companies did not want to
disturb their existing customer base.But for other financial services such as mortgages,
insurance policies and loans the above implementation strategies were necessary not
only for customer relationship reasons,but for legal reasons too:
You can cut off the selling of the financial service but you cannotcut off the
financial impact for that serviceuntil every single unit expiresand every single
claim is completely settled and gone. And this sometimescan take even 30
years(the marketing director of a large insurance company).

The next most relevant elimination strategy (identified by 8 financial
institutions)was the elimination not of the corefinancial servicebut of somefeatures of
it. Companiesreportedthat they usedthis implementationstrategymainly after requests
from customers for more `user friendly' financial services, with less terms and
conditions. Some companiesstatedthat the strategy was particularly relevantin the
volatile technologicalenvironmentof the British financial servicessectorin the sense
that it enabledthem to upgradetechnology-intensiveservices:
Last year we used this strategy to eliminate a computer-basedservice which
was in a DOS environmentand we introduceda new service which was more
or less the same but its advantagewas that it was operating in a Windows
environment(the head of business marketing of a large bank).
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services as individual offerings and the

creation of a new amalgamatedservice was an implementation strategy that was
identified by 7 companies.However, since the drawback of this strategywas that it
could make the amalgamatedoffering more difficult for customersto understand,it
receivedthecriticism of somefinancial institutions:
We follow this strategy a lot because it is very relevant to the banking

environmentwhere we are trying to bundle more than one products together

(the marketingmanagera small-sizedbank).

Our experiencewith financial services suggeststhat it is important to keep
them as simple as possible. So for us product bundling is a difficult

propositionto communicate(the marketing manager of a large

building society).
To eliminateafinancial servicefor somecustomersegments,keepingit openfor
other customer segments was an implementation strategy that was identified by 4

companies:
All of our services are very carefully targeted on particular segments in the
market. It is possible from time to time, if we need to balance our risk
portfolio, to encourage more business in the less risky targets and less business
in the riskier ones and vice versa (the marketing

director

of a small-

sizedinsurancecompany).
Although it is not possibleto generalisethe abovecomment,an interestingimplication
is that the use of a segmentedelimination implementation strategyallowed companies
to make a financial service only temporarily unavailable for some segmentsand remarket it in the future, dependingon the objectivesof the firm. Despitethe advantages
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of this implementation strategy, many firms were opposed to it because it implied
discrimination between different customer segments.

Finally, somefinancial institutionsreportedthe use of two strategies,which are
predominantly used in the manufacturing sector. The first was a phase-out slowly
strategyand the three companiesthat identified it reportedthat it was useful for some
cash cow financial services,which were phasedout due to obsolescencereasons.The
second was a drop-immediately strategy and was identified by two financial institutions,
which mentioned that they used it only when some new legislation necessitated
immediate and complete elimination of a financial service.

Concluding the discussion about the implementation stage of the service
elimination decision-makingprocess,it is worth noting that the majority of the 14 firms
that usedone or more strategiesseemedto agreethat the implementationstagecould be
more painstaking and time consuming than the whole elimination decision-reaching
process.The marketdevelopmentmanagerof a largebank commentedasfollows:
The implementationof a withdrawal is a syndication processand takes far
longer than the decision-reachingprocess.We try to make sure that we
understandwhy and when it would happen....Understandingthe reason and
the impact of an elimination is easier than understandingand planning its
implementation.

4.6 The Duration of the ServiceElimination Decision-Making Process
One of the tasks of the qualitative phaseof the study was to examineissues
relating to the actualduration of the serviceelimination decision-makingprocessandto
the factors that influenced it. In detail the discussionduring the in-depth interviews
focusedon:
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a) the identification of the duration of the elimination decision-reaching process, i. e.,
from the identification of a financial service as a candidate for elimination until the

confirmation of the decisionto eliminateit,
b) the identification of the factorsthat influencedthe duration of the decision-reaching
processand
c) the identification of the duration of the implementation stage of the elimination
decision-making process.

4.6.1Duration of the Elimination Decision-ReachingProcess
The interviews revealedthat the duration of the decision-reachingprocessranged
from 3 weeks to 1 year. It was evident in the responsesof the majority of the
interviewed firms that the exact duration was largely situation specific and depended
upon factors of the internal and the external environment. The identified factors are
shownin Table 5.8 and arediscussedbelow.

Table 5.8: Determinants of the Duration of the Elimination Decision-Reaching
Process
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Reasonthat triggeredthe eliminationin thefirst place
Seriousnessof the problemwith a financial service'sperformance
Sensitivity and impact upon existingcustomers
Sensitivity and impact upon new customers
Importanceof the serviceto the company
Behaviourof competitors
Availability of a replacementservice

The reasonthat triggered the considerationof elimination in thefirst place was
a duration determinant that was identified by 19 financial institutions (8 large, 6
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medium and 5 small-sized). The interviews suggested that this duration determinant
dictated whether the decision-reaching process would be managed (i. e., starting with a

regular audit of the servicerange)orforced (i.e., triggered by a problem situation).For
example if a change in the legislative environment made a service illegal to sell,
financial institutions had simply to comply and eliminate it in a relatively
straightforwardand fast way. In such casescompaniesreportedthat the duration of the
decision-reachingprocesswas very short for two reasons:first, they did not have the
choice and the time to consider any revitalisation alternatives and second, since there
was no retention possibility, the time consuming evaluation stage was not necessary.

The seriousnessof theproblem with theperformanceof a financial servicewas
identified as a duration determinantby 17 companies(7 large, 5 medium and 5 smallsized firms). Companiesreportedthat they had experiencedcaseswhere, althoughthey
had the choice for a managedprocess,they wanted to eliminate a financial service as
fast as possible becausethe problem with it was too serious.The director of a small
bank referred to a case of a quick decision-reachingprocess for a loan for house
construction service, when it become unprofitable due to a recent recessionin the
British housing market:
We saw that if we continued to give loans and at the same time trying to
improve the profitability of the product, our money was at risk. So we made
the elimination decisionimmediately.

Fifteen companies(6 large, 5 medium and 4 small-sized)reportedthat the exact
duration of the elimination decision-reachingprocess was largely determinedby the
degree of its sensitivity and impact on the existing customer base. The financial
institutions that identified this duration determinant mentionedthat they were highly
concernedwith the way an elimination decisioncould affect the loyalty of the existing
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customers. In such cases,the revitalisation and the evaluation stage were very detailed

andtime consuming.
The importanceof a financial service (mainly in terms of cross-sellingpower)
was identified as a duration determinantby 13 financial institutions (5 large, 3 medium
and 5 small-sized).The interviews suggestedthat when a candidatefor elimination was
an under-performingfinancial service in terms of profits and sales but had a strong
cross-selling ability, the process of reaching an elimination decision was painstaking
and time consuming. In such cases,the evaluation of the macro impact of an elimination
decision was the most long-lasting stage of the elimination decision-reaching process.
The availability of a replacement financial service was identified as a duration

determinantby 5 companies(2 medium and 3 small-sized). The head of marketing
actuarialof a medium-sizedinsurancecompanycommented:
Before we can sayfor definite that we will withdraw a financial service, we try
to ensurethat we have somethingto replaceit with so that we won't lose, for
too long at least,any sales.

An interestingobservationat this point was that the large companiesof the sampledid
not refer to this duration determinant.This could be an indication that, due to the
duplication that characterisedthe proliferated service ranges of the large financial
institutions of the sample,there would be somethingsimilar to replacean eliminatedtobe financial service.
Three companies (1 medium and 2 small-sized) reported that during the
decision-reachingprocess the impact of elimination decisions upon new potential
customerswas a duration determinant.In such casesthe focus was on the evaluation
stage.However,it is worth noticing that the low numberof financial institutions,which
identified this duration determinant,comparedwith the high frequencyof identification
of the duration determinantnamely impact upon the existing customers,suggestedthat
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the latter was a more important duration determinant for the interviewed financial
institutions.
Finally, two small-sized companies mentioned that the time needed to reach
elimination decisions depended on the behaviour of their main competitors. Instead of
being proactive, these two financial institutions (both insurance companies) observed
the speed with which competitors withdrew financial services and reacted in a similar
way

4.6.2.Duration of the ImplementationStage
Although, as mentioned above, the time to reach elimination decisions for
financial services was not too long, their implementation accounted for a notable
prolongation of the duration of the service elimination decision-makingprocess.The
interviews revealed that financial institutions needed from 1 to even 70 years to
implement their elimination decision and to make a service a closed issue for all
customers,new and existing. The interviews also suggestedthat the implementation
stagemight be longer for someinsuranceproducts and mortgagesthan for current or
savings accounts.An illustrative comment made by the director of a small insurer
follows:
The duration of the [elimination] processin our firm is not too easyto specify.
It doesn't take too long to decide whether or not to drop a service. But the
delays are in the implementation stage becausewe have to deal with the
existing customers.If we write a businesson December 30 1999 and we
decide to eliminate the serviceon January 12000, we still have to honourour
obligations to the policy holders, which could last from 5 years, for the short
and medium-tail policies, to 70 years, for the long-tail policies. We found
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ourselves in a situation where we had stopped the provision of an insurance

policy in the 1930's and today we are still hookedby the obligationsthat we
undertook almost 70 years ago.

The long duration of the implementationprocess,especially for some insuranceand
mortgage services, seems to relate to a previous trend of the in-depth interviews,
suggestingthat the most widely used implementation strategy was to eliminate a
financial servicefrom new customersbut leavethe existing onesunaffected.Companies
using this implementationstrategy(the majority of which were insurancecompanies
and building societies)consideredan elimination decisionto be implementedonly when
they did not haveany further obligation to any of their existing customerswho hadbeen
allowed to keep using an eliminated service. This implies that even though existing
customerswere offered the privilege of continuity, they had at sometime in the future
(e.g., at the expiry date of their insurancepolicy contract)to stop using the eliminated
serviceand migrate to anotherone or go to anotherfinancial institution. However,due
to relationshipreasonsor to reasonsrelating to contractualobligations,this transitional
period could sometimesbe too long.

4.7 Participation in Service Elimination Decision-Making
With regards to participation, the task of the qualitative research was the
identification of the functional areas/individualswith an advising and decision-making
role during service elimination decision-making.The in-depth interviews identified 11
participants.Table 5.9 indicatesthe main role of eachone of the participants(however
there were indications that one functional area could assume both advisory and
decision-makingrole). The following paragraphsdiscussparticipation in each one of
the stepsof the decision-makingprocess.
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Table 5.9: The Participants
Roles

in Service Elimination

Identified Participants
The managerof the financial service-candidate
for elimination
Finance-actuarial
Salesarea
Marketing
Customer-contactpersonnel

Decision-Making

Main Role Assumed
Decision-making
Advising
Advising
Advising
Advising

Administrative staff

Generalmanager
Managementcommittee
Managingdirector
CEO/President
Board of directors

and their

Advising

Decision-maldng
Decision-making
Decision-making
Decision-making
Decision-making

4.7.1Advisory Rolesin the Stageof Identification of Candidatesfor Elimination
With regardsto the stage of identification of candidatesfor elimination, the
participants were diverse and this was explained by the different nature of the
information that was necessaryfor the audit of the service range.The managersof the
financial servicesthat were monitored were leadingthe auditing processin the majority
of the interviewedcases.Other participantswere the areasof marketingand finance,the
salesforce andsometimescustomercontactpersonnel.In the larger organisationsit was
observedthat the participatingareaswere bundledin a teamor a committee,which was
given various names, such as Product Steering Committee, Product Range MOT,
CorporatePlanningTeamor MarketsandSolutions.

4.7.2Advisory Rolesin the Stageof Analysis and Revitalisation
In the stageof analysisandrevitalisationthe participantswere, by and large, the
sameas in the stageof the audit of the servicerange,i.e. the managersof the service(s)
under investigation, the marketing area,the salesarea and the finance area. Once the
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conducted analysis led to the identification of the causes of the problem with the
elimination candidates, if there was room for remedial action the area that was most

knowledgeableto implement it was taking the lead in this stage of the process.An
interesting trend from the interviews was that when the problem was relating to the
delivery processof financial services,customer-contactpersonneland sometimesthe
customers themselveswere given a say concerning the choice of an appropriate
remedial action.
Due to the fact that by the stage of analysis and revitalisation the elimination
decision-making process was getting into the details of why a service was not

performing accordingto plan, the relationshipsbetweendifferent functional areasmight
be disturbed. Six companies(5 large and 1 medium-sized)reported that during this
stagethere was some conflict betweendifferent participants.The reasonfor conflict
was that participantsfrom different functional areashad different perceptionsof what
was the problembehind thepoor performanceof an identified candidatefor elimination.
The conflict was mainly betweensalespeople versuscustomer contactpersonneland
marketingversusfinance. In the main the conflict was positive becausethe processwas
enrichedwith the different viewpointsof different participants:
The conflict at this stage is certainly positive. It ultimately works towards
better understandingof why a servicedeviatesfrom our standardsand it leads

to a betterfulfilmentof ourcustomers'needs(the marketing manager of

a medium-sizedbank).
Nevertheless,sometimesthe conflict was not constructive,particularly in caseswhere
participantswere too much attachedto their areasand were failing to seethe benefit for
the organisationasa whole:
Peoplewho generateconflict are the ones who don't understandthe corporate
and the marketingobjectives and who don't understandwhat the businessis
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trying to achieve. They only see the interests of their jobs (the marketing

director of a large insurancecompany).

4.7.3Advisory Rolesin the Stageof Evaluation of the Impact of Elimination
Decisions

With regardsto the participantsin the evaluationstage,the interviews revealed
two main trends. First the major participants were the same as in the first two stages of
the process, i. e., service management, marketing, sales and finance-actuarial. This wide

participation was explained by the fact that an elimination decision had financial,
marketing, service range managementand sales implications. The second trend,
however, was the wide involvement of customer-contactpersonneland of customers,
who sometimeswere both given a strongsay asto whetherelimination or retentionwas
needed.In particular 14 out of the 17 companiesthat reported the existenceof an
evaluation stage(7 large, 3 medium and 4 small) referred to the needto listen to the
views of their front-line employeeswhen assessingthe macro impact of a possible
elimination of a financial service.Customercontact-personnelwere perceivedas being
in a very good position to understandthe internal impact of elimination decisions:
They [customer-contactpersonnel]can help us with information becausethey
are the ones in the front-line, the important ones. We, the board, are at the
back office and we havejust a general idea of what is going to happenif we
eliminated a service. It is like an orchestra, we are the directors but the
individual musicianshave a better knowledgeof the problemsin isolatedparts
of theorchestra(the director of a small-sized bank).
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It was also reported that customer contact personnel were in the best place to understand
and convey to the decision-makers the feelings and reactions of customers towards a
possible elimination decision:
Customer contact personnelare in the best place to know what will be the
ultimate impact of an elimination decision upon the wider relationship with
our customers.They are a kind of a corporateear to the customers.And I have
to say that their information can be more accuratethan the information we get
from a direct customersurvey (the marketing director of a large bank).

Sometimesit was reportedthat the advicefrom customercontactpersonnelcould even
changethe nature of the problem and could turn an intention to eliminate a financial
serviceto an action to revitalise it and retain it. The marketingmanagerof a mediumsizedinsurancecompanycommentedaccordingly:
Last year we wantedto eliminatetravel insurancebecauseit was not selling so
well. We thought that theproduct wasa bad ideaand we were ready to drop it.
But before that we askedour regional salesmanagers,who in turn askedfrontline staff at the brancheswho told them that they were receiving an awful lot
of enquiries about our travel insurance but the conversion rate was low
becauseour product was not covering certain travel risks that the customers
wanted.So we provided for thoserisks and we keptthe product.

Except for customer-contactpersonnel, some financial institutions consulted the
customers themselvesin an attempt to make a better evaluation of the impact of
elimination decisions.When customerswere involved in the evaluation stage of the
elimination process,this was doneby consumerpanels,whereby they were presented
with an elimination scenarioandtheir reactionswere tracked:
The bottom line is that they [the customers]can tell you things in the way they
are.It is very dangerousnot to ask for their opinion whenyou are trying to see
the impact of an elimination of a financial service.At the end of the day we
are hereto deliver servicesthat our customersvalue. I don't want to say that
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we will do whatever they say, but it is important to know what they have to

say(theheadof businessmarketingof a largebank).

They [the customers]can help us in a lot of ways: a) they can understandthe
degreeand the natureof the sensitivity of our intention to eliminate a product
and b) they can help us to developan implementationplan, particularly from a
communications point of view (the marketing

manager of a large

building society).

The evaluation stage was not conflict-free. Indeed 10 companies(6 large, 3
medium and 1 small-sized)confirmedthat there was conflict amongparticipants.This
numberis higher than the 6 firms that reportedconflict during the stageof analysisand
revitalisation. This was explained by the fact that as the decision-makingprocess
approached a possible elimination, the conflict between functional areas was
intensifying. At this stageof the decision-makingprocessconflict was mainly between
salesand finance-actuarial.Salespeople could be opposedto an elimination decision
becausethey had volume targets,which would be more difficult to achievewith fewer
servicesin the range,especiallyif the candidatefor elimination was selling well. On the
other hand, accountantswere more concernedabout the profitability of a financial
service. As in the stage of analysis and revitalisation, in the evaluation stageconflict
was mainly positive. When it was not positive, however,it could causedelaysin the
progress of the decision-makingprocess. The positively thinking participants were
trying to overcomesuchdelaysby trying to makethe myopic participantsseethe bigger
picture:
The businessas a whole is a set of silos. Unfortunately we have individuals
who are operatingin their departments'own silo and fail to sharethe corporate
knowledge,information and understanding.And they generateconflict which
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is going to be negative(the head of marketing development of a large

insurance company).

Wheneverwe seeconflict for the conflict, we try and manageit in an even
way by convincing the fighting areasthat they are wrong, which is not all the

timeas easyas it sounds(the marketing manager of a medium-sized

insurancecompany).

4.7.4 Decision-Making Roles

When the responsible areas had concluded the various activities of the
elimination process,they usually delivered their suggestionto a higher management
level, which had authority to decide about elimination or retention. The identified
decision-makerswere the board of directors (11 companies:4 large, 3 medium and 4
small-sized),a managementcommittee(10 companies:8 large, 1 medium and 1 smallsized), the managingdirector (9 companies:2 large, 4 medium and 3 small-sized),the
general manager(6 companies:1 medium and 5 small-sized)and the CEO/president(3
small-sized companies).In one case,the director of a small bank reported that both
responsibility and authority for service elimination were laying at the highest
hierarchicallevel:
We are a very small organisation and we have a very flat management
structure. So we only have general board meetings and all service
elimination decision-makingauthority fits in there.

Although in most of the studied financial institutions elimination decisionmaking authority was laying at a senior managementlevel, the interviews suggested
that this was not synonymouswith the keen interest of senior managementin service
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elimination. As a decision outcome service elimination attracted senior management
attention. But as a decision-reaching process, senior management was not willing to

invest significant time. This probablyexplains why in most of the studiedcasessenior
executives were not participating in any of the steps of the elimination decisionreachingprocess:
The senior managementrealisesthat it [service elimination] is an important
decision, but it is not top priority. Their primary interestis to develop new

(themarketingmanagerof a medium-sizedbank).
products

4.8 Formality during ServiceElimination Decision-Making
With regardsto the issue of formality during the service elimination decisionmaking process,the task of the qualitative phasewas to stimulate the intervieweesto
provide insightsinto thefollowing questions.
a)With referenceto the existenceof written policies (documentation),assignmentof
responsibilities and systematic behaviour, what is the overall formality of the
elimination decision-makingprocess?With regardsto eachone of the three dimensions
of formality, in order to minimise idiosyncraticinterpretations,respondentswere shown
continuumsranging from 1 to 7, where 1 was for `not at all formal' and 7 for `very
formal'.
b)Are more formal elimination decisionsbetterthan lessformal ones?
The interviews revealedthat in 11 out of the 20 studiedfinancial institutions (4
small, 5 medium,2 large)serviceelimination procedureswere very informal. Five firms
(1 mediumand 4 large)rated their serviceelimination proceduresasmoderatelyformal,
3 of which mentionedthat the degreeof formality varied accordingto the impact that an
elimination decision would have to the companyas a whole. Finally, the remaining4
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firms (2 small, 2 large) rated their elimination process as highly formal, either because,
like all decisions, service elimination decisions were treated with the greatest formality
or because they were especially sensitive decisions. The marketing manager of one
large building society commented:
When we want to eliminate a service we have to go through a very formal
process because for us it is a sensitive and significant issue. We cannot sit
down and arbitrarily eliminate a service. We have to prove through the process
[of service elimination] that there is strong justification and that we have in
place a programme of activities that can manage customer sensitivities to the
extent that we can be fair to our customers.

With regards to the role of formality in the quality of elimination decisions,
although the above 4 firms believed that formality was necessary in service elimination
decisions, the trend among the 16 firms with moderate or informal service elimination
processeswas that greater formality did not necessarily result in better decisions. Firms
with moderate formality talked about the benefits of being able to increase or decrease
the degree of formality, depending on the nature of different elimination situations. The
marketing manager of a large insurance company stated:
We are in the middle becausewebelieve that completeinformality canbe very
dangerousbecauseyou have all sortsof peoplegoing to all sorts of directions.
But the [elimination] process should not be too formal because then
bureaucracycaninhibit efficiency.

Finally, firms with very informal serviceelimination processesstatedthat this was the
structure that they neededand did not think that it was reducing the quality of the
decisions.The marketingmanagerof a small insurancecompanyarguedthat,
the extent to which the [elimination] processshouldbe formal dependson the
condition of the product portfolio. I meanthat if you have 100 products and
you realise that you only need 30, you may then need a formal elimination
process.But if you are selling only 20 products,like we do, then there is no
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need to have the infrastructure and the blueprint to deal with it. It will emerge

normally throughmarket trends,businesschangesand new legislation.

5. The Post-Elimination Stage
With regards to the post-elimination stage, the tasks of the qualitative research

wereas follows:
a) To find out if financial institutionsconductedpost-eliminationreviews.
b) If yes,to identify the dimensionsthat were usedfor the retrospectiveassessment
of
elimination decisions and if no, to discover the reasonswhy post elimination
reviewswere not conducted.
c) To find out if financial institutions ever faced the needto resumethe marketingof
an initially eliminated service.

d) If they did, the in-depth interviews sought to identify what causeda re-marketing
decision.

5.1 Conduct of Post-Elimination Reviews
Only 7 out of the 20 financial institutions (5 large, 1 medium and 1 small-sized)
reportedthe existenceof a post-elimination review system, which was however very
informal and unstructured.The interviews identified 9 dimensionsthat the 7 companies
usedfor the retrospectiveevaluationof elimination decisions,which are illustrated in
Table 5.10.
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Table 5.10: Retrospective Evaluation Factors
"

Sales of the replacement financial service

"
"
"
"

Profitability of the replacementfinancial service
Solutionto orational problems
Actual cross-sellingimpact
Actual level of customercomplaints

"
"
"

Customer retention rates
Customers' view of the company
Propensity of customers to do incremental business with the company

"

New customeracquisitionrates

The identified retrospectiveevaluationfactors were both of a financial and a nonfinancial nature. The interviews suggestedthat the relevanceof the factors depended
largely upon the reasonthat triggered the elimination in the first place and upon the
macro impact of the decisionon certainareasof the businessasa whole. In 3 out of the
7 companies,which conducted post-elimination reviews (all small-sized), the only
evaluation factor used was the monitoring of the profitability of the financial service
that replacedthe eliminatedone. In the remaining 4 financial institutions (3 large and
lmedium-sized)the appropriateness
of elimination decisionswas mainly measuredwith
financial and non-financial dimensions, such as profitability of the replacement
financial service, impact of the decision on the relationshipswith the customersand
actual level of customer complaints. Interestingly, the marketing manager of one
medium-sizedinsurancecompanycommentedthat during post-eliminationreviewsthey
were looking ahead,ratherthan behind:
Post-elimination reviews happen but only to assesswhat is the opportunity
cost, I mean by looking at how successfulwe are in the core activities we
wantedto focus on by eliminating a service.So it is not really looking over our
shoulder,it is all looking forward. For examplewhen we eliminated our life
assuranceline, the post-decisionreview focusedon how much we increased
the businessin the remaininglines.
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Also the director of a small bank, which had experienced a lot of legislation-triggered

elimination casesmentionedthat the activation of a post elimination mechanismwas
situationspecific:
If by eliminating a service we wanted to minimise cannibalisationwe would
look at if we achievedthat after the decisionis implemented.But if the service
was eliminated by new legislation there is nothing we can see from a postelimination review.

Depending on the nature of information that firms were looking for at the post-

elimination stage,different information sourceswere used. The prevailing ones were
electronic databases,customer-contactpersonneland the customersthemselves.For
example,when financial institutions wantedto assessthe actual cross-sellingimpact of
a financial service's elimination they resortedto their on-line sales systems,whereas
when the focus was on the operational improvementof the service delivery process,
they consultedtheir customer-contact
personnel.
At this point it is interestingto discussthe reasonswhy 13 of the interviewed
financial institutions did not conductpostelimination reviews(3 large, 5 medium and5
small-sized). The in-depth interviews identified 4 reasons,which are summarisedin
Table 5.11.

Table 5.11: Reasonsfor not Conducting Post Elimination Reviews

I""
"
"

Irrevocability of the eliminationdecisions
The appropriateness
of eliminationdecisionsis very obvious
Existing customerswere left unaffectedby the elimination decisions
Aversion to deal with an eliminationcaseany further

The most popular reason for not conducting post-elimination reviews was that the
appropriateness of elimination decisions was fairly

obvious (identified by 10
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companies: 5 medium and 5 small-sized). In such cases financial institutions were not
willing to spend more time and money in trying the probe the obvious:
The main reasonwhy we eliminateservicesin our firm is becausethey are not
profitable. So when we drop them we know that this was the right decision
(the marketing director of a small-sized insurance company).

Seven companies (3 large, 3 medium and 1 small sized) reported that the postelimination reviews were meaninglessbecauseelimination decisions were largely
irrevocable:
You cannot changethe decision and so you have to go forward. It is too
late... if you have given up a service you have given it up (the marketing
manager of a small-sized bank)

We do post-launchreviews to seeit the performanceof the new product is as
we expected.But once we have eliminated a product we have discontinued
and disturbedits cash-flow and thereforethe benefit from a post elimination
review is of limited use (the marketing

manager of a medium-sized

insurance company)

Three large financial institutions mentionedthat there was no needto conduct a postelimination review, becausethey had ensuredthat their existing customerswere given
the opportunity to use thefinancial servicethat was closedto new business.Finally, the
director of one small bank statedthat the issueof eliminating serviceswas synonymous
to shrinking the business.So when a servicewas finally gone,they did not wish to talk
anymoreaboutit. This aversionis illustrated in the following comment:
We are market developersand innovative thinkers. We like to introduce new
products and expand the business,not to eliminate products and shrink it.
When I make an [elimination] decision I don't want to talk about it any more;
it drives me mad.
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5.2 Re-Marketing of Eliminated Financial Services
As was mentioned above one of the most frequently stated reasons for not
conducting of post-elimination reviews was the irrevocability of elimination decisions.

This was reflectedin the low numberof companiesthat reportedre-marketingdecisions
after initial elimination. Only 4 of the interviewedcompanies(1 medium and 3 smallsized) reporteda re-introductionof an initially eliminated service due to four reasons
that are illustratedin Table 5.12.

Table 5.12: Reasonsfor Re-marketing Initially Eliminated Financial Services
"

Changein the market circumstances

"

Very high level of customers complaints

"
"

The service wasvery innovativewhen it wasfirstly launched
Changein the corporateobjectives

A changein the marketcircumstances
The marketingdirector of a small-sizedinsurancecompanycommented:
We used to insure 747 jumbo jets and we eliminated this service because
competitors were reducing premiums to attract airlines and if we followed
them we wouldn't make any profit. But when many accidentsinvolving 747's
started to happenin the mid-80's many of our competitors had to pay huge
claims to the airlines and someof them pulled out due to financial problems.It
was then that the demand for jumbo jets' insurance increasedand that the
airlines were willing to pay higher premiums.So at that time we re-enteredthe
market with exactly the sameproductbut at a higherprice.

Veryhigh level of customercomplaints
The marketingmanagerof a large building society commented:
We eliminated foreign exchangeprovision but becausethere was a high level
of customercomplaintswe brought the serviceback in the range.
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The financial service was ahead of its time when it was initially launched
The marketing manager of a large insurance company commented:
In the 80's we launcheda direct-line productthat was well aheadof its era. It
didn't sell satisfactorily at all and we pulled it out. When the market moved

and thedemandincreasedwe re-openedtheproduct,which we still sell today.

Change in corporate objectives
The marketing manager of a medium-sized insurance company commented:
In the late 80's we eliminated life assurance because at that time our objective
was consolidation. Six years later, when we had stabilised the business enough
we wanted to expand and not to have all our eggs in one basket and we remarketed the product.

6. Companies' Self Criticism of the Service Elimination DecisionMaking Process
Having concluded the presentation of the interview findings concerning the content

of the service elimination process,it is interesting to summarisesome central points
madeby the studiedfinancial institutionswith regardsto the way in which they practise
serviceelimination.
"

Many of the interviewedcompanies(including someof the largestBritish financial
institutions) wanted to see the structure of their elimination process as more
rounded, more sophisticated and more computer-assisted.In the era of high
technology,they had all the opportunitiesto use computerisedsystemsto identify,
analyse,revitalise, implement and retrospectivelyreview their elimination decision.
It was up to themto takeadvantageof the availabletechnology.
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When no remedial action was possible, many companies stated that they wanted to
seetheir evaluation and implementation activities as more robust, in order to secure

asevena withdrawal aspossiblefor the businessandthe customers.
"

In the future, many firms saw serviceelimination becomingmore of a norm than it
is today for two reasons.First, due to the shift from the conventionaland labourintensivedistribution channelsanddelivery processestowards more electronicones.
Second,due to the needfor rationalisationof financial servicerangesand dueto the
mergers and acquisitions that have already started to dominate the British financial
services sector.

7. Summary and some Tentative Conclusions
The initial general description of the service range managementactivities
suggestedthat in their overwhelming majority the studied financial institutions (16
cases)were very NSD-oriented.They hadin placeformal NSD processesandblueprints
that they followed when they wantedto developnew financial services.This adherence
to NSD was not only becauseit was a challenging and pleasantactivity to managers.
NSD among some of the studiedfinancial institutions appearedto be a one-way path
towards expandingthe businessand keeping the service range to the most up-to-date
condition aspossiblein the volatile British financial servicesindustry.
This adherenceto developingnew servicescould be an explanation as to why
the overwhelming majority of the interviewed companies(16 cases)did not have in
place a structured service elimination process and why they considered service
elimination to be much less important than NSD. Developing new serviceswas viewed
as a businessdevelopmenttool andas an indicator of businessprosperity,while service
elimination was perceivedas an activity to shrink the businessand as a conveyor of
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messagesof inadequacy or inefficiency in financial service range management. It was
also suggested that service managers believed that the submission of proposals
concerning the introduction of new financial services would give them more credit in
the eyes of their managers, than if they proposed the elimination of existing ones. Not

surprisingly, thus, a small majority of companies(11 cases)did not consider service
elimination activities to be an integral part of service range managementactivities.
However, 7 companiesconsideredthem to be so and 2 companiesreportedthat in the
future they would havea more importantrole in servicerangemanagement.
Despite their negative attitude, almost every company had faced the need to
eliminate individual financial services.Candidatesfor elimination could be identified
either reactively or proactively. In the former case,firms were reactively triggered to
examinethe future of a service,predominantlybecauseits profitability was declining,
or becausea legislative changemade it legally incompatible.In proactive situations,
financial institutions were regularly monitoring their service portfolios on a set of
financially and non-financially related audit criteria. These criteria were interpreted
either as strict minimum performancethresholds,or asmore flexible red-flagsallowing
room for someremedialactionbeforeelimination.
The behaviourof the studiedfirms during the various stagesof the elimination
processled to the following tentativeconclusions.

The elimination of many financial serviceshas strong social implications
When evaluating the impact of a possible elimination decision, financial institutions
could not be detached from its social implications. Despite the fact that many
elimination decisions left the existing users unaffected, the non-availability of the
financial serviceto new customerscould imply discrimination and had important social
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implications. Companieswere very wary of that, since it could backfire through the
press attention. For example a negative press releasecould easily create a negative
customerfeeling aboutthe involved financial institution and could leadto disloyalty, to
lower customerretentionratesand ultimatelyto boycott actions.

Migration is possible for some financial services
For some financial services (e.g., current and savings accounts), the voluntary and free-

of-charge migration of existing holders seemedto be easier than it is for a typical
product in manufacturing settings.The head of businessmarketing of a large bank
mentionedthat:
When we eliminate a currentaccountwe give customersthe choiceto migrate
to a new one at no extra cost to them,but when a car manufacturereliminates
a model,they won't migrate you to the new model.

From a companypoint of view, the soft and intangiblenatureof financial productsgave
an opportunity to somefinancial institutions to havea morecustomer-friendlyappealby
offering at no (or almost no) cost to them a migration opportunity to their customers.
From a customer point of view, the intangibility of financial services meant that
customersare not sentimentallyattachedto them. Consequentlythey might be more
willing to migrateto anotherfinancial service,especiallywhen this migration doesnot
involve any extra cost to them.

Mieration is not possible for all financial services
The voluntary migration was not possible for other financial services,such as certain
mortgagesor insuranceproducts. For example, for a mortgagethat was eliminated,
migration might not be legal. So existing holders could only stay with their existing
mortgage.For an insurancepolicy that was closedto new business,elimination might
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again be illegal but might not be ethical as well. This was so because when customers

bought an insurance policy they only bought an intangible promise, which was
committing insurersto honourit. An attemptto migrateexisting holdersasa result of an
elimination decision, might be an infringement of this promise,with ethical and legal
implications.

Active advising role of customer-contact personnel and of customers
Customer-contact personnel were actively involved in the decision-making process.

Their involvement was more obvious in the analysis/revitalisationand the evaluation
stage of the service elimination decision-makingprocess.Not only that, there were
cases where the customers themselveswere brought into the process, as external
participants. This trend could be attributed to the vital role that customer-contact
personneland customershave to play during the service delivery process.The latter
seemsmore applicable in casesinvolving high-contact and labour intensive delivery
processes,ratherthan low-contactandcapitalintensiveones.

The disposal of somefinancial servicescan sometimeslast too long
The interviews suggestedthat the duration of the implementation stage for some
financial servicescould be too long. This was a consequenceof financial institutions'
choice or obligation to eliminate a financial servicefor new potential customersbut to
keep it open to its existing users.As a result, the complete withdrawal could take too
long for somefinancial services.The long duration of the implementationstageseemed
to be the case in long-tail financial services, such as certain insurancepolicies and
mortgages.
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Inertia

In the majority of the studied cases, once an implementation was under way, no post-

elimination reviews were conducted in order to assessthe appropriatenessof an
elimination decisionretrospectively.Only a handful of financial institutions conducted
post-eliminationreviews, which were very unstructuredand unsophisticated.But even
in someof thesecases,the post-eliminationreviews were rather closer to post launchreviews, as they were mainly focusingon the performanceof the financial servicethat
replaced the eliminated one.
This chapter presented the findings of the qualitative phase of the data collection

for this study, which attempted the identification of the content of the service
elimination process within the studied British financial institutions. The identified
content (i.e., the decisionvariablesduring the various stepsof the elimination process)
was then quantified and subjectedto a quantitative mail survey.The quantitativedata
set was then subjected to a statistical analysis in order to measurea) the relative
importance/frequencyof the content of the elimination processand b) the extent to
which the abovecontentwasinfluencedby a set of contextualfactorsof the internal and
the externalenvironmentof British financial institutions. These quantitative issuesare
the focus of the next chapter.
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1.Introduction
This aim of the chapteris to presentthe findings of the mail surveyphaseof the
study. This presentationhas beenorganisedin six main parts.The first part presentsthe
findings relating to the profile of the sample and the second part presents the findings
relating to the position of service elimination with the broader array of service range
management activities. The third part presents the findings on the service elimination

intensity of financial institutions,i.e., the numberof servicesthat they had eliminatedin
the last 5-year period and on the contextual factors that influence it. The fourth part
focuses on the pre-elimination decision-making stage, while the fifth and most
extensivepart of this chapterfocuseson the actualserviceelimination decision-making
process.Finally, the sixth and last part presentsthe findings, which relate to the postelimination decision-makingstage.

2. The Profile of the Sample
2.1 Comaanv Tvye
The target percentagesper stratumof companytype that were dictated by the
proportion and stratification properties of the sampling process, were not strictly
achieved (Table 6.1). Instead,banks and building societieswere over-representedby
by
0.3% and 2.9% respectively,while the insurancecompanieswere under-represented
inherent
-3.2%. Over and under-representationof subgroupsof the population are
problemsduring mail surveys,asthe researcherhaspractically no control over the exact
achievementof the target proportions of subgroups.However, the above fluctuations
can be consideredslight andexpected.
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Table 6.1: Composition of the Sample Per Company Type
Company Type

N

Banks

39

Building societies
Insurancecomp.
TOTAL

15
58
112

Achieved Stratum
Proportion
34.801%

13.40%
51.80%
100%

Target Stratum
Proportion
34.5017

10.50%
55%
100%

Fluctuations
+0.31,1(

+2.9%
-3.2%

2.2 Size Profile of Respondents
Table 6.2 shows the distribution of the respondent financial institutions across
the variable of size, which has been operationalised by the total assetsin £ bin. Small
companies dominated the sample, accounting for 72.1% of all replies, while medium-

sizedcompaniesaccountedfor 12.6%and large companiesfor 15.3%.The rangeof the
size was quite large, with the smallestcompanyhaving total assetsof £5 million and the
largest as much as £500 bin, with a mean value of almost £ 20.5 bin and a standard
deviation of £62.2 bin.

Table 6.2: Company Size (Total Assets in £ bin)

Table 6.3 gives a picture of the size distribution per company type. It can be observed
that the dominance of small-sized companies persists across the three groupings with
regards to company type. Also, in all three size groupings there is a relatively equal
presence of banks, building societies and insurance companies.
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Table 6.3: Size Distribution by Company Type
Type of Company

Size Groupings
Med ium

Small

TOTAL
Lar e

N

%*

N

%*

N

%*

N

Banks

28

71.80

5

12.80

6

15.40

39

100

Building societies

11
41

73.30
71.90

2
7

13.30
12.30

2
9

13.30
15.80

15
57

100
100

Insurance
companies

%*

*percentageswithin companytype groupings

2.3 Number of Financial Services in the Range (Service Diversity)
Table 6.4 illustrates the service diversity among the respondents, where 51.8%
of the studied companies had from 1 to 20 financial services in their range, 34.8% had
from 21 to 60 and 13.4% were offering over 60 financial services. The range of service
diversity was quite large, from companies with only one financial service in their range,
up to the widest range of financial services at 750.

Table 6.4: Service Diversity
No of
Services

n

%

1-20
21-60

58
39

51.8
34.8

61+
TOTAL

15
112

13.4
100

Min*

1

Max*

Mean*

Sd*

5%
Trimmed
Mean*

750
50.93 111.62
29.25
*T he numbersrepresentf inancial services

Mode*

Median*

15

20

The mean value was 51 financial services, with the standard deviation 112. The effect
of the relatively high value of standard deviation is reflected in the 5% trimmed mean
(i. e, the mean for the variable after the elimination of 5% of the extreme values at the
top and 5% at the bottom of the dataset) which dropped to 29 financial services. Table
6.5 illustrates the service diversity across the variable company type. It can be observed
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that the small majority of banks (56.4%) and insurance companies (56.9%) had from 1
to 20 financial services in their range, while 46.7% of building societies were marketing
from 21 to 60 financial services.

Table 6.5: Service Diversity by Company Type
Type of Company
1-20
Banks
Building societies
Insurance
companies

N*
22
3
33

ServiceDiversity Group! ns
21-60
%**
N*
%**
56.4
13
33.3
20
7
46.7
56.9
19
32.8

TOTAL
N*
4
5
6

Over 60
%**
10.3
33.3
10.3

N*
39
15
58

%**
100
100
100

*The numbers represent financial services
**Percentages within company type groups groupings

2.4 Overall Business Strategy
Table 6.6 is a frequency list for the variable of overall business strategy. Most of
the sampled financial institutions (36.6%) characterised themselves as cost reducers,
followed by slow imitators (33%). The technological innovators were third in order

(20.5%), followed by fast imitators (9.8%).

Table 6.6: Overall BusinessStrategy
Overall Business
Strategy
Cost Reducer

N

%

41

36.6

Slow Imitator
TechnologicalInnovator

37
23

33
20.5

Fast Imitator

11

9.8

TOTAL

112

100

The dominance of cost reducers and slow imitators persists when the overall business
strategy is cross-tabulated with company type. Table 6.7 shows that 41% of banks and
33.3% of building societies were slow imitators, while 43.1% of insurance companies
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were cost reducers. The above numbers suggest that although there are financial
institutions with a strategic focus on technological innovation, in today's British
financial services sector the trend is either towards an endeavour to reduce operating

costsor to imitate the sector'sleaders.In the latter case,the findings suggestthat a slow
and cautious imitation is largely preferred to a fast one.

Table 6.7: Overall Business Strategy by Company Type
Company Type

Overall BusinessStrategy
Fast Imitator
Slow Imitator

Cost Reducer

Banks

Building
societies
Insurance
companies

TOTAL
Technological
Innovator

N

%*

N

%

N

%*

N

%

N

12

30.8

3

7.7

16

41

8

20.5

39

100

4

26.7

2

13.3

5

33.3

4

26.7

15

100

25

43.1

6

10.3

16

27.6

11

19

58

100

*percentageswithin companytype groupings

3. Relative Importance of Service Elimination Activities and Resource
Allocation
In the mail survey phase of the study, respondents were given a list of four

activities of service range management:a) planning and developing new financial
services,b) improving/upgradingexistingfinancial services,c) developingnew markets
for existing financial servicesand d) eliminating existing financial services.They were
asked to rate them on a rank order scale from 1 to 4 (1: most important, 4: least
important) in terms of their importance to the management of the service range and the
corporate resources (i. e., temporal, monetary, human) that were allocated to each
activity. Since the importance and resource allocation variables were operationalised
through ordinal scales, the obtained rankings were analysed by the non-parametric
Friedman's test. This statistical test is based on the null hypothesis (Ho) that there is no
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difference in the ranking of a set of choices (SPSS 1999). Thus, the null hypotheses for

the purposesof the presentstudywere asfollows:
"

Hol: No differenceexistsbetweenthe four activities of servicerangemanagement
in termsof their relative importance;and

"

Hoe:No differenceexists betweenthe four activities of servicerange management
in termsof theresourcesthat financial institutionsallocateto them.

3.1 Relative Importance Rankings
The findings in Table 6.8 provide sufficient evidence to reject the null

hypothesisHol. As far as the relative importanceis concerned,there is a statistically
significant difference in the four activities of service range management(x2=181.9,
p<.01). Improving/upgrading/modifyingexisting financial services was ranked first
(mean rank=1.71), followed by planning and developing new services (mean
rank=2.01) and developing new markets for existing services (mean rank=2.41).
Eliminating existing serviceswas ranked as the least important of the four activities,
with a meanrank (3.86) very close to the maximum 4. It is worth noting that although
the physical ranking distancesbetween the 1S`and 2ndand between the 2°d and 3`d
activity in the rank order were0.3 and0.4 respectively,the distanceof the 40'activity of
eliminating servicesfrom the 3`' activity in the ranking was 1.45.This is an indication
that eliminating financial services was consideredby far to be the least important
activity of servicerangemanagement.
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Table 6.8: Relative Importance of Service Range Management Activities
Activities

Relative Importance Ranking*

Planning and developing new services
Improving/upgrading/modifying existing services
Developing new markets for existing services

2.01
1.71
2.41

Eliminating existing services
*On a rank order scale from I to 4

3.86

Friedman test statistics
N=l11
x2=181.995
Df=3
Asymptotic si :. 000

As can be seen in Tables 6.9 and 6.10, the same rank order persists across the three
different types of financial institutions and across small, medium and large companies

respectively.Eliminating financial serviceswas constantlyranked4`hand its rating was
alwaysvery closeto the valueof 4.

Table 6.9: Relative Importance
Company Type
Activities
Planningand developing
new services
Improving/upgrading/modi
-fin existing services
Developingnew markets
for existing services
Eliminating existing
services
Friedman test statistics

Banks
2.03

of Service Range Management

Relative Importance Ranking s
Building Societies
1.80

Activities

Insurance Companies
22.05

1.79

1.73

1.65

2.26

2.67

2.46

3.92

3.80

3.84

*On a rank order scalefrom I to 4
n=39
n=15
x2=65.677
x2=25.160
Df=3
Df=3
Asymptoticsi :. 000
Asymptotic si :. 000

by

n=57
x2=93.274
Df=3
Asymptotic si :. 000
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Table 6.10: Relative Importance
Company Size

of Service Range Management Activities

Activities
Small-sized

Relative Importance Rankin s*
Medium-sized

Large

2.01

1.71

2.12

1.76

1.93

1.35

2.38

2.43

2.59

3.85

3.93

3.94

Planning and developing

new services
Improving/upgrading/modi
fin existing services
Developingnew markets
for existing services
Eliminatingexisting
services

*On a rank order scalefrom 1 to 4
n=79
n=14
x2=124.078
x2=25.114
Df=3
Df=3

Friedman test statistics

Asymptotic si :. 000

by

n=17
x2=36.176
Df=3

Asymptotic si :. 000

Asymptotic si :. 000

3.2 ResourceAllocation Rankings
The analysisof the obtainedrankingsprovidesenoughevidenceto reject Hoe.In
Table 6.11 it can be seenthat there were statistically significant differences in the
allocation of corporate resources among the four activities of service range management
(x2=183.644,

p<. 01).

In

line

improving/upgrading/modifying

with

the

findings

on

relative

importance,

existing services was ranked first in terms of resource

allocation (mean rank=1.65), followed by planning and developing new services (mean
rank=2.02) and developing new markets for existing services (mean rank=2.47).
Eliminating services was again ranked 4`hand the physical distance between the ranking

of the four activities testifies that service elimination was receiving by far the least
amountof corporateresourcesamongthe studiedcompanies.
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Table 6.11: Resource Allocation between Service Range Management Activities

Planning and developing new services
Improving/upgrading/modifying existing services

2.02
1.65

Developingnew marketsfor existing services
Eliminating existing services
*On a rank order scalefrom 1 to 4
Friedman test statistics
N=110
Chi-square=183.644
Df=3
Asymptoticsi :. 000

2.47
3.85

The findings in Tables 6.12 and 6.13 reveal that the same rank order persists across all
company types and size groupings. Eliminating services was constantly ranked 4th, with

a meanrank very close to 4.

Table 6.12: ResourceAllocation by Company Type
Activities
Planninganddeveloping
new services
Improving/upgrading/modi
fying existing services
Developingnew markets
for existing services
Eliminating existing

Banks
1.97

ResourceAllocation Rankin s*
Building Societies
Insurance Companies
1.87
2.09

1.89

1.67

1.49

2.21

2.73

2.58

3.92

333

3.84

services
Friedman test statistics

*On a rank order scalefrom 1 to 4
n=38
n=15
x2=62.621
x2=24.040
Df=3
Df=3
Asymptotic si :. 000
Asymptotic si :. 000

n=57
x2=102.432
Df=3
Asymptotic si :. 000
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Table 6.13: Resource Allocation by Company Size
Activities
Small-sized

ResourceAllocation Ranking, *
Medium-sized

Large

2.06

1.86

1.94

new services
Improving/upgrading/modi
fying existing services

1.67

1.79

1.53

Developing new markets

2.44

2.43

2.65

for existing services
Eliminating existing
services

3.83

3.93

3.88

Planning and developing

*On a rank order scale from 1 to 4

Friedman test statistics

n=78
x2=124.785
Df=3
Asymptotic si :. 000

n=14
x2=24.943
Df=3
Asymptotic si :. 000

n=17
x2=32.506
Df=3
Asymptotic si :. 000

4. Number of Eliminated Services

4.1 Number of Eliminated Financial Services
The sampled companies were asked to specify the number of financial services
that they had eliminated in the last 5-year period. The reference period was defined thus
in order to minimise recollection problems and in order to have a common basis for
comparison. In Table 6.14 it can be observed that although the range of the eliminated

financial serviceswas wide (min=1, max=1500), the majority of companies(nearly
70%) had eliminated from 1 to 5 financial servicesin the last 5 years, while 8% of
companiesreportedelimination of more than 20 financial services.The meanvaluewas
24, with a standard deviation of 145. The latter reflects the existence and the impact of a
few extreme values in the dataset and after trimming 5% of the highest and 5% of the
lowest values, the mean dropped considerably to approximately 6 financial services,
which equals 1.2 eliminated financial services per year.
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Table 6.14: Financial Services Eliminated in the Last 5-year Period
No of
Eliminated
Financial
Services
1-5

N

%

78

69.6

6-20
21+

25
9

22.3
8

TOTAL

11
2

100

Min*

1

Max*

Mean*

1500

23.98

Sd*

5%
Trimmed
Mean*

144.
5.93
23
*The numbersrepresenteliminatedfinancial services

Mode*

Median*

2 and 5

4.58

The relatively low service elimination activity among the sampled companies can also
be seen in Table 6.15. In particular the majority of banks (76.9%), building societies

(60%), and insurancecompanies(67.2%) had eliminatedfrom 1 to 5 financial services
during the last 5 years.

Table 6.15: Services Eliminated in the Last 5-Year Period by Company Type
Type of Company

Number of Eliminated Services

1-5
Banks
Building societies
Insurance
companies

TOTAI.

6-20

Over 21

n*

%**

n*

%**

30
9
39

76.9
60
67.2

7
3
15

17.9
20
25.9

n*

2
3
4

%**

5.1
20
6.9

n*

39
15
58

%**

100
100
100

*The numbersrepresenteliminatedfinancial services
"Percentages within companytype groupings

4.2 Metric Contextual Influence
The relationship between the number of eliminated services and each one of the

metric independentvariableswas measuredwith Pearsoncorrelationcoefficient r'.
Table 6.16 showsthe bi-variate Pearsoncorrelationsbetweenthe numberof eliminated
servicesand the metric independentvariablesof the internal and external environment
1 Pearson

correlation coefficient r is a measure of correlation between two metric variables at a time. It
from
ranges
-1 to 1 and indicates the direction (i. e., positive or negative) and the strength of the linear
between
two metric variables.
relationship
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of financial institutions. While the market orientation of a company (overall and
components, i. e., customer orientation, competitor orientation and interfunctional
coordination), market competition, the legislative environment and technological
change did not influence the number of eliminated services, the latter was positively and
significantly correlated with size and service diversity. Specifically the findings show
that the larger an organisation, the larger the number of eliminated financial services in
the last 5-year period (r=. 271, p< .01). This relationship persisted even after controlling
for the effect of service diversity2. Also, a strong and positive statistically significant
relationship was found between the service diversity and the number of eliminated
services (r=. 427, p<.01), and this relationship persisted after controlling for the effect of
size.

Table 6.16: Bivariate Pearson Correlations-Number of Eliminated Financial
Servicesand the Metric Contextual Influence
Contextual Variables

Number of Services Eliminated in the last 5-year
Period
Pearson's r
271***
.

Size

427***
.
097
.
119
.

Servicediversity
Market orientation(overall)
Customerorientation

029
.
094
.

Competitor orientation
Interfunctional coordination

Competition
Legislation
Technologicalchange
Statistical significance
* p<. 10
** p<. 05
*** <.01

-.009
038
.
081
.

2 The persistence of some statistically significant correlations with Pearson's r was further checked with
partial correlations. The latter are used to check the original correlation between two variables (one
dependent and one independent), after controlling for the impact that other independent variable(s)
(which were significantly correlated with the dependent one) may have on the original bi-variate
correlation.
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5. The Pre-Elimination Stage

5.1 Pursued Service Elimination Objectives-Relative Importance
The service elimination objectives, which were identified during the in-depth
interviews, were tested in the survey phase in order to measure their relative
importance. Respondents were asked to rate on a 7-point Likert scale each one of the
pre-identified objectives according to the extent to which they guided their companies

in the specific serviceelimination casethat they had chosento discuss(1: not at all, 7:
to a greatextent).
Table 6.17 lists the relevantdescriptive statistics.The objective with the most
guiding influence on the serviceelimination processwas the improvementof financially
related indicators (e.g., profitability and ROI), with a mean value of 5.29. The second
most important objective was the concentration of the corporate resources on what can
be done best (mean value 4.96), which was closely followed by the objective to keep
the service range to the most up-to-date condition (mean value 4.93). Two additional
objectives with less than moderate importance were the rationalisation to minimise
customer confusion (mean value 3.54) and rationalisation to minimise cannibalisation

(meanvalue3.47).
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Table 6.17: Relative Importance of Service Elimination Objectives
ServiceElimination
Objectives

N

Mean*

Min

Max

Sd

Improvement of financially-

112

5.29

1

7

1.77

relatedindicators
Concentrationof the

112

4.96

1

7

1.71

112

4.93

1

7

1.72

112

3.54

1

7

1.94

112

3.47

1

7

1.74

corporate resources on what

can be donebest
Keep the servicerangeto the
most up-to-datecondition
Rationalisationto minimise
customerconfusion
Rationalisationto control
cannibalisation

*Likert scale

1: not at all, 4: moderately, 7: to a great extent

Table 6.18 presents the mean values for the service elimination objectives by

companytype. The improvementof financially related indicators was again the most
important objective amongbanks (mean value 5.59) and insurancecompanies(mean
value 5.14). Building societies, however, ranked it second (mean value 5.13), preceded
by the objective to keep the service range up-to-date (mean value 5.47). As in the
overall ranking, the objectives of `rationalising the service to minimise customer

confusion' and `rationalisingthe servicerange to control cannibalisation'were ranked
fourth and fifth (and vice versa),with mean values less than 4 in all but one type of
financial institution (banks,meanvalue 4.10). However,with regardsto companytype,
the one-way ANOVA (F=4.907, p<. 01) revealed that the only statistically significant

difference in the relative importance of the five objectives was between banks and
insurance companies in the objective namely rationalisation to control cannibalisation
(Levene test insignificant, mean difference with Bonferroni test=1.09, p<. O1)3.

3 The Levene test of homogeneity of variances is based on the null hypothesis that the variances in the
sub-groups under comparison are equal (in the present case the sub-groups were banks, building societies
and insurance companies) (Diamantopoulos and Schlegelmilch 1997; Kinnear and Gray 1997). The test
was carried out for the objective rationalisation to control cannibalisation and it was insignificant, thus
we could assume for equal variances in the three sub-groups with regards to this service elimination
objective. Since equal variances were assumed, the chosen Post Hoc test for the one-way ANOVA was
the Bonferroni multiple comparison. This test compares the physical distance between the mean values of
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Table 6.18: Service Elimination
Type
ServiceElimination
Objectives
Improvement of
financially-related

indicators
Concentrationof the
corporateresourceson
whatcan be donebest
Keepthe servicerangeto
the most up-to-date
condition
Rationalisationto

Objectives-Relative

Banks

by Company

Importance

Building Societies
Mean*
n

Insurance Companies
Mean*
n

n

Mean*

39

5.59 (1)

15

5.13 (2)

58

5.14(l)

39

5.03 (3)

15

4.53 (3)

58

5.03 (2)

39

5.05 (2)

15

5.47 (1)

58

4.71 (3)

39

3.85 (5)

15

3.67 (4)

58

3.29 (4)

39

4.10 (4)

15

3.60 (5)

58

3.02 (5)

minimise customer

confusion
Rationalisationto control
cannibalisation

*Likert scale

1: not at all, 4: moderately,7: to a greatextent

While the variable of overall business strategy did not account for any
significant differences in the importance of the service elimination objectives, the oneway ANOVA found some significant mean differences with the variable of the delivery
process of the eliminated service, with regards to the objective namely keep the service
range to the most up-to-date condition (Levene test insignificant, F=6.556, p<. 01). In

detail, in caseswhere the customersvisited the company to use the to-be eliminated
financial service, the importance of the above objective was higher than when the
companyvisited the customers(meandifferencewith Bonferroni test = 1.09,p<.05) or
when customersand the company were transactingat arm's length (mean difference
with Bonfen:oni test = 1.33,p<.05).
Table 6.19 shows the t-tests for the service elimination objectives against the
type of eliminated service, which found statistically significant differences with regards
to three objectives. As can be seen, for corporate financial services-elimination
each one of the dependentvariables of the ANOVA model (in this case the 5 different service
elimination objectives) againstthe sub-groupsof the factor (independent)variable (in this case,banks,
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candidates, the importance of the financially related objective, the variety reduction
objective and the cannibalisation objective was greater than for retail financial services.

Table 6.19: Relative Importance of Service Elimination Objectives by Type of
Eliminated Service-T-tests
Service Elimination Objectives

Retail Financial Service
Mean*
n

Corporate Financial Service
Mean*
n

t

Improvement of financially-

79

5.00

33

6.00

relatedindicators
Rationalisationto control

79

3.29

33

3.91

-1.729*

79

3.58

33

3.42

367
.

79

4.68

33

5.64

-3.364***

79

4.96

33

4.85

318
.

-3.168***

cannibalisation

Rationalisationto minimise
customerconfusion
Concentrationof the corporate
resources on what can be done

best(variety reduction)
rKeepthe servicerangeto the most up-to-datecondition

*Likert scale
1: not at all, 4: moderately,7: to a greatextent

In order to find any patterns among the five service elimination objectives, factor
analysis was conducted. The principal components' analysis (with Varimax rotation and
eigenvalues over 1) resulted in two factors, explaining 68.5% of the total variance. As
the factor loadings in Table 6.20 show, there was a clear distinction between the
market-related and the financially related service elimination objectives.

building societies,insurancecompanies)and identifies the statisticallysignificant ones (SPSS1999).
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Table 6.20: Service Elimination Objectives-Principal
ServiceElimination Objectives

Factor 1: Market-Related
Objectives

Rationalisation to minimise
customer confusion

857
.

Keep the servicerangeto the most
up-to-datecondition
Rationalisationto control
cannibalisation
Improvementof financially-related
indicators

Components Analysis
Factor 2: Financially-Related
Objectives

811
.
680
.
845
.

Concentration of the corporate
resources on what can be done best

Eigenvalue
Cumulative Variance Explained
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO)
Measure of Sampling Adequacy
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity
Overall Cronbach a
Cronbach a per Factor

648
.

2.042
40.843%

1.381
68.460%
633
.

.

Chi-Square=107.394,df=10, Sig=.000
5870
.
3779
7257
.

5.1.1 PursuedServiceElimination Objectivesand the Metric Contextual Influence
Table 6.21 shows the Pearson correlation coefficients between the pursued
service elimination objectives and the metric contextual variables. While size and
service diversity did not have any significant impact on the relative importance of the
five service elimination objectives, the latter was significantly

influenced by the

legislative environment, market competition, the overall market orientation and its
components and by technological change. Legislation was the variable with the
strongestinfluence on the serviceelimination objectives,since it accountedfor almost
one third of all the significant correlations.
In detail, the strongest positive correlation of legislation was with the objective
namely rationalisation to minimise customer confusion (r=. 297, p<. 01). Legislation was
also positively correlated with the objectives to keep the service range to the most upto-date condition (r=. 180, p<. 10) and rationalisation to control cannibalisation (r=. 194,
p<. 05), while it was negatively correlated with the objective to improve financially

related indicators (r=-. 166, p<.10). If the above correlations are compared with the
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relative importance rankings for the service elimination objectives (Table 6.17), it can

be observedthat the legislativeenvironmentforcesthe latter to enhancethe importance
of customer-focusedservice elimination objectives, thus discouraging them from
focusingsolely uponfinancially-relatedobjectives.
Market

competition

enhanced the importance of the objective namely

rationalisation to minimise customer confusion (x. 206, p<. 05) and keep the service
range to the most up-to-date condition (r=. 193, p<. 05). This finding suggeststhat as the

competition becomesmore intense,financial institutions feel the needto havea fresher
service range, which reflects the developmentsin the market. At the same time,
companiesunderstandthe importanceof having a servicerange,which is cleanandtidy
andthuseasyto understandby the customers.
Not surprisingly, overall market orientation was found to enhance the
importanceof the objective to keepthe service range to the most up-to-datecondition
(r=.203, p<.05). The components of market orientation showed some significant
correlations too.

Finally, the rhythm of technological changewas enhancingthe importance of
the objective to concentratethe corporate resourceson what can be done best(r=. 170,
p<. 10).
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5.2. Problem

Situations making a Service an Elimination

Candidate-Relative

Importance
Respondentswere asked to indicate the importance of each of the eight problem
situations, which were identified during the in-depth interviews, in triggering their
companies to consider a financial service an elimination candidate (1: no importance, 7:
extreme importance). Table 6.22 shows the relevant descriptive statistics.

Table 6.22: Problem Situations-Relative Importance
Problem Situations

N

Mean*

Min

Max

Sd

Declining customer demand
and customer rejection

112

5.45

1

7

1.30

Declining profitability
Serviceobsolescence
Legislative changesandnew
regulations

112
112
112

5.40
4.42
4.40

1
1
1

7
7
7

1.54
1.83
2.26

Incompatibility with current
corporatefocus
Changedbusiness
positioning
Technical problemswith the
servicedelivery process

112

4.37

1

7

1.90

112

4.36

1

7

1.87

112

3.05

1

7

1.90

112

1.70

1

7

1.12

A person with a vital role in

the delivery processleft the
com any
*Likert scale
1: of no importance,4: of moderateimportance,7: of extremeimportance

Only two out of the eight problem situations achieved a mean ranking higher than the

value of 5. Declining customerdemandand customerrejection was rankedasthe most
important problem situation (mean rank=5.45) and was closely followed by declining
profitability

(mean rank=5.40). Service obsolescence and legislative changes and new

regulations were ranked third and fourth respectively.

At close distance were two

additional problem situations, namely incompatibility with current corporate focus and
changed business positioning. The above relative importance rankings largely comply
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with the frequency in which the eight problem situations were identified during in-depth
interviews.
Table 6.23 presents the relative importance of the eight problem situations by
company type. The rankings by company type comply with the overall ranking in the
sense that the two most and the two least important problem situations from an overall
angle were the same across the three strata of company type, with the slight exception
that banks rated declining profitability

first. The one-way ANOVA (F=3.296, p<. 05)

provided supportfor the compliancebetweenthe relative importanceby companytype
and the overall relative importance, since the only statistically significant difference in
the mean values was between banks and insurance companies with regard to the
problem situation namely technical problems with the service delivery process (Levene

test insignificant, meandifferencewith Bonferroni test: 91, p<.10)
.

Table 6.23: Problem Situations-Relative Importance by Company Type
Problem Situations
Declining customer

Banks

Building Societies
Mean*
n
15
5.40(l)

Insurance Companies
Mean*
n
58
5.55 (I)

n
39

Mean*
5.31 (2)

39
39
39

5.49 (1)
4.33 (5)
4.49 (3)

15
15
15

4.67(2)
4.20 (6)
4.40 (4)

58
58
58

5.53(2)
4.53 (3)
4.34 (5)

39

4.31 (6)

15

4.53 (3)

58

4.36(4)

39

4.41 (4)

15

4.27 (5)

58

4.34 (5)

39

3.67(7)

15

2.60 (7)

58

2.76 (6)

39

1.85(8)

15

1.27(8)

58

1.71(7)

demand and customer

rejection
Declining profitability
Serviceobsolescence
Legislative changesand
new regulations
Incompatibility with
currentcorporatefocus
Changedbusiness
positioning
Technical problemswith
the servicedelivery
process
A personwith a vital role
in the delivery processleft
the company

scale

1: not at all, 4: moderately,7: to a greatextent
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Although the one-wayANOVA with the natureof the delivery processof the tobe eliminated service did not detect any significant differences,with the variable of
overall business strategy it revealed one significant difference with regards to the
problem situation namely technical problems with the delivery process (F=3.335,
p<. 05). Specifically, cost reducers viewed this problem situation as significantly more
important than fast imitators (Levene test significant, mean difference with Tamhane's

T24= 73, p<.10).
.
The t-test with the type of the eliminated service found only one statistically
significant comparisonwith the eight problem situations.In particular, when the to-be
eliminated financial service was for the corporate market, the importance of the
problem situation namelydeclining profitability was significantly more important than
when it was for the retail market(meanof corporate= 6.09, mean for retail =5.11, t=3.666,p<.01).
An attempt was made to identify any meaningful underlying groups among the
eight problem situations. The principal components' analysis (with Varimax rotation)

extracted three relatively clean factors, which accountedfor over 70% of the total
variance (Table 6.24). Factor 1 included problem situationsrelating to a changein the
legislative environment and in the strategy and tactics of financial institutions
(eigenvalue=2.508).Factor2 includedproblem situationsdue to a service'spoor market

° In this particular one-wayANOVA the Levenetest of homogeneityof varianceswassignificant for the
problem situation namely technical problems with the delivery process, thus the assumptionfor equal
varianceswas violated and the Bonferroni test could not be used. The Post Hoc test that was used was
Tamhane'sT2 (this particular test for multiple comparisonswasalso used for all the following one-way
AVONA analyseswhere the Levenetest was significant). This Post Hoc test for multiple comparisonsis
suitable in one-way ANOVA where the criterion of equalvarianceshasbeenviolated. As the Bonferroni
test, Tamhane'sT2 comparesthe physical distancebetweenthe mean valuesof different sub-groupsof
the factor variable of the ANOVA model (in this cost reducers, fast imitators, slow imitators and
technological innovators) with the dependentvariables(in this casethe various problem situations) and
identifies the significant ones.
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performance (eigenvalue=1.690) and factor 3 comprised financial and delivery process
related problem situations (eigenvalue=1.421).

Table 6.24: Problem situations-Principal ComponentsAnalysis
Problem Situations

Factor 1: Legislative,
Tactical, Strategic
change

Incompatibility with
current corporate focus

922
.

Changedbusiness
positioning
Legislativechangesand
new regulations
Declining customer
demandandcustomer
rejection
Serviceobsolescence

887
.

Factor 2: Poor Market
Performance

Factor 3: Profitability
and Delivery Process
Problems

583
.
807
.
797
.

Declining profitability

855
.

A personwith a vital role
in the delivery processleft
the company

625
.

Technical problems with

525
.

the delivery problems
Eigenvalues
Cumulative Variance
Explained
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
(KMO) Measure of
Sampling Adequacy
Bartlett's Test of
Sphericity
Overall Cronbach a
Cronbach a per Factor

2.508
31.350%

1.690
52.478%

1.421
70.242%

698
.
Chi-Square=277.833,df=28, Sig=.000

.7712

7329
.
5524
.

.5437

5.2.1Problem Situations and the Metric Contextual Influence
Table 6.25 has the Pearson correlation coefficients between the eight problem
situations and the metric contextual variables. Size and service diversity were the only

variables with no significant influence on the problem situations. The remaining 7
independentvariablesaccountedfor many significant correlations.
Market competition in particular was the environmental variable with the most
and strongest significant correlations, as it enhanced the importance of all but two of the
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problem situations. All the problem situations whose importance was enhanced by

competition, fell under factors 1 and 2 in Table 6.24. This finding suggeststhat as
competition becomesmore intense,British financial institutions are temptedto consider
for possibleelimination financial servicesthat a) do not perform satisfactorily in terms
of sales and b) do not comply with the strategic and the tactical focus of the business.
While the problem situation namely declining profitability

was positively

correlated with overall market orientation (r=. 198, p<. 05), competitor orientation

(x. 257, p<.01) and interfunctional coordination (r=.213, p<.05), it was significantly
and negatively correlated with legislation (r=-. 180,p<.10). Apparently, the latter
correlation indicates that the legislative environment in the British financial services
sectorcan sometimesforce financial institutions to keep in their rangefinancial services
which do not perform accordingto their profitability objectives and which otherwise
would have beenconsideredto be elimination candidates.The legislative environment
enhancedthe importanceof the problem situationnamely serviceobsolescence(r=.216,
p<.05), while the latter was not influenced (as would be expected)by the rhythm of
technological change. Finally, technological change accounted some weak but
significant correlations.It was most strongly enhancingthe importanceof the problem
situationnamely changedbusinesspositioning (r=.236, p<.05) and it was less strongly,
but significantly, correlated with incompatibility with the current corporate focus
(x209, p<.05) and with declining customerdemand(x. 181,p<.10).
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6. The ServiceElimination Decision-Making Process

6.1 Audit Criteria for the Identification of Candidates for Elimination-Relative
Importance
During the in-depth interview phase of the study the interviewed financial
institutions identified eight audit criteria that they were using to screentheir rangeof
financial services. In the mail survey phase respondents were asked to indicate the
importance of each one of the pre-identified audit criteria on a 7-point Likert scale,

where 1 was for no importance and 7 for extreme importance. Table 6.26 has the
correspondingdescriptive statistics.It can be seenthat of the eight audit criteria only
three exceeded the scale point of 5. The single most important criterion for the
identification of candidatesfor elimination wasprofitability, closely followed by sales
volume. The third and last criterion with a mean value above 5 was market growth
potential. Two additional audit criteria, namely customers' perceptions and activities of
competitors were of above moderate importance in the identification of elimination
candidates, since they exceeded the mid-scale point of 4 (which stood for moderate
importance). Finally, the three remaining audit criteria namely market share, service's
position on the life cycle curve and operational problems were of less than moderate

importance,astheir meanvaluewas below the mid-scalepoint of 4.
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Table 6.26: Audit Criteria for the Identification
Relative Importance
Audit Criteria

N

Mean*

Profitability
Sales volume

112
112

5.72
5.41

Market growth potential
Customers'perceptions

112
112

Activities of competitors

Market share
Service'spositionon the life
cycle curve
Operationalproblems(i.e.,
with the design,the
blueprinting andthe delivery
of a service)

of Candidates for Elimination-

Min

Max

Sd

I
1

7
7

1.54
1.36

5.02
4.67

1
1

7
7

1.47
1.72

112

4.28

1

7

1.62

112
112

3.57
3.52

1
1

7
7

1.80
1.46

112

3.22

1

7

1.78

*Likert scale
1: of no importance 4: of moderate importance, 7: of extreme importance
,

Table 6.27 presents the relative importance of the audit criteria by company

type. As in the overall ranking,profitability and sales volume were the first and the
second most important criteria respectively for banks and insurance companies, closely
followed by market growth potential. Banks and insurance companies rated the rest of
the audit criteria in exactly the same order as in the overall ranking. However, two
distortions in the overall ranking were caused by building societies. First, although

profitability andsalesvolumewere still the two most importantaudit criteria, their order
was inverted. Second,the third most important criterion was activities of competitors,
insteadof the overall third criterion of marketgrowth potential, which was rated fourth
by the building societiesof the sample.As far asthe differencesin the meanvaluesare
concerned, one-way ANOVA (F=3.378, p<.05) showed that the only significant
difference was between building societies and insurance companies on the audit
criterion namely activities of competitors, where the former found it statistically
significantly more important than the latter (Levene test significant, mean difference

with Tamhane'sT2 test: 1.07,p<.05).
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Table 6.27: Relative Importance of Audit Criteria by Company Type
Audit Criteria

Banks

Building Societies

Insurance Companies

n
39

Mean*
5.82 (1)

n
15

Mean*
5.33(2)

n
58

Mean*
5.76(1)

Salesvolume
Market growth potential
Customers'perceptions
Activities of competitors
Market share
Service'sposition on the
life cycle curve

39
39
39
39
39
39

5.10 (2)
5.05 (3)
4.72 (4)
4.51 (5)
3.28 (6)
3.77 (7)

15
15
15
15
15
15

5.53 (1)
4.60 (4)
4.53 (5)
5.00 (3)
3.40 (6)
3.20 (7)

58
58
58
58
58
58

5.59(2)
5.10 (3)
4.67(4)
3.93 (5)
3.81 (6)
3.44 (7)

Operational problems (i. e.,
with the design, the
blueprinting and the
delivery of a service)

39

3.51 (8)

15

2.67 (8)

58

3.17 (8)

Profitability

*Likert scale
1: not at all, 4: moderately,7: to a greatextent

Table 6.28 has the results of the one-way ANOVA between the audit criteria and
the variable of overall business strategy. Significant results were found with three
criteria, namely market share, position on the life cycle curve and operational problems.
However, market share was the criterion which accounted for the most notable mean

differences(F=3.215,p<.05).
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Table 6.28: Relative Importance of Audit Criteria by Overall Business StrategyOne-way ANOVA
Test of Homogeneity of
Variances

Audit Criteria

Leven Test

Sig

F

DF

165

920
.

995
.

108

Sales volume

.

Market share
Profitability
Market growth potential
Positionon the life cycle curve
Activities of competitors
Operationalproblems

3.642
1.418
3.470
1.724
1.877
2.259

Customer's perceptions

659
.

Benchmark
Overall
Business
Strategy
Fast imitator

015
.
242
.
019
.
166
.
138
.
086
.
479
.

Cost reducer

Cost reducer

108
108
108
107
108
108

2.452

108

1 82***
.
1.63**
1.53*

Position in the life cycle
Post Hoc Tests of Multiple Comparisonswith Bonferroni Test
Comparison Overall BusinessStrategies
Mean Difference

Cost reducer
Fast imitator
Technological innovator

Benchmark
Overall
Business
Strategy

3.215
589
.
1.003
2.343
1.515
3.315

Market Share
Post Iloc Testsof Multiple Comparisonswith Tamhane's T2
Comparison Overall BusinessStrategies
Mean Difference

Slow imitator
Technological innovator

Benchmark
Overall
Business
Strategy
Slow imitator

ANOVA

Slow imitator
Technologicalinnovator
Statisticalsignificance
*p<. 10
** p<. 05
***
01
.

The one-way ANOVA

398
.

026**
.
624
.
395
.
077*
.
215
.
023**
.
.

167

Sig

005
.
024
.
056
.

Sig.

-. 20

991
.

-. 91
-. 85*

594
.
096
.

Operational Problems
Post Hoc Tests of Multiple Comparisons with Tamhane's T2
Comparison Overall BusinessStrategies
Mean Difference

Fast imitator

Sig

Sig.

194

1.42

.

93
.
1.01*

154
.
077
.

for the nature of the delivery process with the audit

criteria revealed only one significant difference with regards to the relative importance
of the criterion namely activities of competitors (F=3.288, p<. 05), which was greater
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when the customers visited the company, than when the company visited the customers
(mean difference =. 94, p<. 05).
The t-tests between the type of the eliminated service and the audit criteria

revealedsome significant differences,which are shown in Table 6.29. When a retail
financial service was examined for possible elimination, sales volume and activities of
competitors were significantly more important audit criteria than in cases involving
corporate financial services. By contrast, profitability was a more important criterion for
corporate than for retail financial services-candidatesfor elimination.

Table 6.29: Relative Importance of Audit Criteria by Type of Eliminated ServiceT-tests
Audit Criteria

Retail Financial Service
Mean*
n

Cor porate Financial Service
Mean*
n

t

Sales volume

79

5.61

33

4.94

2.423**

Market share
Profitability
Market growth potential

79
79
79

3.71
5.54
4.92

33
33
33

3.24
6.15
5.24

79

3.48

33

3.63

-2.204**
-1.045

Position on the life cycle curve

4.44
33
3.88
3.08
3.58
33
4.80
33
4.36
*Likert scale
1: of no importance,4: of moderateimportance,7: of extremelyimportance
Statistical significance
*p<. 10
** p< 05
.
*** <.01

Activities of competitors
Operationalproblems
Customer'sperceptions

79
79
79

1.250

-.470

1.697*
1.356
1.223

An attempt was made in the quantitative phaseof the study to find out if there
were any underlying patternsin the audit criteria. The principal componentsanalysisin
Table 6.30 (with Varimax rotation and eigenvalues greater than 1) extracted three
factors, which explained just over 60% of the variance. Factor 1 was the strongest
(eigenvalue= 2.342, variance explained=29.3%) and contained five market-related audit
criteria. Factor 2 (eigenvalue=1.243) comprised the criteria namely profitability

and
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operational problems, while sales volume was the only criterion that loaded on factor 3

(eigenvalue=1.219).

Table 6.30: Audit Criteria-Principal

Components Analysis

Audit Criteria

Factor 1: MarketRelated Criteria

Market growth potential
Service's position on the
life cycle curve

757
.
718
.

Customersperceptions
Market share

716
.
621
.

Activities of competitors

Profitabilit
Operationalproblems

355
.

Sales volume

Eigenvalues
Cumulative Variance
Explained
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
(KMO) Measure of
Sampling Adequacy
Bartlett's Test of
Sphericity
Overall Cronbach a
Cronbach a per Factor

2.342
29.275%

Factor 2: Profits and
Operational Problems
Related Criteria

Factor 3: SalesRelated
Criteria

912
.
569
.
1.243
44.810%

892
.

1.219
60.051%

683
.
Chi-Square=128.459,df=28, Sig=.000

.6601

6449
.
4080
.

NA

6.1.1Audit Criteria and the Metric Contextual Influence
Table 6.31 presents the 72 bi-variate correlations between the 8 audit criteria
and the 9 metric contextual independent variables, of which 22 correlations (or 30.5%)
were statistically significant (5.5 % significant at .01 level, 18% at .05 level and 7% at

10 level).
As in the pre-elimination stage, the size and the service diversity of financial

institutions were the only metric independentvariableswith no significant influence on
the relative importance of the audit criteria. All the remaining 7 contextualvariables
accountedfor significant correlations.
The overall market orientation and its components had the most profound
impact upon the relative importanceof the audit criteria (they accountedfor over 43%
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of the significant correlations) and the variables of market competition, legislation and

technologicalchangeexhibited a statistically significant impact. An interestingfinding
was that the importance of the relatively unimportant, according to the overall ranking
in Table 6.26, audit criterion namely service's position on the life cycle curve was

enhancedby the overall marketorientationas well as by its components.In particular,
the strongestpositive influence on this criterion was exerted by the component of
competitor orientation (r=.270, p<. 01). This influence persisted even after controlling
for the effect of the other two components of market orientation, i. e. customer
orientation and interfunctional coordination. The overall market orientation and two

components,namely customerand competitor orientation had a positive influence on
the relative importance of the criterion namely customers' perceptions. Not
surprisingly, the component of customer orientation had the strongest effect of the
aboveaudit criterion (r-. 238, p<.05). This relationship persistedeven after controlling
for the effect of competitororientation.
The relative importance of the criteria of sales volume and activities of
competitors

was enhanced by competition

(x. 270, p<. 01 and r-. 250, p<.01

respectively). This indicates that as the competition between financial institutions

becomesharsher,under-performingfinancial servicesin terms of salesvolume have a
higher probability of becomingcandidatesfor elimination.
As in the pre-eliminationstage,at this stagetoo the influence of the legislative
environment was notable. Specifically, it exerted a positive impact on the relative
importanceof the criteria marketshare andsalesvolume(r-. 173, p<.10; r-. 237, p<.05)
and a stronger positive influence on the criterion customers' perceptions (r-. 297,
p<.O1).
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Finally, technological change was enhancing the relative importance of the
criteria namely customers perceptions (r=. 255, p<. 01), operational problems (r=.224,

p<.05) andactivities of competitors(r=.240, p<.05).
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6.2 Alternative Remedial Actions-Relative Importance
During the in-depthinterviews financial institutions identified sevenactionsthat
they used in order to restorethe deviantperformanceof financial services-candidates
for elimination. In the mail questionnairerespondentswere askedto rateeachone of the
seven remedial actions according to their importance in the remedial plans that they
may have implemented in the specific service elimination case that they had chosen to
discuss. The relative importance was measuredon a 7-point Likert scale, where 1 stood

for no importanceat all, and7 for extremeimportance.
Table 6.32 has the descriptivestatisticsfor the alternativerevitalisation actions.
Three observationscan be madewith regardsto the meanvalues.First, even at the top
of the ranking,no revitalisationactionachieveda meanvalue greaterthan 5. Second,no
action achieveda meanvalue lower than 3. Third, the physical distancein the relative
importancebetweenthe most and the least important remedial action was only 1.05 on
the 7-point Likert scale. The most important remedial action was price modifications
(mean value=4.84), followed by the related action namely cost structure modifications

(meanvalue=4.56).Modifications/improvementsin someof the service's attributeswas
ratedthird in terms of relative importance(meanvalue=4.51),while the fourth and last
remedialaction with a meanvalueabovethe mid-scalepoint of 4 was an increasein the
effort of salesforce and customercontactpersonnel(meanvalue=4.12).
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Table 6.32: Remedial Actions-Relative Importance
Remedial Actions

N

Mean*

Min

Max

Sd

Price modifications
Cost structure modifications

110
111

4.84
4.56

I
I

7
7

1.58
1.66

Modifications/Improvements
in someof the service's

111

4.51

1

7

1.65

110

4.12

I

7

1.73

111

3.83

1

7

1.70

110

3.82

1

7

1.56

111

3.79

1

7

1.74

attributes

Increasethe effort of sales
force and customercontact
personnel
Modifications in the
promotions/communications
strategy
Modifications in the service
delivery process
Modifications in the training
of salesforce andcustomer
contact personnel

*Likert scale
1: of no importance 4: of moderateimportance,7: of extremeimportance
,

Table 6.33 lists the relative importance rankings for the revitalisation
alternatives by company type. A closer look at the mean values for each type of
financial institution leads to the same three above observations for the overall ranking
(i. e., absence of mean values greater than 5, absence of mean values lower than 3,
relatively small physical distance between the most and the least important alternative

actions). A fourth observation,however, is that from the most to the least important
revitalisationalternative,banksgavehigher meanvaluesthan did building societiesand
insurance companies. The ranking by company type for the three most important
revitalisation alternatives largely complies with the overall ranking in Table 6.32.
However,the one-wayANOVA did not detectany statistically significant differencesin
the relative importance of the remedial actions across the variable of company type.
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Table 6.33: Relative Importance of Remedial Actions by Company Type
Remedial Actions
n
Price modifications

Cost structuremodifications
Modifications/Improvements

Banks
Mean*

Building Societies
Mean*
n

Insurance Companies
Mean*
n

39

5.00(l)

15

4.93 (1)

56

4.70 (I)

39
39

4.69 (2)
4.67 (3)

15
15

4.33(3)
4.40 (2)

57
57

4.53 (2)
4.44 (3)

38

4.43 (4)

15

4.20 (4)

57

3.82 (4)

39

4.10 (5)

15

3.67 (6)

57

3.68 (6)

38

3.95 (7)

15

3.53 (7)

57

3.81 (5)

39

3.95(6)

15

4.07 (5)

57

3.61 (7)

in some of the service's

attributes
Increasethe effort of sales
forceand customercontact
personnel
Modifications in the
cations
promotions/communi
strategy

Modifications in the service
delivery process
Modifications in the training
of salesforce and customer
contactpersonnel

*Likert scale
1: not at all, 4: moderately,7: to a greatextent

Unlike the variables of overall business strategy and type of the eliminated
service, the one-way ANOVA

found that the nature of the delivery process of

elimination candidates accounted for some significant differences in the relative
importance of the remedial actions. In Table 6.34 it can be seen that significant mean
differences

were

detected

for

two

revitalisation

alternatives,

namely

modificationslimprovements in some of the service's attributes' (F=4.283, p<.05) and
price modifications (F=4.103, p<. 05). Specifically,

the importance of attributes'

modifications as well as of price modifications was significantly higher when the
customers visited the company to use the eliminated to-be financial services, rather than
when company and customers were transacting at arm's length (Levene test
insignificant, mean difference with Bonferroni test = 1.02, p<. 05, and 1.03, p<. 05
respectively).
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Table 6.34: Relative Importance of Revitalisation Alternatives by the Method of
the Service Delivery Process.One-way ANOVA
Remedial Actions

Test of Homogeneity of
Variances

ANOVA

LeveneTest

Sig

F

l)F

Sig

Modifications/Improvements in
some of the service's attributes

1.397

252
.

4.283

107

0I6**
.

Cost structuremodifications
Price modifications
Increasethe effort of salesforce
andcustomercontactpersonnel
Modifications in the training of
salesforce andcustomercontact

195
.
321
.
644
.

823
.
726
.
527
.

986
.
4.103
2.042

107
106
106

376
.
019**
.
135
.

336
.

715
.

1.512

107

225
.

921
.

401
.

493
.

107

612
.

2.757

068
.

1.883

106

personnel

Modifications in the
promotions/communications
strategy
Modifications in the service
delivery process

Benchmark
Method of
Delivery

Modifications/Improvements in someof the Service's Attributes
Post Hoc Tests of Multiple Comparisonswith Bonferroni Test
Comparison Methods of Delivery Process
Mean Difference

Process
Customers

v isit ed the
company

Benchmark

Company visited the customers

C-Ustomers
and companywere transactingat
arm's length

F

.

157

Sig

16

1.0

1.02**

026
.

.

Price Modifications
Post Iloc Testsof Multiple Comparisons with Bonferroni Test
Comparison Method of Delivery Process
Mean Difference

Sig.

Method of

Delivery
Process
Customers
v isit ed th e

company

Companyvisited the customers
Customersand companyweretransactingat
arm's length
Statistical significance
*p<. 10
** p<. 05
*** <.01

35
.
1.03**

1.0
018
.

The seven remedial actions were subjected to factor analysis in order to assess

their dimensionality. Table 6.35 has the results of the principal components'analysis
(with Varimax rotation and eigenvaluesover 1) which extracted two clean factors. It
can be observedthat almost all the remedial actions of a non-financial nature loaded
strongly on factor 1 (eigenvalue2.750), while all the remedial actions of a financial
natureloadedheavily on factor 2 (eigenvalue1.952).
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Table 6.35: Remedial Actions-Principal ComponentsAnalysis
Remedial Actions

Factor 1: Non-Financially Related
Remedial Actions

Modifications in the
promotions/communications strategy
Modifications in the training of sales
force and customer contact
personnel
Increase the effort of sales force and
customer contact personnel
Modifications in the service delivery
process

878
.

Factor 2: Financially-Related
Remedial Actions

862
.
783
.
723
.

Price modifications

885
.

Cost structuremodifications

805
.

Modifications/Improvementsin
someof the service'sattributes

574
.

Eigenvalue

2.750

1.952

Cumulative Variance Explained
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO)
Measure of Sampling Adequacy
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity
Overall Cronbach a
Cronbach a per Factor

39.285%

67.163%
.702

Chi-Square=344.189,df=21 Si =.000
8161
.
8551
6840
.
.

6.2.1 Alternative Remedial Actions and the Metric Contextual Influence
Table 6.36 has the 63 bi-variate correlations between the 7 remedial actions and
the nine metric contextual variables, of which 25.5% were statistically significant (8%
at p<. 10,11.1 % at p<. 05,6.4% at p<. O1).
In this stage of the service elimination decision-making process, size and market

orientation (overall) were the only environmental variables with no influence on the
relative importanceof the remedialactions.
Competition was the environmental variable with the widest and strongest
impact, as it was enhancingthe importance of six out of sevenremedial alternatives.
This finding suggeststhat as the market competition intensifies, financial institutions try
to restore the performance of the pre-identified

candidates for elimination

considering a wide spectrum of financial and non-financial

by

remedial actions.

Notwithstanding the above, competition had a stronger influence on non-financial
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remedial actions. In particular, it was more strongly correlated with the remedial actions
namely modifications in the promotions/communications strategy (r=.386, p<.01),

increasethe effort of salesforce and customercontactpersonnel (r-. 326, p<.01) and
modifications in the training of salesforce and customer contact personnel (r-. 286,
P<01).
While the overall market orientation was inert at this stage, the component
namely competitor orientation exhibited considerable influence. Interestingly, it
enhanced the relative importance of the same three non-financial revitalisation

alternatives that were most strongly enhancedby competition. These influences
persistedeven after controlling for the effect of the variableof competition.
Technological change was positively and significantly correlated with the
alternative action namely modifications in the promotions/communicationsstrategy
(x. 162,p<. 10).
The variables of legislation, interfunctional coordination and customer
orientation had only a minor influencein this stageof the elimination decision-making
process. Finally, service diversity enhancedthe importance of the remedial actions
namely coststructuremodifications(r=.163, p<.10).
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Chapter 6

6.3 Factors for the Evaluation

Quantitative Findings

of the Macro Impact of Elimination

Decisions-

Relative Importance
During the in-depth interviews financial institutions identified nine evaluation
factors, that were helping them to assessthe macro impact of elimination decisions. In

the mail surveyphaserespondentswere askedto indicatethe relative importanceof the
pre-identified evaluationfactors on a 7-point scale,where 1 meantno importanceand 7
extreme importance. As in the previous stages of the elimination process, respondents
were asked to refer to the specific elimination case that they had chosen to discuss.

As can be seenin Table 6.37, the studiedfinancial institutionsrated the impact
on the relationship with customersas the most important evaluationfactor in deciding
whether or not to eliminate a financial service (mean value=5.38). This evaluation
criterion was the only one that achieveda mean value higher than the scalepoint of 5
and was followed at a distanceby the secondmost important evaluationfactor, namely
impact on the corporate image (mean value=4.63). Two additional evaluation factors
namely impact on the sales of other services and impact on the profitability

of other

services were rated only third and fourth most important, with mean values of 4.17 and

4.07 respectively.This finding is notable if one considersthat sales and profitability
considerationswere of utmostimportancein the stageof identification of candidatesfor
elimination and in the subsequentstageof revitalisation.
The meanvalue for the 5 remaining evaluationfactors did not exceedthe midscale point of 4. In detail, impact on full line policy was rated 5`h,followed by the
evaluation factor namely extent to which a similar service exists in the market to satisfy

the needsof customers(meanvalues3.90 and3.69 respectively).At very close distance
betweenone another,the evaluationfactorsnamely likelihood of organisedintervention
and impact on human resourcesand employeerelationships were rated 7th and 8t'
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respectively. Finally, the evaluation factor concerning the benefits that competitors

could earn as a result of an elimination decisionwas rated asthe leastimportantby the
respondents(meanvalue=3.01).

Table 6.37: Factors for the Evaluation
Decisions-Relative Importance

of the Macro

Impact of Elimination

Evaluation Factors

N

Mean*

Min

Max

Sd

Impact on the relationship
with customers
Impacton the corporate
image
Impacton the salesof other

112

5.38

1

7

1.27

112

4.63

1

7

1.45

112

4.17

1

7

1.90

111

4.07

1

7

1.87

112

3.90

1

7

1.72

112

3.69

I

7

1.63

110

3.63

1

7

1.79

112

3.62

1

7

1.61

111

3.01

1

7

1.59

services (cross-selling)

Impact on the profitability of
other services
Impactupon full-line policy
(i. e., policy to offer a full
rangeof services)
Extent to which a similar
serviceexistsin the market
to satisfy the needsof
customers
Likelihood on an organised
intervention (negativepress
releases,adverse
governmentalreaction)
Impacton humanresources
and employee relationships

Benefitsthat competitorscan
develop as a resultof the
elimination of the service

*Likert scale

1: of no importance,4: of moderateimportance,7: of extremeimportance

The high importance that companies placed on the impact of elimination
decisionson the relationshipwith their customersis supportedby the findings in Table
6.38, which presentstherelative importanceof the evaluationfactorsby companytype.
Although the one-way ANOVA did not show any statistically significant differences in
the mean values across the variable of company type, some interesting observations
about the ranking of the evaluation factors can be made. The impact on the
relationships with the customers was the most important evaluation factor for all the
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three types of financial institutions, with a mean value constantly exceeding the scale
point of 5. As in the overall ranking, the evaluation of the `impact on the corporate
image was the second most important evaluation factor to banks and insurance
companies (mean value 4.56,4.69 respectively), while it was the 3rd most important to
buildings societies (mean value=4.53). Building societies seemed to pay more attention
to the cross-selling impact of elimination decisions (mean value=5.00), than did banks
and insurance companies (mean values=3.85 and 4.17 respectively). At the bottom of

the ranking the order for building societiesand insurancecompaniesis the sameas in
the overall ranking. However, banks showed some deviations, the most notable of
which is the greater importance that they placed on the evaluation of the impact on the

human resourcesand employeerelationships (mean value=3.74), than did building
societies and insurance companies (mean values 3.27,3.62 respectively).

Table 6.38: Evaluation Factors-Relative Importance by Company Type
Evaluation Factors

Banks
Mean*

Building Societies
Mean*
n

Insurance Companies
Mean*
n

Impact Oil the relationship
with customers

39

5.21 (1)

15

5.20(I)

58

5.53 (1)

Impacton the corporate
image
impact on the salesof other

39

4.56 (2)

15

4.53(3)

58

4.69(2)

39

3.85 (4)

15

5.00(2)

58

4.17(3)

39

3.97 (3)

15

4.00(5)

57

4.16 (4)

39

3.72 (6)

15

4.07(4)

58

3.98 (5)

39

3.69(7)

15

3.67 (6)

58

3.69 (6)

39

3.62 (8)

15

3.60(7)

56

3.64 (7)

39

3.74 (5)

15

3.27(8)

58

3.62(8)

38

3.08(9)

15

3.07(9)

58

2.95 (9)

services (cross-selling)

Impacton the profitability of
other services
Impact upon full-line policy
(i. e., policy to offer a full
rangeof services)
Extent to which a similar
serviceexistsin the market
to satisfy the needsof
customers
Likelihood on anorganised
intervention (negativepress
releases,adverse
governmentalreaction)
Impacton humanresources
andemployeerelationship
Benefitsthat competitorscan
develop as a result of the
elimination of the service

*Likert scale
1: of no importance 4: of moderateimportance,7: of extreme importance
,
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Unlike the type of the eliminated service, the nature of the delivery process and

the overall businessstrategyaccountedfor somestatistically significant differencesin
therelative importanceof the nine evaluationfactors.
The natureof the delivery process,accountedfor one significant differencewith
regards to the evaluation factor namely impact on the sales of other services (Levene
test insignificant, F=5.876, p<. 01). The one-way ANOVA showed that when companies
and customers were transacting at arm's length, the importance of the cross-selling
evaluation criterion was statistically significantly less important than when customers
visited the company (mean difference with Bonferroni test = -1.27, p<. 05) and when the

companywas visiting the customers(mean difference with Bonferroni test = -1.25,
p<.05).
The impact of the variableof overall businessstrategywas more notable.Table
6.39 presentsthe results of the one-wayANOVA. Of the nine evaluationfactors, the F
statistic was significant for as many as seven and the Bonferroni tests showed
significant mean differencesfor six of the significant evaluationfactors. Some of the
most notable findings are as follows. First, the evaluationfactor namely impact on the
profitability of other services(Levenetest significant, F= 5.235) was significantly less
important to slow imitators than to fast imitators and to technologicalinnovators(mean
differences with Bonferroni test = -2.19 and -1.29, p<.01 and p<.05 respectively).
Second,slow imitators were not as much concernedwith the impact of the elimination
decision on the corporate image, as were the cost reducers and the fast imitators.
Finally, technologicalinnovators were concernedsignificantly more about the benefits
that competitorscould developas a result of them eliminating a financial service,than
were costreducersandslow imitators.
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Table 6.39: Relative Importance
Strategy-One-way ANOVA
Evaluation Factors

of Evaluation

Factors by Overall

Test of Homogeneityof

Business

ANOVA

Variances

Leven Test
1.210

Impacton the salesof other
services(cross-selling)

1.251

Impact on the profitability of

other services
Impacton the relationshipwith
customers
Impacton the corporateimage
Impactupon full-line policy
Impact on humanresourcesand
employeerelationships
Benefits that competitorscan
develop asa resultof the
elimination of the service
Extent to which a similar service

Benchmark
Overall
Business
Strategy
Fast imitator

Benchmark

F
2.561

DF
108

Sig
059*
.

295

5.235

107

002***
.

.

232
.

.

874

3.302

108

023**
.

1.390
875
.
1.539

250
.
457
.
209
.

4.294
2.450
459
.

108
108
108

007***
.
067*
.
711
.

170

5.243

107

002***
.

1.297

279
.

1.369

108

256
.

066
.

978
.

3.275

106

024**
.

1.705

existsin the marketto satisfy the
needsof customers
Likelihood on an organised
intervention

Sig
310
.

.

Impact on the salesof other services
Post Iloc Testsof Multiple Comparisonswith Bonferroni Test
Mean Difference
Comparison Overall BusinessStrategies

Cost reducer

1.41

Slow imitator
Technological innovator

1.70*
1.02

Impact on the profitability of other services
Post Iloc Testsof Multiple Comparisons with Bonferroni Test
Comparison Overall BusinessStrategies
Mean Difference

Sig

170
.
055
.
831
.

Sig

Overall

Business
Strategy
Slow imitator

Benchmark

Cost reducer

-. 55

1.0

Fast imitator
Technological innovator

-2.19***
-I. 29**

004
.
043
.

Impact on the relationship with customers
Post Hoc Tests of Multiple Comparisonswith Bonferroni Test
Comparison Overall BusinessStrategies
Mean Difference

Sig

Overall

Business
Strategy
Slow imitator

Benchmark

Cost reducer

-. 70*

084
.

Fast imitator
Technological innovator

-.95
-. 79

156
.
105
.

Impact on the corporate image
Post me Tests of Multiple Comparisons with Bonferroni Test
Comparison Overall BusinessStrategies
Mean Difference

Sig

Overall

Business
Strategy
Slow imitator

Cost reducer
Fast imitator

Technologicalinnovator

-1.00**

011
.

1.21*

075
.

-. 81

.

180
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Table 6.39 Cont...

Benchmark
Overall

Likelihood of an organised intervention
PostFloc Tests of Multiple Comparisonswith Bonferroni Test
Comparison Overall BusinessStrategies
Mean Difference

Sig.

Business

Strategy
Cost reducer

Fast imitator

1.26

209
.

Slow imitator
Technologicalinnovator

1.09**
31
.

043
.
1.0

Statistical significance

*p<. 10
** p<. 05
*** <.01

Table 6.40 has the results of the attempt to group the nine evaluation factors
under larger identifiable groups. The principal components analysis (with Varimax
rotation and eigenvalues greater than 1) identified two clearly defined and almost
equally strong factors, which accounted for 55.7% of the total variance.

Factor 1

includes all the financial and competition related evaluation factors (eigenvalue 2.539)
and factor 2 comprises all the non-financial evaluation factors (eigenvalue 2.477). An
interesting observation is that the two most strongly loading items on factor 1 (i. e, sales
and profitability

related evaluation factors) and factor 2 (i. e., corporate image and

customer relationship related evaluations) were the four most important evaluation
factors in the overall ranking of Table 6.37.
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Table 6.40: Evaluation Factors-Principal ComponentsAnalysis
Evaluation Factors

Impact on the profitability of other

services
Impacton the salesof other services
(cross-selling)
Impactupon full-line policy (i. e.,
policy to offer a full range of
services)

Benefitsthat competitorscan
developas a resultof the elimination

Factor 1: Financial and
Competitor RelatedEvaluations
Factors
.

.
.

Factor 2: Non-Financial
Evaluation Factors

863

822
728

635
.

of the service

Impacton the corporateimage

843
.

Impacton the relationshipwith
customers
Likelihood on an organised
intervention (negativepressreleases,
adversegovernmentalreaction)
Extent to which a similar service
existsin the market to satisfy the
needsof customers
Impacton human resourcesand
employeerelationships
Eigenvalue
Cumulative Variance Explained
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO)
Measure of Sampling Adequacy
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity
Overall Cronbach a
Cronbach a per Factor

717
.
653
.
617
.
457
.
2.539
28.209%

2.477
55.735%
755
.

Chi-Square=316.008,df=36 Si =.000
8166
.
7078
8099
.
.

6.3.1Evaluation Factors and the Metric Contextual Influence
Table 6.41 shows the 81 bivariate correlations between the 9 evaluation factors
and the 9 independent metric contextual variables, of which as many as 35 (47%) were

statistically significant (13.6%at p<.10,21% at p<.05,12.4% at p<.O1).
Except for service diversity, all the remaining eight contextual variableshad
statistically significant influence on the evaluation factors. The widest impact was

exertedby competitororientation,which enhancedthe relative importanceof all but one
of the evaluation factors. This implies that the greater the attention of financial
institutions to monitoring their competitors, the wider the array of the considered
evaluation factors and the stronger the relative importance during service elimination
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decision-making.Of the eight significant correlations, the three strongestand most
statistically significant were with the evaluationfactors namely impact uponfull-line
policy (r-. 269, p<. 01), impact on the sales of other services (r=. 256, p<. 01) and impact

on the profitability of other services(r=.255, p<.01). Though less strongly, competitor
orientation was also enhancing the relative importance of the factors namely impact on
the corporate image (r=. 239, p<. 05) and benefits that competitors can develop as a
result of the elimination of the service (r=. 228, p<.05). All but one of the significant
correlations that competitor orientation accounted for persisted even after controlling

for the possibleeffect of marketcompetitions.
Market competition was the environmental variable with the second widest
impact, since it enhancedthe relative importanceof seven out of the nine evaluation
factors. The strongestpositive influence was on the benefits that competitors can
develop as a result of the elimination of the service (r-. 276, p<. 01), followed by a
positive impact on cross-selling

(r=. 257, p<. 01) and on the relationships with the

customers (r=.231, p<.05). An interesting and surprising finding was that market
competition was enhancingthe importance of the extent to which a similar service
exists in the market to satisfy the needsof customers(r=.213, p<.05). Consideringthat
this behaviourcould give competitorsan opportunity to increasethe salesof a similar
service that they may market, we would normally expect a negative relationship
betweenthis particular evaluationfactor andthe intensity of marketcompetition.
The effect of overall market orientation was notable at this stage of the
elimination decision-makingprocess.Of the six significant correlationsthat the variable
accountedfor, the four strongestwere with market-relatedevaluation factors, such as
impact onfull-line policy (x. 270, p<.01), impact on the relationship with the customers
3 The statistically significant relationshipbetweencompetitor orientation and the evaluationfactor namely
extentto which a similar service existsin the market to satisfy the needsof customersdid not persist after
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(r-. 257, p<. 01), benefits for competitors (r=. 223, p<. 05) and impact on the corporate

image(x. 206, p<.05).
Technological change enhancedthe importance of four financial and nonfinancial evaluation factors. It was most strongly correlated with the evaluation factor
namely impact on the relationship with customers (r=.336, p<. 01). Also it enhanced the
importance of the extent to which a similar service exists in the market to satisfy the
needs of customers (r=. 333, p<.01) and it was less strongly, but significantly, correlated
with the factors namely impact on the corporate image (r=.213, p<. 05) and benefits for

competitors(r-. 212, p<.05).
The legislativeenvironmentexhibited four relatively strongpositive correlations
and enhancedmost strongly the importance of the impact on the relationship with
customers(r=.330, p<.01) and the importance of the impact on the corporate image
(r-233, p<.05).
Interfunctional coordination was most strongly enhancing the importance of full

line considerationsand benefits to competitors, while it was less positively correlated
with profitability and customer relationship considerations.All the four significant
relationships persisted after controlling for the effects of customer and competitor
orientation. Another componentof the overall market orientation, namely customer
orientation, enhancedthe relative importanceof two evaluationfactors, namely impact
on the relationship with customers(r=.299, p<.01) and impact uponfull-line policy
(r-. 199,p<.05).
Finally, company size exhibited some significant impact in this stage of the
elimination process.Though relatively weakly, it enhancedthe relative importanceof

controlling for the linear effect of the variableof competition.
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and impact on the corporate

image(r=. 190,p<.05= andr=. 176,p<.10,respectively).
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6.4 Strateeies for the Implementation of the Elimination Decision-Freauency of
Use
The survey phase of the study attempted two tasks with regards to the
elimination implementation strategies.The first was to find out what was the frequency
in which the studied financial institutions applied implementation strategies in the
benchmark elimination cases.The second task was to measure the relative frequency in
which each strategy was generally used to implement financial service elimination

decisions.Thus, respondentswere askedto rate each strategyon a 7-point frequency
Likert scale,where 1 stoodfor `very rarely', 4 for `average'and7 for `very frequently'.
Table 6.42 showsthe frequenciesin which the elimination strategieswere used
in the benchmarkelimination casesof respondents.As in the qualitativephase,the most
widely used strategy was to eliminate the service to new customersbut leave the
existing customers unaffected. Of the 112 respondents, 81.3% used this strategy either
solely or in combination with another elimination implementation strategy. Far behind

the secondmost frequently used strategywas drop immediately,which was used in
23.4 % of the elimination cases,followed by the strategynamely eliminate the service
to new customers but the existing customerscannot purchase any additional units
(19.6% of the studiedelimination cases).The least usedstrategywas to drop a service
from the standard rangeand re-introduceit as a special (1 case).
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Table 6.42: Alternative Strategies to Implement Elimination
of Use in the Benchmark Elimination Cases
Alternative Elimination
Implementation Strategies

Decisions-Frequency

Used in the Benchmark Elimination Cases
Yes
No
%
N
23.2
86

Drop immediately

N
26

Eliminate the service to new

91

81.3

21

18.8

22

19.6

90

80.4

9

8

103

92

9

8

103

92

4

3.6

108

96.4

3

2.7

109

97.3

11

9.8

101

90.2

7

6.3

105

93.8

111

99.1

customersbut leavethe existing
customersunaffected
Eliminate the serviceto new
customersbut the existing customers
cannotpurchaseany additional units
Eliminate the servicefrom some
customersegmentsbut keepit open
for other customersegments
Eliminatenot the core servicebut
someservicefeatures(service
simplification)
Eliminate the service but keep its

%
76.8

nameand introducea new service
with the samenamebut of different

nature and function to the eliminated

one
Eliminate a few servicesas individual
offerings andcreatea new
amalgamatedservice(service
merging)
Phaseout the serviceslowly in order
to capitaliseupon additional sales
from loyal customers
Eliminate the serviceandsell it to
anothercompany
Drop a service from the standard

1

rangeand re-introduceit asa special

.9

Table 6.43 has the frequencies in which the 10 strategies had been used in the

specific elimination cases,by company type. There were no statistically significant
associations between the frequency of use and the three company type strata (all
Pearson x2 statistics were insignificant). An expected observation, however, is that the
strategy that was most widely used in the specific elimination cases by the three types
of financial institutions was to eliminate the service to new customers, but leave the
existing customers unaffected (used by 76.9% of banks, by 80% of building societies

andby 84.5%of insurancecompanies).
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Table 6.43: Alternative Strategies to Implement Elimination Decisions-Frequency
of Use in the Benchmark Elimination Cases by Company Type
Alternative Elimination
Implementation
Strategies

Usedin the Specific Elimination Case

Banks
Yes
Drop immediately(i.e., the
serviceis completely
eliminatedand hasno
furtherexistenceor entity
inthecompany)

No

Buildings Societies
Yes
No
N
%
N
%
3
20
12
80
(3)

N
9

%
31.1
(2)

N
30

%
76.9

30

76.9
(1)

9

23.1

12

8

20.5
(3)

31

79.5

4

3

7.7
(4)

36

92.3

0

2

5.1

37

94.9

3

Not significant

x2
Eliminate the service to
new customers but leave

Insurance Companies
Yes
No
N
%
N
%
75.9
14 24.1 44
(2)

80
(1)

3

20

49

84.5
(1)

9

15.5

10

17.2
(3)

48

82.8

100

6

10.3
(5)

52

89.7

80

4

6.9

54

93.1

3.4
(8)

56

96.6

3.4

56

96.6

the existing customers
unaffected

x2
Eliminatethe serviceto
new customersbut the
existing customerscannot

ot significant
26.7
11
73.3
(2)

purchase any additional

units
X2
Eliminate the service from
some customer segments

Not significant

but keep it open for other
customersegments
x2
Eliminate not the core

0
(6)

15

ot significant

servicebut someservice

(5)

20

12

(4)

(7)

features (service
simplification)

X2
Eliminatethe servicebut
keep its nameand
introducea new service
with the samenamebut of
different natureand

2

2.1
(7)

37

94.9

0

1

2.6

38

97.4

0

Not significant
0
15
100
(6)

2

function to the eliminated

one
x2
Eliminate a few servicesas
individual offerings and

(6)

2

(6)

createa new amalgamated
service(service merging)
x2
Phase out the service
slowly in order to

ot significant
0
15
100

(8)

ot significant
2

5.1
(5)

37

94.9

2

2

5.1
(5)

37

94.9

0

0

0
(8)

39

100

0

13.3
(5)

13

86.7

7

12.1
(4)

51

87.9

0
15
100
(6)
ot significant
0
15
100
(6)

5

8.6
(6)

53

91.4

1

1.7
(9)

57

98.3

capitalise upon additional
sales from loyal customers

xz
Eliminate the serviceand
sell it to anothercompany
X2
Drop a servicefrom the
standardrangeand re-

Not si 'fican

introduce it as a special

x1

Not significant
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Table 6.44 has the descriptive statisticsfrom the generalfrequencyranking of
eachstrategyon a 7-point Likert scale.It can be observedthat the three mostfrequently
usedstrategiesin generaltermswere the sameas the threemost frequently usedonesin
the benchmarkelimination cases(Table 6.42). In detail, the strategynamely eliminate
the service to new customers but leave the existing customers unaffected was in general

termsthe most frequentlyusedelimination strategyand the only one whosemeanvalue
exceeded the scale point of 5 (mean value=5.30). At considerable distance behind this
popular elimination implementation strategy (and below the mid-scale point of 4)

respondentsrated the strategynamely eliminate the service to new customersbut the
existingcustomerscannotpurchaseany additional units (meanvalue=3.81).In general
terms, the third most frequentlyusedstrategywas drop immediatelywith a meanvalue
of 2.83 (i.e, the serviceis completelyeliminatedand hasno further existencewithin the
company's service range). Like the drop immediately strategy, the remaining seven
strategiesdid not achieve a mean value higher than 3. As in the specific elimination
cases'ranking, the strategydrop a servicefrom the standard range and re-introduceit
as a special was the leastfrequentlyusedstrategyin generalterms(meanvalue=1.60).
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Strategies to Implement

Elimination

Decisions-General

Alternative Elimination
Implementation Strategies

N

Mean*

Min

Max

Sd

Eliminate the service to new

107

5.30

I

7

1.59

105

3.81

1

7

2.05

111

2.83

1

7

1.93

104

2.75

1

7

1.69

107

2.66

1

6

1.55

105

2.22

1

6

1.55

102

2.16

1

7

1.53

106

1.96

1

6

1.37

107

1.75

1

6

1.19

105

1.60

I

6

1.11

customersbut leavethe
existing customers
unaffected

Eliminate the serviceto new
customersbut the existing
customerscannotpurchase
any additionalunits
Drop immediately(i. e.,the
serviceis completely
eliminatedandhas no further
existenceor entity in the
company)
Eliminate not the core
service but some service

features(service
simplification)
Phaseout the serviceslowly
in order to capitaliseupon
additional salesfrom loyal
customers
Eliminate a few servicesas
individual offerings and
createa new amalgamated
service(servicemerging)
Eliminate the servicefrom
somecustomersegmentsbut
keep it openfor other
customersegments
Eliminate the servicebut
keepits nameand introduce
a new service with the same
namebut of different nature
andfunction to the
eliminatedone
Eliminate the serviceandsell
it to anothercompany
Drop a servicefrom the
standardrangeand reintroduceit as a special

*Likert scale
1: very rarely 4: average,7: very frequently
,

Table 6.45 has the general frequency rankings for

the ten elimination

implementation strategies by company type. The two most frequently used strategies
were to eliminate a service to new customers but leave the existing customers
unaffected and to eliminate the service to new customers but the existing customers
cannot purchase any additional units. The drop immediately strategy was the third most
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frequently used for banks and building societies, while insurance companies ranked it

fifth, their third preferencebeing the strategy namely phase out slowly to capitalise
upon additional salesfrom loyal customers.However, the one-way ANOVA detected
statistically significant differences only with one elimination strategy. In particular
insurance companies tended to favour the strategy eliminate the service from some
customer segments but keep it open for

other customer segments statistically

significantly more than did building societies (F=3.556, p<. 05, Levene test significant,

meandifferencewith Tamhane'sT2 test=1.10,p<.01).
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Table 6.45: General Frequency Scale of Alternative Strategies to Implement
Elimination Decisions by Company Type
Alternative Elimination
Implementation Strategies
Eliminatethe serviceto new
customersbut leavethe

n

Banks
Mean*

Building Societies
Mean*
n

Insurance Companies
Mean*
n

37

5.05(l)

15

5.60(1)

55

5.38 (I )

37

3.70 (2)

15

4.47 (2)

53

3.70 (2)

39

2.74 (3)

15

3.80 (3)

57

2.63 (5)

36

2.53 (4)

15

3.33 (4)

53

2.74(4)

38

2.39 (5)

15

2.60 (5)

54

2.87 (3)

37

2.16 (6)

15

2.13 (6)

53

2.28 (7)

35

1.97(7)

15

1.40 (9)

52

2.50(6)

37

1.65 (10)

15

2.00(7)

54

2.17(8)

37

1.84(8)

15

1.47 (8)

55

1.76(9)

37

1.68 (9)

15

2.00 (7)

53

1.43(10)

existing customers

unaffected
Eliminatethe serviceto new
customersbut the existing
customerscannotpurchase
any additional units
Drop immediately(i.e., the
service is completely

eliminatedand hasno further
existenceor entity in the
company)
not the core

servicebut someservice
features(service
simplification)

Phaseout the serviceslowly
in order to capitaliseupon
additional salesfrom loyal
customers

Eliminate a few servicesas
individual offerings and
createa new amalgamated
service(servicemerging)
Eliminatethe servicefrom
somecustomersegmentsbut
keep it openfor other
customersegments
Eliminate the servicebut
keep its nameandintroduce
a new servicewith the same
namebut of different nature
and function to the
eliminated one

Eliminate the serviceandsell
it to anothercompany
Drop a servicefrom the
standardrangeand reintroduceit as a special

*Likert scale
1: very rarely 4: average,7: very frequently
,

The one-way ANOVA

found that the only significant difference that the

variable of the nature of the delivery process accounted for was with regards to the
strategy namely eliminate the service to new customers but leave the existing customers

unaffected.(F= 3.747, p<.05). Specifically, the relative frequencyof use of this popular
strategywas increasingwhen the financial institutions visiting the customersto deliver
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the eliminate-to-befinancial service,than when company and customerstransactedat
arm's length (Levene test insignificant, mean difference with Bonferroni test = .93,
p<.05).
The one-way ANOVA with the variable of overall businessstrategyrevealed
significant differences with regards to two implementation strategies (Table 6.46). First,
the strategy namely eliminate the service to new customers but the existing customers
cannot purchase any additional units (Levene test insignificant F=3.669, p<. 05), was
significantly

more frequently used by fast imitators, than by slow imitators and

technologicalinnovators.Second,the strategynamelyeliminate the servicebut keepits
name and introduce a new service with the same name but of different nature and
function to the eliminatedone (F=4.200,p<.01) was significantly more frequently used
by cost reducers,than by fast andslow imitators.
Finally, the type of the eliminated financial service did not have significant
influence on the relative frequencyof use of the elimination implementationstrategies
andthus the resultsarenot reportedhere.
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Table 6.46: Relative Frequency of Use of the Elimination
Strategiesby Overall BusinessStrategy-One-way ANOVA
Alternative Elimination
Implementation Strategies

Test of Homogeneityof
Variances

Drop immediate)
Eliminate the service to new

customersbut leavethe existing
customersunaffected
Eliminatethe serviceto new
customers but the existing

Implementation

ANOVA

Leven Test

Sig

F

I)F

Sig

839
.
112
.

475
.
953
.

616
.
837
.

107
103

606
.
477
.

740
.

531
.

3.669**

101

015
.

155

2.126

98

102
.

1.380
5.233

253
.
002
.

799
.
4.200***

100
102

497
.
008
.

680
.
611
.
4.119

567
.
609
.
008
.251

757
.
1.823
1.623

101
103
103

287

101

521
.
148
.
189
.

customerscannotpurchaseany
additional units
Eliminate the service from some

customersegmentsbut keepit
open for other customersegments
Servicesimplification
Eliminatethe servicebut keep its
nameand introducea new service
with the samenamebut of
different natureand function to
the eliminatedone
Servicemerging
Phaseout Slowly
Eliminate andSell out
Drop and re-introduce

1.786

1.387

.

.

834
.

Eliminate the Service to New Customers; Existing Customers cannot Purchaseany Additional
Units
Post Iloc Tests of Multiple Comparisons with Bonferroni Test
Comparison Overall BusinessStrategies
Mean Difference
Sig
Benchmark
Overall
Business
Strategy
631
Cost reducer
1.11
Fast imitator
.
Slow imitator
Technologicalinnovator

1.97**
1.99**

029
.
049
.
Eliminate the service,Keeping its name and Introducing a New Service with the sameName but of
different Nature and Function to the Eliminated one
Post 11ocTestsof Multiple Comparisons with Tamhane's T2
Mean Difference
Sig.
Benchmark
Comparison Overall BusinessStrategies
Overall
Business
Strategy
Fastimitator
1.21***
001
Cost reducer
.
Slow imitator

92**
.

Technologicalinnovator
Statistical significance
*p<. 10
** p<. 05
***
01
.

.

39

026
.

923
.

Table 6.47 presents the results of the factor analysis into which the 10
elimination implementation strategies were subjected in order to find whether they
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could be grouped under fewer identifiable and meaningful categories. Principal
components analysis (with Varimax rotation and eigenvalues greater than 1) extracted 4

factors explaining 64.4% of the total variance.The similar propertiesof the strategies,
which loadedto eachfactor, signified a meaningfulclassificationof the ten elimination
implementation strategies.Factor 1 was the strongestfactor (eigenvalue2.675) and
comprised five items. It was called `pseudo-eliminationstrategies' becauseall the
strategies that loaded on this factor implied that the eliminated service was still present

(at least to someextent) in the servicerangeafter financial institutions had authorised
its elimination. Factor2 (eigenvalue1.410)comprisedthe two most popularelimination
strategies, namely eliminate the service to new customers but leave the existing

customers unaffected and eliminate the service to new customers but the existing
customerscannotpurchase any additional units. Due to the fact that both the above
strategieshave a relationship componentin them, this factor 2 was called `relationship
elimination strategies'. Factor 3 (eigenvalue 1.236) comprised only the `sell out'
strategy(and it was namedaccordingly),while factor 4 (eigenvalue 1.112)comprised
the two drop strategies(i.e, drop immediately and drop a servicefrom the standard
rangeand re-introduceit as a special).
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Elimination

Alternative Elimination
Implementation Strategies

Factor 1:
PseudoElimination
Strategies

Eliminate the service from some
customer segments but keep it

828
.

openfor other customersegments
Eliminate a few servicesas
individual offerings and create a

new amalgamatedservice(service
merging)
Eliminatethe servicebut keepits
nameandintroducea new service
with the samenamebut of
different nature andfunction to
the eliminatedone
Eliminate not the core service but

someservicefeatures(service
simplification)
Phase out the service slowly in

order to capitaliseupon additional
salesfrom loyal customers
Eliminate the serviceto new
customersbut leavethe existing
customersunaffected
Eliminate the serviceto new
customersbut the existing
customerscannotpurchaseany
additional units
Eliminate the serviceand sell it to
anothercompany
Drop a servicefrom the standard
rangeandre-introduceit as a
special
Drop immediately(i. e., the
serviceis completelyeliminated
and hasno further existenceor
entity in the company)
Eigenvalues
Cumulative Variance Explained
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO)
Measure of Sampling Adequacy
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity
Overall Cronbach a
Cronbach a per Factor

Implementation

Factor 2:
Relationship
Elimination
Strategies

Strategies-Principal

Factor 3: SellOut

Factor 4: Drop
Strategies

695
.

688
.

590
.

553
.

837
.
779
.

.

802
720
.
718
.

2.675
26.752%

1.236
53.217%

1.410
40.854%

1.112
64.333%

.586

7112
.

Chi-Square=178.736,df=45 Si =.000
5653
.
5409
NA
.

2027
.

6.4.1 Alternative Elimination Implementation Strategies and the Metric Contextual
Influence
Table 6.48 has the corresponding 90 bi-variate correlations between the
elimination implementation strategies and the 9 metric contextual variables, of which
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only asfew as 15 (or 16.7%)were statisticallysignificant (5.5% at p<.10,4.4% at p<.05
and6.7% at p<.01).
The variable of overall market orientation and its componentsaccountedfor
nine of the fifteen significantcorrelations.Interestingly,the relative frequencyof use of
the service merging strategy was significantly

enhanced by the overall market

orientation (r=.298, p<. 01) and by all its three components. However, the significant

correlations between this elimination strategy and each of the three componentsof
marketorientation,did not persistafter controlling for the linear effects of the other two
componentsat a time. An interestingfinding was that the frequencyof useof the drop
immediately strategy was reduced by both the overall market orientation and the
component of interfunctional coordination (r=-. 165, p<. 10 and r=-272, p<.01
respectively).Not surprisingly,customerorientationenhancedthe use of the strategyto
eliminate the service to new customers but leave the existing customers unaffected

(r=.278, p<.01). Finally, interfunctional coordination was enhancingthe frequencyof
useof the servicesimplification strategy(r=. 184,p<.10).
The variable of market competition was a relatively active environmental
variableat this stageof the elimination decision-makingprocessand accountedfor three
interestingsignificant correlations.First, and contrary to the overall market orientation,
it was relatively strongly boosting the use of the drop immediately strategy (r=.256,
p<.01). Second,it enhancedthe frequencyof use of the strategynamely drop a service
from the standardrangeand re-introduceis as a special (r=.200, p<.05) and third it had
a negativeinfluence on the frequencyof use of the phase out slowly strategy(r--. 166,
p<.10).
The variable of legislation did not have a major impact at this stage of the
elimination decision-makingprocess.It was significantly and positively correlatedwith
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the two relationship elimination

strategies. Specifically,

its stronger and more

significant correlation was with the strategy namely eliminate the service to new
customers but leave the existing customers unaffected (r=. 206, p<. 05).

Finally, technologicalchangewasnegativelycorrelatedwith the strategynamely
eliminatea serviceand sell it to anotherfirm (r--. 171, p<.10) andpositively correlated
with the strategyto eliminatethe servicefrom somecustomersegments,but keepit open
for other customer segments(t=. 166, p<. 10).
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6.5 Issues Relating to the Duration of the Service Elimination

QuantitativeFindings

Decision-Making

Process

6.5.1 Determinants of the Duration of the Elimination Decision-ReachingProcessRelative Importance
During the in-depth interviews participants were asked to identify the factors

that determinedthe time that elapsedfrom the identification of a financial serviceas a
candidatefor elimination until the confirmation of the decision to eliminate it. Seven
duration determinantswere identified, asa result. In the mail survey phaserespondents
were askedto rate eachoneof the sevendeterminantson a 7-point Likert type scale(1:
no importance, 4: moderateimportance,7: extreme importance), according to their
importance in determining the duration of the decision-reaching process in the
benchmarkelimination cases.
Table 6.49 showsthe relevantdescriptivestatistics.The most importantduration
determinant was the reason that triggered the elimination in the first place (mean

value=5.06)and it was the only item with a meanvalue greaterthan the scalepoint of 5.
The secondmost important duration determinantwas the sensitivity and impact [of
elimination decisions] upon existing customers(mean value=4.76), followed by the
importance of the service to the company (in terms of sales and profits) (mean
value=4.31). The fact that thesetwo duration determinantswere of more than moderate
importanceindicates the concernof the studied financial institutions about customer
relationship and financially-related considerationsduring service elimination decisionmaking.The rest of the duration determinantswere of lessthan moderateimportance,as
their mean values did not exceedthe mid-scale point of 4. In particular, the duration
determinantnamely seriousnessof the problem with the service was fourth in relative
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importance (mean value=3.85), followed by the availability of a replacement product
(mean value=3.77). Contrary to the relatively high importance of the impact that an
elimination decision could have on the existing users of an eliminated to-be financial
service, sensitivity and impact upon new customers was a less important determinant of
the service elimination decision-reaching process (mean value=3.37).

Table 6.49: Determinants of the Duration of the Elimination
Process-Relative Importance

Decision-Reaching

Duration Determinants

N

Mean*

Min

Max

Sd

Reasonthat triggeredthe
elimination in the first place

111

5.06

1

7

1.64

Sensitivity and impact upon

111

4.76

1

7

1.71

111

4.31

1

7

1.82

111

3.85

1

7

2.05

111

3.77

1

7

2.04

111

3.67

1

7

1.76

111

3.05

1

7

1.65

existing customers
Importanceof the serviceto
the company
Seriousness
of the problem
with the service
Availability of a replacement
product

Sensitivity and impact upon
new customers
Behaviourof competitors

*Likert scale
1: of no importance 4: of moderateimportance,7: of extremeimportance
,

Table 6.50 presents the mail survey findings on the relative importance of the
duration determinants by company type. As in the overall importance ranking, the
factors namely reason that triggered the elimination in the first place and sensitivity
and impact upon existing customers were the two most important determinants of the
duration of the elimination decision-reaching process to all three types of financial
institutions. For banks and insurance companies the third most important duration
determinant was the importance of the service to the company (mean values 4.33 for
banks, 4.46 for insurance companies), while this was the fourth most important factor to

building societies(mean value=3.67), their third most important being the sensitivity
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and impact upon new customers (mean value=3.93). As far as the mean differences are
concerned, the one-way ANOVA

showed statistically significant results only with

reference to the duration determinant namely seriousness of the problem with the
service (F=4.098, p<. 05). In particular it was shown that this duration determinant was
significantly

more important to insurance companies than to banks (Levene test

insignificant, Mean difference with Bonferroni test= 1.14, p<. 05).

Table 6.50: Determinants of the Duration of the Elimination
Process-Relative Importance by Company Type
Duration Determinants
n

Banks
Mean*

Building Societies
Mean*
n

Decision-Reaching

Insurance Companies
Mean*
n

Reason that triggered the
elimination in the first place

39

4.85 (I)

15

4.93 (I)

57

5.25(l)

Sensitivity andimpact upon
existing customers
Importanceof the serviceto
the company
Seriousnessof the problem
with the service
Availability of a replacement
product
Sensitivity and impact upon
new customers
Behaviourof competitors

39

4.49 (2)

15

4.13 (2)

57

5.11 (2)

39

4.33 (3)

15

3.67 (4)

57

4.46(3)

39

3.23 (6)

15

3.47 (6)

57

4.37(4)

39

4.26(4)

15

3.60(5)

57

3.47(6)

39

3.41 (5)

15

3.93 (3)

57

3.77 (5)

39

3.03 (7)

15

3.07 (7)

57

3.07 (7)

*Likert scale
1: of no importance 4: of moderateimportance,7: of extremeimportance
,

The variable of overall business strategy accounted for significant mean
differences only with the duration determinant namely behaviour of competitors
(Levene test insignificant, F=6.533, p<. 01). In detail, this duration determinant was

significantly less important to slow imitators, than it was to fast imitators (mean
difference with Bonferroni test = -1.54, p<. 05) and technological innovators (mean

differencewith Bonferroni test = -1.54,p<.01).
The nature of the delivery process accounted for one significant mean
difference,relating to the availability of a replacementservice in the market (Levene
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test insignificant, F=5.937, p<. 01). The relative importance of the latter determinant was

significantly lower when the to-be eliminated service was delivered at arm's length,
than when customers visited the financial institutions in order to use the financial
service (mean difference with Bonferroni test = -1.43, p<.01) and vice versa (mean
difference with Bonferroni test = -1.31, p<. 05).

Finally, the type of the eliminated service did not accountfor any significant
differences in the relative importance of the duration determinants.
Table 6.51 shows the results of the factor analysis for the duration determinants.
As can be seen, the principal components' analysis categorised the seven duration

determinantsunder 2 factors, which explainedalmost 56.5% of the variance.Factor 1
was the strongest (eigenvalue=2.629)and accounted for 37.5% of the explained
variance.It included five items, two of which relatedto the internal environmentof a
company (i.e., availability of a replacementproduct and importance of the service to
the company)and the remaining three to the external environment.The secondfactor,
which

accounted for

the

remaining 24.6% of

the

explained variance

(eigenvalue=1.320),comprised two items namely seriousnessof the problem with the
serviceand reasonthat triggered the elimination in thefirst place.
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Table 6.51: Duration Determinants of the Elimination
Principal Components Analysis
Sensitivity and impactupon new

Decision-Reaching Process-

790
.

customers

727
.

Availability of a replacement
product
Importanceof the serviceto the
company
Sensitivity and impact uponexisting
customers
Behaviourof competitors

.

614

594
.
530
.

Seriousnessof the problem with the

782
.

1 Reasonthe triggeredthe elimination
in the first place

700
.

Cumulative Variance Explained
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO)
Measure of Sampling Adequacy
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity
Overall Cronbach a
Cronbach a per Factor

1

37.558%

1
711
.

1

56.411%

Chi-Square=153.283,df=21 Si =.000
6968
.
7169
4313
.
.

6.5.2 The Duration Determinantsand the Metric Contextual Influence
Table 6.52 shows the bi-variate correlations between the seven duration
determinantsand the nine metric contextual variables. Of the 63 correlations, 14 (or
22.3%) werestatistically significant (12.7% at p<.10,6.4% at p<.05 and 3.2% at p<.01).
Company size and legislation did not have any significant impact on the relative
importance of the duration determinants. By contrast, all the remaining seven
environmentalvariablesaccountedfor somesignificant correlations.
The overall market orientation, as well as its three components,had the widest
impact on the relative importance of various duration determinants.The relative
importance of the duration determinant namely behaviour of competitors was enhanced
by the overall market orientation (r=. 231, p<. 05) as well as by the components of
competitor orientation and interfunctional coordination (r=. 282, p<. Ol and r=. 238,

p<.05 respectively). The positive correlation between competitor orientation and
behaviour of competitors persisted even after controlling for the linear effect of
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interfunctional coordination, while the latter component's positive correlation with the
above duration determinant did not persist after controlling for the effect of competitor

orientation. Overall market orientation enhancedalso the relative importanceof the
duration determinant namely sensitivity and impact upon existing customers (r=. 186,
p<. 10). Also, competitor orientation enhanced the importance of the sensitivity and

impact upon new customers (r=.163, p<.10) and interfunctional coordination was
positively correlated with the importance of the service to the company.
Technological change had a notable influence on the relative importance of
three duration determinants. It was most strongly enhancing the importance of the
determinants namely sensitivity and impact upon existing customers (r= .255, p<. 01),

behaviour of competitors (r=.208, p<.05) and seriousnessof the problem with the
service(r-. 162,p<.10).
Two additional contextual variables accounted for statistically significant
influence. First, marketcompetition enhancedrelatively strongly the importanceof two
durationdeterminants,namelyavailability of a replacementproduct (r-. 278, p<.O1)and
behaviourof competitors(r=.219, p<.05). Finally, servicediversity reducedthe relative
importance of the reason that triggered the elimination in the first place (r--. 166,
p<. 10).
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6.5.3 Actual Duration of the Elimination Decision-Reaching Process
In the mail questionnaire respondents were asked to specify the time (in months)
that elapsed from the moment a financial service was initially identified as a candidate

for elimination, until the momentthe decisionto eliminate it wasmade.
Table 6.53 has the correspondingdescriptivestatistics.On averagethe studiedfinancial
institutions needed 5.6 months (n=111, sd=6.176) to reach the elimination decision in
the benchmark elimination cases.The quickest reported decision-reaching time was two
weeks (3 cases), while the longest was as long as 36 months (1 case). When the 5% of
the highest and 5% of the lowest values was trimmed, the mean value of the duration of
the decision-reaching process dropped to 4.7 months.

Table 6.53: Actual Duration of the Elimination Decision-ReachingProcess
N

Min*

111

.5

Max*

Mean*

Sd*

36

5.639

6.176

5%
Trimmed
Mean*
4.707

Mode*

Median*

3

6

*The numbersarein calendarmonths

The one-way ANOVA showed that the three categorical contextual variables of

companytype, overall businessstrategyand nature of the servicedelivery processdid
not have any statistically significant influence on the duration of the elimination
decision-reachingprocess. Moreover, t-tests showed that the type of the financial
service (i.e., retail or corporate) did not account for significant differences in the
duration of the decision-reaching process.

6.5.3.1 Actual Duration of the Elimination Decision-Reaching Process and the Metric
Contextual Inuence

Table 6.54 shows the bi-variate correlations between the duration of the
elimination decision reachingprocessand the nine metric contextualvariables.Of the
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nine correlations only one was statistically significant. In particular, the intensity of
market competition tended to reduce the time that financial institutions devoted to
reaching elimination decisions (r= -.214, p<. 05).

Table 6.54: Actual Duration of the Elimination Decision-Reaching Process and the
Metric Contextual Influence-Bi-variate Pearson Correlations
Duration of the Elimination Decision-Reaching
Process

Metric Contextual Variables

Pearson'sr
-.008
-.079

Size
Service Diversity

022
.
126
.
-.090

Market Orientation(overall)
CustomerOrientation
CompetitorOrientation

-.005
-.214**

Interfunctional Coordination
Competition

Legislation
TechnologicalChange
Statistical significance
* p< 10
.
** p<. 05
*** <.01

024
.
-. 092

6.5.4 Time Elapsing from the Confirmation to the Implementation of the Elimination
Decision for New VS Existing Customers

As far as the implementationof elimination decisionsis concerned,the in-depth
interviews suggesteddifferent implementationbehaviourtowardsthe existing usersof a
financial service and the new potential ones. The identified trend was that the studied
British financial institutions preferredto implement the elimination decisionby making
the eliminated service unavailable to new customers, while leaving the existing
customers either totally unaffected, or unaffected with certain restrictions (e.g., time
restrictions, renewal barriers). In other words, from the moment a company made the
elimination decision, its implementation took longer for the existing users of the

eliminatedfinancial servicethan for the potentialnew customers.
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The mail survey attempted to detect statistically significant differences in the
duration of the elimination implementation stage for new and existing customers. Table
6.55 shows the corresponding descriptive statistics. With reference to the new potential
customers, it can be observed that the time that elapsed from the confirmation to the
implementation of the elimination decision was 2.7 months, with a minimum duration
of zero months and a maximum of 48 months. As far as existing customers are
concerned, the equivalent elapsing time was 5.2 months. The average duration of the
implementation stage for new and existing customers did not change considerably after
trimming 5% of the highest and 5% of the lowest observations of the data set. Attention
should also be paid to the mode values: the mode for new customers was 1 month (35
cases), while in the majority of cases the eliminated financial service remained open to

existing customers (33 cases). The paired t-test in Table 6.56 showed that the
considerable difference in the duration of the implementation stage for new versus
existing customers was statistically significant.

Table 6.55: Duration of the Elimination Implementation Stage-New VS Existing
Customers
N
New customers

111

Existing customers

105

Min*

Max*

Mean*

Sd*

0

24

2.697

3.681

.3

Still
5.211
7.700
open
*The numbersarecalendarmonths

5% Trimmed
Mean*
2.096
4.076

Mode
*
1
Still
open

Median*
2
3
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Table 6.56: Duration
Existing Customers
Pair

of the Implementation

Mean
difference

Sd

t

Stage-Paired T-test for New VS

df

2-tailed
Sig.

Implementation

for new customers
(-)
Implementation
for existing
customers

8.307

-2.498

-3.066***

103

003
.

Statisticalsignificance
*p<. 10
** p<. 05
*** <.O1

Table 6.57 has the results on the duration of the implementation process by
company type. It can be seen that the duration of the implementation process for
existing customers was longer than the one for new potential customers, in all the three

types of financial institutions. However, the paired t-test showed that only among
insurancecompanieswas therea statisticallysignificant differencein the duration of the
implementation stage for existing versus new customers (mean difference new (-)
existing = -4.519, p<.01).

Table 6.57: Duration of the Implementation Stage For New VS Existing Customers
by Company Type-Between-Groups Comparisons with Paired T-tests
Duration of the
Implementation Process

n

Banks
Mean*

For new customers

Building Societies
n
Mean*

Insurance Companies
Mean*
n

37

2.791

14

1.671

53

2.920

For existing customers

37

3.014

14

2.529

53

7.439

Mean Differences with
Paired 'I'-tests

37

-.223

14

-. 857

53

-4.519***

f The numbersare calendarmonths
Statisticalsignificance
*p<. 10
** p< 05
.
*** <.01
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So far, the findings showed that the time that elapsed from the confirmation of
the decision to eliminate a financial service until the moment it was no longer available
in the market was statistically significantly shorter for new potential customers than for

its existing users.But was thereany statistically significant differencein the duration of
the implementation stage for new versus existing customers, across company type?

Table 6.58 has the correspondingone-way ANOVA results,which indicate that there
were no significant differences across company type, with regards to the duration of the
implementation process to new customers (F=650, NS). By contrast, statistically
significant differences were detected for the duration of the implementation process for
existing customers. In detail, insurance companies needed 4.7 months more than banks
(p<. Ol) and 5 months more than building societies (p<. 10) in order to implement

elimination decisionsfor existingcustomers.

Table 6.58: Duration of the Implementation Process for New VS Existing
Customers by Company Type-Within Groups Comparisons with One-way
ANOVA
Test of homogeneity of Variances

Duration of the
Implementation
Process

ANOVA

Levene Test

Sig

F

Df

Sig

884
.
5.675

416
.
005
.

650
.
5.132

100
100

524
.
008***
.

Fur new customers
For existing

customers
Duration of the Implementation StageFor Existing Customers
Post Hoc Testsfor Multiple Comparisons: Tamhane's T2
Benchmark Company Type

Comparison

Mean Difference

Sig.

Company Types
Insurance companies VS

Banks

Building societies
fNumbers in calendarmonths
Statistical significance
*p<. 10
** p<. 05
*** <.01

4.568***

5.053*

008
.

071
.
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Additional one-way ANOVA showed that the categorical contextual variables of
overall business strategy and nature of the service delivery process did not account for

statistically significant differencesin the duration of the implementation processfor
new versus existing customersand therefore the results they are not reported here.
Finally, the t-tests showed that the variable of service type did not show significant
influence too.

6.5.4.1 Time Elgj2sing from the Confirmation to the Implementation of the Elimination
Decision for New VS Existing Customers and the Metric Contextual Influence

It was among the tasks of the mail survey phaseof the study to measurethe
influence that the nine metric contextual variables exerted upon the duration of the
implementation process. Of the 18 bi-variate correlation coefficients, none was
statisticallysignificant,thus theresultsare not reportedhere.

6.6 Participation in the ServiceElimination Decision-Makine Process
During

the in-depth

interviews

financial

institutions

identified

various

organisational participants with elimination responsibility and authority. In the mail

survey phaseof the study the task was to find out the relative influence of the preidentified participantsin the various stagesof the service elimination decision-making
process.The latter hassplit into 3 phases,namelyinitiation (which includedthe stageof
identification of elimination candidates),collection and analysisof information (which
included the stagesof analysis-revitalisationand evaluation)and decision-making.The
mail questionnairelisted the 11 pre-identified functional areasand askedrespondentsto
rank the ones that were involved in each of the aforementionedthree phasesof the
elimination decision-makingprocess,accordingto the influence of their say.
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An analysis of the obtained rankings revealedthat the maximum number of
participantsin eachoneof the threephasesof the decision-makingprocesswasno more
than six. Tables 6.59,6.60 and 6.61 show the frequenciesfor the six most influential
participantsin eachoneof the three phasesof the elimination decision-makingprocess6.
The first observationthat can be made is that each one of the three phaseshad a
different most influential organisational participant. In the initiation stage 37
respondents ranked the marketing area as the first most influential participant, followed

by finance/actuarial(23 cases)and by the managerof the eliminated service(16 cases).
In the stage of collection and analysis of the elimination-related information,
finance/actuarialwas by far the most influential participant (46 cases),followed by
marketing (27 cases)and the managerof the eliminated service (12 cases).When the
elimination processcame to the stageof decision-making,the most frequently ranked
`first' decision-makerwas a managementcommittee(34 cases).

6 The rankings for the participating functional areasin the phasesof initiation, collection/analysisand
decision-makingmust be interpretedwith caution. This is so becausethe large numberof missingcases
did not allow for conducting an appropriatestatisticaltest of significance,such as the Friedmantest for
ordinal data.The large numberof missing valueswasdue to the fact that not all of the 11 functionalareas
participatedin eachof the threephasesof the serviceelimination decision-makingprocess.
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Table 6.59:
Participants
Participants

Quantitative Findings

Initiation

of

Mean
Ranking

Elimination

First
n

%

Decisions-The

Six

Important

most

Second
%
n

Initiation Stage
Th ird
Four th
%
%
n
n

n

%

n

%

Fif th

Sixth

The manager of
the eliminated
service

2.45

16

14.7

12

10.7

12

19

10

25.6

1

5

1

8.3

Finance/Actuar
ial
Sales
Marketing
Customercontact
personnel
Administrative
staff

2.03

23

21.1

20

17.9

9

14.3

4

10.3

-

-

1

8.3

2.58
1.74
4.00

5
37
1

4.6
33.9

13
11
2

11.6
9.8
1.8

12
8
8

19
12.7
12.7

5
4
6

12.8
10.3
15.4

1

5

10

50

1
1

8.3
8.3

5.14

1

2

1.8

-

-

3

7.7

4

20

7

58.3

2.77

11

8

10.1

2

3.2

4

10.3

-

-

-

-

4.82

1

1

09
.

3

4.8

-

-

1

5

-

-

2.91

5

4.6

3

2.7

1

1.6

1

2.6

1

5

1

8.3

4.00
4.26

4
2

3.7
1.8

1
6

.9
5.4

5
1

7.9
1.6

2

5.1

1
1

5
5

-

-

3

2.8

2

3.2

Management
committee

General
manager
Managing
director
CEO/President
Board of
Directors
Other
Total
Missing
Values

109
3

.9

.9
10.1
.9

79
33

63
49

39
73

20
92

12
100
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Table 6.60: Collection
Participants
Participants

and Analysis of Information-The

Mean Ranking

Six most Important

Collection and Analysis of Information
Second
Third
Fourth
Fif th

First

Sixth

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

The manager of
the eliminated
service

2.84

12

11.1

8

9.8

11

18.3

10

32.3

3

16.7

I

9.1

Finance/Actuar
ial
Sales
Marketing
Customercontact
personnel
Administrative
staff
Management
committee
General
manager
Managing

1.36

46

42.6

19

23.2

4

6.7

1

3.2

-

-

-

-

2.51
2.13
3.42

4
27
2

3.7
25
1.9

17
18
7

20.7
22
8.5

9
10
13

15
16.7
21.7

2
7
4

6.5
22.6
12.9

3
1
7

16.7
5.6
38.9

1

9.1

2

18.2

3.14

5

4.6

7

8.5

10

16.7

5

16.1

3

16.7

6

54.5

3.44

6

5.6

1

1.2

2

3.3

1

3.2

1

5.6

-

-

6.40

-

-

1

1.2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

______

-

-

1

9.1

-

-

-

11
101

-

director

CEO/President
Boardof
Directors
Other
Total
Missing
Values

1
82
30

4

The manager of
the eliminated
service

Finance/Actuarial
Sales
Marketing
Customer-contact
personnel
Administrative
staff
Management
committee
Generalmanager
Managing
director
CEO/President
Board of
Directors
Other
Total
Missing Values

Mean
Ranking

60
52

First

1
31
81

-

Six most Important

Table 6.61: Decision-Making-The
Participants

1.2

3.2

18
94

Participants

Decision-Making
Third
Fourth
%
%
n
n

N

%

n

%

n

%

Second
%
n

3.39

6

5.5

8

10.5

11

21.2

4

16

2

12.5

1

12.5

3.64
4.05
3.16
5.93

2
2
8
1

1.8
1.8
7.3

8
5
12

10.5
6.6
15.8

9
5
7

17.3
9.6
13.5

25
12.5

-

-

-

-

16
16
20
4

4
2

.9

4
4
5
1

6

37.5

2
1

25
12.5

7.82

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

4

-

-

4

50

1.58

34

30.9

18

23.7

7

13.5

3

12

1

6.3

-

-

2.05
1.72

8
17

7.3
15.5

5
2

6.6
2.6

5
3

9.6
5.8

-

-

1

6.3

-

-

-

-

2.41
1.82

6
25

5.5
22.7

8
9

10.5
11.8

4
1

7.7
1.9

2
1

8
4

-

-

-

-

.9

1
76
36

1.3

52
60

-

25
87

-

16
96

-

8
104

-

1
110
2

Fif th

Sixth
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The cross-tabulations between the participating areas and the variables of overall
business strategy, type of eliminated service, company type and nature of the service

delivery processdid not show any statistically significant associationsand therefore
they arenot reportedhere.

6.7 Formality during Service Elimination Decision-Making
In the present study the variable of formality during the service elimination
decision-making process was conceptualised using the three dimensions of systematic

behaviour, assignment of responsibilities and documentation (written forms and
documents).During the in-depth interviews it was found that the financial institutions
differed according to the extent to which their service elimination decision-making
processwas formal. Over half of the twenty interviewedcompaniesreportedthat they
were very informal, while only less than a quarter reported a formal decision-making
process. Another trend that arose from the interviews was that companieswhich
followed a moderately formal or an informal service elimination decision-making
processstressedthe valueof their ability to adaptthe extentof formality during service
elimination decision-making, according to the importance of individual service
elimination cases.

6 7.1 Degreeof Formality during the ServiceElimination Decision-Making Process
.
In the mail questionnairerespondentswere askedto indicate the extentto which
eachone of the nine activities of the formality constructwere representativeof the way
in which things happenedin their companies during service elimination decisionmaking. To operationalisethe construct,a 7-point Likert scalewas used,where 1 was
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for `absolutely false' and 7 for `absolutely true'. Table 6.62 shows the corresponding
descriptive statistics for each one of the formality-related activities.

As far asthe componentof systematicbehaviouris concerned,the activities that
had to do with a regular review of the servicerange and with the existenceof explicit
audit criteria for the evaluation of the performance of financial services achieved mean

valueshigher than the mid-scalepoint of 4. However,the item referringto the existence
of minimum performancestandardsfor eachaudit criterion achieveda mean value of
3.62. The mean value of the activity namely we initiate elimination activities only when
problems develop with particular services achieved a mean value of 4.22, but for the

descriptivepurposesof Table 6.62 this scorewas not reversedand thus it doesnot have
the samedirectionality with the other mean valuesmentioned above.While the mean
valuesof the two items of the componentof assignmentof responsibilitieswere one at
the mid-scalepoint of 4 and the other slightly below it, the meanvaluesof all the three
itemsof the documentationcomponentwerefar below the mid-scalepoint.
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Table 6.62: Descriptive Statistics for the Items of the Construct of Formality
Formality

N

Mean*

Min

Max

Sd

112

5.28

1

7

1.51

112

4.02

1

7

1.91

112

3.62

1

7

1.69

112

4.22

1

7

1.69

112

3.87

1

7

1.91

112

4.00

1

7

1.95

Service elimination decisions are guided by a
written procedure

112

2.66

1

7

1.65

A standarddocumentis usedto reach
elimination decisions
A standarddocumentis usedto implement
elimination decisions

112

2.19

1

7

1.44

112

2.40

1

7

1.66

Systematic Behaviour
The performance of all our services is

reviewedregularly and systematically,
In orderto identify possibleproblems
We haveexplicitly defined audit criteria against
which we evaluatethe performanceof our
services
For eachaudit criterion we haveexplicit
minimum performancestandards.Servicesnot
meetingthem becomeelimination candidates
We initiate elimination activities only when
problems develop with particular services
Assignment of Respomsibilities

Responsibilityfor serviceeliminationhas been
clearly assignedin our company
No specificelimination responsibilitieshave
beenassigned.Elimination decisionsaremade
through informal conversations and activities

Documentation

*Likert scale
1: Absolutely false; 7: Absolutely true
f: Due to negativewording, the scoringon the two items markedwith this symbol wasreversedfor the
of responsibilities'
calculationof the overall meanof the constructsof 'systematicbehaviour' and `assignments
in Table 67, that follows. In this table the meanscoreswere not reversed.

In order to gain a better picture of the degree of formality during service
elimination decision-making, the nine items of the scale were added up to create a
single dimension for the overall formality. The same process took place for the items of
each one of the three components of overall formality. For the adding up processes the
scores for the two negatively worded items were reversed, so that mean values closer to

the scalepoint of 7 would uni-dimensionallyindicate greaterformality.
Table 6.63 has the relevant descriptive statistics. The construct of overall
formality achieved a mean value of 3.53, which indicates that the studied financial
institutions were largely informal during service elimination decision-making. With
regards to the three components of formality, systematic behaviour achieved the highest
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mean score (4.17) which, however, exceededonly slightly the mid-scale point of 4. The
component of assignment of responsibilities achieved a mean score of 3.93, while the
mean score of the component of documentation was as low as 2.42.

Table 6.63: Descriptive Statistics for Overall Formality and its Components
Formality

N

Mean*

Min

Max

Sd

Overall Formality

112

3.53

1

6

1.11

Systematicbehaviour

112

4.17

2

7

1.36

Assignment of
responsibilities

112

3.93

1

7

1.62

Documentation

112

2.42

1

6

1.35

*Likert scale
1: Absolutely false; 7: Absolutely true

Treating formality as a dependent variable, an attempt was made in the mail

survey phase of the study to find out if the categorical contextual variables (i.e.,
companytype, overall businessstrategy,natureof the servicedelivery process,and type
of service)had any statistically significant influenceon formality. The analysisrevealed
that company type and the type of servicedid not account for statistically significant
differences in the degree of the overall formality and of its components, thus the results
are not reported here. By contrast, the variables of overall business strategy and of the
method of the delivery process accounted for some statistically significant differences.
Table 6.64 shows the mean values for the overall formality and its components, by
overall business strategy. An interesting observation is that fast imitators achieved the

highest mean scores in the overall formality in all its three components,while slow
imitators achieved the lowest mean scores.
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Table 6.64: Mean Values of Overall Formality
Business Strategy
Formality

Cost Reducer

Fast Imitator

and Components by Overall

Slow Imitator

Technological
Innovator
Mean*
n
23
3.71

n
41

Mean*
3.50

n
11

Mean*
4.30

n
37

Mean*
3.22

Systematic
behaviour

41

4.17

11

4.84

37

3.86

23

4.35

Assignment of
responsibilities

41

3.91

11

5.27

37

3.62

23

3.82

Documentation

41

2.35

11

2.94

37

2.10

23

2.80

Overall Formality

*Likert scale
1: Absolutely false,7: Absolutely true

The one-way ANOVA revealed statistically significant differences only with regards to
the overall formality and the component of assignment of responsibilities. Table 6.65

shows only the significant one-way ANOVA results. As far as overall formality is
concerned,it can be seenthat the only statistically significant difference in the mean
scores was between fast and slow imitators, whereby the former were significantly more
formal than the latter (Levene test significant, F=3.084, p<. 05, mean difference with
Tamhane's T2=1.08, p<.05). The one-way ANOVA for the component of assignment of
responsibilities (F=3.187, p<. 05) found that fast imitators were significantly more
formal than cost reducers, slow imitators and technological innovators (Levene test
insignificant, mean differences with Bonferroni test: 1.36 (p<. 10), 1.65 (p<. 05) and 1.45
(p<. 10) respectively.
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Table 6.65: Overall Formality and Components by Overall Business StrategyWithin Groups Comparisons with One-way ANOVA
Overall Formality and
Components

Test of Homogeneityof
Variances
Levene Test
2.359

Overall Formality

Systematicbehaviour
Assignmentof responsibilities
Documentation

Sig
076
.

5.223
202
.

002
.
895
.

1.592

.

196

ANOVA

F
3.084

Df
108

1.677
3.187

108
108

1.935

108

Sig
030**
.

176
.
027**
.
.

128

Overall formality
Pont Iloe Tests for Multiple

Benchmark

Comparisons: Tamhane's T2

Comparison Overall BusinessStrategies

Mean Difference

Sig.

Overall
Business

Strategy
Fast imitator

Benchmark
Overall
Business
Strategy
Fast imitator

Cost reducer

80
.

Slow imitator

1.08**

Technological innovator

59
.

Assignmentof responsibilities
Post Hoc Testsfor Multiple Comparisons: Bonferroni Test
Comparison Overall BusinessStrategies
Mean Difference

Cost reducer
Slow imitator

Technologicalinnovator
Statistical significance
*p<. 10
** p< 05
.
*** p<.01

I. 36*
1.65**

1.45*

.

103

011
.
524
.

Sig.

074
.
017
.

081
.

Table 6.66 shows the mean values for the overall formality and its components,
by the nature of the delivery process of the eliminated financial service. Interestingly it
can be seen that, except for the component of systematic behaviour, for the eliminated
financial services where the customers were visiting the financial institution in order to
use the financial service the followed elimination process was the most formal. By
contrast, for the eliminated financial services which were delivered to the customers at
arm's length distance (e.g via e-mail, mail, telephone) the mean scores of overall

formality and all its componentswerethe lowest.
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Table 6.66: Mean Values of Overall Formality and Components by the Method of
Delivery Process
Formality

Customers Visited the
Company to use the
Eliminated service
Mean*
n

Company and Customers
Transacting at Arm's
Len nth
Mean*
n

Company Visited the
Customers
n

Mean*

Overall Formality

34

3.70

40

3.65

37

3.24

Systematic behaviour

34

4.16

40

4.42

37

3.88

Assignment of
responsibilities

34

4.5

40

3.95

37

3.39

Documentation

34

2.55

40

2.42

37

2.31

*Likert scale
1: Absolutely false; 7: Absolutely true

The one way ANOVA revealed significant mean score differences only with regards to
the component of assignment of responsibilities. Table 6.67 shows only the statistically
significant results. In caseswhere customers visited financial institutions the assignment

of responsibilitiesduring the elimination processwas more formal than in the cases
where customersand companiestransactedat arm's length (Levene test insignificant,
F=4.380,p<.05, meandifferencewith Bonferroni test=1.11,p<.05).
Table 6.67: Overall Formality and Components by the Method
Process-Within Groups Comparisons with One-way ANOVA
Formality

Overall Formality

Systematicbehaviour
Assignmentof responsibilities
Documentation

Test of Homogeneity of
Variances

ANOVA

Leven Test

Sig

F

Of

186

830
.

1.808

108

.

081
1.522
108
.
110
4.380
108
.
065
108
282
.
.
Assignmentof responsibilities
Post Iloc 'rests for Multiple Comparisons: Bonferroni Test
Comparison Methods of
Mean Difference
Benchmark Method of Delivery
Delivery Process
Process
Customers visited company

2.575
2.249
2.796

of Delivery

Sig
.

169

223
.
015**
.
755
.

Sig.

Company visited customers

55
.

413
.

Arm's length transaction
Statisticalsignificance:
* p< 10
.
** p<. 05
*** <.01

1.11**

011
.
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6.7.1.1 Formality and the Metric Contextual Influence
Table 6.68 has the 36 bi-variate correlations between the overall formality and

its componentson the one hand and the nine metric contextualvariableson the other
hand. As many as 24 correlations (or 66.6%) were statistically significant (5.5% at
p<.10,8.3% at p<.05 and 52.7%at p<.01). Of the nine contextualvariablesonly market
competition andtechnologicalchangedid not exertinfluence on the formality construct
and its components.
It can be seenthat the variableof marketorientationand all its componentswere
positively correlated with overall formality and with all its three components and that

every single correlation was statistically significant at the 1% level of significance.
Overall market orientation enhancedmost strongly the degree of overall formality
(r-. 518) and the component of systematic behaviour (r=. 504), as did customer
orientation (r=.455 and r-. 459 respectively). Those two correlations of customer
orientation were the only onesthat persistedafter controlling for the linear effects of
competitor orientation and interfunctional coordination. Competitor orientation and
interfunctionalcoordinationhada strong positive influence on the overall formality and
on the componentof systematicbehaviour(r-. 443 and .423 for competitor orientation
and r-. 447 and .421 for interfunctional coordination respectively). For competitor
orientation, three of the four correlations(with overall formality, systematicbehaviour
and documentation)persistedafter controlling for the effect of customerorientation and
interfunctional coordination. Finally, for interfunctional coordination only one of the
four correlations (the one with assignment of responsibilities) continued to be
significant after controlling for the effect of customerandcompetitororientation.
Another variable with notableinfluence on the degreeof formality was service
diversity. Its strongest influence was on the component of documentation(r-. 290,
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p<.01; the significance persisted when we controlled for the effect of size). It was also
relatively strongly correlated with overall formality

(r=. 224, p<. 05; relationship

persistingeven after controlling for the effects of size) while it was less strongly, but
significantly, enhancingthe assignmentof responsibilities(r=. 173, p<.10; however,the
correlationdid not remainsignificant whenafter controlling for the effects of size).
Finally, the degreeof overall formality and of its componentof documentation
were boosted by size (r=.209, p<. 05 and r=. 278, p<. 01 respectively; the relationships
persisted after controlling for the effects of service diversity) and legislation (r=. 215,

p<.05 andr=.328, p<.01 respectively).
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6.7.1.2 Degree of Formality and the Combined Metric Contextual Impact-Multiple
Regression Analysis

Although the results in Table 6.68 clearly indicate that the degreeof formality
during serviceelimination decision-makingis notably influencedby the majority of the
metric contextual variables,they do not provide evidenceabout which variables can
constantly predict the degreeof formality. In order to find such a model, it was felt
necessaryto subjectthe formality variables(treated as dependentagain) into multiple
regression analysis with the nine metric contextual independent variables.
Multiple regression analysis is a statistical method used to find whether or not

three or more independentvariablescan predict one dependentvariable7.The literature
on regression analysis identifies two main computational techniques for the selection of

the model for multiple linear regression:a) the forward and b) the backward stepwise
selection procedure (Wetherill et al 1986). In a forward stepwise procedure, the
regressionmodel starts with no independentvariables in the equation and gradually
adds those ones which give the largest increase in the sum of squares,i.e., which
increasethe explanatorypropertiesof the regressionmodel. In the backwardstepwise
procedurethe regressionmodel startsin the first stepwith all the independentvariables
and deletesstep by step thoseones, which do not contribute reliably to the regression
equation.Thus, in backwardsstepwiseselectionthe last stepof the regressioncontains
only the independentvariables(predictors) that explain in the most reliable way the
variability of the dependent(criterion) variable (ibid.). Although the forward stepwise
selectioncan preparea regressionequationin a fasterway, its main disadvantageis that
7The equationfor multiple linear regressionis y=ßo+ß11+...ßj+E, where:
y= criterion variable (dependent).
ßo=intercept(or constant)of the equation
x1...ß= independentvariables
ß1...ßo=ratios of the independentvariables
s= error of the regressionmodel
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it can be seriously misleading because of the restriction to adding in the regression
model one independent variable at a time. Moreover, forward selection may work with

significantly inflated estimatesof residualsum of squares,which is somethingthat can
be controlled with a backwardsstepwiseselection (ibid.). Also, when researchersare
dealing with a moderatenumber of predictor (independent)variables, a backwards
stepwise selection procedure is more appropriate (ibid.). Based on the above
considerations, it was decided to use a backwards stepwise selection procedure for the
regression model.
An important task of researcherswho are using multiple regression analysis is to

control for multicollinearity, which is present when two or more of the independent
variablesof the regressionmodel are highly correlated (i.e., when there are Pearson
correlationsof .80 or .90). The problem which is causedby multicollinearity is a failure
of the final regressionequationto detect significant predictor variables (this has been
called Type II error), which in turn affects its reliability (Ofir and Khuri 1986;Mason
and Perreault1991). A rule of thumb for detectingmulticollinearity is to examine the
correlation matrix of the independentvariablesfor high correlations8.The variable of
overall market orientation was (expectedly) very highly correlated with its 3
components(Appendix 5 showsthe correspondingcorrelation matrix) namelycustomer
orientation (r-. 892), competitor orientation (r-. 825) and interfunctional coordination
(r=.876). According to the classificationof Mason andPerreault(1991), this collinearity
level was very likely to be troublesomein the regressionequation.Thus, it was decided
not to include overall market orientation in the regression model. By contrast, an
8 Although the presenceof one or morehigh bi-variate correlations(of 80 and over) betweensomeof the
.
independentvariablesof the regressionmodel is an indication of multicollinearity, absenceof such high
correlationsdoes not conclusivelyshow lack of multicollinearity. It is thus suggestedthat a more accurate
detection of multicollinearity would pay attention not only to the bi-variate correlations betweenthe
independentvariables,but also on the samplesize and on the R2(i. e., the proportion of the variability in
the dependentvariable which is accountedfor by the multiple regressionequation(Mason and Perreault
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examination of the correlations between the three components of market orientation
(Appendix 5) suggested that the level of collinearity would not affect the reliability of

the regressionequation.Thus, the three componentswere included in the regression
model, as were the variables of size, service diversity, competition, legislation and
technologicalchange (Appendix 6 showsthe correlation matrix between all the eight
metric contextualvariablesthat were included in the regressionmodels).Four separate
multiple linear regressionswere run, with overall formality and its componentsas
criterion variables one at a time. All were statistically significant at the 1% level.
Table 6.69 shows the results of the last step of the regression analyses for the
four formality variables (i. e., the overall formality and its three components). The first

regressionwith overall formality as criterion variable, neededfour purifying stepsto
identify the five most meaningfulpredictor variables(R2dj', `,d= 343). The strongest
.
predictor of overall formality during service elimination decision-making was
interfunctional coordination (b= 334, p<.01), followed by legislation (b=.285, p<.01),
.
by competitor orientation (b=.263, p<.01) and by service diversity (b=.226, p<.01).
Interestingly, although technological change was inert at the bi-variate correlations
level, in the regressionmodel it was reducing the degree of overall formality during
service elimination decision-making (b =-. 143, p<.10). The variables of size and
customer orientation, which were enhancing the overall formality at a bi-variate
correlationlevel, did not appearto be meaningfulpredictorsin the regressionmodel.
The secondregressionusedthe componentof systematicbehaviouras criterion
variable and neededas many as seven backward stepsto identify the predictors (R2
adiutW=.235). The strongest predictor was customer orientation (b=.327, p<.01),
followed by competitororientation(b=.231, p<.05). Unlike at the bi-variate correlations
1991)).Theseconsiderationswere also taken into accountin the attemptsto control for multicollinearity
in the regressionmodelof this study.
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level, interfunctional coordination was not a meaningful predictor of systematic
behaviour in the regression model.
The third regression used the assignment of responsibilities as criterion variable

and neededfive stepsto purify the original regressionmodel and indicate the four
186). Interfunctional coordination was the strongest positive
predictors (R2 adi°S`ea=
predictor (b=.422, p<.01), followed by service diversity (b=.190, p<.05) and by
competition (b=.174, p<.05). As in the first regression, interestingly technological
changewas reducing the formality with regardsto the assignmentof responsibilities
(b=.224, p<05), althoughit was inert in thebi-variate correlations.
The fourth regression, with the component of documentation as criterion
variable, needed six steps to identify the three most meaningful predictors (R2
adjusted_
285). The degreeof documentationduring serviceelimination decision-making
was most strongly enhancedby legislation (b=.354, p<.01), which also accountedfor
the strongestpositive effect in thebi-variate correlations.The secondstrongestpredictor
was competitor orientation (b=.324, p<.01), followed by service diversity (b=.254,
p<.01). The variables of size, customer orientation, interfunctional coordination and
competition,which showedsome significant impact at the bi-variate correlationslevel,
were not successfulpredictorsof the degreeof documentationin the regressionmodel.
Concludingwith the multiple regressionanalyses,attentionshouldbe paid to the
collinearity statistic, which accompanieseachone of the four regressionmodels.This
statistic rangesfrom 0 to 1. When the value for a predictor variable is close to 0, this
suggeststhat this variable is a linear combination of the other predictor variables,and
thus multicollinearity might have affectedthe reliability of the final regressionequation
(SPSS1999).In Table 6.69 it can be seenthat the valueof the collinearity tolerancewas
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not close to zero for all the predictors in the four regression models. This provides
further support that multicollinearity did not affect the regression results.
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6.7.2 The Impact of Formality on the Content of the Service Elimination Decision-

Making Process
The remaining task of the mail survey phase of the study with regards to
formality was to investigate its impact upon the content of the service elimination
decision-makingprocess.This involved treating formality as an independentvariable
and making a comparison of the content of the more formal versus the less formal
decision-making processes of the sample. In order to formulate the two comparison

groups,the 112 financial institutionsof the samplewere split into two groups,basedon
their medianscoreon the constructof overall formality (median score=3.56 on a scale
from 1 to 7, where greatermean scoresindicated greaterformality). Thus, companies
abovethe median score were consideredto be the more formal elimination decisionmakers,while companiesbelow the median scorewere consideredto be the lessformal
ones.
Table 6.70 hasthe results of the correspondingcomparisons.A first observation
of the meanvaluesfor the stepsof the elimination decision-reachingprocess(i.e., audit
criteria for the identification of elimination candidates,revitalisation actions and
evaluation of the impact of the elimination decision on various parts the business)

clearly shows that the more formal companiesscored higher than their less formal
counterpartsin 22 out of the 24 involved decisionvariables.This finding indicatesthat
the more formal companiesof the samplewere placing more importanceon 92% of the
decisionvariablesthan did their less formal counterparts,which ultimately implies that
they were putting more effort to reaching elimination decisions involving financial
services.As can be seenin the last column of Table 6.70, of the 22 mean comparisons
where the more formal companiesscored higher than the less formal, 50% were
statistically significant. In detail, as far as the audit criteria are concerned,the more
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formal companies were placing more attention on the market share (t=2.22, p<. 05) and
the PLC stage of their financial services (t=1.83, p<. 10). When the candidates for

elimination had been identified, more formal companies were significantly more
concerned with most of the revitalisation alternatives than were the less formal
companies.Having concludedthat no revitalisation is possible (or feasible),the more
formal financial institutions were significantly more concerned,than their less formal
counterparts, with the impact of an elimination decision on the sales and the
profitability

of other financial services in the range (t=2.67, p<. 01 and t=3.42, p<. 01

respectively), the impact on the relationships with the customers (t=1.92, p<. 10) and the

impact on the full-line policy (t=3.30,p<.01).
With referenceto the alternativestrategiesfor the implementationof elimination
decisions,the meanswere comparedon a1 to 7 very rarely/veryfrequentlyLikert scale.
As can be observed in Table 6.70, the more formal companies used six strategies
relatively more frequently than their less formal counterparts, including the most
popular elimination strategynamely eliminate the service to new customersbut leave
the existing customersunaffected.However, noneof the comparisonswere statistically
significant.
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Table 6.70: More Formal Vs Less Formal Service Elimination
Processes-Median Test
Stepsof the Elimination Process

Higher Formality
(Companies Scoring above
the Median Value of 3.56)
Mean Value
n

Audit Criteria
Salesvolume
Market share
Profitability

52
52
52

Decision-Making

Lower Formality
(Companies Scoring
below the Median Value
of 3.56)
Mean Value

t

n

5.63
3.94
5.94

59
59
59

5.24
3.20
5.51

1.60
2.22**
1.49

Market growth potential

52

5.10

59

4.97

Service'sposition on the life cycle

52

3.79

59

3.29

1.83*

curve
Activities of competitors

52

4.46

59

4.15

1.01

Operationalproblems

52

3.21

59

3.27

52

4.83

59

4.51

-. 175

Customers perceptions

51

4.84

57

4.19

2.05**

51

4.94

57

4.14

2.59**

51
51

5.18
4.49

57
57

4.49
3.81

2.31**
2.11**

51

4.25

57

3.39

2.68***

51

4.22

57

3.46

2.40**

51

3.84

57

3.74

352
.

Impact on the sales of other services
(cross-selling)

51

4.63

57

3.68

2.67***

Impacton the profitability of other

51

4.73

57

3.42

3.90***

51

5.59

57

5.12

1.92*

51
51

4.80
4.41

57
57

4.40
3.37

1.45
3.30***

51

3.86

57

3.37

1.62

51

3.25

57

2.82

1.43

51

3.55

57

3.81

-. 84

51

3.90

57

3.42

1.39

Remedial Actions*
Modifications/Improvementsin some
of the service's attributes
Cost structure modifications

Price modifications
Increasethe effort of salesforceand
customercontactpersonnel
Modifications in the training of sales
force andcustomercontactpersonnel
Modifications in the
strategy
promotions/communications
Modifications in the service delivery

46
.

975
.

process
Evaluation Factors*

services

Impacton the relationshipwith
customers
Impact on the corporateimage
Impactupon full-line policy (i. e.,
policy to offer a full rangeof
services)
Impact on humanresourcesand
employeerelationships
Benefits that competitorscan develop
as a result of the elimination of the
service
Extent to which a similar service
existsin the marketto satisfy the
needsof customers
Likelihood on an organised
intervention (negativepressreleases,
adversegovernmentalreaction)

cont...
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Table 6.70 cont...
Stepsof the Elimination Process

Higher Formality
(companiesscoring above
the median value of 3.56)
Mean Value
n

Elimination Implementation
Strategies*
Drop immediately
Eliminate the service to new
customers but leave the existing

customersunaffected
Eliminate the serviceto new

Lower Formality
(companiesscoring below
the median value of 3.56)
Mean Value
n

49

2.53

53

2.91

49

5.47

53

5.17

49

4.00

53

3.68

78
.

49

2.27

53

2.06

69
.

49
49

2.69
2.00

53
53

2.77
1.85

-. 24
56
.

customers but the existing customers

cannotpurchaseany additionalunits
Eliminatethe servicefrom some
customersegmentsbut keep it open

t

-. 99
94
.

for other customer segments

Servicesimplification
Eliminate the servicebut keep its
nameand introducea new service

with the same name but of different

natureand function to the eliminated
one
Servicemerging
49
2.43
53
1.96
49
2.47
53
2.75
Phaseout Slowly
49
Eliminate andSell out
1.80
53
1.62
Drop and re-introduce
49
1.47
53
1.74
f: Meanson a Likert scalel(of no importance)to 7 (of extremeimportance)
f ý: Meanson a Likert scale1( very rarely) to 7 (very frequently)
Statisticalsignificance
*p<. 10

1.53
-. 95
73
.
-1.217

** p< 05
.

***

<.01

7. The Post Elimination Stage

7.1 Conduct of Post-Elimination

Reviews

In the mail questionnaire respondents were asked to specify whether or not they

of their decision to eliminate the specific service
conducteda retrospectiveassessment
that they had chosen to discuss. Table 6.71 shows that 31.3% of the studied companies
did conduct a post-elimination review. The chi-square statistic shows that there is a
statistically significant association between the variable of company type and the

conducting/not conducting binary variable. Thus insurance companies were
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significantly more active in terms of conduct of retrospective assessment, while
building societies were the least active.

Table 6.71: Conduct of Post Elimination Review by Company Type-Frequencies
Company Type

Conduct of Post-Elimination Reviews
Yes

Total

No

N

%*

n

%*

n

%*

Banks

9

23.1

30

76.9

39

100

Building societies

2

13.3

13

86.7

15

100

Insurancecompanies

24

41.4

34

58.6

58

100

Total

35

31.3

77

68.8

112

100

*: Within-group percentages
Associationstatistics
N=112
Pearsonx2=2.224
Df=2
Asymptotic si :. 045

Table 6.72 presents the frequencies of conduct of a post-elimination review by
overall business strategy. The statistical tests showed that there was a significant
association between the two cross-tabulated variables (x2=2.224, p<. 05).

The

technological innovators were the most active in the conduct of post-elimination
reviews and they were followed by the fast imitators. The least active were the slow
imitators. The cross-tabulations with the variables of the nature of the delivery process
and the type of the eliminated service, did not show any significant association and are
not reported here.
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Table 6.72: Conduct of Post Elimination
Frequencies
Overall Business

Review by Overall Business Strategy-

Yes

No

Total

Strategy

N

%*

n

%*

n

%*

Cost reducer

12

29.3

29

70.7

41

100

Fast imitator

5

45.5

6

54.5

11

100

Slow imitator

7

18.9

30

81.1

37

100

Technologicalinnovator

11

47.8

12

52.2

23

100

Total

35

31.3

77

68.8

112

100

*: Within-group percentages
Association statistics
n=112
Pearson x2 =2.224
Df=2
Asymptotic si :. 045

As was seen in Table 6.71, the majority of the studied financial institutions
(68.8%) did not conduct a post-elimination review in the benchmark service elimination

case.The mail questionnaireprovided for an investigation of the reasonswhy this
happened.In detail, respondentswere given a list with four reasonsfor not conducting
post-elimination reviews, which had been identified during the in-depth interviews, and

were askedto choosethe one(s)for which they avoideda post elimination review in the
specific casethat they were using asa benchmark.Table 6.73 showsthe corresponding
findings. As can be seen,the most popular reasonwas that the appropriatenessof the
decisionto eliminate the specific financial serviceswas fairly obvious, and thus a post
elimination review would make no further contribution to the understanding of the
decision-makers (55 cases). The second most frequent reason was that the existing
customers were left unaffected by the elimination decision (40 cases). A considerable
number of companies indicated that a post-elimination review was not conducted

because,due to the irrevocability of the elimination decision, it would not change
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anything (33 cases). Finally, three companies were not willing to invest any more
corporate resources in studying the aftermath of their decision to eliminate financial

services.

Table 6.73: Reasonsfor Not Conducting Post Elimination Reviews
Reason
The u

Number of CasesChoosing a
Reason*

ru iiatcness of the elimination decision "as very obvious
The elimination decision was irrevocable

The existing customerswere left unaffected
There wasan aversion to deal with the elimination caseany further

55
33

40
3

*The total exceeds112becauserespondentswere askedto indicateall the possiblereasonswhy they did not
conducta st-eliminationreview

7.2 Factors for the Retrospective Assessment of Elimination

Decisions-Relative

Importance
During the in-depth interviews the respondents who reported the conduct of a
post-elimination reviews (31.3%) were asked to identify the dimensions/factors along
which they were measuring the success/appropriatenessof their elimination decisions.
The interview phase identified nine such factors. In the mail survey phase the objective

was to measurethe relative importance of those factors, and thus respondentswere
asked to rate them on a1 to 7 Likert scale, where 1 meant no importance and 7 extreme

importance.
Table 6.74 has the correspondingdescriptive statistics.The findings show that
five out of the nine retrospectiveassessment
factors achieveda meanvalue higher than
the scale point of 5, while the mean values of the remaining four factors did not drop
below the mid-scale point of 4 and were very close to the scale point of 5. If one
considers the high importance of profitability considerations during the steps of the
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elimination decision-making process, it was not surprising to find that the profitability
of the service that replaced the eliminated one was the single most important factor

during the retrospectiveassessmentof the appropriatenessof elimination decisions
(mean value=5.53). Two additional factors namely customer retention rates and

customers' view of the company were equally important (mean value=5.31).
Considering the relatively high importance of sales-related considerations during the
elimination decision-making process (i. e., sales performance and cross-selling impact),
it was somewhat surprising to observe that the factors namely sales of the service that
replaced the eliminated one and actual cross-selling impact were the two least
important factors during the retrospective assessmentof elimination decisions (mean
values=4.88 and 4.60 respectively).

Table 6.74: Factors Used to Evaluate Retrospectively
Elimination Decisions-Relative Importance

the Appropriateness

RetrospectiveEvaluation Factors

N

Mean*

Min

Max

Sd

Profitability of the service that replaced the
eliminated one
Customer retention rates

34

5.53

1

7

1.60

35

5.31

1

7

1.51

Customers'view of the company
Extent to which operationalproblemswere solved
Actual level of customercomplaints

35
35
35

5.31
5.09
5.03

2
1
1

7
7
7

1.47
1.54
1.72

New customer acquisition rates

35

4.97

1

7

1.89

Propensityof existing customersto do incremental
businesswith the company
Salesof the servicethat replacedthe eliminatedone
Actual cross-sellingimpact

35

4.91

1

7

1.76

34
35

4.88
4.60

1
1

7
7

1.61
1.67

of

*Likert scale
1: of no importance ; 4: of moderate importance; 7: of extreme importance

While the ANOVA

with the variables of company type, overall business

strategy and nature of the service delivery process against the 9 factors for retrospective
assessmentdid not show any statistically significant differences, the t-tests with the type
of the eliminated service revealed some interesting relationships. In Table 6.75 the most
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striking observation is that the relative importance of eight out of the nine factors was
constantly higher when the eliminated service was for the retail market, than when it
was sold to business customers. The t-tests, however, revealed three significant mean

differences.In detail, when a retail financial servicewas eliminated,companiesplaced
significantly more attention on the sales of the replacement financial service (t=2.848,

p<.01) and to the actual cross-sellingimpact of the elimination decision (t=2.058,
p<. 05) than when a corporate financial service was eliminated. Moreover, the relative
importance of the extent to which operational problems were solved was significantly
higher in elimination decisions involving retail financial services than in ones involving
corporate financial services (t=2.201, p<.05).

Table 6.75: Relative Importance of the Retrospective Assessment Factors-Mean
Comparisons with T-tests.
Retrospective Evaluation
Factors
Extent to which operational
problemswere solved
Actual cross-sellingimpact
Actual level of customer
complaints
Salesof the servicethat replaced
the eliminatedone
Profitability of the servicethat
replacedthe eliminatedone
Customerretentionrates
New customeracquisition rates
Customers'view of the company
Propensityof existing customers
to do incrementalbusinesswith
the company

Retail Financial Service
Mean*
n
23
5.48

Corporate Financial Service
Mean*
n
12
4.33

t
2.201**

23

5.00

12

3.83

23

5.22

12

4.67

22

5.41

12

3.92

2.848***

22

5.68

12

5.25

747
.

23

5.52

12

4.92

1.130

23

5.17
5.22
5.00

12
12
12

4.58
5.50
4.75

876
.
-. 534
395
.

23

2.058**
.

895

Statisticalsignificance
*p< . 10
**p<. 05
***p<. 01
f 1: of no importance; 4: of moderateimportance; 7: of extremeimportance

The nine retrospective evaluation factors were subjected to factor analysis, in
order to find out whether they could be grouped under meaningful categories. Table
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6.76 presents the relevant statistics. Principal components' analysis (with Varimax
rotation and eigenvalues over 1) extracted three strong and clean factors, which
accounted for as much as over 81% of the variance. Factor 1 (eigenvalue=2.894,
explained variance=32.1%) was the strongest and included three items, two of which
Factor 2 (eigenvalue=2.512,

were customer-related and one profitability-related.

explained variance=27.9%) contained four items, the majority of which were again
customer related. Finally, the third factor (eigenvalue=1.894, explained variance=21%)
was the easiest to name, in terms that it contained only sales-related items.

Table 6.76: Retrospective Evaluation Factors-Principal
RetrospectiveEvaluation
Factors

Factor 1: Customer and
Profitability-Related
Factors

Propensityof existing
customersto do

Components Analysis

Factor 2: Customer and
Delivery Process-Related

Factor 3: Sales-Related
Factors

Factors

878
.

incremental business with

the company
customeracquisition
rates
Profitability of the
replacementservice
Actual level of customer

855
.
806
.
831
.

complaints

831
.

Extent to which
operationalproblemswere
solved
Customers'view of the
company
retentionrates
Actual cross-selling
impact
Salesof the replacement
product
Eigenvalues
Cumulative Variance
Explained
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
(KMO) Measure of
Sampling Adequacy
Bartlett's Test of

777
.
642
.
910
.
769
.
2.894
32.155%

2.512
60.066%
.

1.894
81.114%

744

Chi-Square=178.134,df=36, Sig=.000

Sphericity

Overall Cronbach a
Cronbach a per Factor

.
8880
.

8728

8439
.

.8025
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Decisions and the

Metric Contextual Influence
Table 6.77 has the 81 bi-variate correlations between the 9 retrospective
evaluationfactorsandthe 9 metric contextualvariables,of which sixteen(or 20%) were
significant (10% at p<. 10,3.7% at p<.05 and 6.2% at p<.01). It can be observedthat
servicediversity and interfunctionalcoordinationwere the two variableswith the most
notable impact upon the nine retrospectiveevaluationfactors and that all the remaining
contextual variables (except for technological change which was inert) had a less
notable influence.

The most interesting finding was the strong and negative impact of service
diversity. The variable was most strongly and negatively correlatedwith the extent to
which operational problems were solved (r--. 502, p<.01). Negative and relatively
strong relationshipsstood also with three retrospectivefactors namely, customers'view
of the company(r- -. 394, p<..05), actual level of customercomplaints(r- -.352, p<.05)
and propensity of existing customers to do incremental business with the company (r= -

288, p<.10).
Contrary to the negativeimpact of servicediversity, interfunctionalcoordination
was enhancingrelatively strongly the relative importance of four factors. It was most
strongly enhancing the importance of the propensity of existing customers to do
businesswith thefirm (t= 485, p<.Ol) andof customers'view of the company(r- 446,
.
.
p<.01). It was also less strongly, but positively, correlatedwith the factors namelynew
customeracquisition rates (r=.340, p<.05) and profitability of the replacementservice
(r-. 329, p<.10).After controlling for the effects of customerandcompetitor orientation,
the only relationship that did not persist was with the factor customers' view of the
company.
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The overall market orientation was positively correlated with the propensity of
existing customers to do incremental business with the company (r=. 329, p<. 01) and it

was more strongly correlatedwith the factor customers'view of the company(r=.474,
p<.01), aswerethe variablesof customerand competitororientation (r-. 483, p<.01 and
r-. 300, p<. 10).
The variableof marketcompetitionwas enhancingthe relative importanceof the
factors namelyprofitability of the replacementservice (r=.294, p<.10) and customer
retention rates (r=. 288, r<. 10).
Finally, legislation was enhancing the relative importance of the factor namely
extent to which operational problems were solved (r-. 292, p<. 10), which was

negativelycorrelatedwith size (r=-.293, p<.10).
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7.3 Re-marketing Eliminated Services
During the in-depth interviews it was found that one of the reasons for not

conducting post-elimination reviews was the irrevocability of elimination decisions.
The mail surveyverified the popularity of that reason.However,four firms (or 20% of a
total of twenty interviews) reportedthat they had re-marketed,at least once,a financial
service that they had previously eliminated. In the mail survey phase, 35 of the 112
sampled companies (or 31.25%) reported that they had re-marketed initially eliminated

financial services. Since the question was general and was not referring to the remarketing of the specific eliminated service that respondents used as a benchmark, the

associationswith the variables,namely nature of the delivery processand type of the
eliminatedservicewere not conducted.From the cross-tabulationswith the variablesof
company type and overall business strategy, only the latter showed a statistically
significant association. Table 6.78 has the relevant findings. The most active remarketersof previously eliminated financial serviceswere the fast imitators (63.6%)
and werefollowed by the technologicalinnovators(39.1%).
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Table 6.78: Frequencies of Re-marketing Initially Eliminated Financial Services by
Overall Business Strategy

Overall Business
Strategy

Re-Marketing a Previously Eliminated Financial
Service

Total

Yes

No

n

%*

n

%*

N

%*

Cost reducer

10

24.4

31

75.6

41

100

Fast imitator

8

63.6

4

36.4

11

100

Slow imitator

8

21.6

29

78.4

37

100

Technologicalinnovator

9

39.1

14

60.9

23

100

Total

35

31.25

78

69.6

112

100

*: Within-group percentages
Associationstatistics
n=112
Pearsonx2=2.626
Df=3
Asymptotic si :. 035

7.3.1 Reasonsfor Re-marketing-Relative Importance
During the in-depth interviews the companies that had re-marketed previously
eliminated financial services were asked to identify the reasons for having done so. As a

result, four reasonswere identified and the mail survey sought to measurethe relative
frequencyin which eachreasonled the studiedcompaniesto a re-marketingdecision.
Table 6.79 has the corresponding descriptive statistics. The most frequent reason
was a change in the market circumstances (mean value=5.00), and it was closely
followed by a change in the corporate objectives (mean value=4.89). The re-marketing
of an eliminated service because it was very innovative when it was first introduced
achieved a mean value over the mid-scale point (4.21), while the reason namely high
level of customer complaints was the only item whose mean was below 4 (3.71).
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Table 6.79: Reasons for Re-marketing an Eliminated Service-Relative Frequency
Reasonsfor Re-marketing

N

Mean*

Min

Max

Sd

A change in the market circumstances

35

5.00

I

7

1.75

A changein the corporateobjectives
The servicewasvery innovative whenit wasfirstly
introduced
A very high level of customercomplaints

35
34

4.89
4.21

1
1

7
7

1.69
1.92

35

3.71

1

6

1.81

*Likert scale
1: very rare] ; 4: average; 7: very frequently

Table 6.80 shows the relative frequency of the re-marketing reasons by company
type. An interesting observation is that building societies were re-marketing previously
eliminated financial services due to a change in the market circumstances more
frequently than insurance companies and notably more frequently than banks.

Table 6.80: Relative Frequency of Reasonsfor Re-Marketing by Company Type
N

Banks
Mean*

II

3.81 (2)

6

6.00 (I)

18

5.33(l)

11

4.82 (1)

6

3.83 (2)

18

5.28 (2)

11

3.73 (3)

6

2.50 (3)

17

5.12 (3)

11

3.55 (4)

6

3.83 (2)

18

3.78 (4)

Reasonsfor Re-marketing
A change in the market

circumstances
A changein the corporate

Buildin Societies
Mean*
n

Insurance Companies
Mean*
n

objectives

The servicewasvery
innovative when it was firstly
introduced
A very high level of
customercom laints

*Likert scale
1: very rarely, 4: average,7: very frequently

The one-way ANOVA

with company type found out that not all the re-

marketing reasons accounted for statistically significant differences. As can be seen in

Table 6.81, for only two of the four reasonswas the ANOVA test significant. First, the
reason namely a change in the market circumstances (F=4.070, p<. 05) was found to be
a significantly less frequently used re-marketing reason by banks, than by building

societies and insurancecompanies (Levene test insignificant, mean difference with
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Bonferroni test for building societies= -2.09, p<. 05, and for insurance companies= 1.42, p<. 10). Second, the reason namely the service was very innovative when it was
first introduced was significantly more frequently applicable to insurance companies

than to building societies(Levene test insignificant, meandifference with Bonferroni
test=2.62,p<.01).
The one-way ANOVA with the variable of overall businessstrategydid not
reveal any statistically significant mean differences and therefore the results are not
reported here.

Table 6.81: Relative Frequency of Re-marketing Reasons by Company TypeWithin Groups Comparisons with One-way ANOVA
Reasonsfor Re-marketing

A changein the market
circumstances

A high level of customer
complaints
The servicewas very innovative
when it wasfirstly introduced
A changein the corporate
objectives

Benchmark
Type of
Company
Banks

Benchmark
Type of
Company
Insurance
companies

Test of Homogeneity of
Variances

ANOVA

Levene Test
760
.

Sig
476
.

F
4.070

Df
32

Si
027**
.

794

461
.

068
.

32

934
.

928
.

406
.

6.046

32

006***
.

053
.

949
.

1.719

32

.

A changein the Market Circumstances
Post Iloc Testsfor Multiple Comparisons: Bonferroni Test
Comparison Types of Company
Mean Difference

.

195

Sig.

Building societies

-2.09**

046
.

Insurance companies

-1.42*

.

The Service was Very Innovative when it was Firstly Introduced
Post line Testsfor Multiple Comparison,;: Bonferroni Test
Mean Difference
Comparison Types of Company

Banks
Building societies

Statisticalsignificance:
*p<. 10
**p<. 05
01
***
.

1.39
2.62***

082

Sig.

121
.008

.
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The factor analysis revealed the uni-dimensionality of the construct of the remarketing reasons. As can be seen in Table 6.82, principal components' analysis (with
Varimax rotation and eigenvalues over 1) extracted only one factor, which explained

almost 50% of the variance.Three items were loading strongly to the extractedfactor,
while the reason namely a change in the market circumstances had a rather weak
loading.

Table 6.82: Reasons for Re-marketing-Principal

Components Analysis

Reasonsfor Re-marketing

Factor 1

A change in the corporate objectives
A very high level of customer complaints

814
.
809
.

The servicewasvery innovativewhen it wasfirstly
introduced
A changein the market circumstances
Eigenvalues
Cumulative Variance Explained
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) Measure of Sampling
Adequacy
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity
Overall Cronbach a

777
.
251
.
1.985
49.624%
.680
Chi-Square=20.316,df=6 Si =.002
6212
.

for Re-marketingand the Metric ContextualInfluence
7.3.1.1Reasons
Table 6.83 showsthe bi-variate correlationsbetweenthe 4 re-marketingreasons
and the 9 metric contextualindependentvariables of the study. The findings indicate
that the metric contextual influence was very limited, since only two of the 36 bi-variate
correlations were statistically significant. The up-to-now highly influential variables of
overall market orientation and its components, were largely inert at this stage, with the
exception of competitor orientation, which was negatively correlated with the item
namely the service was very innovative when it was first introduced (r=-. 356, p<. 05).
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By contrast, the relative frequency of this particular reason for re-marketing was,
expectedly, increasing with the rhythm of technological change (r= .314, p<. 10).
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8. Summary
This chapter focused on the presentation of the mail survey findings. It was
shown that the studied financial institutions rated service elimination as the least
important service range managementactivity. Between 1995 and 2000, only a relatively

small numberof financial serviceswaseliminated.
With regardsto the pre-eliminationphase,the mail survey findings showedthat
the most important service elimination objective for the studied companieswas the
improvementof financial indicators (e.g., profits and sales).Following this objective,
the two most important reasonsthat could lead a companyto examine the future of a
financial service with elimination an option was declining customer demand or and
declining profitability.
With referenceto the serviceelimination decision-makingprocess,the findings
revealedthat the mostimportant audit criteria for assessingthe performanceof financial
serviceswere profitability, salesvolume and market growth potential. Following the
predominanceof profitability and sales as audit criteria, price and cost structure
modifications were the prevailing remedial actions that the studied companies
consideredin order to restore the poor performanceof elimination candidates.If no
remedial action could restorethe problem with a financial service,the evaluationof the
impact of its potential elimination was predominantlyfocusedon the relationshipswith
the customersand on the corporateimage. An interesting finding with regardsto the
implementation of a financial service's elimination, was that the most widely used
implementation strategy was to eliminate the service to new customers,leaving the
existing customersunaffected,at least for a certain period of time. The prevalenceof
this elimination implementationstrategywas verified by the fact that the durationof the
implementation process for existing customers was statistically significantly longer,
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than it was for new potential customers.With regardto the issueof participation into
the various stages of the service elimination decision-making process, the mail survey
findings showed the presence of more than one participant. In the initiation stage the

most influential functional area was marketing, while finance/actuarialhad the most
influential role in the stageof collection andanalysisof elimination-relatedinformation.
Finally, the actual elimination/retention decision was in the hands of higher level
executives, with a higher-echelonmanagementcommittee being the most frequent
decision-makeramongthe studiedfinancial institutions.
The studiedcompanieswere relatively informal during the serviceelimination decisionmaking process,especiallyin terms of specific assignmentof responsibilitiesand of
documentationpertainingto serviceelimination decisions.
Once the elimination of a financial service was implemented, the overwhelming
majority of the studied financial institutions were not conducting a post-elimination
review in order to assessthe appropriatenessof elimination decisions. The most
frequent reasonfor this post-elimination inertia was that the appropriatenessof the
decision was obvious beforehand.However, in the few caseswhere post elimination
factor was the
reviewshad beenconducted,the most importantretrospectiveassessment
profitability of the financial servicethat replacedthe eliminatedone. The irrevocability
of the elimination decisionsin the studied companieswas further supportedby the
finding that only a few companieshadever re-marketeda financial servicethat they had
previously eliminated. In the few re-marketing cases,however, the most important
reasonswere either a changein the market circumstancesor a changein the corporate
objectives.
The mail survey findings also revealedthat the content of a) the pre-elimination
stage,b) the elimination decision-makingprocessand c) the post-eliminationstagewas
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influenced by the categorical contextual variables of company type, overall business
strategy, method of the process in which the eliminated services were delivered and

type of the eliminated financial services. Moreover, the choice and the relative
importance of the decision variables prior, during and after the service elimination
decision-making process were significantly influenced by some of the metric
organisationaland environmentalvariablesof size,servicediversity, marketorientation
(and components),the intensity of market competition, the impact of the legislative
environment and the rhythm of technological change.
The next chapter discusses the implications of the findings of this study (both

qualitative and quantitative).
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1.Introduction
The aim of this chapteris to discussand explain the main findings of the study
and to compare them with the literature. Following the structure in which the qualitative
and quantitative findings were presented, the discussion, explanation and juxtaposition

of the findings in this chapterwas organisedunder5 partsasfollows:
a) the placeof serviceelimination within the servicerangemanagementactivities,
b) the intensity of service elimination activity (i.e., number of eliminated financial
services),
c) the pre-eliminationstage,
d) the serviceelimination decision-makingprocessand
e) thepost-eliminationstage.

2. Service Elimination within Service Range Management
The qualitative findings revealed that very few of the studied financial
institutions had a favourableattitude towards serviceelimination. Instead,they valued
the activities that had to do with the developmentof new financial servicesand with the
improvement of existing ones.The positive attitude towards these two activities was
attributedto threemain reasons:first, they were viewed asoffering an inherentpotential
for growth and expansion,secondthey attractedthe attentionof seniormanagementand
third, they offered more credit to employees. By contrast service elimination was
viewed as an inherently negative activity and as focusing on how to shrink the
capabilitiesof a financial institution.
The mail survey findings largely confirmed these negative attitudes of the
majority of the interviewedfirms, serviceelimination being rated as the least important
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service range management activity, far behind new service development, improvement
of existing services and new market development for existing services. It was also

confirmed that service elimination was allocated the least amount of corporate
resources,comparedto other service range managementactivities. The unfavourable
ranking of serviceelimination activities was consistentacrosscompanytype and size.
Thesefindings confirmed the literature on product elimination (Rothe 1970; Avlonitis
1983-1984).
Developing new products and servicesare undoubtedly vital activities to the
profitability and expansion of every business organisation (e.g, Hart 1996; Avlonitis
and Papastathopoulou 2000). In that respect, the finding that service elimination was the

least important servicerange managementactivity is not surprising. However, it is a
causefor concernthat many of the interviewed managersviewed service elimination
simply as an inherently negative activity, thus overlooking its vital contribution to a
strategic approachin financial servicerange management(Ennew 1995b).Moreover,
additional concern is causedby the fact that although the service ranges of many
financial institutions are already proliferated (Dover 1987; Davison et al 1989;
Easingwood and Storey 1991; Edgett 1993; Edgett and Parkinson 1994; Johne and
Pavlidis 1996), service elimination is either not listed in the main responsibilitiesof
financial servicerangemanagers(Strieter et al 1999), or in the isolated casesthat it is
mentioned (Easingwood and Arnott 1991), it is consideredto be an activity with
minimal impact upon the overall performanceof financial institutions. In the British
financial services sector of today the strategic focus has shifted from expansionto
consolidation, centralisation and rationalisation (The Sunday Times 1999; Financial
Times 2000b; 2000d; Montgomery and Kirwan 2000; The Banker 2000). Under these
circumstancesit is believed that the myopic perception in the minds of managersof
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what is service elimination and what are the benefits that it can offer may result in
serious negative consequences for the health and the competitiveness of financial

serviceranges.

3. Number of Eliminated Financial Services
The numberof eliminatedserviceswas found to be influenced by the size of a
companyand, evenmore strongly, by the numberof servicesthat a companyhad in its
range. The rationale behind the latter finding is that the more proliferated a service
range the greater the need to prune it. The overwhelming majority of the studied
financial institutions in the mail survey (almost 70%) reported that between 1995 and

2000 they had eliminatedfrom 1 to 5 financial services,or 1 financial serviceper year.
Although there is not a measure to indicate the appropriate number of services that

should be eliminated in a year's time, the aboveelimination rhythm seemslow as an
absolutenumber, if one considersthat the diversity of the service rangesof British
financial institutions has increasedconsiderablyas a result of the deregulationof the
1980's (e.g., Ennew 1995b).In that respect,the finding is in line with the researchon
product elimination. Hise and McGinnis (1975) concludedthat the manufacturersthat
they studiedmadetoo few productdeletionsin a benchmark5-yearperiod, asthey had
eliminated less than 20 products(i.e., 4 productsper year). Similarly, Avlonitis (19831984)describedthe elimination frequencyin the British engineeringindustry as rather
low, since the companiesof his sample had eliminated less than 10 products (on
average)in a 5-yearreferenceperiod (i.e., 2 productsper year).
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4. The Pre-Elimination Stage

4.1 Pursued Service Elimination Obiectives
It was axiomatic in the theoretical literature on product elimination that

manufacturerseliminated products becausethe latter failed to meet the corporate
objectivesfor sales and profitability (e.g., Eckles 1971; Hamelman and Mazze 1972;
Kratchmanet al 1975;Worthing 1975).Contrary to that view, empirical researchfound
that products can be eliminated for reasonsother than only a poor sales or profit
performance,such as governmentalregulation, third party decisions,variety reduction
policy etc (Avlonitis and James 1982; Avlonitis 1987a). However, although this
implies, if not specifies,the existenceof both financial andnon-financialreasonsbehind
the elimination of products, the elimination literature fails to provide comprehensive
empirical evidenceon what are the objectives that companiespursue by eliminating
products.Instead,elimination thinking startseither with a regular audit of the product
range or with a precipitating circumstancethat triggers companiesto engagein the
elimination decision-making process (Avlonitis 1982; Avlonitis 1986a; Avlonitis
1987a;Hart 1988;Harnesset al 1998;HarnessandMarr 2000; Avlonitis et al 2000).
Contrary to the above conceptualisation,the in-depth interviews of the study
suggestedthat, no matter if the engagementinto the service elimination decisionmaking processis managed(e.g., due to a regular audit of the service range)or forced
(e.g., due to a trigger from the internal or the externalenvironment,which is beyondthe
immediate control of management), financial institutions were guided by five
overriding service elimination objectives. These are as follows: a) to improve
financially-related indicators, b) to concentratethe corporate resourceson corporate
effectiveness(variety reductionpolicy), c) to keepthe service rangeto the most up-to-
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date condition, d) to rationalise the service range in order to minimise customer
confusion and e) to rationalise the service range in order to control cannibalisation.

Overall, the mail survey findings showedthat the improvementof financially related
indicators and the concentration of the corporate resources on corporate effectiveness,

were the two most important guidesin the elimination decisionsof the studiedBritish
financial institutions. Companieswere more than moderately concernedwith keeping
their servicerangeup-to-date,while they were less than moderatelyconcernedwith the
objectives of rationalisation of the service range in order to minimise customer
confusion and to control cannibalisation.

The quantitative findings indicatedthat the relative importanceof the identified
serviceelimination objectiveswas influencedby someof the contextualvariablesof the
study. Figure 7.1 illustrates which of the contextual variables influenced the relative
importanceof the serviceelimination objectives and which did not. Some interesting
relationshipsare discussedbelow.

Figure 7.1: A Summary of the Contextual Influence on the Service Elimination
Objectives
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The objective to improve financially related indicators was the most important
to banks and insurance companies, but it was the second most important to building

societies.The latter wereguidedmore by the objective to keeptheir servicerangeto the
most up-to-date condition. Before deregulation, building societies were very
bureaucraticfrom an organisationalpoint of view and largely supply-drivenas regards
the financial servicesthat they were offering to the market (Edgettand Thwaites 1990;
Nellis and Lockhart 1995;Cowell 1995;HammondandThwaites 2000). As a result, in
the new environment of the British financial services sector that followed the
deregulation of the 1980's, building societies were less experienced than banks and

insurancecompaniesin dealingwith turbulent market conditions (Cowell 1995).Thus,
a plausibleexplanationfor the abovefinding is that building societieshad to pay extra
attention to the composition of their service range, if they were to survive the
competition with the more experienced financial institutions. Another interesting
relationship that the variable of company type accountedfor was that banks were
guided by the objective to rationalise their service range in order to control for
cannibalisationsignificantly more than insurancecompaniesdid. This seemsto be the
outcome of banks tending towards broader service rangesthan insurancecompanies
(Ennew et al 1990).Moreover if one considersthat most of the new banking services
arejust a modification of existing ones,such as a changein the interest rate of current
accounts,or advancementsin delivery systems(e.g., Wright and Howcroft 1995), the
potential for cannibalisation between two or more similar banking services seems
greaterthat it is for insurancecompanies.
The method of delivery process of a financial service accounted for some
differencesin the importanceof the serviceelimination objectives.In particular,when
there was physical contactbetweenthe financial institution and the customer(i. e, when
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thecustomervisited thecompanyor vice versa),the importanceof the objectiveto keep
the service range to the most up-to-date condition was greater than when an eliminatedto-be financial service was delivered at arm's length.

The importance of three service elimination objectives differed significantly
betweenretail and corporatefinancial services.First, the importanceof the elimination
objectives namely rationalisation

to control cannibalisation

and improvement of

financial indicators was greater for corporate than for retail financial services. The

rationalebehindthis finding may be relatedto the specialnatureof corporatecustomers
and to the increased attention that financial institutions pay to them. Corporate
customersare fewer in numberbut largerin size and importanceto financial institutions
than retail customers (McKechnie and Harrison 1995). Therefore, due to the large
amounts involved, cannibalisationbetween two or more corporate financial services
could have a more notable effect on the overall performanceand welfare of financial
institutions. Second, the importance of the objective to concentrate the corporate
resourceson what can be done best was significantly higher for corporatefinancial
services. Corporate customers have a better understanding of their financial
requirements than retail customers do and thus their expectations from financial
institutions are higher (Moriarty et al 1983; Meidan 1996; Tyler and Stanley 1999).
Indeedsometimescorporatecustomerscan have more expertisein dealing with some
financial servicesthan the financial institutions themselves,which reversesthe issueof
knowledgedependence(Thunman1992).Also financial institutions understandthat it is
critical to obtain a position of distinction and excellencein the minds of corporate
customers(Turnbull and Gibbs 1987). It is probably due to the increasedknowledge
and requirementsof corporate customersthat financial institutions realised that not
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being all things to all people is a particularly relevant service elimination objective
when corporate financial services were considered for possible elimination.

The legislative environmentwas enhancingthe importanceof the objective of
rationalisationto minimise customerconfusion,while it was reducingthe importanceof
the objective to improve financial indicators. The literature provides support for this
finding, in the sensethat the legislatorfor the British financial servicesectorattemptsto
makefinancial institutionsmore concernedwith customerconvenienceandbestadvice,
while it puts pressureon the continualpursuit by companiesto increaseprofits (Devlin
and Wright 1995).
Moreover, the findings suggested that the higher the degree of market-

orientation of financial institutions, the greaterthe importance of service elimination
objectivesrelating to the improvementof customers'convenienceand satisfaction.This
is in line with the fundamentalprincipal of market orientation, to have the customerin
the centre of businessactivities, since his or her satisfaction is what will actually
determine the overall performance of the business (e.g., Levitt 1960; Kohli and
Jaworski 1990;Naiver andSlater 1990).

4.2 Problem Situations
The in-depth interviews revealedeight problem situations, which could force
financial institutions to have a closer look at a financial service,with elimination as an
option. In line with the researchon product elimination (Avlonitis andJames1982;Hart
1988; 1989), it was found that financial services could become candidates for
elimination for reasonsother than only poor salesand profitability. In that respectthe
findings of the presentstudy supportedalso the findings of Harnesset al (1998) that
British financial institutions could eliminate services due to environmental factors,
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strategic issues, operational reasons and customer focused issues. However, the attempt
of the present study to classify the identified problem situations under larger categories

resultedin three factors, whosecontentdiffered from the classificationof Harnesset al
(1998). The three factors were asfollows: problem situationsrelating to a) legislative,
tactical, strategicchange,b) poor market performanceand c) profitability and delivery
processproblems.The differencesin the content can be attributed to the fact that the
classification of Harnesset al was subjective and followed qualitative research,while
the classification of the present study was the result of a principal components' factor
analysis, with a satisfactory percentage of explained variance (over 70%).

With regards to the relative importance of the problem situations, the mail
surveyshowedthe prevalenceof two financially relatedtriggers. The first was a decline
in customer demand (defined by conversion rates) and the second a decline in
profitability. The in-depth interviews suggestedthat small-sized financial institutions
were putting more emphasison the day-to-dayprofitability of their financial services
becausethey could not afford to have loss leadersin their servicerange.By contrast,the
large companieswere adopting a more long-term focus to profitability. Taking into
account that the profitability of financial services is directly related to the pricing
objectives of financial institutions (Cowell 1995; Wright and Howcroft 1995) the
implication behind this finding could be that larger financial institutions set different
and more long-term pricing objectivesthan their smaller counterparts.Although profit
maximisationis the main long-term strategicpricing objective, it is not necessarilythe
main short-termtactical pricing objective for all financial institutions (Meidan 1996).
The next most important problem situation was a financial service's
obsolescencemainly because of the advent of new technologies, which made it
expensive to produce and deliver. The importance of this problem situation finds
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support in the need for British financial institutions to follow the rapid technological
developments in the British financial services sector (e.g., Dover 1987; Marr and

Prendergast1993;Lewis 1995;Howcroft andKiely 1995;Mols 1999;Nelson 1999).
Legislative change was another relatively important problem situation. This
finding is not in line with the research on product elimination, where government

policies and regulations were not found to be such an important precipitating
circumstance for possible elimination of products (Avlonitis

1987a). This may have

changed though since Avlonitis conducted his research, given increased government
intervention in both products and services sectors. However, the above finding does

confirm the literature on financial services,which clearly stressesthat the legislative
environmentin the British financial servicessector exerts a significant impact on the
operationsof financial institutions (Carter et at 1989; Scarbroughand Lannon 1989;
Shelton 1990; Johnson 1991; Devlin and Wright 1995; Nellis and Lockhart 1995;
Llewellyn 1998). Despite the importance of this problem situation, the in-depth
interviews suggestedthat legislativechangescould differ according to their degreeof
strictness and the room they allowed financial institutions for compliance. The
interviews indicated that there were caseswhere a legislative changewas necessitating
completeand immediateelimination of financial services,while there where less strict
legislative changesthat allowed financial institutions to examine remedial actions and
comply with thenew legislativerequirements.
The mail surveyshowedthat the relative importanceof someproblem situations
was influencedby someof the contextualvariablesof interest to this study. Figure 7.2
illustrates the contextual impact on the problem situations. Some interesting
relationshipsare discussedbelow.
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Figure 7.2: A Summary of the Contextual Influence on the Relative Importance of
Problem Situations
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First, when market competition intensified financial institutions paid more
attention to problem situationsrelating to the poor market performance of financial
services,as well as to problem situations relating to legislative, tactical or strategic
changesin the organisation. Second,the overall market orientation and two of its
components(competitor orientationand interfunctional coordination),were enhancing
the importance of declining profitability as a problem situation. This was in line with
Narver andSlater (1990),who verified the interconnectedness
of market orientationand
business profitability. Third, the legislative environment tended to reduce the
importanceof the problem situation of declining profitability. This implies that British
financial institutions could be forced to assignless weight to the profit performanceof
financial services, which was otherwise a considerationof paramount importance in
viewing a financial serviceasa candidatefor elimination. In the in-depthinterviews two
insurance companies mentioned that in the recent past they continued to sell
unprofitableindustrial branchinsurancepolicies, becausethey were forced to do so by
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the legislative environment. The pressure that the legislative environment was putting
on the continuous pursuit of financial institutions to increase profitability complies with

a previous finding of this study, which suggestedthat the legislative environment
tendedto reducethe relative importanceof the otherwise primary service elimination
objective to improve financial indicators.This profit-moderatingrole of the legislative
environmentfinds supportin the literatureon financial services,whereit is stressedthat
it imposesa lot of compliancerestrictionson financial institutions, including pressure
on profits (Llewellyn 1988;Devlin and Wright 1995;Meidan and Chin 1995;Financial
Times 2001a;2001b).

5. The Service Elimination Decision-Making Process

5.1 Identification of Candidatesfor Elimination
During the in-depth interviews the majority of the interviewed companies
reportedthat they had an auditing mechanismthat they followed systematicallyin order
to screen the performance of their financial services. Interestingly a considerable
numberof financial institutions reportedthat their servicerangeauditing was guidedby
written proceduresand even by computerisedauditing mechanisms.This contradicted
Hise et al (1984) and Avlonitis (1986b), who found that the large majority of the
studied manufacturers did not conduct a periodic audit of their product range.
Moreover,the finding contradictedanotherconclusionof Hise et al and Avlonitis, that
when it was conductedthe product range auditing was very unstructuredand largely
operatedon a `catch-as-catch-can'way (Hise et al 1984, p. 62). Although an obvious
explanation of this contradiction could be the generic differences in the marketing
managementpracticesbetweenproductsandservices,it seemsmore possiblethat it was
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due to the time interval between Hise et al and Avlonitis' work and the present study. In
the 1980's and before, the implementation of periodic and sophisticated product line

audits, which required the support of computers(as the early normative elimination
literature was suggesting,e.g., Hamelman and Mazze (1972)), was more difficult to
implementthan it is in the highly technologicalmarketplaceof today.The contentionof
Palmer (1998, p. 54) that `information technologyallows firms to calculate important percentages
and ratios that can indicate how a service is performing in its marketplace' provides support to the

above explanation.

With regardsto the used audit criteria for the measurementof the performance
of financial services,the findings of the present study partly concurred and partly
contradicted the empirical findings on product elimination. With regards to the
paramountimportanceof salesvolume and profitability, the presentfindings were in
line with the product elimination literature (e.g., Banville and Pletcher 1974;Hise and
McGinnis 1975; Avlonitis 1986b).Moreover, there was agreementwith regardsto the
relatively low importanceof life cycle and market shareconsiderations in this stageof
the elimination decision-makingprocess(Rise and McGinnis 1975; Avlonitis 1986b).
The in-depth interviews suggestedthat market share information was collected more
becauseit had to be there (since managers wanted to be aware of market-share
information) rather than becauseof its meaningfulnessas an audit criterion. Especially
for smallercompanies,a very low marketsharein absolutenumbersis satisfactoryand
it is by no meansan indication of poor performance.In the samevein, the mail survey
findings showedthat market sharewas a less than moderatelyimportant audit criterion.
Contrary to Avlonitis (1986b), but in line with Hise and McGinnis (1975), the present
study found that the market growth potential of financial services was an important
decider of elimination candidacy. Also, British financial institutions viewed the
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perceptions of their customers as a relatively important performance indicator, while no
empirical researchon product elimination makes reference to any customer related audit

criterion in the identification stage of the elimination decision-makingprocess.The
rationalebehind this finding could be the inseparabilityof production andconsumption
of servicesin general (Zeithaml et al 1985) and of financial services in particular
(McKechnie and Harrison 1995),which makesfinancial institutions more opento hear
the views of their customers and to incorporate them into their service range
managementstrategy.Moreover, the fiduciary responsibility of financial institutions
towards their customers (e.g., March 1988; McKechnie and Harrison 1995; Cartwright

1999)makesthe aboveopennessmore of an obligation andless of a courtesyor choice.
The mail survey showedthat the relative importanceof the audit criteria for the
identification of elimination candidateswas influenced by some of the contextual
variables of interest to this study. Figure 7.3 illustrates the active and the inert
contextualvariables,while someinterestingrelationshipsare discussedbelow.

Figure 7.3: A Summary of the Contextual Influence on the Relative Importance of
the Audit Criteria for the Identification of Candidates for Elimination
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The mail survey showed that while sales performance was a significantly more
important audit criterion for retail financial services, profitability

performance was

significantly more important for corporate financial services. The origins of this
significant difference are also traced in the in-depth interviews. Managersreporteda
preoccupationwith salesmaximisationfor retail services(such as current accounts,or
students'belongingsinsurance),even when the latter were not profitable. By contrast,
managersreportedthat ignoring the cost and pursuing salesmaximisation (evenin the
short-term)was more difficult for corporateservices,where the delivery processwas
labour intensiveandhigh cost(Stevenson1989a).
As regardsthe overall businessstrategyof a financial institution, an interesting
patternwas that fast imitators were significantly more concernedwith the marketshare
performance than the technological innovators. A plausible explanation of this
relationship is that fundamentallytechnological innovators are more concernedwith
marketleadership,while fast imitators focus on ways in which they can increasemarket
share (Kotler 1997).
As market competition intensified, financial institutions were forced to pay even

more attentionto the salesperformanceof financial servicesand to the activities of their
competitors, while the strictnessof the legislative environmentwas making them pay
attentionto the perceptionsof their customers.As the rhythm of technologicalchange
became more rapid, financial institutions were forced to pay more attention to
operational problems with the delivery process of financial services and to the
perceptionsof customers.The latter relationshipsfind supportin the financial services'
literature, which stressesthe importance of financial institutions consulting their

customersprior to introducinga kind of new technologyin the deliveryprocessof
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financial services (e.g., Zeithaml and Gilly 1987; Moutinho and Meidan 1989; Marr and
Prendergast 1993).

5.2 Analysis of Candidatesfor Elimination and Alternative Remedial Actions
The in-depth interviews indicated that in 17 out of the 20 studied financial
institutions therewas somekind of analytical-diagnosticprocedurein order to detectthe
reasonbehind a financial service's deviant performanceand in order to investigateif
there was room for remedial action. However, the high number of companiesthat
reported the existence of an analysis/revitalisation stage was not to say that the latter

was formal and regularly conducted.Contrary to the widely systematicand computerassistedservice range auditing procedures,only one financial institution reportedthe
existenceof a formalisedblueprintpertainingto the analysisand revitalisationstage.As
respondentsexplained,the reasonbehind this informality was that in many casesthere
was no need for the activation of a diagnostic procedure,either becausethe problem
with a financial service was too obvious and serious (such as poor profitability) or
becausethere was no feasibility for the implementationof a remedial action (e.g., new
legislation making a financial service illegal to sell any more). However, even in cases
where more searchwas neededto distinguish the problem from the symptombehind a
financial service's deviant performance,this was the outcomeof informal discussions
betweenthe functional areasthat had red-flaggedthe financial service in the previous
stageof the elimination decision-makingprocess.Sofar, the in-depthinterview findings
supportedAvlonitis (1985b; 1986a),who concludedthat the diagnosticproceduresthat
British engineering companieswere following were largely informal and based on
unstructuredreasoning,discussionand deliberation.Notwithstandingthat, in the British
engineeringcompaniesthat he studied,Avlonitis (1985b) was able to detecta three-step
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diagnostic procedure, which started with management's review of all the possible
sources of deviation in a product's performance, continued with the identification of the

causesof deviation and concludedwith the preparationof written memos and reports
specifying the causesof the poor performance.The in-depth interviews of the present
study provided no evidenceabout the existenceof such a diagnosticprocedurewithin
the studiedBritish financial institutions.
Once managementhad clarified what was the problem with a service, if the
nature and seriousness of the problem allowed it, some remedial action was

implemented.During the in-depth interviews managersidentified an array of financial
and non-financial remedial actions, including price and cost modifications,
intensificationof the effort of the salesforce and of front-line staff, bettertraining of the
latter, modificationsin the delivery processof the financial service,modificationsin the
attributesof a financial serviceand modification in the promotional strategy.The mail
survey findings showedthat price modifications were the most important revitalisation
action in the studied 112 financial service elimination cases. This reflected the
importanceof the pricing elementof financial institutions' marketingmix, especiallyin
the turbulent conditionsof today's British financial servicessector(e.g., Llewellyn and
Drake 1995;Meidan 1996).An interestingfinding was the relatively high importanceof
modifications/improvementsin the attributes of a financial service as a revitalisation
action. This indicatedthat the studiedfinancial institutions were paying attentionto the
tangible componentof their financial services.This marketing practice is in line with
the suggestedremedies to the intangibility of services in general and of financial
servicesin particular (e.g., Shostack 1982; Levitt 1981; Ennew and Watkins 1995).
Another interesting pattern that emergedfrom the mail survey findings was that the
remedialaction to increasethe effort of salesforce and customercontactpersonnelwas
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considered more important by the studied companies than the modifications in the

training of salesforce and of customercontactpersonnel.In other words, in caseswhere
the causeof the deviantperformanceof a financial servicewas isolatedto the front-line,
financial institutions had more confidencein the methodsthat they usedto train their
front-line staff than in the way in which the latter interpreted and implementedthe
acquiredknowledge.This is probably an explanationof why they placed more attention
on the remedial action to push front-line staff to increasetheir effort and considerably
less attentionon the correctionof problemsof the training methods,which could be the
true reason behind front-line staff's under-performance.The latter becomesmore
believableif oneconsidersthat in today's highly lT dependentBritish financial services
sector, during training financial institutions tend to over-emphasisetheir employees
proficiency in the IT infrastructure of financial services. This training makes many
employeesperceive financial services only as `batchedcommands coded on their
computers' (Trethowan and Scullion 1997, p. 66) thus not understanding the
rudimentarynatureof financial services.However, this indicates a needto complement
the emphasisduring training methods,rather than to push employeesto increasetheir
efforts.
The mail surveyfindings indicatedthat the relative importanceof the identified
remedial actions was influenced by some of the contextual variables of the study's
conceptual framework. Figure 7.4 graphically summarisesthe contextual influence.
Somenotablesignificant relationshipsare discussedbelow.
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Figure 7.4: A Summary of the Contextual Influence on the Relative Importance of
the Alternative Remedial Actions
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The method of the delivery processaccountedfor an interesting relationship.
The modifications in the peripheral tangible attributes of financial services was a
significantly more important remedial action for financial services for which the
customersvisited financial institutions than for ones where transactionwas effected at
arm's length (e.g., via telephoneor Internet). The rationale behind this finding can be
found in the importance of physical evidence when customersvisit the branch of a
financial institution in order to use a financial service (Saundersand Watters 1993;
Ennew and Watkins 1995).By contrast,customersusing the telephone,the Internetor
other meansof electronic servicedelivery, tend to pay more attentionto issueslike less
waiting time, convenienceand simplicity during transactionswith financial institutions
and they are less concernedabout the tangiblesaccompanyingthe financial servicethat
they are using (e.g., Birch and Young 1997; Mols 1999). Thus, the latter type of
customers would not value so much (if they noticed them at all) remedial actions
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involving changes in the tangibles of financial services, such as a new chequebook or a

new documentwallet.
The variable of market competition had a positive impact upon the relative
importance of all but one remedial action. This suggestedthat as the competition
between financial institutions was increasing,the latter were putting more effort to
revitalise the performanceof a financial service, by considering financial and nonfinancial remedialactionsas alternativesto elimination. A plausible explanationof this
finding is that in a competitive marketplace,financial institutions must be flexible
enough to react by emphasising both financial efficiency and product/market strategies

focusedon customercare(Lewis 1995).
With regardsto the rhythm of technologicalchange,although only one positive
significant relationship was found, an observationworth noting was the absenceof a
negativeimpact on the relative importanceof the remedialactions.The latter would be
a more expectedrelationship, if one considers that in a technologically innovative
environment the resources of financial institutions should be allocated to the
introduction of new technologically advancedfinancial services (e.g., Edgett 1994),
rather than to endeavoursto revitaliseexisting ones.It is also interestingto mentionthat
Avlonitis (1985b; 1986) found that technological turbulence had a largely negative
impact on the importance of the revitalisation alternatives that British engineering
companiesconsideredin an attempt to avoid elimination. A plausible explanationfor
absenceof a negative impact that is suggestedby the findings of the present study,
could be the constantly changing technological environment of the British financial
services sector. Instead of continuously investing in new technologically advanced
financial services, British financial institutions are likely to try first to revamp their
existing technologies. If this alternativeworks, financial institutions will savea part of
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the investmentthat would be requiredfor the adoption of a completely new technology
and will control the confusion of their customersfrom a perpetualmigration to new
technologicallyadvancedfinancial services.

5.3 Evaluation and Decision-Making
During the in-depth interviews 17 out of the 20 studied financial institutions
reported that they conducted an evaluation in order to find out what would be the
impact of a possible elimination of a financial service upon various aspectsof the
businessas a whole. However, despitethe importanceof the assessment
of the macro
impact of an elimination decision, the evaluation processwas not always conducted.
There were caseswhere the assessment
of the impact was unnecessary,becausethere
was no retentionchoice (e.g., when a new regulation was necessitatingthe elimination
of a financial service).Moreover,even in caseswherethere was a retention choice,the
evaluationprocesscould sometimesbe skippedbecause,due to the low importanceof
the financial service under examination (mainly in terms of sales and profits),
managementknew in advancethat the knock-on effect from its elimination would not
be serious.In that respect,the presentstudy supportedAvionitis' (1984) finding that
of
when an industrial product was of minor importanceto the companythe assessment
the impact of its imminent elimination was of secondaryimportance.In the sameline,
Vyas (1993) found that the degree of thoroughnessof the evaluation process was
situationspecific.
Contrary to the identification stageof the elimination decision-makingprocess,
but in line with the stage of analysis and revitalisation, the activities of the studied
financial institutions in the evaluation and decision-making stage were very
unstructured.The interview findings suggestedthat a) there was not even a vague
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checklist, outlining the set of evaluation factors that companies used to measure the
impact of elimination decisions and b) that the evaluation was the outcome of informal

discussionsbetweenthe functional areas,which were involved in the decision-making
process.The informality at this stagewas in line with Avlonitis' (1984)findings, but in
contrast with a part of the theoretical contributions on product elimination, which
assumedthat all weak products were subjected to a highly formalised evaluation
process, which, through the use of weights and ratings, would objectively suggest
elimination or retention (Berenson 1963; Kotler 1965; Clayton 1966; Hutchinson 1971;
Worthing 1971).

An interesting finding of the in-depth interviews was that the evaluationand
decision-makingstageof the elimination processwas not conflict free. Since this was
the stagebefore the implementationof a decision to eliminate a financial service,the
different interests of different functional areaswithin financial institutions were the
main sourceof conflict. This was in line with researchon managerialdecision-making,
which found that conflict between groups or individuals can arise due to their
conflicting goalsandobjectivesduring the decision-makingprocess(Harrison 1975).
Despite the lack of an evaluation blueprint/checklist, during the in-depth
interviews respondentsidentified nine factorsthat they wereusing (howeverinformally)
in order to assess the impact of an elimination possibility and make an
elimination/retentiondecision. These factors focused on the impact on the corporate
image, the profitability and the salesof other financial services,the relationshipswith
the customers,full-line policy, thecompetition and the humanresources.
In line with Avlonitis (1984), the mail survey showed that the single most
importantevaluationfactor that could determineelimination or retentionwasthe impact
of elimination decisionsupon the relationshipswith customers.This finding becomes
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more notable if one considers that customer considerations were even more important
than cross-selling and profitability

considerations. The latter two evaluation factors

were only rated as third and fourth most important, while Avlonitis (1984)found them
to be as important as customerrelationship considerations.This paramountattention
upon the impact on customersat this stageof the elimination decision-makingprocess
suggeststhat the studiedBritish financial institutions recognisedthe needfor customer
care,which, amongother things, presupposesthe satisfactionof the customerbasewith
the product/servicerange(Lewis 1995).However,it must be noticed that the increased
preoccupation with customer satisfaction may be one of the reasons why the studied

financial institutionshad eliminatedvery few financial servicesin the last 5-yearperiod.
A focus on the maximisation of customersatisfactionis likely to result in aversionor
procrastination from the part of managementto make tough decisions (including
elimination decisions), which could disturb the relationships between companiesand
customers (Stevenson1989b). However, such decisions may be important to the
prosperityof financial institutionsaswell as to the long-termsatisfactionof customers.
With regardsto the relative importance,anotherinteresting finding of the mail
survey was that financial institutions paid relatively little attention to the impact of
elimination decisionsupon the humanresources,in terms of redundancies.This does
not indicate necessarilythat the studiedfinancial institutions were unconcernedwith the
potentialjob lossesdueto the elimination of a financial service.Despitea) the fact that
in today's British financial servicessectorthe cutbackin the numberof employeesis a
common phenomenonand b) the findings of this study that staff redundancieswere
possible when entire servicelines were to be eliminated (e.g., an insurancecompany
completely pulling out of the pensions' market), the in-depth interviews suggestedthat
job losseswere the exception and not the rule when individual financial serviceswere
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examinedfor elimination.This finding contradictsthe researchon product elimination,
wherethe evaluationof the impact of a product's elimination involved detailedanalyses
of theresulting redundancies,the early retirementsandthe future employmentprospects
for the affectedemployees(Avlonitis 1984).An explanationfor this discrepancyis that
employeesin the front line and in the back-office of the financial institutions are
responsiblefor the marketingof a bundle of financial servicesand not with individual
financial services. Another possible explanation is that, due to their intangibility,
financial serviceslack the hard componentof production, as this is conceptualisedin
manufacturingsector.Consequentlythe cost accountancyterms of overheadallocation
and direct-indirectlabour costare of lessrelevanceto the servuctionprocess.
The mail survey indicated that the relative importance of the identified
evaluationfactors varied in relation to some of the contextual variables of the study.
Someinterestingrelationshipsare discussedbelow, but first Figure 7.5 gives a graphical
summaryof the contextualinfluence.

Figure 7.5: A Summary of the Contextual Influence on the Relative Importance of
the Evaluation Factors
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When the methodof delivery processof a candidatefor elimination was effected
through arm's length transaction,the assessment
of the impact of its elimination upon
the sales of other serviceswas of lower importancethan when customersvisited the
companyin order to use the financial service or vice versa. An explanation for this
importancegapis that the probability of a financial serviceto act asa gatewayto selling
other financial servicesis likely to be higher whencustomersare directly influencedby
the cross-sellingskills of front-line staff during a face to face interaction at the branch
or elsewhere,than when customersand financial institutions transactat a distance(i.e.,
when there is no physical contact). The vital role of face-to-faceinteractionsandof the
physical environment during service encounters in general and financial service
encountersin particular provides supportto the above explanation (e.g., Bitner 1992;
Lewis 1995).
The organisationalvariable of overall business strategy accountedfor some
noteworthyrelationships.First, it was shownthat the impact on the profitability of other
financial servicesin the rangewas a less importantconsiderationfor slow imitators than
for fast imitators and technological innovators. This contradicts the assertionthat
market followers give priority to profitability (Meidan 1996). Second,slow imitators
were less concerned with the impact of an elimination decision on their corporate
image,than were cost reducersandfast imitators. A rationalebehind this finding is that
customers would notice more easily an elimination of a financial service from a
companythat provides it at the lowest cost and the greatestefficiency (ingredientsof a
cost leadershipstrategy(Porter 1980)) or from a company that was amongthe first to
introduce it in the market (fast imitation), than from a company which provided the
financial servicein a me-tooway (slow imitation).
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The overall market orientation and its componentsshowed a notable positive
influence on the relative importance of financial, competitor and customer related
evaluation factors. The activity of the variable of market orientation (and of its
components)indicates that as financial institutions were becoming more marketoriented, the evaluation of the impact of elimination decisions was becoming more
thorough. The greatestthoroughnesswas found with the component of competitor
orientation, which boostedthe relative importanceof all but one of the nine evaluation
factors. Also, the more customer-orienteda financial institution, the higher the
importance in the assessmentof the impact of elimination decisions upon the full-line

policy andthe relationshipswith the customerbase.This is in line with the tendencyof
customer-orientedcompanies to understand and comply with the requirementsof
customers(Narver and Slater 1990;Han et al 1998).Finally, in line with its synergistic
nature (Narver and Slater 1990),interfunctional coordination was enhancingfinancial,
customerand competitorrelatedevaluationfactors.
From the environmental variables, market competition had the most notable
impact during this stage of the elimination decision-making process, as it was
significantly correlated with 7 out of the 9 evaluation factors. In that respect, this
finding concurred with Avlonitis (1986a) who found that the intensity of market
competition in the British engineeringindustry intensified the evaluationendeavoursof
manufacturersprior to reaching an elimination/retention decision. In particular, as
competition was intensifying financial institutions tended to engage in a more
meticulous examinationof the benefits that could accrue for rivals as a result of an
elimination decision. Interestingly, the intensity of market competition also enhanced
the importanceof the extent to which a similar financial serviceexistedin the marketin
order to satisfy the needs of customers.This relationship is in line with a previous
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finding suggestingthe paramountimportancethat the studiedcompaniesplaced upon
the impact of elimination decisions on the relationships with their customers. However,

as it could be a gatewayfor benefits to competitors (e.g., an increasein their sales
volume), the latter relationship ran counter to the finding concerningthe meticulous
examinationof the benefits that competitorscould develop as a result of a financial
institution eliminating a service.
The abovecontradictoryrelationshipscould find an explanation in the finding
indicating that the legislative environmentwas forcing British financial institutions to
place more emphasis on the relationships with the customers as well as on the extent to

which the latter could find a similar financial servicein the market,prior to confirming
an elimination decision. This implies that the legislative environment was intervening in

orderto find equilibrium betweenthe attemptof financial institutions not to favour their
competitorson the onehandandthe right of customersfor continuity in the provision of
the financial serviceson the other. This explanationfinds support in the notion of the
fiduciary responsibility of financial institutions, wherebythe latter have to be reliable in
the provision of financial services to their customers (Ennew and Watkins 1995;
Cartwright 1999).
Finally, the variable of technological change accountedfor some interesting
relationships.Its strongestpositive correlation was with the evaluation factor namely
impact on the relationship with the customers.This indicated that in caseswhere
financial institutions had to eliminate technologically obsolete financial servicesand
replacethem with more advancedones, they tendedto conduct a careful evaluationof
the impact that such a continuous technological migration could have upon the
convenience of their customers.This concern about customer convenience during
periods of technological turbulence was further supported by the strong positive
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correlation of technological change with the extent to which customers could find in the
market similar financial services to the one that was examined for elimination.

5.4 Implementation of the Elimination Decision
Once financial institutions have weighed the advantagesand disadvantagesof
the elimination versusthe retentionalternativeand have madea decisionto eliminate a
financial service, the next step is to orchestrate the activities relating to the
implementationof the decision.However,the in-depth interviews of the study showed
that 9 out of the 20 companies were neither adopting any specific elimination

implementationprocedurenor were they assigningto someonein the organisationthe
task to prepare a written elimination implementation plan. Even the 11 remaining
financial institutions that reportedthe existenceof an implementation stage did not
describe a comprehensiveand formal implementation process. This finding should
causeconcernif one considersthat an effective and well-thought-outimplementationof
a managerialdecisionis necessaryif the latter is to meetits original objective (Harrison
1975).
With referenceto the communicationof the newsabout the elimination decision
to the employeeswithin the organisation, the in-depth interviews indicated mixed
trends.Half of the interviewedfinancial institutions were trying to ensurethat everyone
in the organisationknew aboutthe decisionto eliminate a financial service.The means
of information diffusion varied from formal periodically publishedinternal bulletins and
newsletters(more common in the large interviewed companies)to a simple, but coordinated, word-of-mouth communication. The other half of the studied companies
reportedthat due to a needto control the noisethat could be generated,they preferred
not to diffuse the elimination news widely within the organisation. However,
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irrespective of the extent to which the news was communicated internally, the

interviewed financial institutions almost unanimously agreedupon the needto inform
front-line staff first. This can be explainedby the important role of front-line employees
at the serviceencounter(Bitner 1990).
Contraryto the importanceof notifying the front-line staff, more than half of the
studied financial institutions reported that they were taking no action to notify
customersabout the elimination decision before starting its implementation.In that
respectthis finding supportedevidenceon product elimination suggestingthat a high
percentageof the studiedmanufacturingcompaniesdid not notify their customersprior
to implementing the elimination of a product (Hise and McGinnis 1975; Avlonitis

1983a).
With regards to the strategiesavailable to implement a product elimination
decision, the early theoretical approacheswere suggestingthat manufacturerscould
follow a `drop immediately' strategy,a `phaseout slowly' strategyor that they could
sell the production licence of the eliminated to-be product to another manufacturer.
Which elimination strategywas to be finally chosen,dependedon factors such as the
amount of stock in the warehouse,the holdover demand and the spare parts policy
(Alexander 1964; Kotler 1965; McSurely and Wilemon 1973). Empirical research
showed that while manufacturers of consumer products adopted a quick drop
implementationstrategy(Rothe 1970),manufacturersof industrial productspreferredto
phaseout a product slowly (Avlonitis 1983b).Moreover, the researchuncoveredthe
unique strategyin industrial-goodssettings,to drop a product from the standardrange
and reintroduceit asa special(ibid.). Centralto the abovepopularelimination strategies
is that after the implementationof an elimination decision a product is either no longer
availableto both existing andnew potential customersor it is exceptionally availableif
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the customers are willing to place a sizeable purchase order and to pay a premium unit

price.
Contrary to the above findings, the interviews of the present study clearly
indicated that the single most popular elimination implementation strategyamongthe
studiedfinancial institutions was to eliminate a serviceto new customersbut to leave
the existing ones unaffected.Such was the predominanceof this elimination strategy
that all the 14 financial institutions, which reportedthe use of an elimination strategy,
wereapplying it. The mail surveyconfirmedthe popularity of the abovestrategy.It was
usedby 80% of the surveyedfinancial institutions in order to implement the specific
elimination case that they were using as a benchmark and it was by far the most
frequentlyusedimplementationstrategyin generalterms.This elimination strategywas
popular amongall the threetypesof financial institutions, but it was even more popular
among insurance companies. A recent example illustrating the application of this
elimination strategywas the withdrawal of the TESSAs (Tax-Exempt Special Savings
Accounts).In particular,by April 5 1999the Governmentwithdrew TESSAs from new
savers,while existing TESSAs savers were left unaffected for a period of 5 years
(CambridgeBuilding Society web-page).
The popularity of this implementationstrategyprovides support to Harnessand
Mackay (1993; 1997), who referred to the need to protect the existing users of a
financial service if financial institutions decidedto eliminate it. The authorssuggested
(1993) and subsequentlyfound through qualitative research(1997) (and the present
study concurs)that unlike in manufacturingsettings,where the main considerationof
managementis the complete removal of a product, in financial services settings the
main concern during the implementationof an elimination decision is to maintain a
relationshipwith the existingcustomerbase.This is in line with the generalobservation
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that the diligent maintenance of good relationships with the existing customers is of
momentous significance to financial institutions (Shultz and Prince 1994). Since the

strategyof leaving the existingcustomersunaffectedinvolved a prolongationof the life
of a financial service,it resemblesat the first glancethe suggestionsof PLC and product
elimination theoriststhat the life of a tangible productcan be extendedas an alternative
to elimination (Talley 1964; Michael 1971).However, although the motive behind the
latter suggestionsfor life prolongationwas mainly demand-driven,the interviewsof the
presentstudy indicatedthat in the studiedfinancial servicesetting life prolongationwas
mainly obligation- and legislation-driven.

Harnessand MacKay (1993) made reference to another potential difference
between products and servicesduring the implementationof an elimination decision.
They assertedthat, unlike in manufacturingsettings,in financial service settingsthe
implementationof an elimination decision should be viewed less like a dichotomy of
service exists-not exists and more as a continuum of existence.The findings of the
presentstudysupportedthe aboveauthors,in termsthat the studiedfinancial institutions
used elimination strategies(e.g., service merging or service simplification) whereby a
financial service was, to a certain extent, still present in the service range after its
elimination had been implemented. Principal components' analysis grouped such
elimination strategiesunderone clearly distinguishedfactor, which was namedpseudoelimination strategies.
The mail survey findings contradictedonce more the researchfindings on the
implementationof a product's elimination (Avlonitis 1983b) in terms that the popular
strategiesfor manufacturersnamely `drop from the standardrangeandre-introduceit as
a special' and `phaseout slowly' were not very popular among the studied financial
institutions. The main advantageof the latter implementationstrategyis that it offers
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time to manufacturers to manage and clear the inventory in the warehouse. Due to the
perishability of financial services and the resulting absenceof stocks, the non-popularity

of this elimination implementationstrategyamongthe studiedfinancial institutionswas
not surprising.
The perishability of servicescould also offer a plausible explanation to the
relatively high popularity of the `drop immediately' strategy among the studied
financial institutions. This finding runs counter to Avlonitis'

(1983) conclusion that to

drop a product immediately was not a popular strategy to engineering companies
because it failed to assist them in running down their inventory. The relatively high

popularity of the `drop immediately' strategycontradictedalso Harnessand Mackay's
(1997)results,which did not include a drop immediatelystrategy.
The mail survey indicated that the frequency of use of different elimination
implementationstrategieswasinfluencedby someof the contextualvariablesof interest
to this study. Figure 7.6 presentsa graphicalsummary of the contextual relationships,
the most interestingof which are discussedbelow.
Figure 7.6: A Summary of the Contextual Influence on the Relative Frequency of
Use of the Elimination Implementation Strategies.
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With regards to the method of delivery process, the mail survey findings
indicated that the use of the strategy to leave the existing users of a financial service

unaffectedby its elimination was more frequent when the financial institution was
visiting the customer, than when there was arm's length transaction. It is easy to
observethe rationalebehind this finding. Since a delivery method involving staff of a
serviceprovider visiting the customeris by definition more expensivethan an arm's
lengthtransaction(Lovelock 1980; 1983),financial institutions were more likely to use
it for few and important customers. Thus, despite the fact that financial institutions were

concernedabout not disturbing all the existing users of an eliminated to-be financial
service,this concernwas higherfor the most importantexisting users.
The higher the degreeof the overall marketorientation of a financial institution
the less frequent the use of the `drop immediately' implementation strategy.To the
extent that marketorientationleadsto higher customersatisfaction(JaworskiandKohli
1993),the abovefinding was not surprisingsince the abrupt elimination of a financial
servicemight causeinconvenienceto customers.Market orientationwas alsoenhancing
the frequency of use of the `service merging' elimination implementation strategy.
Harnessand Mackay (1997) found that financial institutions were likely to use this
strategy,becausethe amalgamatedfinancial servicewould combine all the attributesof
the individual eliminated services that customers valued, thus providing higher
customer satisfaction.To the extent that this could happen, the positive relationship
betweenthis implementationstrategyand market orientation seemslogical. However,
the latter relationship seemssomewhatunexpected,if one considersthat amalgamated
financial servicesmay be more complex and less easy to understandand use by the
customer base (Ennew and Watkins 1995), which is contrary to the philosophy of
market-orientedorganisations.
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With regardto the environmentalvariables,market competition was enhancing
the use of the `dropimmediately' andthe `drop and re-introduce' strategy,while it was
reducing the frequencyof use of the `phaseout slowly' strategy.Theserelationships
suggest that as the competitive

environment was becoming harsher, financial

institutions were keenerto proceedwith a quick implementationstrategyrather than to
procrastinatethe implementationprocess.
The legislativeenvironmentwas enhancingthe frequencyof use of the popular
elimination strategyto leave the existing customersof an eliminated financial service
unaffected.This indicatesthe concernof the British legislator for the right of existing
customersfor continuity in usinga financial servicethat they had chosen.
Technologicalchangewas enhancingthe use of the strategynamely `eliminate
the service from some customer segments but leave it open to other customer
segments'.This relationship indicates (and the in-depth interview findings concurred)
that asthe rhythm of technologicalchangeacceleratesthe technologicalobsolescence
of
some financial services (thus indicating the need to replace them with more
technologicallyadvancedoneson a regular basis),financial institutions feel the needto
protectsomesensitivecustomersegmentsfrom a continuousmigration process.Finally,
technologicalchangewas reducingthe frequencyof use of the `eliminateand sell out'
strategy.This relationship indicates that in a technologically innovative environment,
financial institutions are less willing to buy the licence of technologically obsolete
financial services,which were eliminatedby their counterparts.

5.5. The Duration of the ServiceElimination Decision-Making Process
For the purposesof examining issues relating to the duration of the service
elimination decision-makingprocess,the latter was split into two main phases:a) the
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decision-reaching process (i. e., identification of elimination candidates, analysis and
revitalisation, evaluation and decision-making) and b) the implementation of the

elimination decision.

5.5.1 Duration of the Decision-Reaching Process

As far as the decision-reachingprocess is concerned,the study identified 7
factors that determined its duration, the most important being the reason that triggered
the elimination in the first place, followed by the sensitivity of the elimination decision

to existing customers.Contraryto Avlonitis (1983-1984),the in-depth interviews of the
presentstudy found limited evidenceof considerableprolongation of the elimination
decision-reachingprocessdue to controversiesand conflict betweenparticipants.With
regardto the calendarduration of the decision-reachingprocessthe presentstudyfound
that it variedfrom a minimum 2 weeksto a maximum 3 years,with an averageduration
of just over 5 months.This indicated that the studied financial institutions neededless
time to reachan elimination decisionthan industrial manufacturers,who needed1 year
on average (Avlonitis 1983-1984).Avlonitis concluded that the decision-reaching
process was taking too long and he criticised manufacturing companies for
procrastinationand managerialineffectiveness.Despite the fact the studied financial
institutions needed considerably less time to reach elimination decisions than
manufacturing companies, this cannot be a clear indication of more managerial
effectivenessand less procrastinationduring serviceelimination decision-making.This
is becauseother pieces of empirical researchexamining the relationship betweenthe
managerialeffectivenessof decisionsand the duration of the decision-makingprocess
producedmixed results.For example,while some studiesindicate that more effective
managerialdecisionstake longer (e.g., Wally and Baum 1994),others found an inverse
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relationship (e.g., Bourgeois and Eisenhardt 1988) or a situation specific relationship
depending on the organisational and top management characteristics (e.g. Judge and

Miller 1991;Papadakis1998).
However, there are some explanations for the less average duration of the
elimination decision-reaching process for financial services. First, due to their
intangibility,

financial services lack the hard production characteristics of

manufacturing settings, which can cause delays in reaching product elimination
decisions.To illustrate, a product's elimination often involves dismantlingor scrapping
machinery (Vyas 1993). This time consumingand high-cost consequences
of product
elimination decisions are likely to raise write-off and other related balance sheet
considerations and may make manufacturing companies more sceptical and thus
procrastinatingabout reachingelimination decisions.A secondexplanation of the less
average duration of the elimination decision-reachingprocess among the studied
financial institutions relates to the fact that in most of the studiedcasesthe existing
usersof an eliminated-to-befinancial servicewere not affectedby imminent elimination
decisions.If one considersthat the sensitivity of elimination decisionsupon existing
customersproved to be the secondmost important determinantof the duration of the
service elimination decision-reachingprocess, it can be implied that since existing
customersare to remain unaffectedthis causesless headachesto financial institutions,
thus enablingthem to speedup the elimination decision-reachingprocess.Finally third,
unlike in manufacturingsettings,the findings of the study indicatedthat elimination of
financial serviceswas not likely to have seriousimpact on the employeesof financial
institutions, thus making redundancies the exception rather than the norm.
Consequently,the serviceelimination decision-reachingprocessfor individual financial
services is likely to be uninterrupted by union reactions and strikes. Researchin
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manufacturing settings showed that such problems were a frequent reason for
procrastination and interruption in the elimination decision-reaching process of British

industrial manufacturers(Avlonitis 1986a).

5.5.2Duration of the Implementation Stage
With regardsto the duration of the implementationstage,the central finding of
the study was that the studied financial institutions adopted different implementation
tactics towards new potential customers and existing customers. The mail survey
findings indicated that the time elapsing from the confirmation of the elimination
decision until the point the involved financial service was no longer available, was
significantly longer for its existing usersthan for new potential customers.To illustrate,
the majority of the surveyed companies reported that the benchmark eliminated
financial service was no longer available to new customersjust one month after the
confirmation of the decisionto eliminate it, while for existing customersthe financial
servicewas still open at the time the mail survey was conducted.But since the mail
survey askedrespondentsto useas a benchmarka financial servicethat was eliminated
in the last 5-yearperiod (in order to minimise memory distortion problems),the above
`still open' interval could not be more than 5 years.However, the in-depth interviews
highlighted cases (mainly involving insurance companies) where, due to legal
obligations,the existing customersof a financial service at the time of its elimination
were still able to use it even 70 years later. This finding has some important
implications. First, unlike the empirical researchon product elimination (Avlonitis
1986a),the findings of this study pointed at differential elimination implementation
behaviourof financial institutions towardsexisting and new customers.Second,it took
longer for the studiedfinancial institutionsto implement an elimination decision,than it
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took the engineering companies, which were studied by Avlonitis (1986a). Third, the
contractual and legal reasons underlying the long-lasting duration of the elimination

implementation stage for the existing customers were different from the duration
determinantsof the elimination implementationstagein manufacturingsettings.In the
latter settingsif the implementationprocesswas lasting longer than usual,it was due to
factorsother than legal, suchascustomeropposition,strike by the employeesopposing
the elimination decision,hold over demand,stock at hand(Avlonitis 1986a)or extentof
readiness of the replacement product (Saunders and Jobber 1994). The findings of the
present study, thus, corroborated Harness and MacKay (1993) in their statement that,

for some financial services, full elimination might be difficult due to existing
contractualobligations.
Notwithstanding the differences in the duration of the implementation of
elimination decisions between products and financial services, this study found
statistically significant differences in the duration of the implementation of an
elimination decision to existing customers between different types of financial
institutions.In particular,the implementationprocesslastedsignificantly longer among
the studiedinsurancecompaniesthan amongthe studiedbanks and building societies.
This is an indication that insurancecompaniescan achievecompleteelimination of one
of their serviceswithin a longer period than banks and building societies.A plausible
explanation of this finding could be the special nature of insurance services
(complexity, risk, longevity) wherethe contractualobligations,the needto fulfil a longterm promise and the ethical dimension are important considerationsfor insurance
companies (Diacon and Watkins 1995; Diacon and Ennew 1996). As the in-depth
interviews suggested,the full elimination of someinsuranceproductswas only possible
when the insurer had no further obligation towards the insured individuals or
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organisations. Sometimes the period neededto honour such obligations could be several
decades.

5.6 Participation in the ServiceElimination Decision-Making Process
In orderto investigatethe issueof participation,the elimination decision-making
process was split into three broad phases,namely initiation, collection/analysisof
information

and

decision-making

(Avlonitis

1985a).

Following

the

above

conceptualisation,an attempt was madeto find the organisationalparticipantsin each
one of the three phasesand to measure the strength of their say.

The first finding with regardsto participation was that in each one of the three
phasesof the elimination decision-makingprocessthere was more than one functional
areainvolved. This becameclear from the in-depth interviews, where many managers
mentionedthat due to the different nature of the required information in order to reach
an elimination/retentiondecision, there was a need for the co-operationof more than
one functional area.The interviewedmanagersidentified a total of 11 participantsin the
three phasesof the process. In the phases of initiation and collection/analysisof
information the averagenumber of participants was 4 to 5, while in the phase of
decision-makingthe averagenumber dropped to 2 to 3. The wide participation in a
managerial decision-making process has been occasionally criticised in the
organisationalliterature on the basis of the potential for conflict, information leaking
and delaysin reachingthe decision(WooldridgeandFloyd 1990).However,the present
finding on the multiple participantsin the service elimination decision-makingprocess
was in line with the bulk of the organisational literature, which substantiated
empirically that the greaterthe number of organisationalparticipants in a managerial
decision-makingprocessthe higher the level of consensuson the final decision (e.g,
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Harrison 1975; Burgelman 1983; Schilit 1987; Papadakis 1998). Moreover, the above
finding provided support to the early conceptual contributions in the literature on

product elimination, suggestingthat product elimination decisionsare too important to
be left to oneindividual or functional areaand that there is a needto make elimination
decisionsonly after having blendedthe different perspectivesof different functional
areaswithin the organisation (Berenson 1963; Kotler 1965; McSurely and Wilemon
1973;Kratchmanet al 1975).
The secondfinding with regardsto participationwas that each one of the three
phasesof the elimination decision-makingprocesshad a different dominant functional
area. The mail survey showed that marketing was by far the most influential
organisational participant in detecting elimination candidates and in initiating
discussionsabout an engagementinto the elimination decision-makingprocess.In the
phaseof collection and analysis of information, the most dominant participant was
finance/actuarial.Since this phase involved the handling of quantitative data, the
dominanceof financepeoplewas not surprising.Finally, the most influential participant
in the phase of decision-makingwas a managementcommittee, which consistedof
higher echelonmanagersfrom marketing,finance/actuarialand salesareas,who made
elimination/retention decisions on the proposals of the advisory participants. Other
influential decision-makerswere managing directors, the board of directors, general
managersor CEO/Presidents.
The above findings indicated varying levels of agreementwith the product
elimination literature. With regards to the dominanceof marketing in the phase of
initiation, the presentstudy supporteda part of the elimination literaturewherethere are
arguments (e.g., Kotler 1965) and empirical substantiation (Rothe 1970; Avlonitis
1985a;Vyas 1993) of the influential role of marketing. With regardsto the dominant
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role of finance/ actuarialin the phaseof collection/analysisof information, the findings
corroboratedtheoreticalcontributionsstressingthe needfor closeco-operationbetween
finance and marketing during product elimination decision-making (Kotler 1965;
Kratchmanet al 1975).The findings also agreedwith Avlonitis (1985a)with regardto
the supportiverole of financein the initiation phasebut did not supporthis finding that
financehad only a supportiverole behind marketing in the phaseof collection/analysis
of information. In that respect,the findings of the present study also ran counter to
Rothe (1970) who found a very low level of participation from the areaof finance in
consumer-goodmanufacturersand criticised the studied companiesfor creating an
imbalance in the nature of the information that they collected in order to reach product

elimination decisions.
In Avlonitis' research (1985a) many of the studied engineering companies
identified the functional areasof engineeringand production as regular participantsto
the phasesof initiation and collection/analysisof the information. Since in the service
setting of the present study there was not a production process in the way this is
conceptualisedin manufacturing settings, financial institutions did not make any
reference to participants from the production and engineering functional areas. By
contrast,they referredto customer-contactpersonnel,who were more actively involved
in the collection/analysisphaseof the serviceelimination decision-makingprocess.At
first glancethe absenceof organisationalparticipantsfrom a production departmentin
the studied financial institutions seemsan expectedfinding, since production methods
in service settings (i.e., the servuction process) are different from the ones in
manufacturing settings (Lovelock 1981). However, if

one considers a) the

conceptualisationsfor a productionline approachto the delivery of services(e.g., Levitt
1972; 1976) and b) the role that front-line staff play in the servuctionprocess(Eiglier
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and Langeard 1977), the above finding could suggestthat the `servuction' functional
area of the studied financial institutions was an organisational participant (of moderate

influencethough)in the first two phasesof the elimination decision-makingprocess.
Finally, in line with the empirical researchon product elimination (Avlonitis
1985a) the findings of the presentstudy suggestedthat elimination decision-making
authority was lying at a higher level in the corporatehierarchy, with a management
committee being the predominant decision-maker.

5.7 Formality during Service Elimination Decision-Making

5.7.1 TheDegree of Formality during ServiceElimination Decision-Making
As mentionedpreviously formality during service elimination decision-making
was conceptualisedas the combined degree of systematicbehaviour, assignmentof
responsibilities and documentation(i.e., existence of written policies pertaining to
service elimination decision-making)(Pugh et al 1968; 1969; Avlonitis and James
1982;Avlonitis 1985c).The in-depth interviews suggestedthat over half of the studied
financial institutions were largely informal during serviceelimination decision-making,
while only a handful of companiesfollowed a formal elimination decision-making
process.The mail survey findings largely confirmed the in-depth interviews.Only 2 of
the 9 items of the construct of formality exceededthe mid-scale point of 4, which
indicatedmoderateformality. Thesetwo items pertainedto the componentof systematic
behaviourand referred a) to conductinga regular review of the servicerangeand b) to
the existenceof explicit audit criteria for the evaluationof the performanceof financial
services.This finding corroborateda previous finding of this study, suggestingthat in
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the large majority of the studied companies there was a regular and systematic service

rangeauditingprocess.
The abovepicture persistedafter addingup the items to createsingle dimensions
for the overall formality and for each one of its three components.The meanvalue of
the overall formality constructindicated less than moderateformality. In that respect,
the findings are in line with the empirical researchon product elimination, which found
that manufacturing companies were largely informal during product elimination
decision-making(Rothe 1970; Banville and Pletcher 1974; Elise and McGinnis 1975;
Greenley and Bayus 1994). As far as the components of formality are concerned,

systematicbehaviourwas the only componentthat exceeded(hardly though)moderate
formality. With regard to the notable informality concerning the assignmentof
responsibilitiesand the documentation,the findings agreedwith Avlonitis and James
(1982) and with Avlonitis (1983-1984)but with regardto the componentof systematic
behaviour,the presentfindings ran counterto them.
A questionthat risesat this point is why the studiedfinancial institutions scored
higher in the componentof systematicbehaviour while they relatively overlookedthe
assignmentof specific service elimination responsibilities and largely overlookedthe
documentation of the service elimination decision-making process. A plausible
explanationis that the componentof systematicbehaviourcontaineditems referring to
conducting regular and systematicaudit of the service range and to the existenceof
specific performancecriteria. Obviously the latter could not only exist for the detection
of elimination candidates,but they could also be used in other marketing and service
range managementactivities, such as NSD, financial service repositioning and new
marketdevelopment(Stevenson1989a;Strieteret al 1999).
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To summarise, the findings suggestedthat the studied financial institutions were

relatively informal on an overall basis during service elimination decision-making.
From a component angle, they were relatively more formal concerning systematic
behaviour,relatively informal in assigningspecific service elimination responsibilities
and largely informal with regards to the existence of written service elimination
procedures.

5.7.2 The Contextual Influence on the Degree of Formality (Formality as a
DependentVariable)
The mail survey attempted to investigate the impact of the contextual
independentvariableson the degreeof formality during service elimination decisionmaking. In this sectionthe discussionaboutthe contextualinfluence is split in two subparts: a) the influence of the categoricalcontextualvariablesand b) the influence of the
metric contextualvariables.

5.7.2.1Influence of the Categorical Variables
Figure 7.7 depicts the impact of the categorical contextual variables upon the
degreeof overall formality. The type of companyand the type of the eliminatedservice
did not appearto exert significant impact, while the overall businessstrategyand the
methodof delivery processdid.

Figure 7.7: A Summary of the Influence of the Categorical Contextual Variables
on the Degree of Formality during Service Elimination Decision-Making
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Regarding overall business strategy, fast imitators scored higher than all their

counterpartsin the overall formality and in all its three components.However, there
were only two significant relationships.First, fast imitators scoredsignificantly higher
in the overall formality than slow imitators. Second,fast imitators scoredsignificantly
higher in the assignmentof responsibilitiesthan did cost reducers,slow imitators and
technological innovators. The above findings indicate that greater formality and specific
task allocation during service elimination decision-making helped the studied fast

imitators to achieve their strategic goals. The strategy of fast imitation requires
organisationsto closely monitor their competitorsand reactsystematicallyin a fast way
(Walker and Ruekert 1987).
Regarding the method of delivery process, when customers visited financial
institutions to use an eliminated-to-befinancial service, the assignment of service
elimination relatedresponsibilitieswas significantly more formal than when there was
arm's length transaction.The explanationfor this finding lies in the inseparability and
heterogeneitycharacteristicsof financial services. When customers visit a financial
institution in order to use a financial servicethey will come in face-to-facecontactwith
front-line staff, who become the cornerstoneof the delivery process (Ennew and
Watkins 1995). If the above financial service becomesan elimination candidate,the
managementof a financial institution feels the needto make a specific allocation of
elimination relatedresponsibilitiesto the front-line staff. In that way the latter, as active
participantsin thecollection, analysisand interpretationphaseof the serviceelimination
decision-makingprocess(as a previous finding indicated), should be in a position to
keep a standardisedrecord of customersperceptions,reactions or commentsabout a
possible elimination decision. Moreover, when the elimination decision has been
reached,front-line staff should be in a position to communicate its antecedentsand
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consequencesto the existing and new potential customersin a standardisedway. The
greater degree of formalisation in the assignment of elimination related tasks to the

front-line staff, can be interpreted as a remedy for the heterogeneityof financial
services.

5.7.2.2CombinedInfluence of the Metric Contextual Varriables
The regressionanalysisof the mail survey results indicateda wide influence of
the metric contextual variableson the degreeof formality during service elimination
decision-making.Figure 7.8 summarisesthe metric contextual influence and some of
the interestingrelationshipsare discussedbelow.

Figure 7.8: A Summary of the Combined Influence of the Metric Contextual
Variables on the Degreeof Formality during ServiceElimination Decision-Making
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Service diversity had a positive impact upon the overall formality and the
componentsof assignmentof responsibilitiesand of documentation.This showedthat

1 Figure 7.7 illustratesthe predictorsof overall formality, accordingto the resultsof multiple regression
analysis. As discussed in the chapter of the quantitative findings, the variable of overall market
orientation was excluded from the regressiondue to multicollinearity concerns.This is why it is not
included in the variables of Figure 7.7. However, at a bi-variate correlation level, overall market
orientation had a strongand positiveimpact on the degreeof overall formality during serviceelimination
decision-making.
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financial institutions with more proliferated service ranges felt a greater need for a more
formal approach towards service elimination decision-making than companies with

relatively simple service ranges. Managers during the in-depth interviews made
referenceto a positive relationshipbetweenthe complexity of the servicerangeand the
degreeof formality. In that respect,the finding above provided support to Avlonitis
(1985d) who found that product diversity had a strong positive impact on formality
during product elimination decision-making.
Competitor orientation and interfunctional coordination (i.e, two of the
componentsof market orientation) had a strong positive impact on formality. This
finding indicates that as financial institutions place more emphasison a systematic
identification, analysis and responseto competitors' actions and on a co-ordinated
integration of the corporateresourcesto deliver superior customer value (Naiver and
Slater 1990),they feel it necessaryto adopta more formalised approachtowardsservice
elimination decision-making.Due to the absenceof any publishedempirical materialon
the relationship between formality during product/service elimination and market
orientation, there is no direct comparisonbasisfor the abovefinding. However, at the
more generallevel of decision-makingformality versusmarket orientation, the present
study contradictedfindings that formality is unrelatedto market orientation (Jaworski
and Kohli 1993) and findings suggesting a negative relationship between the two
variables(Narver andSlater 1991).
The mail survey showed that company size did not have an impact upon the
degreeof formality during serviceelimination. As above,due to the non-existenceof
similar results in service settings,there is not a basis for direct comparisonof this
finding. However,with regardsto manufacturingsettingsthe abovefinding contradicted
Avlonitis (1985c) who found that company size was a relatively strong predictor of
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formality during product elimination decision-making.Moreover, the above finding
provided both support and contradiction to empirical studies examining the effect of

size upon formality during organisational decision-making. On the one hand it
supported findings showing no relationship between size and decision-making
formalisation (Deanand Sharfman1993;Papadakiset al 1998)but on the other handit
did not support the conventionalwisdom that decision-makingformalisation increases
by size (Mintzberg 1973).

As the legislative environment was putting more pressure on the studied
financial institutions, the lattertendedto increasethe degreeof overall formality during
serviceelimination decision-makingand in particular of the degreeof documentationof
of
the process.To the extentthat greaterformality can increasethe comprehensiveness
an elimination decisionto the customerbaseof financial institutions (mainly through a
systematicand documentedrecord of the proceduresthat are followed in eachstageof
the elimination decision-makingprocess),the aboverelationship is an indication that
the British legislator is concernedaboutcustomersright' to know the rationalebehind
the decisionsthat affectedthem. This explanationfits in the broader spectrumfor best
advice that financial institutions have to adhere to (Devlin and Wright 1995). The
literature on financial services marketing does not provide direct evidence on the
relationship between legislation and degree of formality during service elimination.
However, the positive relationship that this study detected supports the welldocumentedcontention and empirical finding that the legislative environmentexerts a
strong influence on many aspects of the marketing strategies of British financial
institutions (e.g., Carter et al 1989; Shelton 1990;Devlin and Wright 1995;Nellis and
Lockhart 1995; Trethowan and Scullion 1997; Llewellyn 1998). In that respect,the
present finding contradicted Hise and McGinnis (1975), who found that in
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manufacturing settings little legal protection existed for customers who were affected

by a product's elimination.
Interestinglytechnologicalchangeexerteda negativeimpact upon the degreeof
overall formality and upon the component of assignmentof responsibilities. This
finding was in line with Avlonitis and James(1982) but in contrastwith Rothe (1970)
who supported a positive relationship between product elimination formality and
technologicalchange.The negativerelationshipthat the presentstudydetectedis also in
line with organisationaltheoristswho found that formal decision-makingwas difficult
to follow in technologicallyvolatile environments,where a less formalised and more
flexible approachto decision-makingseemsmore appropriate(e.g., Cyert and March
1963;Fredricksonand Iaquinto 1989).By contrast,the finding of the presentstudy did
not support the line of thought of some product elimination theorists (Browne and
Kemp 1976) who suggested that manufacturersoperating in technologically fast
changingenvironmentsshouldadopt a more formalised productreview andelimination
process,than companiesoperatingin more stableenvironments.
Finally, the findings suggestedthat the intensity of marketcompetition wasnot a
successfulpredictor of formality. In that respect,they contradictedRothe (1970) and
Avlonitis andJames(1982),who suggestedandempirically verified respectivelythat as
competitive pressurewas increasing in manufacturing settings,companiestended to
increasethe degreeof formality of the productelimination process.

S.73 More Formal VS LessFormal ServiceElimination Decision-Making Processes:
Is there a Difference? (Formality as an IndependentVariable)
The statistical procedure that was followed in order to detect significant
differencesbetweenmore formal and less formal service elimination decision-making
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processes pointed at two central findings. First, for the elimination decision-reaching

processthe content of more formal serviceelimination decisionsdiffered significantly
from the content of less formal ones. Second,no significant differenceswere found
betweenmore and less formal elimination decisionsin the implementationstageof the
serviceelimination decision-makingprocess.
With regardsto the decision-reachingprocess,it was clear from the findings that
more formal financial institutions were putting more effort in reaching elimination
decisions than their less formal counterparts.As far as the identification stage is
concerned,greaterformality led to greaterattentionto the market shareperformanceof
financial servicesand to their position in the life cycle curve. As regardsthe analysis
and revitalisation stage,greaterformality resultedin more attentionto almost all of the
identified remedial alternatives.Finally, with regardsto the evaluation stage,greater
formality engenderedmore attention to both financial and non-financial evaluation
factors, suchas cross-sellingimpact, impact on profitability of other services,impact on
full-line policies and impactupon therelationshipswith the customers.
Overall the finding of the presentstudy concerningthe impact of the degreeof
formality on the content of the elimination decision-reachingprocess,was in line with
Avlonitis (1985d). Although the latter authorused a different statistical procedurefor
the measurementof the impact of formality, he found that in manufacturing settings
greaterformality raisedthe relative importanceof many of the decision variablesthat
were consideredin each stage of the product elimination decision-reachingprocess.
However,the findings of the presentstudy revealedsomeimportant differencesas well.
With reference to the revitalisation alternatives the findings of the present study
revealed that more formal financial institutions were placing more attention on
modifications in the attributesof a financial service,while accordingto Avlonitis (ibid.)
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more formal engineeringcompaniesdid not. This can be explainedby the intangibility
of financial services. Obviously the time frame within which managers have to reach an

elimination/retentiondecisionmakesthe modification of the attributesof an industrial
product a more difficult taskto implementthan the modification of the soft attributesof
an intangible financial service.With referenceto the evaluationfactors one important
difference was that, unlike in the manufacturingsetting that Avlonitis (ibid.) studied,
the more formal financial institutions placed more emphasis on the impact of an
elimination decisionupon their relationshipwith customers.A plausibleexplanationfor
this differenceis the active participationof customersin the servicedelivery processof
many financial services(inseparability) coupled with the fiduciary responsibility of
financial institutionstowardstheir customers(McKechnie and Harrison 1995).
With regard to the implementation stage of the elimination decision-making
process,the findings did not detectsignificant differencesbetweenthe more formal and
the less formal financial institutions of the sample. This implies that the degree of
formality that financial institutions adopt during service elimination decision-making
does not influence the choice of elimination implementation strategies.This finding
contradictsAvlonitis (1985d),who concludedthat a greaterdegreeof formality boosted
a preferenceof manufacturersfor a `phaseout slowly' strategywhile reducedthe use of
the `sellingout strategy'.

6. The Post-Elimination Stage
The post-elimination stage is almost completely neglectedby the elimination
literature.On the one handthe literature on product elimination almost alwayspresents
the decision-making processas ending with the implementation of the elimination
decision.As was discussedin Chapter3, the empirical evidenceon the post-elimination
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stage is very limited and is based on a construct of low internal consistency (Avlonitis
1987a). On the other hand, the limited literature on service elimination refers to the

post-eliminationera (HarnessandMacKay 1993)in a rather myopic way, as it confuses
it with the managementof the implementation stage,which as the findings of the
presentstudyindicatedis often long-lasting.
The presentstudy addressedthis gap and shed light on a) the way in which
financial institutions evaluated retrospectively the appropriatenessof elimination
decisions and b) the reasonsthat could lead to the re-marketing of a previously
eliminatedfinancial service.

6.1 The Conduct of Post-Elimination Reviews: A Great Degree of Inertia
Two-thirds of the surveyedfinancial institutions reportedthat they terminated
the elimination process with the implementation of the elimination decision. The
predominant reason for not conducting post-elimination reviews among these
companieswas that the extent of successof elimination decisions was very obvious
beforehand,thus making a followup stage unnecessary.Another frequently stated
reasonfor not conducting post-eliminationreviews was that the existing users of a
financial servicewere not affectedby a decision to eliminate it. The predominanceof
this reasonwas somewhatexpected,in light of the preoccupationof many of the studied
financial institutions with the maintenanceof good relationships with their existing
customerbase.
The post-elimination inertia of the overwhelming majority of the studied
financial institutions suggestsan incompleteserviceelimination process.This becomes
easierto embraceif one considersthat the review of the outcome of any managerial
decisionis consideredgoodpractice(Gore et al 1992).A good examplelies in the other
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end of the life cycle of a product or a service, where post-launch reviews were found to

be a continuous process and a critical success factor for new product/service
developmentdecisions(e.g., Crawford 1986; McIver and Naylor 1986; Cooperand de
Brentani 1991; Edgettand Jones1991; Edgett 1994; Edgett and Parkinson 1994).The
necessity for a retrospective assessmentof decisions to launch new products and
servicesseemsobvious becauseit concernsthe future of a new offering. In that respect
it could be arguedthat a post-eliminationreview is not asnecessarybecausethereis no
future for the eliminatedproductor serviceand as a result there is nothing important to
monitor.

However, basedon the findings of the present study, it is believed that postelimination reviews can be useful for financial institutions for the three following
reasons.First, they can provide them with a more integrated record keeping about
specific elimination decisions, which can be used for future reference.Information
concerning the post-elimination stage could complement records taken during the
variousstepsof the serviceelimination processandcould thus help financial institutions
understandwhat they could have done differently. Second, due to their sensitivity,
elimination decisionsentail the likelihood to disturb customerrelationships.Of course
the findings indicated that in the majority of the benchmarkelimination casesexisting
customerswere left unaffected (conditionally or not) by elimination decisions,thus
existing relationships were not disturbed. But new potential customers were not
receiving such a favourablepost-elimination treatmentand in some cases(e.g., when
financial services had to be dropped immediately) even existing customers were
affected.Post-eliminationreviews could be a window for financial institutions in their
attempts to understandwhat was the actual effect of elimination decisions on the
relationshipswith the new and with the existing customers.Third, asthe findings of the
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present study indicated, there are cases where there is a future for a financial service
even after its elimination (e.g., pseudo-elimination implementation strategies) and thus
it is important for financial institutions to track the aftermath of elimination decisions.
For example, some partial elimination implementation strategies, which either simplify
or merge existing financial services, are likely to have an effect on customer's ability to
understand the simplified or the amalgamated financial service (Ennew and Watkins
1995). Such an effect can only be accurately measured in the post-elimination stage.

6.1.1Relative Importance of the RetrospectiveEvaluation Factors and the Contextual
Influence
The findings of the presentstudy showedthat the few financial institutionsthat
conducted post-elimination reviews followed a thorough enough process.This was
indicated by the fact that all the nine retrospective evaluation factors that were
identified during the in-depth interviews were rated well abovethe point of moderate
importance in the mail survey questionnaire. Most of the attention during the
retrospective evaluation of elimination decisions was devoted to monitoring the
profitability of the financial servicethat replacedthe eliminatedone. Interestingly,most
of the remaining higher importance factors focused on the impact of elimination
decisionson the customerbase (i.e., customerretention rates,customers' view of the
companyand actuallevel of customercomplaints).
The mail survey indicated that the relative importance of the retrospective
evaluationfactors was influenced by some the contextual variables of interest to this
study. Figure 7.9 presentsa graphical illustration of the contextual influence, while
someinterestingrelationshipsarediscussedbelow.
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Figure 7.9: A Summary of the Contextual Influence on the Relative Importance of
the Retrospective Evaluation Factors.
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From the categorical independentvariables the only one with a significant
impact uponthe relative importanceof the retrospectiveevaluationfactorswas the type
of eliminated financial service. Specifically sales-relatedretrospective evaluation
factors (i.e., `actual cross selling impact' and `salesof the service that replaced the
eliminatedone') were significantly more importantfor retail than for corporatefinancial
services.This was in line with a previous finding of the study indicating that sales
volume as an audit criterion for the identification of elimination candidateswas a
significantly more important considerationfor retail rather than for corporatefinancial
services.
Service diversity had a notable negative impact upon the content of the postelimination reviews. In particular,the greaterthe diversity of a financial servicerange,
the lower the importance of customer-relatedretrospectiveevaluation factors namely
`actual level of customer complaints', `customer's view of the company' and
`propensityof existing customersto do incrementalbusinesswith the company'. Three
plausible explanationscan be put forward. First, to the extent that the growing number
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of financial servicesin the range increasesthe latter's complexity, the retrospective
assessment of the consequences of an elimination decision upon the customer base

becomesdifficult to measureaccuratelyand thereforeit is consideredto be of limited
use. Second, when financial institutions have spread their risk in many financial
services, they are not keen to devote more corporate resourceson a retrospective
assessmentof customer's views about the elimination of one of the many financial
servicesin the range.Third, a proliferated financial service rangeis likely to contain
similar and even duplicate financial services (Ennew 1995b). In that respect the
elimination of one of them is less likely to be noticed by the customers (than it would be

if financial institutions havein their range few clearly differentiatedfinancial services)
becausethe continuity that they require is securedby one of the similar financial
servicesin the range.
Finally, greater market orientation was engendering more attention to a
retrospectiveevaluationof how elimination decisionsaffecteda) the views of customers
about the financial institution, b) their loyalty and c) their future disposition to do
incrementalbusiness.Market-orientedorganisationshave a continuousfocus on sensing
the market and respondingto the needsof customers.The latter's needschangeover
time and it would be unwise for market-orientedcompaniesnot to track customers'
reactionsafter making decisions,which may affect them(JaworskiandKohli 1993).

6.2 Re-Marketine of Eliminated Financial Services
Another aspectof the post-eliminationstagethat the presentstudy attemptedto
address was the re-marketing of financial services which had been previously
eliminated. During the in-depth interviews one fifth of the interviewed managers
reporteda re-marketingof an initially eliminated serviceon groundsof a changein the
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internal and the external environment of financial institutions. In the same line the mail

survey showed that almost one-third of the studied companieshad at least once remarketeda previously eliminatedfinancial service.The most active re-marketerswere
the fast imitators,which were followed by the technologicalinnovators.
A changein the marketcircumstanceswas found to be the most frequentreason
resulting in re-marketingpreviouslyeliminatedfinancial services,followed by a change
in the strategypervading the managementof the service range. Relatively frequently
financial institutions re-marketedfinancial services,which had been eliminateddue to
their high degreeof innovativenesswhen they were firstly introduced.However, only
occasionally could a high level of customer complaints result in a re-marketing
decision.
The contextualvariables of interest to this study exhibited only minor impact
upon the relative frequencyin which the aforementionedchangesin the internal and
externalenvironmentof financial institutions could result in a re-marketingdecisionfor
an eliminated financial service.As Figure 7.10 illustrates, notable exceptionswere the
variablesof companytype, competitororientationand technologicalchange.
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Figure 7.10: A Summary of the Contextual Influence on the Relative Frequency of
the Reasons for Re-marketing2.
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With regardto companytype, bankswere less likely than building societiesand
insurancecompaniesto re-market a previously eliminated financial service due to a
changein the market circumstances.Moreover insurancecompanieswere more likely
than building societiesto re-marketfinancial serviceswhich were eliminated because
they were aheadof their era when they were firstly launchedin the market. The latter
finding implies that amongthe studied companies,insurers had the most innovative
ideasfor new financial servicesandthe highestdispositionto risk in their endeavoursto
develop new financial services. In that respect this finding contradicted findings
suggestingthat British insurancecompaniesadopt a low risk "me-too" strategyduring
the developmentof new financial services(lohne 1993).
Competitor orientation was negatively correlated with the frequency of remarketing initially eliminated financial services becausethey were very innovative
when they were firstly introduced. This suggeststhat as financial institutions are
2Thesectionof the mail questionnairethat tackled the issueof re-marketingwas generaland did not refer
to the benchmarkservice elimination casesthat respondentswere using as a benchmarkto answerthe
questionnaire.For this reasonthe service-specificvariablesnamely method of delivery processand type
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increasingly preoccupied with a monitoring of their competitors' activities, they are
more likely to spend their resources in copying them, thus missing opportunities to rethink and re-engineer their innovative ideas for new financial services. This explanation
finds support in findings suggesting that as companies become more competitor-

oriented they tend to adopttheir competitors' ideasinsteadof following their own way
towardsinnovation(LucasandFerrell 2000).
Finally the rhythm of technological change was boosting the re-marketing of
previously eliminatedfinancial servicesdue to their excessivedegreeof innovativeness.
This showed that in an attempt to develop and sustaina long-term competitive edge
over their competitors,financial institutions launchedfinancial services,which were so
much exceedingthe technologicalstandardsof their era that they had to be eliminated.
The strategy of using highly innovative technologies during financial service
developmentas a remedy to the intangibility and the resulting non-patentabilityof
financial services is well documented in the literature (e.g., Easingwood 1990;
Easingwood and Storey 1991; Cooper and de Brentani 1991). However, without
underratingthe needfor technologicalinnovativeness,the presentfinding points to the
of the level of technologicalinnovativenessthat the marketcan
needfor an assessment
sustainand digest.

7. Summary
The aim of this chapter was to discussand explain the findings of the present
study and to compare them with the literature of interest to the present study. The
discussionin the five main partsof this chapterpointed at threebroadobservations.

of the eliminated financial service were not included in the statistical procedures,which examinedthe
contextualinfluenceon the contentof the re-marketingconstruct.
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First, the elimination decision-making process for financial services has certain

fundamentalsimilarities to the elimination processfor products. Second,the special
natureof financial servicesandthe externalenvironmentof financial institutionscall for
attention to decision variablesand elimination implementationstrategies,which differ
markedlyfrom the onesthat manufacturingcompaniesconsiderin order to managethe
elimination of products. Third, differences in the appropriate approach to the
elimination of financial servicesexist within the studied financial servicessectortoo,
depending on the type of financial institution, the overall business strategy that financial

institutions adopt, the type of candidatesfor elimination (i. e., retail or corporate
financial services)andthe methodin which they are delivered.
The following last chapterdiscussesthe theoretical and managerialimplications
of the findings of this study,identifies the limitations of the findings and puts forward
future researchdirections that could advancefurther the empirically basedknowledge
on the important, but neglected,areaof serviceelimination decision-making.
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1.Introduction
This last chapterwill attempt six tasks.First it will presentan overview of the
structure of the study by summarising the main points of the previous chapters. Second,
it will present the theoretical implications of the key findings and third it will spell out
their managerial implications. Fourth, it will summarise the limitations of the study and

fifth, it will point at future researchdirections in the areaserviceelimination decisionmaking. Finally the chapterwill attempt a summaryof the contribution to knowledge
that the presentstudymade.

2. A Summary of the Structure of the Study
The discussionup to this point hasbeenorganisedundersevenchapters.
The aim of the introductoryChapter1 was to setthe scenesof the study. First it
notified the audienceabout the extensivelacuna of knowledge on service elimination
andthen it specifiedthe reasonswhy the study focusedon the British financial services
sector. Third, it presented the aim of the study and the research objectives and
concludedby giving a brief overview of the chaptersto follow.
Chapter 2 aimed at discussingissuesrelating to the marketing of servicesin
general and of financial servicesin particular. This was deemednecessaryin order to
inform the audienceabout the special marketing managementapproachthat services
require.In particular the chaptermadea brief historical overview of the developmentof
the sub-discipline of services marketing and then it critically discussed the
characteristicsthat frame the special nature of services and financial services (i.e.,
intangibility, inseparability, heterogeneity,perishability, fiduciary responsibility and
two-way information flows). The chapterconcludedby discussingissuesrelating to the
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activities of financial service range management, of which service elimination is (or
should ideally be) an integral part. Based on the literature on financial services, the

main activities of financial service range management were identified as the
developmentof new financial services,the modification/improvementof existing ones
aswell asthe elimination of existingones.The discussionalso highlightedthat financial
service range managementdoes not take place in a vacuum but that it is a dynamic
process.As such,decisionsto developnew financial services,to modify and eliminate
existing ones are likely to be influenced by a) the characteristics, the objectives and
resources of financial institutions, b) the customers of financial institutions, c) the

competitorsand d) other factorsof the PESTenvironment.
Chapter 3 aimed at a) reviewing and critically evaluating the literature on
productelimination andthe very small literature on financial serviceelimination andb)
presentingthe conceptualframeworkof the study.The foundation for the review of the
existing product elimination material was the four-step product elimination decisionmaking process, i.e., identification of elimination candidates, analysis/revitalisation,
evaluation/decision-makingand implementation of the elimination decision. The
published material in each step was classified under three stages namely the first
theoretical contributions (1952-1978),the early empirical research (1970-1979) and
the more in-depth empirical research(1980-2000)in order to review the literaturefrom
a historical perspective.The objective of the aboveclassification was to facilitate the
audience'sunderstandingof the evolution of the literatureon productelimination andof
the big difference between how product elimination was described by the early
theoretical commentators and how it was actually practised by manufacturing
companies.The first theoretical contributions assumedthat candidatesfor elimination
were only products with declining sales and profitability performance and described
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product elimination decision-making in an ideal way. Manufacturing companies were
viewed as making elimination decisions only after a comprehensive decision-making

process. As such, the notions of sophistication, quantification, computerisation,
formality and structurewere assumedcentral to product elimination decision-making.
Moreover, the theoretical literature attempted to describe product elimination in a
golden rule way that would fit

all products, companies and environmental

characteristics.The first empirical attemptsstartedto reveal that the practiceof product
elimination was not as ideal as it was assumed.Despite the fact that manufacturing
companiesfollowed a multi-stepproductelimination decision-makingprocess,the latter
was very informal and unstructured. However, the first empirical evidence largely

continuedto conceptualisecandidatesfor elimination as products with poor salesand
profit performance.Moreover, by focusing only on the identification of the decisionvariablesof each step of the product elimination decision-makingprocess,the early
empirical attemptsfailed to investigatethe latter's dynamism.The literatureon product
elimination grew substantiallywith the more in-depth empirical research.Corroborating
the theoretical and the early empirical literature, the more in-depth empirical research
concludedthat companiesfollowed a multi-step elimination decision-makingprocess.
Also, in line with the early empirical research but contrary to the theoretical
assumptions,it was found that the decision-makingprocess was very unstructured,
unsophisticatedand informal. However, the major contribution of the more in-depth
researchwas that the product elimination decision-makingprocesswas dynamic. Its
content was largely influencedby factors of the internal and externalenvironmentof
manufacturing companies. This breakthrough contradicted the assumptionsfor the
existenceof golden rules in product elimination decision-making.The discussionnext
shifted to the review of the very limited literatureon serviceelimination. The extremely
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small volume of published material did not allow for a chronological illustration of the
evolution of this literature area. The overwhelming majority of the reviewed textbooks

on servicesmarketing make no referenceto service elimination and the handful of
textbooksthat do, adopt the myopic and over-simplistic approachthat elimination is a
choice only for serviceswith poor salesand profitability. What is more seriousabout
the approachof the abovefew textbooks,is that it is basedon an arbitraryadaptationof
theoretical assumptions from the literature on product elimination into service settings,
without prior empirical validation. The very limited empirical research on service
elimination focused entirely on the British financial services sector. As was discussed, it

producedfindings suggestingthat an arbitrary application of the product elimination
rules into servicesettingsmaybe unwarranted.However,the limited empirical research
on serviceelimination is characterisedby three problems.First, it focusesonly on the
identification of problem situations (that make financial services candidates for
elimination) and on the implementation stage,thus failing to investigate the service
elimination decision-makingprocessas a whole. Second,even this limited information
lacks metric qualities that could indicate the relative importance of the decision
variablesinvolved. Third and most important,the limited empirical attemptsseemto be
asmyopic asthe early theoreticaland empirical contributionson productelimination, as
they examine service elimination as a static process,thus failing to investigate the
possible contextual impact on it. Based on a) the above obvious inadequacyof the
limited empirical research on service elimination, b) on the obsolescenceof the
literature on product elimination and c) on the special nature of servicesand financial
services,the Chapter3 concludedby outlining the conceptualframework of the present
study.
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Chapter 4 dealt with issues of the research methodology. First, the discussion

focused on the philosophical and theoretical foundations of researchmethods.The
review of the relevant literature identified two different schools of thought; the
positivistic and the humanistic. The positivistic school holds that the neutral (and
uncontaminatedby the researchers'judgement) methodologiesof the natural sciences
can also be applied in social research.In that way, the positivistic thought supportsthe
use of deductive research,which can be operationalisedwith quantitative research
methods.The humanistic school of thought supports a different way of approaching
research settings. Rather than emphasising neutrality, it supports researchers active

involvement in the studiedphenomenonbecauseits understandingcan be enhancedby
their personalexperiences,sensitivitiesand insightfullness.In that way the humanistic
school of thought promotes an inductive research approach, which can be
operationalisedthrough qualitative researchmethods.Neither school of thought is the
right or wrong way to approachthe studiedphenomena.Despite the fact that the two
schools of thought can be viewed as the opposites on a continuum, the literature
suggestedthat dependingon the objectivesof individual piecesof research,researchers
can slide along the continuum and adopt mixed or pluralistic researchmethodologies.
Sincethe two schoolsof thought (andtheir associatedresearchmethods)havetheir pros
and cons, a mixed researchmethod could result in a more robust investigationof the
studiedphenomenon.It wasexplainedthat after having consideredthe objectivesof the
presentstudy, it was felt necessaryto adopt a pluralistic researchmethod and approach

the investigationof the serviceeliminationprocessin the British financial services
sector first qualitatively and then quantitatively. Second, the chapter discussedthe
technicalities of the design of the adopted pluralistic approach. The data collection
processstartedwith qualitative research.Twenty British financial institutions of various
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types and sizes were selected from a total population of 667 UK-incorporated banks,
insurance companies and building

societies and were studied through in-depth

interviews, which lastedbetween 1'h to 2 hours each.The interviews were made with
middle and senior managersand were basedon a semi-structureddiscussionguide,
which controlled for information overload on the one handbut on the other handgave
intervieweesthe flexibility to raise additional important issues, if they wanted. The
qualitativeresearchwas necessaryfor the first objective of the study,i.e., to identify the
contentof the serviceelimination process.After the analysisof the qualitative data set,
the identified information was quantified and incorporated into an 11-page fully

structured mail questionnaire,which was the second phase of the data collection
process.After extensivepre-testing,the questionnairewas postedto a stratified random
sample of 500 British financial institutions. After two mailing waves, 112 usable
responseswere secured,which was a responserate of 22.4%. The quantitativephaseof
the data collection was necessaryin order to addressthe secondand the third objectives
of the study, i. e., to measurethe relative importance/frequencyof the content of the
service elimination process and to measurethe contextual influence on the above
relative importance/frequency.The chapterof methodologyconcludedby outlining the
limitations of the adoptedresearchapproach.
Chapter5 focusedon the presentationof the qualitative findings concerningthe
contentof the serviceelimination process.The 20 in-depth interviews identified a set of
decision variables,which were consideredby the studied financial institutions during
the pre-eliminationstage,the actual elimination decision-makingprocessand the postelimination stage.As well asidentifying the contentof the serviceelimination process,
the in-depth interviews revealed some additional interesting issues.First, the studied
financial institutions were overly oriented towards the developmentof new financial
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services. Despite the fact that the majority of companies had a structured NSD blueprint
in place, they did not follow a structured process when there was a need to eliminate

financial services.Second,due to the fiduciary responsibility of financial institutions
towards customers, the elimination of some financial services had strong social
implications. On the one hand this obliged financial institutions to keep in their range
financial services,which otherwisethey would have eliminated due to poor salesand
profitability. On the other hand, even when it was possible to eliminate a financial
service for new customers,financial institutions had to keep it open (conditionally or
unconditionally) for its existing users. This was a main reason why the notion of partial

elimination proved to be so popular in the studied setting. Third, unlike in
manufacturing settings, for some eliminated-to-be financial services (e.g., current
accounts,savingsaccounts)it was possible to migrate existing customersto another
new or existing similar financial service. Financial institutions reported that this
migration was mainly voluntary, since in many cases existing customerswere left
unaffected,at least for a considerableperiod of time after elimination. Fourth, due to
contractual/legalobligations,the abovemigration was not possiblefor some financial
services,such as fixed-rate mortgagesand life insurance.Fifth, unlike manufacturing
settings again, customer-contact personnel and sometimes even the customers
themselveshad a relatively active advisory role in the elimination decision-reaching
process.Sixth, in many casesmaking an elimination decision wasnot synonymouswith
financial institutions instantly getting rid of the involved financial service. It was
reported that sometimesthe implementation stage could last as much as 70 years.
Finally, in the studied settingthere was a notable post-eliminationinertia, in terms that
very few financial institutionsdevotedattentionon trackingthe aftermathof elimination
decisionsby conductingpost elimination reviews.For a variety of reasons,most of the
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studiedfinancial institutions consideredthe elimination caseclosed after they had put
forward a specific implementation strategy.

Chapter6 aimedat presentingthe findings of the mail survey.The data setfrom
the 112 financial serviceelimination caseswas subjectedto uni-, bi- and multi-variate
parametric and non-parametricstatistical analysis in order to measurethe relative
importance (or relative frequency of use) of the content of the service elimination
process and in order to assessthe contextual influence on the above relative
importance/frequency.With regardsto the relative importance/frequency,the statistical
analysis provided both support and contradiction to the literature on product
elimination. For example, some decision variables in the various stages of the
elimination processwere found to be as important as in manufacturingsettings (e.g.,
profitability and sales considerationsas audit criteria). However, due to the special
natureof financial services,other decision variableswere found to be more important
for financial institutionsthan for manufacturingcompanies(e.g., advisoryrole of frontline staff, relationship elimination implementation strategies), while others were
significantly less important in the studied setting than in manufacturingsettings (e.g.,
redundancyimpact of elimination decisions).With regardsto the contextualinfluence,
the quantitativefindings indicatedthat differencesin the elimination practicescould not
only exist betweenmanufacturingand financial service settings,but are also present
within the studiedfinancial servicessector.The relative importancelfrequencyof most
decisionvariableswas significantly influencedby the type of financial institutions,their
size,the diversity of their servicerange,the extentto which they were market-oriented,
the adopteddegreeof formality during the decision-makingprocess,the pursuedoverall
businessstrategy,the type of the elimination candidate,its method of delivery process,
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the market competition, the legislative environment and the rhythm of technological
change.

Chapter7 aimedto bring togetherthequalitative and quantitativefindings and to
discussthe most notableonesby comparingand contrastingthem with the literatureof
interest to the presentstudy.The discussionof the in-depth interviews and of the mail
survey findings made clear that any endeavours to approach financial service
elimination in a universal and descriptive-only way (as the very limited literature on
service and financial service elimination does) would be rather over-simplistic, if not
misleading.

The present and final chapter will focus on the theoretical and managerial
implications of the study's main findings. The focus then will shift to the limitations of
the findings and the chapterwill concludeby proposingfuture researchdirections and
by summarisingthe study's contributionto knowledge.

3. The Theoretical Implications
The new sourceof empirical evidence from the in-depth investigation of the
service elimination processin the British financial services sector points at some
importanttheoreticalimplications, which arediscussedbelow.

3.1 Need for a Contineencv ResearchApproach to Service Elimination
The identification of the contentof the entire serviceelimination processand the
measurementof its relative importancewere without doubt important contributions of
the present study. However, the quintessenceof the findings is that financial service
elimination is a very complex and dynamic process,which cannot be describedby a
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golden rule way that fits all companies, all financial services and all the external
environmental circumstances. This became evident by the fact that the pre-, concurrent
and post-elimination decision-making behaviour of the studied financial institutions was
influenced by all the fourteen contextual independent variables of interest to the present
study (of course some contextual variables were more active than others and also the
exerted influence on the content varied in both strength and direction). Since the present
study is the very first systematic empirical attempt to investigate service elimination,
the studied contextual variables can by no means be considered to be the only ones that
can influence the content of the service elimination process. However, they provide a
clear indication that a contingency research approach to this unexplored field of services
marketing knowledge is better than the descriptive-only way that the inadequate service
elimination literature adopts. On the one hand the need for a contingency research

approachchallengesthe myopic theoreticaltextbook approach,which describesservice
elimination by generalisingthe theoretical rules of product elimination in service
settingswithout any prior empirical validation (e.g., Marsh 1988; Meidan 1996; Kurtz
and Clow 1998;Palmer 1998).On the other hand, the needfor a contingencyresearch
approachchallengesthe very limited empirical evidenceon service elimination. The
latter adopts a persistently descriptive-only, largely repetitive and static research
approach, which examines only the content of two isolated steps of the service
elimination process (i.e., problem situations and implementation of elimination
decisions), thus failing to measurethe impact of organisationaland environmental
factorson the abovecontent(HarnessandMackay 1997;Harnesset al 1998;Harnesset
al 1999; Harness and Marr 2000). The dynamism of the content of the service
elimination process that the present study conceptualised and detected has two
important implications for the theory. First, the static researchapproachesbasedon
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methodologies that cannot capture the above dynamism are rather narrow and of limited
explanatory power. Second and more important, the detected dynamism of the service

elimination processasit is reportedhere, can only be consideredas a first steptowards
the developmentof the literature on service elimination. The latter could only be
achievedby a continuousstreamof empirical investigationbasedon the future research
directionsthat will be discussedlater in this chapteras well ason new ideason further
refinementby other researchers.

3.2 Need to Delineate between Service Elimination Obiectives and Problem
Situations
As mentionedin previous chapters,the existing body of literature on product
and service elimination does not make any clear distinction between objectives and
problem situations.Both termsarebeing usedinterchangeably.However the findings of
this study suggestedthat there is a meaningful distinction between an objective that
financial institutions wanted to achieve through service elimination and a problem
situation that madethem considera financial serviceto be a candidatefor elimination.
An objective lies at a more strategic (higher) level than a problem situation. In other
words, the findings suggestedthat serviceelimination objectives were a target, while
problem situationswere a steptowardsthe achievementof that target.The literature on
managerial decision-making provides support to this distinction. In particular it is
stressedthat every decision-makingprocessin managerialsettingsshould have clearly
defined objectives that will guide the decision-makersin the following stepsof the
process(Harrison 1975; Gore et al 1992).The evidencefrom this study also suggests
that more than oneproblem situationcan havethe sameobjective asantecedentandthat
the appropriate action towards the achievement of an objective depends on the
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developments of the internal and external environment of financial institutions. Thus,
the problem situations, namely legislative changes and service obsolescence, can be

triggers to the achievementof the objective to keepthe servicerange up-to-date,while
the problem situations,namely declining profitability and declining customerdemand,
can be triggers to the objective to improve indicators of a financial nature. If for
examplenew legislation is introduced,then in order to keepthe servicerangeup-to-date
a financial institution would needto examinethe future of the non-complyingfinancial
services.Similarly, if technologicaldevelopmentsoccur, to keep the servicerangeupto-date would require a financial institution to examine all technologically obsolete
financial services. Knowledge of the reasonswhy the sector adopts any elimination
strategyandof the antecedentsor conditionswhich bring aboutsucha strategyis added
to by understandingthe tactical and strategic responsescompaniesfrequently adopt.
Such distinction will then enhance our empirical knowledge of why financial
institutions identify possibletargetsfor service elimination, or ratify decisionsalready
madeaboutthe elimination of a financial service.

3.3 A Systematicand highly Computerised Auditing Processfor the Identification

of Candidatesfor Elimination
Within the largely informal and unstructured service elimination decisionmaking process,a notable finding was that most of the studied financial institutions
followed a highly systematic and structured audit of the service range for the
identification of candidatesfor elimination. As was discussedin previouschapters,the
audit criteria that were used by financial institutions to screen the performanceof
financial services were in a written form, which varied from simple checklists to
sophisticated performance indices. What was even more notable was the
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computerisation of the auditing procedures. Financial institutions reported that the latter
gave them the opportunity to be in direct contact with the market and to screen the

performanceof manyfinancial serviceson a real time basis.
On the one hand, the notably computerisedservice range auditing processthat
this study identified provides supportto some early product elimination theoristswho
suggestedcomputerisationduring productrangeauditing (Hamelmanand Mazze 1972).
On the other hand the above highly systematic and computerisedauditing process
contradictedthe empirical researchon product elimination, which concludedthat the
system by which deviant products were detected and brought to the attention of

managementwas vaguely defined, while there was no evidence of computerised
auditing mechanisms(Hise et al 1984; Avlonitis 1986b). Unfortunately though the
obsolescenceof the product elimination literature doesnot provide a solid comparison
basisfor the abovefinding. If the empirical evidencefrom manufacturingsettingswas
more contemporary, the finding of the present study would be a less tentative
conclusion that financial institutions make a tremendouslywider use of computerised
auditing procedures than their manufacturing counterpartsin the first step of the
elimination decision-makingprocess.However,one should take into accountthat in the
1970's and 1980's the computerisationof companiesoperationswas not aswidespread
as it is in the TT era of today. Therefore fresh empirical evidence on the auditing
mechanismsof manufacturingcompanieswould provide a saferbasisfor comparison.
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3.4 Analvsis/Revitalisation and Evaluation/Decision-Making: Lack of Structure
and Sophistication

Unlike the systematicand computerisedstageconcerningthe identification of
candidatesfor elimination, the rest of the elimination decision-reachingprocesswas
very unstructuredandunsophisticated.
With regardsto the stage of analysis/revitalisationit was notable to find that
after a thoughtful identification of candidatesfor elimination most of the studied
financial institutions had neither a structureddiagnosticprocedurein order to establish
the causesbehind a deviant performance nor a list outlining the possible remedial
actions that could restoredeviant performances.This haphazardbehaviourof most of
the studied financial institutions was attributed to that the meaningfulness of
analysis/revitalisationattemptswas situationspecific. There were caseswherethe cause
of a financial service's deviant performance was too obvious, thus making any
diagnosticproceduresunnecessary.Equally, sometimesthe problem with a financial
servicewas too seriousand thus remedial action could not correctanything. However,
the situation remainedas unstructuredeven when there was a need for a thoughtful
analysis/revitalisation.The abovepicture contradictedthe early theoreticalcontributions
on product elimination,which describeda very detaileddiagnosticprocedurethat would
lead managementto choose from a formal list one or more revitalisation actions
(Alexander 1964;Weller 1969;McSurely and Wilemon 1973;Browne andKemp 1976;
Evans 1977). However,the abovepicture largely confirmed the empirical researchon
product elimination, which although it provided some evidence of a three-step
diagnostic procedure, stressed the lack of structure and system during the
analysis/revitalisationattemptsof manufacturingcompanies(Avlonitis 1985b; 1986a).
Despite the fact that it would be interesting and useful to see whether other studieson
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the same or on other service sectors had discovered such a notable lack of systematic
analysis/revitalisation behaviour, this is not possible. The limited empirical research on

serviceelimination hasnot yet examinedat all the stageof analysisandrevitalisation.
With regardsto the evaluationstage,despitethe fact that most of the studied
financial institutions reported that they evaluated the macro impact of possible
elimination decisions, the endeavours lacked the system and structure of the
identification stage.As with the analysisand revitalisation stage,the usefulnessof the
evaluationstagewas situation specific. As such, it was reportedthat there were cases
where the evaluationwas a waste of time becausea) by this stagemanagementknew
what would be the actualimpact, b) even if it did not havethat knowledgeit knew that
the impact would be minimal becausethe involved financial servicewas unimportant
(in terms of salesand profits) and c) some financial servicerangeshad a silo structure
and thus minimised knock on effects from the elimination of individual financial
services. However, the lack of structure and system continued to be present in
elimination casesrequiring a meticulousevaluationprocess.The findings suggestedthat
even in such casesthere were no checklistswith the areasof the businessthat may be
of the impact was confined
affectedby an elimination decision andthat the assessment
to informal discussionsbetweenthe participatingfunctional areas.As far asthe lack of
systemand structureis concerned,the presentstudysupportedthe empirical researchin
manufacturingsettings(Avlonitis 1984)but contradictedtheoreticalcommentatorswho
viewed all elimination candidates as entering a weighed quantitative evaluation
assessmentprocessthat would ultimately suggestevaluation or retention (Berenson
1963; Kotler 1965; Clayton 1966; Worthing 1971).As for the previous two stagesof
the serviceelimination decision-makingprocess,for the evaluation stagetoo it would
be interestingto seethe theoreticalimplicationsof the notable informality that the study
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suggestedby making comparisons with the findings of other studies from the same and
from other service sectors. However, since the existing empirical research on service

elimination has not yet investigatedthe evaluationstage,such comparisonscannot be
madeat thepresenttime.

3.5 Elimination

Implementation Strategies: Some Important Implications

At the implementation stage of the service elimination decision-making process

the main task of companiesis to choose an elimination strategy that will actually
implement the withdrawal of a service from the range. This study investigatedthe
applicability of a wide array of elimination implementation strategies,which differ
fundamentally according to whether they bring full or partial elimination. This
investigation pointed at four broad theoretical implications. First, there was a
predominanceof partial elimination strategies.Second,the use of a partial elimination
strategymight be triggeredby different reasons.Third, the implementationstageof the
decision-makingprocesswas a tool to honour the existing usersof eliminated financial
services.Fourth, full elimination implementationstrategiescan also be usedin financial
service settings.Each one of the four implications is discussedseparatelyin the subsectionsthat follow.

3.5.1Predominanceof Partial Elimination Strategies
The two most widely usedelimination implementationstrategiesby the studied
financial institutions involved the elimination of financial servicesfrom new potential
customers,while the existing userswere left unaffectedby the elimination decision, a)
either conditionally or b) unconditionally. The factor analytic solution classified these
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two strategiesunder one factor, which was called relationship elimination. Due to the
fact that in suchcasesa financial servicecontinuedto have an entity in the range after
the implementationstrategywas put forward, its elimination was partial and not full.
This finding highlights different elimination implementation behaviour between the
studiedfinancial servicesetting andmanufacturingsettings.Thereforeit contradictsthe
theoreticalcontributions,the early and the more-in-depthempirical researchon product
elimination, which specifiedthat the intention of manufacturersat the implementation
stage was to fully eliminate products and to erase them from the range catalogue
(Alexander 1964; Kotler 1965; Rothe 1970; McSurely and Wilemon 1973; Avlonitis
1983b).Of coursethis could happenabruptly (i.e., with a quick drop strategy)or more
gradually (i.e., with the phaseout slowly strategy)but first and foremostthe targetwas
full elimination. The different elimination implementation target that this study
identified largely confirms the work of Harnessand Mackay (1997). The authorsfound
that by leaving the existing customers unaffected, the target of British financial
institutions during implementationwas partial elimination. Finally, it is important to
mention that the occasionalnon-empiricaltextbook referencesto the implementationof
service elimination decisions(e.g., Palmer 1998) make no referenceto the notion of
partial elimination. This castsseriousdoubts on the usefulnessof knowledge transfer
from manufacturingto servicesettings,without prior empirical validation.

3.5.2 The Triggers of Partial Elimination: Obligation versusChoke
The factor analytic solution for the implementation strategies grouped the
strategiesthat brought partial elimination under two factors namelypseudo-elimination
and relationship elimination. As was explained in the previous sub-section,the latter
factor comprised the two strategies that left existing users of a financial service
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unaffected (conditionally or not) by its elimination. The in-depth interviews suggested
that the application of these partial elimination implementation strategies was mainly

driven by the fact that full elimination was not possible due to contractual/legal
commitmentsof financial institutions. Thus, the reasonbehind such partial elimination
is obligation. However, the pseudo-elimination factor comprised strategies such as
service merging and service simplification. The in-depth interviews suggestedthat such
partial elimination strategies were applied more due to a choice than due to contractual
or other legal obligation of financial institutions. The existing empirical research on
service elimination (Harness and Mackay 1997) explains partial elimination only by the

legal/contractual barriers that hinder full elimination. Although the present study
confirmedthat explanation,it alsoidentified a choicereasoningbehindthe use of partial
elimination implementationstrategies.It is believedthat although the notion of partial
elimination is an important theoreticalimplication for its own sake,it is equally useful
to takeaccountof the different motives behindpartial elimination.

3.5.3A Long-lasting ImplementationStage: The Needto Honour Existing Customers
The popularity of the implementationstrategythat left the existing users of a
financial service unconditionally unaffected by its elimination was the reason why
financial institutions had to engagein a long-lasting implementation stage.During the
in-depth interviews many financial institutions reported cases where they found
themselveshooked by the contractualobligationsto their customers,which they had to
honour for up to 20,30 andeven 70 yearsafter confirming the elimination decisionand
implementingit for new potential customers.
This finding has two important theoretical implications. First it shows that
financial institutions have to adopt more favourable implementation behaviour for
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existing than for new potential customers, which is mainly dictated by contractual

obligations.This can be explained by the notion of ethics and fiduciary responsibility.
At theend of the day the only guaranteein the handsof a customerwho buys a long-tail
financial servicetoday is the promisefrom the financial institution to fully honour the
resulting obligations in the future (Cartwright 1999).The abovefinding contradictsthe
researchon product elimination, which provided no evidenceof a different elimination
implementation behaviour of manufacturing companiesfor the existing and the new
potential customers of eliminated products. The second implication of this finding is
that in an attempt to show ethical behaviour to existing customers, financial institutions

were willing to keep the systemssupport for an eliminated financial service until the
time when there was no more claim or obligation; a processthat often could last too
long. As far as the ethical aspect is concerned, while the present study supported
Avlonitis (1983a) it largely contradicted Hise and McGinnis (1975) who found
unethical implementationbehaviourin the consumer-goodcompaniesof their sample,
in terms that there was not even a spareparts policy to accommodateexisting usersof
eliminatedproducts.As far as the long lasting duration of the implementationstageis
concerned,the present study contradictedthe evidence from manufacturing settings,
where the implementationof 80% of elimination decisions lasted less than one year
(Avlonitis 1986a).

3.5.4Full Elimination is Possible
Despite the fact that partial elimination was the main intention of the studied
financial institutions in the implementationstage of the service elimination decisionmaking process,the presentstudy indicated that full elimination was possibletoo. In
particular the `drop immediately' strategy was among the three most important
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strategies both in the 112 benchmark elimination cases and in the general frequency of
use. The in-depth interviews revealed that this full and abrupt elimination strategy was
followed

when a change in the legislative environment necessitated complete

withdrawal of the entity of a financial service. In such cases the existing users were
obligatorily migrated to similar financial services or they could go to other financial
institutions. Although they did not use the same term, Harness and Mackay (1997)
concluded that `core product' elimination was one of the least popular implementation
strategiesbecause legal reasons hindered full and immediate elimination. In that respect
the present study contradicted Harness and Mackay and indicated that the legal reasons
that did not allow full elimination were also the ones that could sometimes dictate it.

3.6 Formality durine Service Elimination Decision-Making

3.6.1 A Notably Informal Decision-Making Process

In this study overall formality during service elimination decision-makingwas
conceptualisedin a multi-dimensionalway, consistingof the componentsof systematic
behaviour,assignmentof responsibilitiesand documentation.The findings showedthat
the studied British financial institutions were largely informal during the elimination
decision-makingprocess. This informality was mainly causedby a notable lack of
clearly assignedservice elimination responsibilitiesto individuals or functional areas
and by an even more notable absenceof written procedurespertaining to service
elimination. In that respect the present study corroborated findings showing that
manufacturersfollowed a largely informal product elimination decision-makingprocess
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(Rothe 1970; Banville and Pletcher 1974; Hise and McGinnis

1975; Greenley and

Bayus 1994).

3.6.2Formality as a Dynamic Dimension
Despite the notable informality at a descriptive level, at a contextuallevel the
presentstudy showedthat serviceelimination formality is a very dynamic dimension.
Insteadof being inert to all contextual circumstances,the degreeof overall formality
varied in relation to contextual factors including the overall business strategy that

financial institutions pursued, service diversity, method of delivery process of
eliminated-to-be financial services, the adopted degree of market orientation, the
requirementsof the legislative environment and the rhythm of technologicalchange.
Moreover, it was shownthat one contextualfactor could have an influence of different
strength (but of the same direction) on each one of the three componentsof overall
formality, which is an indicationof the latter's multi-dimensionality.In that respectthe
present study provided support to findings suggestingthe dynamism of elimination
formality in manufacturingsettings(Avlonitis 1985d).

3.6.3 The Content of the Decision-ReachingProcess is influenced by the Adopted
Degreeof Formality
The study showedthat the financial institutions that adopteda greaterdegreeof
formality during the elimination decision-reachingprocesswere actually putting more
effort into reaching the elimination decision than did their less formal counterparts.
Despite the fact that mere greater attention and effort may not necessarilyresult in
better elimination decisions, it is certainly an indication of a more serious decision-
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reaching approach. At a decision variable level, there were some discrepancies in the

decision-reachingvariablesthat differentiatedthe more from the lessformal companies
in the presentsetting and in manufacturing settings.In the previous chapter it was
discussedthat some of those differencesare attributed to the special characteristicsof
services. However at a general level, by finding that greater formality boosted the
decision-reachingeffort of financial institutions, the presentstudy provided supportto
Avlonitis (1985d) who detecteda similar relationshipandcontradictionto Rothe(1970)
who concludedthat the content of the product elimination decision-reachingprocess
wasnot influencedby the degreeof formality that manufacturersadopted.
However, contrary to Avlonitis (1985d) the present study did not detect
significant differences between the more and the less formal service elimination
decision-makingprocessesin the implementation stage of the elimination decisionmaking process. This could be interpreted as an additional indication that the
elimination implementationbehaviourof financial institutions haslittle in commonwith
the implementationbehaviourof manufacturingcompanies.

3.7 There can be a Future for initially Eliminated Financial Services
The product elimination literature (both conceptual and empirical) ceases
discussionabout elimination decisionsimmediatelyafter the implementationstageand
the burial of the eliminatedproducts(e.g., Kotler 1965;Rothe 1970;Avlonitis 1983b).
Although the limited empirical researchon financial serviceelimination highlightedthe
extendedduration of the implementationstage (and this study concurred),it ceasedat
that stageany further investigationaboutwhat happensnext. In other words the present
literatureon product andserviceelimination considerseliminatedproductsand services
to be out of the rangeonceand for all after their burial.
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The evidencefrom the presentstudy challengedthe aboveapproach,by finding
that the implementation stage is not necessarily the swan-song for all eliminated

financial services. For a variety of reasons including changes in the market
circumstancesandcorporateobjectives,a high level of customercomplaintsor progress
in the degree of innovativenessthat the market could accept, initially eliminated
financial servicescan be re-marketedon a full scale.Despitethe fact that re-marketing
of initially eliminated financial services was only reported by the minority of the
studied financial institutions, it is still an indication that research approaches that cease

discussion at the implementation stage of the service elimination decision-making
processmay be myopic. Of course due to the fact that the elimination of financial
servicesdoes not involve some `hard' componentsof product elimination decisions
(such as dismantling heavy and high-cost machinery equipment),the re-marketing of
eliminatedproductsmay be more difficult. However,this is an issueworth investigating
by future researchon productelimination in manufacturingsettings.

4. The Managerial Implications
Some of the theoretical implications that were discussed above may be
interesting from a managerial angle too. However, this study has some particular
implicationsfor businesspractitionersin financial institutions.

4.1 Need to change Myopic Negative Attitudes towards Eliminating Financial

Services
ices
The studied financial institutions viewed service elimination as the least
important activity of servicerangemanagementand thus allocatedto it the least amount
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of corporate resources. There were three observed reasons that explained the above
situation and that necessitate an attitudinal change. First, service elimination was

viewed asa barrier to the future prosperityof the business.Second,serviceelimination
did not receivethe necessarysupportfrom top management.Third, serviceelimination
conveyed the messageof poor or ineffective managementof the involved financial
services.

4.1.1ServiceElimination is not a Barrier to BusinessProsperity
There is a needto changethe widespreadbelief (which was statedexplicitly or
implicitly by many interviewed managers during the in-depth interviews) that
eliminating financial services is a processultimately leading to the shrinkage and
stagnationof the business,while developing new financial servicesis a processthat
enablesits prosperityand growth. It was mentionedseveraltimes up to this point that it
is not the thesis of the presentstudy that service elimination should always have the
highestposition in the agendaof financial servicerange management.What the study
arguesis that the expansionand prosperity of financial institutions are subject to a
combined and effective implementationof both NSD and service elimination. Under
different organisationaland environmentalcircumstances,service range expansionor
rationalisation may be needed.The above negative myopic belief could have had a
rationalein the 1970's, when British financial institutions had narrower service ranges
and when the environmentat that time supportedtheir proliferation (Gatzoflias 1999).
But if one considers that the trends in today's British financial services sector are
consolidation, rationalisation and centralisation,little growth and prosperity potential
can be offered by a further expansion of the already proliferated financial service
ranges.It seemsthat today the usefulnessof the processof serviceelimination is at its
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highest and managersshould acknowledgethat eliminating financial servicesis not
necessarily synonymous to shrinking the business. Practitioners and academics

(Stevenson1989b;Ennew 1995b)have long stressedthe dangersof excessivefinancial
serviceproliferation andthe usefulnessof a pruning mechanism.Pruning a gardendoes
not mean shrinking it. Instead it may be a more effective way to expand it than the
processof addingnew plants.

4.1.2 Top Managementshould Welcomeand Acclaim ServiceElimination Proposals
Despite the calls of practitioners from the British financial servicessectorfor
top-managementsupportfor serviceelimination (Stevenson1989a),the evidenceof the
presentstudy indicated that this was not the case.Top managementwas often remote
from the day-to-dayproblemsof running the servicerange and was mostly concerned
with how the latter could be expandedthus encouragingand rewarding proposalsfor
NSD. Moreover top management'sattentionin serviceelimination was only securedat
the decision-makingstage, while no time was devoted to an understandingof the
technicalitiesof the decision-reachingprocess.This neglect calls for a changein the
attitudes of top managementtowards service elimination. In terms of service range
health, financial institutions have a lot to gain if top managementstarts to firmly
support proposalsfor service elimination and if it participates more actively in the
elimination decision-reachingprocess.The latter improvementscould motivate senior
managers,junior managersand front-line employeesto freely expresstheir views about
possibleelimination of financial services.
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4.1.3 Eliminated Financial Services are not necessarily Badly Managed
An observed tendency was that the individuals who were involved in the launch

and the day-to-day managementof financial services were negative towards their
elimination becausethey believed that this would convey messagesof ineffective
management.This belief suggestsan urgent attitude change. Although elimination
decisionsdue to ineffective launch and managementcannotbe excluded,this is not the
case necessarily.In today's turbulent British financial services sector product and
marketing managersmust understandthat even the most carefully and successfully
developed,launchedand managedfinancial servicecan easily becomea candidatefor
elimination due to competitivepressure,legislativechanges,technologicalchangesor a
combinationof the aboveforces.

4.2 Need for

a

more well-thought

out

Diagnostic Procedure during

Analvsis/Revitalisation
The findings indicated that the studied financial institutions followed a wellthought out and routinely conductedaudit of their service range in order to identify
candidatesfor elimination. However, once this task was accomplishedthe rest of the
elimination decision-reachingprocesswas the opposite in terms of routine conduction
and structure and was often totally skipped. In particular, with regards to the
analysis/revitalisation stage, financial institutions often ignored the diagnostic
procedure,which enablesthe distinction betweenthe symptomand the problem behind
a financial service's deviant performance.Unfortunately this was not the case only
when the problem was too obvious beforehandor too seriousto rectify. It was also
happeningwhen the identification of the true reasonsbehind a deviant performance
necessitatedfurther investigation. In the latter cases however a more thoughtful
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diagnostic procedure is necessary. Apart from distinguishing the symptom from the
problem, the above process can help financial institutions in additional respects. First, it

can reveal that elimination is not what is needed. Second it can help financial
institutions to choosethe right courseof action to restorethe deviant performance,thus
not wastingresourcesin blindly and intuitively trying different remedialactions.Third,
if one considersthe interconnectedness
of the stepsof the elimination decision-making
process,a well thought-outdiagnosticprocedurecan indicate to financial institutions a)
where they should focus attention when trying to evaluate the macro impact of possible
elimination decisions and b) which is the most opportune elimination implementation

strategy.

4.3 Needto Increase the Decreeof Formality durine Service Elimination DecisionMakin
The present study conceptualisedoverall formality as a multi-dimensional
concept, defined by the sub-dimensionsof systematic behaviour, assignment of
responsibilities and existence of written policies (documentation). The findings
indicated that the degree of overall formality during service elimination decisionmaking was influenced by organisationaland externalenvironmentalvariables. It was
also shown that the impact of the abovepredictor variables on the three components
was of different strengththan on the overall formality. This dynamismclearly indicates
that it is not possible to suggest an optimum degree of formality during service
elimination decision-making.Moreover, the observedtendency during the interviews
was that financial institutionsconsideredit an advantageto be ableto adapttheir degree
of service elimination formality depending on the requirements of the individual
elimination case.
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The abovenotwithstanding,the findings also indicatedthat the studiedfinancial
institutions had been largely informal in the benchmark service elimination cases. It is

believed that if financial institutions want to be able to cope with the dynamismof
formality by sliding along its continuum, they must first have the formality
infrastructure.Consideringthe fact that the notable serviceelimination informality that
this studydetectedwas primarily causedby lack of specifically assignedresponsibilities
and of written policies, it is suggestedthat financial institutions should pay more
attentionto thesedimensionsin order to establishan infrastructure for overall service
elimination formality. The existenceof such an infrastructure could benefit financial
institutions in two ways.First, it will give them the ability to copeeffectively with the
different formality requirementsof different elimination decisions.To illustrate if the
organisationaland environmentalcircumstancesnecessitatean extensively documented
serviceelimination decision-makingprocess,the financial institutions that alreadyhave
an infrastructurefor documentationcan cope with the situation more effectively than
the onesthat will seeka documentationsolution on a crisis basis.Second,but equally as
important, an infrastructure for formality can provide financial institutions with a
direction for future coursesof elimination relatedaction and with standardisedrecord
keepingaboutpastelimination cases.

4.4 Greater Attention to the Post-Elimination Reviews
The findings indicated that the overwhelming majority of the studied financial
institutions (two thirds of both the interviewedand surveyedcompanies)did not engage
in a retrospectiveassessment
of the appropriateness
of elimination decisions.No matter
how useful they perceiveat first glancethe conductionof post-eliminationreviews, it is
believedthat it is to the advantageof financial institutions to conduct them on a regular
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basis for two main reasons.The first reason is the unique characteristicsof the
implementation

stage of

the service elimination

decision-making

process. If

manufacturingcompaniesare able to close elimination casesafter the implementation
stage, financial institutions are not. Many elimination implementation strategies
(including the most frequently used ones) bring only partial elimination and thus the
involved financial servicescontinue to have a presenceafter the implementationstage.
Therefore, a retrospective monitoring of partial elimination decisions in financial
service settings seems very relevant. The second reason is the possibility of remarketinginitially eliminatedfinancial services.Financial institutions that conductpost
elimination reviews are more likely to know the aftermathof elimination decisionsand
thus are more likely to implement a more efficient re-marketing,if and when the time
comes. Moreover, by regularly conducting post-elimination reviews, financial
institutionscan proactively spotre-marketingopportunities.

5. The Limitations of the Findings
The new streamof empirical evidencethat the presentstudy generatedmust be
viewed in the light of a set of limitations. Someof themhave beenalready discussedin
Chapter 4, which dealt with the researchmethodology.That discussion was mainly
focusedon the technical limitations of the researchdesign.The discussionherefocuses
on the limitations of the findings and in particular on their generalisability in a) the
British financial services sector, b) financial services sectorsof other countries and
continentsandc) other servicessectorsin general.
"

Many of the findings of the present study were comparedand contrastedwith the
conceptual and empirical literature on product elimination, highlighting thus
similarities and differencesbetweenelimination practice in manufacturingsettings
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and in the studied financial services setting. However, due to the very limited
literature on financial service elimination, the bulk of the findings reported here

were without a direct comparisonbasis. Therefore,with only few exceptions(e.g.,
problem situationsand implementationstrategies)it was not possibleto say that the
findings either contradict or support previous financial service-eliminationrelated
studies and conceptual propositions. This is considered to be an impediment to

reachinga conclusionon the extentto which the elimination practicethat this study
revealedis different or similar to empirical studiesbasedon other samplesfrom the
British financial servicessector.
"

The British financial servicessector(with the City of London being its flagship) is
undoubtedlyone of the most advanced,dominant and influential financial services
sectorsworldwide. Moreover, the globalisationof the financial servicesindustry,
which is tremendouslyenabledby the Internet, results in financial institutions of
different financially developedcountriesaround the world having more similarities
than differences. The above are two reasonsto believe that the findings of the
presentstudycan have a certaindegreeof applicability in financial servicessectors
around the world, which are in a similar developmentstageasthe British financial
servicessector.On the other hand the dynamismof the service elimination process
and in particular the influence of the external environment suggest that
generalisationof the presentfindings to other financial servicessectorsworldwide
should be made with a certain degreeof caution and certainly after having studied
their history. To illustrate, a different competitive, legislative and technological
environment is likely to result in different considerations during the service
elimination process.
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Differencesdo not only exist betweenproduct and service sectorsbut alsobetween
different service sectors as well (Lovelock 1983). Thus the generalisation of the

presentfindings in other British and overseasservice sectorsshould be made with
caution. It is unwarrantedto assumethat the content of the service elimination
processin financial service sectorsis going to be the same in the hotel or in the
airline industry, to namejust two service sectors.Moreover, it would be unsafeto
assumewithout prior empirical investigation that the contextual impact on the
content of the financial serviceelimination processis the same as in other service
sectors.

6. Directions for Future Research
The discussion above aimed to inform the audience about the limitations
concerningthe internal andexternalgeneralisabilityof the findings of this study.Oneof
the main causesof these limitations in that while there is a lot to research,service
topic area.The directions for future researchthat
elimination is a very under-researched
this section discussescan be viewed under three headings:a) future researchin the
British and other overseasfinancial service sectorsb) future researchin other service
sectorsandc) future researchon product elimination.

6.1 Future Researchin Financial ServicesSectors
The findings of the presentstudy make the financial servicessector the first
service sector for which there is a systematicempirically based knowledge on the
service elimination process. However, the latter's dynamism indicates that more
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research in financial service settings is a necessarystep towards concise theory
development on service elimination.

6.1.1Replication of the PresentStudy
Future researchefforts could focus on a replication of this study in the British
financial services sector and in financial services sectors of other countries and
continents.If one considersthat most of the aspectsof the service elimination process
were examinedfor the first time in this study, it becomesevident that the latter has
`prominent replication attributes' (Easley et al 2000, p. 91). The suggestion for
replicationdoesnot imply that future researchwill not make a contribution.By contrast
its contribution will be important becauseit can provide a) a further comparisonbasis
for the similarities and differences between financial service elimination and
elimination in manufacturingsettingsand b) an initial comparisonbasisfor the financial
serviceelimination processthat this studydescribed.

6.1.2Expansion of the Content of the Financial ServiceElimination Process
Futureresearchefforts could focuson the expansionof the contentof the service
elimination process.The in-depth interviews of this study aimedto identify the content
of the pre-elimination stage,of the serviceelimination decision-makingprocessand of
the post-elimination stage. Despite the attention that was placed in this task, the
identified decision-variablesmay have been influenced by the interests and the
knowledgelimitations of the interviewedmanagersandthus cannotbe consideredto be
exhaustiveat this early stageof attemptsto developthe empirically basedknowledgeon
serviceelimination. The explanatorypropertiesof the factor analytic procedurefor each
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step of the service elimination process (as they were illustrated in Chapter 6) indicated
that there is room for additional decision-variables, which the present study did not

account for. Therefore by using the content identified here as a benchmark,future
researchefforts can identify additional decision variablespertaining to the content of
the service elimination process in financial services settings. Obviously the most
appropriateresearchmethodfor sucha taskare in-depth interviews.

6.1.3Addition of more Contextual Variablesin Future ConceptualFrameworks
While the examinationof room for content expansionis an important future
researchdirection, researchers
should not becomepre-occupiedwith that taskbecauseit
tends to view serviceelimination as a static process.Insteadthey should continue to
view andresearchserviceelimination asa largely dynamicprocess.Thus anotherfuture
researchdirection concernsthe enhancementof conceptualframeworkswith additional
organisational,service-specificand environmentalcontextual variables.As regardsthe
organisational context, future research could operationalisevariables that have an
impact on managerial decision-making in general. Such variables could include
employeecommitment(e.g., Mowday and Steers1979;Blau et al 1993),conflict (e.g.,
Kalleberg et al 1996), type of ownership and control (Pugh et al 1969) and past
experiencewith serviceelimination, to namejust a few. As regardsthe service-specific
context, future researchcould operationaliseconstructsmeasuringthe importance of
elimination candidates to financial institutions and the social implications of the
elimination of financial services.Different levels of importanceof individual financial
servicesand different degreesof severity in terms of social implications, may reveal
different influences on important aspectsof the service elimination decision-making
process, such as the intensity of revitalisation attemptsand of the evaluation of the
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macro impact, the used elimination implementation strategies,the duration and the
degree of formality of the decision-making process. Finally, as regards the context of

the external environment, the variables of competition, legislation and technological
changethat were used in this study seemto be the most central forcesof the political,
economic andtechnologicalenvironmentof financial institutions.Thereforeit might be
difficult for future researchersto identify and operationalise new environmental
variables. However,if one considersthat the competitive, legislativeand technological
environmentevolveover time, it is still interestingto seewhat is the impact of the same
three environmental variables on the elimination

activities of British

financial

institutions over time. Moreover if future researchtakes place in other countries and
continents, the operationalisationof the above three environmental variables will
provide a comparisonbasis for the similarities and differencesof the influence of the
competitive, legislative and technological environment on the content of the service
elimination processin theBritish andother overseasfinancial servicessectors.
From the abovediscussionit is obvious that the enhancementof the empirically
basedknowledge on the contextualimpact of the content of the service elimination
process will be more meaningful if future research employs quantitative research
methods. However, in terms of theory development it would be better if future
quantitative approachesadoptedan exploratory angle and focused on the investigation
of the directionality, strengthand significanceof thecontextualinfluence,rather than on
hypothesis formulation and testing. The latter can be made more safely once the
empirically basedknowledge on the contextual impact on the content of the financial
serviceelimination processbecomesmore substantial.
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6.1.4 Customers as the Subjects of Future Research
The present study indicated that a very information-rich way to study service

elimination in the financial services sector is by focusing on managerswith past
experience in service elimination decisions and with knowledge about their
interdependencywith other activities of financial service range management.Such
experiencedand knowledgeableinformation sourcesare the marketing managersor the
marketingdirectors. However the findings also indicatedthat during the whole service
elimination process financial institutions consider issues that have to do with the
customer base. Not only that, in particular aspects of the process (i.e., problem
situations, evaluation stage, implementation stage, duration determinantsand postelimination reviews) customer-relatedconsiderationsare among the most important
decision variables. This centrality of customer-relatedconsiderationsis an indication
that customersas researchsubjectscan generatemore new empirical evidenceabout
serviceelimination in the financial servicessector.Especially it would be interestingto
make comparisonof views, such as existing vs. new potential customersand corporate
vs. retail customers. Apart from examining another angle of service elimination
decisions,such empirical evidencecan provide financial institutions with suggestions
for improvement.
However, studyingthe customersof financial institutions is a researchapproach
that involves two difficulties. First, there is a need to deviate from the basic
product/service elimination decision-making process model and use conceptual
frameworksthat fit the viewpoint and the knowledge of customers,which essentially
are going to be different from the viewpoint and knowledge of managersof financial
institutions. Due to the fact that the empirical elimination literature (including the
present study) studied the perspectiveof companies,the developmentof conceptual
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fitting

customer settings is a task involving

intensive qualitative

investigation. Second, there may be an access problem. Due to the fact that a

meaningfulinvestigationof the point of view of customerscan be achievedby studying
information-richcustomers(i.e, oneswho have experiencedan elimination of financial
servicesthat they used)it involves financial institutions identifying suchcustomersand
granting accessto them. If one considerstheconfidentiality issues,the latter may not be
easily granted. However, the above potential problems should not discouragefuture
researchattempts.

6.2 Future Research in Other Service Sectors
In parallel with attemptsto expand the empirically based service elimination
knowledgein financial servicesectors,future researchshould start sheddinglight on the
elimination processin other sectorsof the serviceindustry in general.Despite the fact
that the specific sectors to study will depend largely on the researchinterests of
individual researchers,more information-rich empirical evidence could emanatefrom
sectorsthat experiencedservicerangeproliferation and thus felt the needto engagein a
rationalisationprocess.Such sectorsinclude the civil aviation industry, which hasmade
a spectacularshift from high-cost in flight service to less- and even no-frills flights.
This sector is also highly legislatedand fiercely competitive. In the early stagesof
empirical researchin other service sectors,it would be better if researchersfocusedon
one service sector at a time. This is essential for a step-by-stepdevelopmentof a
literatureon serviceelimination andis alsothe foundationfor later comparativestudies.
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6.3 Future Research on Product Elimination

Although not vast, the literature on product elimination is of a substantialsize
and covers a diversity of aspects,which provided a comparisonbasis for many of the
findings of the present study. The work of Avlonitis has been the most contribution
towards shapingthe literatureon product elimination. Avlonitis showeda constantand
not an occasionalinterestin productelimination decision-makingand his work fed the
literature with fresh empirical evidence for the era of the 1980's. However, as was
mentionedin Chapter3, one of the drawbacksof the product elimination literature
(including Avlonitis' work) is that it is obsolete.From the 1980's until today many
things havechanged.While changesmay concernthe content of the productelimination
decision-makingprocessas well, they are more likely to concernthe contextualimpact
on it, especially as the competitive and the technological aspectsare concerned.This
becameobvious in someoccasionsduring the presentstudy, where it was not possible
to concludewhetherdifferencesin the elimination practice betweenthe studied setting
and manufacturingsettingswere due to the specialnatureof financial servicesor dueto
the obsolescenceof the productelimination literature.Thereforeit is believedthat there
is a need to devote more researchattention to refreshing the empirical evidence in
manufacturingsettings.This researchattentionshould not be occasionalbut continuous
and of course should researchproduct elimination from a dynamic point of view,
avoiding thus the going-back to the static conceptualisationsof occasionalresearch
attemptsthat followed Avlonitis's work (i. e., Vyas 1993;Greenleyand Bayus 1994).A
steady streamof new empirical evidencefrom manufacturingsettings,coupled with a
systematicendeavourto develop a literature on service elimination will contribute
significantly to the developmentof a conciseelimination theory. This will provide the
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practice in

manufacturing and service settings and b) the cross-sector similarities and differences.

7. A Summary of the Study's Contribution to Knowledge
Before this studythe only empirical evidenceon service elimination concerned
a) the triggersthat canmake financial servicescandidatesfor elimination (Harnesset al
1998;Harnessand Marr 2000) andb) the strategiesto implement elimination decisions
(Harnessand Mackay 1997;Harnesset al 1999).Even this limited empirical evidence
had four important shortcomings.First, it was based on a very small sample of 23
British financial institutions. Second, the applied sampling method ignored
characteristicsof the totality of the population of British financial institutions.Third, it
approachedthe processof serviceelimination in a spasmodicway, by focusingonly on
two isolated steps. Fourth, it approachedservice elimination in a static way, thus
ignoring the contextualforcesthat could influenceit.
Despitethe methodologicallimitations, the limitations in the generalisabilityof
the findings and the diversity of future researchdirections still open, the presentstudy
has made a clear and significant contribution to the infant literature on service
elimination.
First, the processof serviceelimination was conceptualisedand studiedas a whole.
This provides the first holistic stream of empirical evidence on the pre-elimination
stage,the serviceelimination-decisionmaking processand the largely neglectedpostelimination stagein the British financial servicessector.
Second,the samplingstrategiesfor both the qualitative and quantitativephaseof the
data collection were chosen with the intention to make the research subjects as
representativeas possibleof the population of British financial institutions, as this was
469
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conceptualised here. This attempt should of course be viewed in the light of the nonprobability limitation of purposive samples, the limitations of stratified random samples

(e.g., random error) and the limitations of self-administeredquestionnaires(nonsamplingerrors,such asresponse,non-responseerrors).
Third, the pluralistic researchapproachenablednot only the identification of the
content of the service elimination process,but also the measurementof the relative
importance/frequency of its decision-variables.

Fourth, the research approach was based on the premise that, as with most
managerialdecisions,serviceelimination decisionsare not madein a vacuum,and thus
are not static. The conceptual framework operationalised a set of organisational,
service-specificand externalenvironmentalvariables, which proved to have a notable
influenceon the contentof all the stagesof the serviceelimination process.
In conclusionit is reiteratedthat this study, however significant, should only be
viewed as the first step towards the developmentof a concise empirically based
knowledgeon serviceelimination.The amountof additional work that needsto be done
can be materialisedonly if service elimination does not remain in the fringe of topic
areasto-be-researched.It is strongly hoped that the findings, implications, concerns,
limitations and future researchdirections that were reported in this study will provide
the impetusfor more empirical researchinto the important, but largely neglected,area
of serviceelimination.
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PART 1: Demoerauhic Information

1. Companytype:
...........................
2. Companyname:
...................
3. Numberof branches/outlets
in the UK:
...................................
4. Total Assets:
.............
5. When was the companyestablished?
6. What is thetype of ownershipof thecompany?
7. Is thecompanyan independentfirm or a subsidiaryto a mothercompany?
8. Could you please tell me how many individual financial services(approximately)
doesyour companymarket?(Give definition of individual financial services)

PART 2: Ouestionson Comaanv's ServiceRange Management
(Read to interviewees) It has been suggestedin the literature that service range
managementis a strategicfunction of servicefirms' managementand comprisesall the
activities that have to do with the planning, the development,the delivery and the
continuousevaluationof the servicesthat servicefirms offer to the market. A carefully
plannedand implementedservicerangemanagementis consideredessentialto service
firms, as it helps them to keep their service rangesto the most up-to-datecondition,
considering the developments,changesand evolution of the circumstancesof their
internal and external operating environment. A well-balanced service range helps
servicefirms to follow the developmentsin their industry and to meetthe needsof their
customersin a betterway.
9. Could you pleasediscussthe overall way in which you approachthe managementof
your service range?For example,do you have a structuredprocessthat you follow in
orderto plan, extend,modify and screenyour servicerange?
10. If no, how do you approachservicerangemanagementin your company?
11. If so, are the activities of your service range managementguided by formal
procedures,for example written policies, assignmentof responsibilities to specific
functional areas/individuals,and written policies (documentation)?
12. What is the rate in which new financial servicesare introduced in your industry?
(Show Scale 1)
Slow
1234567

Moderate

Rapid
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13. As far as the NSD function of the companyis concerned,what is the rate in which
you developandlaunchnew financial servicesin the market?(Show Scale 1)
Slow
1234567

Moderate

Rapid

14. On averagehow long does it take you to develop a new service?

15. During the last five-year period how many new services(approximately)did your
companyintroduceto the market?
16. When did you last introduce a new service in the market?

17. Except for NSD, could you pleasenamethe other activities of your servicerange
managementfunction?

PART 3: Ouestions on the Service Elimination Process

3.1 General questions
Serviceelimination decision-makinginvolves making a decisionon whetheror not it is
in the best interests of a companyto discontinuethe marketing of existing services
(specify that reference is made to the elimination of core services and not to the
elimination of supplementary serviceswhich surround a core service offering).
18. Approximately how many financial servicesdid you eliminate in your companyin
the last five-year period?
19. What is the condition of the servicerangeof your company?(Is it proliferated,does
it needany pruning or is it in a goodcondition?)
20. Are there any services in your service range that should have been already
eliminatedbut which are still there (If yeswhy?)
21. Could you please give me a description of the company's service elimination
activities? (Are they conductedhaphazardlyonly when a problem with one or more
services arises? Or would you characterise them systematically and periodically
conductedactivities?)
22. Could you discussthe processthat you follow in order to make serviceelimination
decisions?Is it a single,or a multi-stepprocess?
23. What is the degreeof formality that you would assignto the service elimination
activities of your company?(Read definition of formality and show Scale2)
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Not formal
at all
1234567

Moderately
Formal

Very
Formal

24. How would you seethe relationshipbetweenthe degreeof formality andthe quality
of the reachedelimination decisions?
25. At which hierarchicallevel are serviceelimination decisionmadein your company?
26. Could you please discuss how does the senior management of the company view
service elimination?

27. In your company do you allocate adequateresources (human, monetary and
temporal)to serviceelimination?
28. In your company do you see service elimination as an integral part of service range
management activities?

29. In your companycomparedto NSD, how would you characteriseserviceelimination
in termsof importance?

3.2. Questions on the Content of the Service Elimination Process

3.2.1 The Pre-Elimination Stage

3.2.1.1ServiceElimination Objectives
30. What are the objectives that your pursues in your company by the service
elimination?

3.2.1.2Problem SituationsMaking Financial ServicesCandidatesfor Elimination
31. What are the problem situationsthat could make you think that a financial service
shouldbe consideredto be a candidatefor elimination?
3.2.2 The ServiceElimination Decision-Making Process
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3.2.2.1 Service range auditing for Identification of Candidates for Elimination
32. Do you have any auditing mechanism with which you screen and evaluate the
performance of all the financial services of your company's range on a regular basis in
order to identify candidates for elimination?

33. If no, how do you evaluatethe performanceof your financial services?
34. If yes,how frequentlydo you audit your servicerange?
35. Are there any individuals or functional areasof the companywith responsibilityfor
servicerangeauditing?
36. If yes,which arethesefunctional areas/individuals?
37. Do you have any kind of audit criteria that you use in order to evaluate the
performanceof individual financial services?
38. If no, what as you using as benchmark to evaluate the performance of financial
services?

39. If yes,what aretheseaudit criteria?
(For every audit criterion that is identified, discuss
a) how often it is used

b) whetherit is interpretedasjust a warning signal or as ared-flag
c) its importancein making financial servicescandidatesfor elimination
40. Are there any problems that surround the service range auditing processin your
companyor any further commentsyou wish to makeat this point?

3.2.2.2Analysis of Candidatesof Elimination and RemedialActions
41. If during the serviceauditing processyou find that the performanceof one or more
financial service deviatesfrom your objectivesor minimum performancestandards,do
you conduct any analysisin order to find out which are the causesbehind the deviant
performance?
42. If no, why? (Go to Question 44)

43.If yes,

a) is the analysisguidedby written procedures?
b) which functional areasare involved in the analysisprocess?
c) what arethe areasof the firm in which your conductinvestigationin order to find out
what arethe reasonsbehind a financial service'sdeviantperformance?
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44. Do you try to implement any remedial actions in order to restore a service's poor
performance or you continue your elimination decision-making process without
considering any remedial action?

45. If no, why don't you considerany remedialactions?(Go to Question 49)
46. If yes,could you pleaseidentify the remedialactionsthat you areusing?
47. (Applicable only when an analysis takes place)
During the stagedoesany kind of conflict arisebetweenorganisationalparticipants?
48. If yes,
a) what arethe main reasonsfor conflict?
b) betweenwhich organisationalparticipantsdoesconflict most often arise?
c) is theconflict positive (i. e. constructive)or negative(i.e. conflict for conflict)?
49. Are there any problems surrounding the analysis and revitalisation stage of the
serviceelimination decision-makingprocessin your companyor any further comments
you wish to makeat this point?

3.2.2.3Evaluation and Decision-Making
50. After having identified the causebehind a financial servicesdeviant performance
and/or having concludedthat no corrective action is feasible or possible to restorethat
deviantperformance,do you conductan evaluationin order to find out what will be the
impact of a possibleelimination decisionon the businessasa whole?
51. If no, why? (Go to Question 57)
52. If yes,is the evaluationprocessguidedby written procedures?
53. Which functional areas/individualsof your companyare involved in the evaluation
process?
54. Which are the evaluationfactors/criteriathat you considerin your companyin order
to assessthe more global/macro impact of the possible elimination of individual
financial services?(for eachevaluationfactor/criterionthat is identified, discuss
a) what is its weight/importancein making an elimination/retentiondecision
b) whether it has ever forced the company to retain a financial service instead of
eliminating it.
55. Does any conflict arise between the different participants at this stage of the
elimination decision-makingprocess?(If no Go to Question 61)
56. If yes,
a) what are the usualreasonsfor conflict?
b) betweenwhich organisationalparticipantsdoesconflict most often arise?
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c) is theconflict positive (i.e. constructive)or negative(i.e. conflict for conflict)?
57. In you company does any individual or functional area hold formal authority to
make elimination/retention decisions?

58. If no, who makesthosedecisions?(Go to Question 61)
59. If yes,who hasformal elimination/retentiondecision-makingauthority?
60. Could you please give an indication of the duration of the elimination decisionreachingprocess?What arethe factorsthat determinethat duration?
61. Are there any problems surroundingthe evaluation and decision-makingstage or
any further commentsyou wish to make at this point?

3.2.2.4 Implementation of the Elimination Decisions

62. In your companydo you assignto any functional areaor individual the task to deal
with the technicalitiesimplementationof the implementationof elimination decisions?
63. If no, how do you go aboutimplementingelimination decisions?
64. If yes,who is assignedwith that task?
65. Do you try to ensure that everyone in the company knows about elimination
decisions?
66. If no, why? (Go to Question 68)
67. If yes,
a) arethere any particular functional areaswhich are informedfirst?
b) What are the meansof information diffusion?
68. How frequently do you use each of the following suggested elimination
implementationstrategiesand how well doeseach of the following strategiesapply to
the elimination practicesin your company?
Drop immediately(i. e., the
serviceis completely
eliminatedand hasno
further form of existenceor
entity in the firm)
Eliminate
the servicefrom
"
new customers,but leavethe
existing customers
unaffected
" Eliminate the servicefrom

"
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new customers,but existing
customerscannotpurchase
additional units
Eliminate the service from
some customer segments,
but keep it open for other

"

customersegments
"

Eliminate, not the core
service, but some service
features (service
simplification)

" Eliminate a service,but
keepits nameand introduce
a new service with the same
namebut of different nature
and function to the
eliminatedone
" Eliminate a few servicesas
individual offerings and
createa new amalgamated
service(servicemerging)
" Phase-outa serviceslowly,
in order to capitalize upon
someadditionalsalesfrom
loyal customers
" Eliminate a serviceand sell
it out to anotherfirm
Drop
a service from the
"
standardrangeand reintroduceit as a special,
charginga premiumprice

69. Are there any additional elimination strategieswhich you use in your companyand
which werenot discussedabove?
70. Before implementing the elimination decision do you keep your customers
informed?
71. If no, why? (Go to Question 73)
72. If yes,
a) how do you keepthem informed?
b) do you usuallyexperienceanycomplaints?
If yes,
i) what was the natureof thosecomplaints?
ii) how do you dealwith thesecomplaints?
73. Could you pleasediscussthe importancethat you place on the way in which your
customers will be affected by a decision of your company to eliminate a financial
service?
74. Do you try to find out which are those customer segmentsthat will be mostly
affectedby a decisionof your firm to eliminatea financial service?
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75. If yes, do you take any measures to compensate them for any possible inconvenience
caused?Can you specify some measures?

76. Are there any problemssurroundingthe implementationof elimination decisionsor
any further commentyou wish to makeat this stage?

3.2.3 The Post-Elimination Stage

3.2.3.1 Post-Elimination Reviews

77. When you have concludedthe implementation of the elimination of a financial
the success/appropriateness
of
service do you have any mechanismto evaluate/assess
elimination decisionsfrom a retrospectiveangle?
78. If no, pleasespecify thereasons.
79. If yes, what are the dimensionsusedfor the retrospectiveassessment
of elimination
decisions?

3.2.3.2Re-marketingof PreviouslyEliminatedFinancial Services
80.Have you ever faced the need to resume marketing initially eliminated financial
services?(If no go to Question 82)
81. If yes,for what reasons/circumstances
did you makea re-marketingdecision?

3.3 Conclusion
82. In the future how do you see service elimination in your firm? (any foreseeable
developmentsor changes).
83. Have you got anyconcluding comments?
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Appendix 2
The Cover Letter and Answer Slip to Approach Financial Institutions
during the In-depth Interview Phase

XXX Plc
Address Details
For the attention of Mr. Peter Smith

December3,1999
Dear Mr. Smith,
Ref.: Academic Researchon ServiceElimination Decision-Making in the British Financial
ServicesSector.

My name is Paris C. Argouslidis and I am a Ph.D. studentin the departmentof marketing of
Stirling University. Following our recent telephonediscussionI am sending you this letter, as
agreed,in order to let you know about the academicresearchthat I am conducingand in order
to kindly invite you to participate.Pleasegive a few minutesof your time to read this letter.
The researchthat I am conductingis on the proceduresand activities that the British financial
institutions follow when they want to discontinuethe productionand marketing of one or more
of the financial services that they have in their range. This is what is called the Service
Elimination Process.
Over the last decadesextensive academicresearchhas been conductedon how service firms
develop and marketnew services.However, it hasbecomeevident to many servicefirms that an
unquestionableengagementin New ServiceDevelopmentcould result in a rapid proliferation of
that suchpolicy entails (e.g., high cost,
their serviceranges,with all the negativeconsequences
individual
loss of the
characterof someservicesand servicecannibalisation).
One way in which servicefirms can rationalisetheir servicerangesand keep them to the most
up-to-datecondition, is by systematicallyscreeningand, whennecessary,pruningthem.
With my researchI intend to study the service elimination processin the British financial
services sector.I am currently planning the initial phaseof my data collection processand it
would be of greathelp to me if I had your companyin my sample.
For the purposesof the initial phase of the data collection for the study, it was felt most
appropriateto conduct in-depth interviews with managers.Therefore,I kindly wantedto invite
you to participatein my research.In such caseI could visit your offices and havea discussion
with you, which will not take more than 1½ hours.
I wantedto assureyou that this researchis not funded by any private or public market research
organisationand that full anonymity and confidentiality of the information that your company
will provide is granted.
I would, thus, ask you to completeand return the attachedslip (using the stampedenvelopethat
I haveenclosed)indicating your willingness,or otherwise,to participatein this research.If your
answer is favourable, I will then contact you to confirm the date and the time that you will
suggestfor an interview.
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I wanted to let you know that your participation in my researchis vital for the successful
completionof my Ph.D. thesis.
Thanking you in advance for your attention, I am looking forward to your responseand
cooperation.
Yours faithfully

Paris C. Argouslidis
Ph.D. researcher
Departmentof Marketing
University of Stirling FK9 4LA
Tel No: 01786-467389
e-mail: paris.argouslidis@stir.ac.uk
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Answer Slip
Pleasetick as aaßropriate
I do wish to participatein the research
I do not wish to participatein the research

Name of the company..........................................
Personto contact................................................

Number*...................... ....................
Telephone
Suggesteddate for interview.............................

Time...........................

Thank you.
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Appendix 3

The SurveyQuestionnaire
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Survey on Service Elimination

Decision-Making

in the British Financial Services Sector

General Instructions
1.

The aim of this academic survey is to understand the service elimination process in the
British financial services sector.

2.

Questions are grouped into three parts.
a) The first part includes three demographic questions.
b) The second part includes questions about your company's service elimination policies
and practices.
c) Finally, the third part includes questions on variables of your company's internal and
external environment (e.g, market orientation, technological change, competition). It has
been hypothesised that such environmental factors influence a company's service
elimination decision-making process.

3.

The questionnaire is very easy to fill. If you have concerns about the "right" answer to a
question, please just answer as best as you can.

4.

All information that your company will provide will remain fully anonymous and strictly
confidential. If you would be interested in receiving a report with the main conclusions
and recommendations of this survey, please provide your details below or enclose your
business card in the return envelope.
Company Name:
For the attention of:
Address:
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Part I: Demo2raahics
Ql.

Q2.

By ticking the appropriate box, please indicate the type of your company.
Q

Bank

Q
Q

Building Society
InsuranceCompany

What are the total assets of your company in the latest balance sheet? Please specify below in £

million.

Q3. What is the approximatenumber of financial services that your company has in its service range?
Pleasespecify below.
(A financial service is defined as an offering with individual stance within the service range. For example, if
a company offers 5 different current accounts, 10 different pension products and 5 different mortgage
products, the total number of financial services in the range is 20. )

Q4. How many financial services(approximately)have you eliminated from your servicerange in the
last 5-yearperiod?Pleasespecify a numberbelow.

Part II: Questions Relating to the Service Elimination Decision-Making Process
NB: In this study Service Elimination is defined as the withdrawal from your company's service
range of individual financial services, such as elimination of a current account, of a pension product
or of a mortgage product (thesenamesare just examples).
Please try to recall a recent service elimination decision that was made in your comaanv and answer
the rest of the questions in this part with regards to this specific elimination case.
Q5. Pleaseconsider the following objectives that companies may want to achieve by eliminating a
financial service.By circling the appropriatenumberon the scale below, pleaseindicate the extent to which
eachof the listed objectives guided the specific serviceelimination casethat you have chosento discuss.

a. Improvement

of financially-related

indicators

Not
at all
1234567

Moderately

To a great
extent

(e.g profitability, ROI, cost of running the service range)
b. Rationalisation of the service range to control
cannibalisation

1234567

c. Rationalisation of the service range to
minimise customer confusion

1234567

d. Concentrationof the corporate resourceson
what can be done best (variety reduction)

1234567

e. Keep the service range to the most up-to date
condition

1234567

f. Other (pleasespecify)

123d567

2
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Q6.
Listed below is a set of problem situations that can trigger a company to examine a financial
service for possible elimination. By circling the appropriate number on the scale below, please indicate how
important was each of the problem situations in stimulating your company to initiate the elimination

processin the specific service elimination casethat you havechosento discuss.
Or no
impor

Of moderate
impor-

lance

or extreme
impor-

lance

lance

a. Declining profitability

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

b. Declining customerdemand and
customerrejection

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

c. Service obsolescence

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

d. Legislative changesand new
regulations

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

e. Incompatibility with current
corporate focus

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

f. Changed businesspositioning

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

g. Technical problemswith the
delivery process

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

It. A person with a vital role in the
delivery processleft the company

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I. Other (pleasespecify)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Q7. Listed below is a set of audit criteria that can be used to identify financial servicesas elimination
candidates.On the scale below, pleaseindicate how important was each one of the listed criteria for the
identification as an elimination candidateof the specific eliminated service that you have chosento discuss.
Of no
impor-

Of moderate
impor-

tance

Of extreme
imporLance

Lance

a. Salesvolume

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

b. Market share

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

c. Profitability

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

d. Market growth potential

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

e. Service position on the
life cycle curve

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

f. Activities of competitors

I

2

3

4

5

g. Operational problems

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

h. Customers' perceptions

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

L Other (pleasespecify)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

7

(e.g, problemswith thedesign,

the blueprinting, the delivery process
of a service)

3
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Q8.

Once a financial service has been identified as an elimination candidate, there are actions that can be
undertaken in order to revitalise the service. On the scale below, please indicate how important was each
of the listed remedial actions in revitalising the specific eliminated service that you have chosen to discuss.
Of no

Of moderate

impor-

Of extreme

impor-

tance

Impor-

lance

tance

a. Modifications/improvements in someof the service's
attributes/characteristics

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

b. Modifications in the service's cost structure

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

c. Modifications in the price of the service

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

d. Increase the effort of the sales force and customercontact personnel

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

e. Train in a better way the sales force and customercontactpersonnel

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

f. Modifications in the promotion/communications

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

g. Modifications in the service delivery process

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

It. Other (please specify)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

strategy

Q9. Before making an elimination decision, companiescan evaluate the impact that such a decision
could have upon various areasof the business.On the scalebelow, pleaseindicate how important was each
of the listed evaluation factors, in terms of their impact upon your final decision in the specific
elimination case that you have chosen to discuss.

Of no
importance

Of moderate
importance

Of extreme
importance

a. Impact on the salesof other services
(cross-selling)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

b. Impact on the profitability of other services

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

c. Impact on the relationship with customers

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

d. Impact on the corporate image

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

e. Impact upon full-line policy (i. e, policy to
offer a full range of services)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

L Impact on human resourcesand
employee relationships

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

g. Benefits that competitors candevelop as a1
result of the elimination of the service
h. Extent to which a similar serviceexists in the
market to satisfy the needsof customers

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I. Likelihood of an organised intervention
(e.g, negative pressreleases,adverse
government reaction etc.)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

j. Other (pleasespecify)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

4
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Q. 10 Once a company has made the elimination decision, there are strategies that can be used to
implement it.
a) By ticking the appropriate box(es), please indicate which strategy (or which strategies) you used in your
company to implement the specific elimination decision that you have chosen to discuss.

b) On the 7-point scale,pleaseindicate how frequently do you useeachone of the listed strategiesin order
to implementelimination decisionsin general.
Implementation Strategies

(a)
Pleasetick only
the one(s) that
you used in the
chosen case

a.

Drop immediately ( i.e., the service
is completely eliminated and has no
further existence or entity in the
company)

b.

(b)
Gene ral Frequency Scale
Very
rarely

Very
frequently

Average

1

2

345

67

Eliminate the service from new
customers, but leave the existing
customersunaffected

1

2

345

67

c.

Eliminate the service from new
customers, but existing customers
cannot purchaseadditional units

1

2

345

67

d.

Eliminate the service from some
customer segments,but keep it open
for other customersegments

1

2

345

67

e.

Eliminate not the core service, but
some service features (service
simplification)

1

2

345

67

f.

Eliminate a service, but keep its
name and introduce a new service
with the same name but of different
nature and function to the eliminated
one

1

2

345

67

1

2

345

67

g.

Eliminate a few services as
individual offerings and create a new
(service
service
amalgamated
merging)

h.

Phase-out a service slowly, in order
to capitalise upon some additional
salesfrom loyal customers

1

2

345

67

Eliminate a service and sell it to
another company

1

2

345

67

Drop a service from the standard
range and re-introduce it as a special.

1

2

345

67

1.

j.

Q11. Once you implemented the elimination of the specific financial service that you have chosen to
discuss, did you conduct a post-elimination review in order to assess retrospectively the
of this specific elimination decision?
success/appropriateness
Q
Q

Yes,weconducteda post-eliminationreview(If Yes,please go to 012 and then 014)
No, we did notconductapost-eliminationreview(If no, please go to 013 and then 014)
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Q12. On the scale below, please indicate how important was each one of the following factors in your
company's retrospective assessment of the success/appropriateness of the specific service elimination case
that you have chosen to discuss.
Of no
importance

Of moderate
importance

Of extreme
imporlance

a. Extent to which operational problems
were solved

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

b. Actual cross-selling impact

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

c. Actual level of customercomplaints

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

d. Sales of the service that replaced
the eliminated one

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

e. Profitability of the service that
replaced the eliminated one

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

f. Customer retention rates

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

g. New customer acquisition rates

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

h. Customers' view of the company

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

i. Propensityof existing customers
to do incremental businesswith the company

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

J. Other (pleasespecify)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

(Pleasego to Q14.)
Q13. What were the reason(s)for you not conducting a post-elimination review? Pleasetick as many
alternativesas appropriateto your elimination case.
Q

Becausethe success/appropriateness
of the elimination decision was very obvious

Q

Becausethe elimination decision was irrevocable

Q

Becausethe existing customers were not affected by the elimination of the service

Q

Becausethere was an aversion to deal with this elimination caseany further

Q

Other (please specify)

(Pleasecontinuewith Q14.)
With regard to the specific service elimination case, please specify the duration
activities:

Q14.

of the following

a. The time that elapsed from the moment you initially identified the financial service as an elimination candidate, until the
moment you finally confirmed your decision to eliminate it from your service range
months
b. Once you confirmed your decision to eliminate the financial service, the time that elapsed until you `closed' this financial
service to new potential customers
months (cont... )

6
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c. Once you confirmed your decision to eliminate the financial service, the time that elapsed until you `closed' the service to its
existine customers/users
months

Q15. On the scale below, please indicate how important was each of the following factors in determining
the duration of the elimination process (from identification to decision-making) for the specific service
that you have chosen to discuss.
Of no

Of moderate

Of extreme

a. Reason that triggered the elimination in the first place

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

b. Seriousnessof the problem with the service

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

c. Sensitivity and impact upon existing customers

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

d. Sensitivity and impact upon new customers

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

e. Importance of the service to the company

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

f. Behaviour of competitors

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

g. Availability of a replacementproduct

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

h. Other (pleasespecify)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Q16. By ticking the appropriate box, please indicate the method of the delivery process of the specific
financial service that you eliminated. Please tick only one alternative.
a.

Customersvisited our company to usethe financial service

b.

Our company visited the customers

c.

Our company and customerswere transactingat arm's
length (telephone,mail, e-mail, internet)

Q17. What wasthe type of the eliminated service?Pleasetick as appropriate.
a.

Retail financial service (i. e., sold to the massmarket)

b.

Corporate financial service (i. e, sold to corporate
customers,suchas businessorganisations)

Which of the following functional areas a) initiated the elimination decision, b) collected and
analysed elimination related information and c) made the decision in the specific elimination case that
3rd
) in terms of the importance of
you have chosen to discuss? Please rank the involved areas (1St,2nd,
decision-making
their say in each one of the three phases of the service elimination
process.
Q18.

Functional Areas

a.

The managerof the eliminated service

b.

Finance-Actuarial

c.
d.

Salesarea
Marketing

e.

Customer-contactpersonnel

f.

Administrative staff (cont..)

Initiation

Collection and Analysis of
Information

Decision-Making

7
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(Functional areascont... )
Functional Areas

g.
h.

Managementcommittee
General manager

i.

Managing director

j.

CEO-President

k.

Board of Directors

1.

Other (pleasespecify)

Initiation

Collection and Analysis of
Information

Decision-Making

Q19. This question refers to the formality of your service elimination decisions in
general. On the scale
below, please indicate the extent to which each of the following activities is indicative
of what is happening
in your company during the service elimination decision-making process.

a. The performance of all our services is
reviewed regularly and systematically,

Absolutely
Fain
1234567

Neutral

Absolutely
True

in order to identify possible problems
b. We have explicitly defined audit criteria
againstwhich we evaluatethe performance
of our services

1234567

c. For each audit criterion we have explicit
minimum performancestandards.Services
not meeting thembecome elimination
candidates

1234567

d. We initiate elimination activities only
when problemsdevelop with particular services

1234567

e. Responsibility for service elimination hasbeen
clearly assignedin our company

1234567

f. Service elimination decisions are guided by
a written procedure

1234567

g. No specific elimination responsibilities
have beenassigned.Elimination decisions are
madethrough informal conversationsand
activities

1234567

h. A standardform (document) is used to
reachelimination decisions

1234567

i. A standardform (document) is usedto
implement elimination decisions

1234567

Q20. Have you ever faced the needto re-market a financial service that you had eliminated initially in
your company?
Q
Q

Yes(Pleasego to 021 and then 022)
No(Pleasego to 022)

8
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Q21. Listed below are some reasons why a company may decide to re-market an initially eliminated
financial service. On the scale below, please indicate how frequently each reason has triggered your
company to re-market a financial service that you had initially eliminated.
a. A change in the market circumstances

Very
rarely
1234567

Average

b. A very high level of customer complaints

1234567

c. The service was very innovative when it was
first introduced

1234567

d. A changein the corporate objectives

1234567

e. Other (pleasespecify)

1234567

Very
frequently

(Please continue with Q22. )

Part III: OuestionsRelatin2 to the Internal and External Environment of your Company
With regards to the overall business strategy, which of the following alternatives best characterises
your company? Please tick only one alternative.

Q22.

Q
Q
Q
Q

Cost reducer (where the primary focus is on how the costs of producing and delivering financial services can
be reduced)
Fast imitator (where the company waits for competitors' actions and reactssystematically in a fast way)
Slow imitator (where the company waits for competitors' actions and reactsin a cautiousmanner)
Technological innovator (where the company is systematically first in the market and first in the application of
new technology)

Q23. This questionrefers to your company's market orientation. On the scale below, pleaseindicate the
extent to which each of the 13 activities happensin your company.
Not
at all

To a moderate
extent

a. Our salespeople regularly shareinformation within
our company concerning competitors' strategies

1234567

b. Our businessobjectives are driven primarily by
customer satisfaction

1234567

c. We rapidly respond to competitive actions that
threaten us

1234567

d. We constantly monitor our level of commitment and
orientation to serving customers' needs

1234567

e. Our ton managers from every function reeularly

1234567

To an extreme
extent

visit our current and prospective customers
f. We freely communicate information about our
successful and unsuccessfulcustomerexperiencesacross
all business functions

2

3

4

5

6

7

g. Our strategy for competitive advantageis basedon our
understandingof customers' needs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

h. All of our businessfunctions are integrated in serving
the needsof our target markets

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I. Our businessstrategies are driven by our beliefs about
how we can create value to customers(cont... )

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

9
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(Market orientation cont

Not

To a moderate

at an

To an extreme

extent

extent

j. We measurecustomersatisfaction systematically
and frequently

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

k. Top managementregularly discussescompetitors'
strengthsand weaknesses

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

1. All of our managersunderstandhow everyone in the
businesscan contribute to creating customer value

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

m. We target customerswhere we have an opportunity for
competitive advantage

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Q24. Listed below are different types of competition. On the scalebelow, pleaseindicate how intense is
each type of competition for your company.
Not intense
at all

Moderately
intense

Extremely
intense

a. Price competition

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

b. Service attributescompetition (i. e., adding
supplementaryattributes to a core service)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

c. Promotional/Advertising competition

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

d. Delivery processcompetition

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

e. Technology competition

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

f. Other (pleasesoecifv)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Q25. This question is about the legislative environment in the British financial services sector. On the
scalebelow,pleaseindicate the intensity of eachof the listed areasof legislation.
Not intense
at all

Moderately
intense

Extremely
intense

a. Price legislation (e.g., concerning mandatory
price levels etc.)

12

3

4

5

6

7

b. Service design legislation (e.g., concerning
the attributes of a service etc.)

12

3

4

5

6

7

c. Distribution channel legislation (e.g., concerning
the appropriatechannels for distributing a service etc.)

12

3

4

5

6

7

12

3

4

5

6

7

e. Expansion legislation (e.g., concerning the plans
of a company to expand to new domestic or international
markets etc.)

12

3

4

5

6

7

f. Promotional/Advert ising legislation (e.g., concerning
the content of communications strategy etc.)

12

3

d

5

6

7

g. Other (pleasespecify)

12

3

4

5

6

7

d. tleliverv

nrncess legislation

(e. g.. concerning the

appropriate method for delivering a service)

to
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Q26. This question refers to the rhythm of technological change in the British financial servicessector.
By circling the appropriate number on the 7-point scale please indicate your agreement or disagreement
,
with the following statements.
Strongly
disagree
1

2

3

4

5

6

b. Technological advancementsare a driving
force in our industry

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

c. A lot of the industry's new financial services owe their
existenceto technological developments

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

d. In our industry technological advancementscan
make existing financial services obsoletevery quickly

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

e. In our industry there is no need to develop new
financial services in order to replace technologically
obsolete ones

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

f. The distribution channelsin our industry are
changing as a result of technological developments

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

g. In our industry there is no need to engagein R&D
in order to keep up with technological advancements

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

a. The advent of new technologies in our industry

Neutral

Strongly
agree
7

is increasing

h. The productivity in our industry is increasing as a1
result of technological change
1. In our industry the service delivery processesfor
many financial servicesare increasingly becoming more
capital intensive

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

J. In our industry back-office and front-office operations

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

automated
arebecomingincreasingly

Q27. Listed below are four activities of service rangemanagement.Pleaserank them (i.e., 151,2nd3rd,4m),
a) in termsof each activity's relative importance to your company's service range managementand b) in
terms of the overall corporateresources(temporal,monetaryand human) allocated to each activity.
Ranking
for relative importance

Ranking
for resource allocation

Planning and developing new services
Improvinglupgrading/modifying existing services
Developing new markets for existing services
Eliminating existing services

Thank You very much indeed for your time and your kind participation to this Ph.D. research.
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Appendix 4
The Cover Letter to Approach Financial Institutions in the Survey
Phase

For the attention of the Marketing Manager
XXX Ltd

Addressdetails

Stirling June 10,2000
Dear Sir/Madam,
Ref.: Academic Researchon Financial Service Elimination Decision-Makine
In the last decadeBritish financial institutions havebeen operating in a dynamic environment,
characterisedby unprecedentedscale of deregulation, accelerating technological change,
intensifyingcompetitionand a needto reducethe costsof running financial servicesranges.
Financial service elimination could well be an important aspectof the right responseto such
environmentalconditions, as it can `clean' the service range from technologically obsolete,
high-cost,cannibalisingand othertypes of problematicfinancial services.
However, little is known about the way in which British financial institutions approachservice
elimination decision-making.
In order to gain an in-depthunderstandingof this type of managerialdecision,I am undertaking
this survey for my Ph.D. degreein Marketing in the University of Stirling. I would appreciateif
you could share your knowledge with me. Enclosed you can find my researchquestionnaire,
which I would kindly like to ask you to completeand return back to me. Pleasemakeuseof the
responseenvelopethat I haveenclosedfor your convenience.
The completion process will take you between 30 to 45 minutes approximately. I strongly
believe that you will find the questionnaireinteresting and stimulating, as it is the outcomeof
in-depth interviews with middle and seniormanagersof financial institutions from the British
financial services sector. I wanted to assureyou that all responseswill be treated strictly
anonymously and confidentially.
Your responseis vital for the analysisstageof this survey and for the completion of my Ph.D.
The least I can do to thank you for your help is to sendyou a summaryof the conclusionsand
managerialimplications of the research.
Thanking your in advancefor your time and attention,I really look forward to obtainingyour
responseat your earliestconvenience.
Yours sincerely
Paris C. Argouslidis
Departmentof Marketing
University of Stirling FK9 4LA
Tel No: 01786-467389
e-mail: paris.argouslidis@stir.ac.uk
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Appendix 5
Intercorrelations between Overall Market Orientation and
Components (PearsonCorrelation Coefficients)

Overall Market
Orientation

Customer
Orientation

Competitor
Orientation

Interfunctional
Coordination

Overall Market

Orientation
Customer
Orientation

Competitor
Orientation
Interfunctional
Coordination

1.0

892**

1.0

825**
.

580"
.

1.0

876"
.

682"
.

604"
.

.

1.0

* P<. 10
** p<. 05
*** p<.01

NB.: It can be seenin the correlation matrix abovethat the variable of Overall Market
Orientation was highly correlated with its three components namely Customer
Orientation, Competitor Orientation and Interfunctional Coordination (r=. 892; .825;
876 respectively). For that reasonit was felt appropriateto exclude Overall Market
Orientationfrom the regressionprocedure.This decisionwas madebecausethe strength
of the correlation coefficientsof Overall Market Orientation with its threecomponents
was at the Level III in Mason and Perreault's(1991) collinearity matrix (p. 272) and
was high enoughto causeType II errors (i.e, failure to detectsome significant predictor
variables), which in turn could raise multicollinearity problems in the regression
models. On the samerationale, however, it was decided to include in the regression
models the three components of Overall Market Orientation. The strength of the
correlation coefficients between the three componentswas at the lower Level II in
Mason and Perreault (1991) collinearity matrix and (given that the samplesize was
greaterthan 100) it was lesslikely to raisemulticollinearity problems.
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Appendix 6
Intercorrelations betweenthe Eight Metric Contextual Independent
Variables that were included in the RegressionModels
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